Welcome to our 2019 catalog.

Introduction

It is our sincere hope that each and every one of our customers takes the time to read this page of our catalog. The few minutes that it takes to read this will help provide you with a better understanding of our operation and will communicate to you how we operate. We are not a large operation and all of the work is done by Linda and me with occasional inputs from outside sources. We are not a wholesale seed company nor are we a large hatchery. We are genetic preservationists that are in this for the genetic diversity of this planet we all call home. We produce all of our own eggs for our hatches, tend all of our own flocks, weed and care for the seed crops and produce over 80% of the seed which we sell.

PLEASE NOTE THE CHANGING TIMES INDICATE CHANGES TO OUR PRINTED CATALOG. IT WILL NO LONGER HAVE ALL OF THE INFORMATION WE WILL PROVIDE ON THE ONLINE VERSION. WE WILL NOT BE INCLUDING ANY ITEMS WE HAVE NO SEED OR SUPPLY OF FOR THAT YEAR. IT WILL BE A “SMALL VERSION “OF THE TOTAL LISTINGS. YOU WILL HAVE TO CHECK BACK YEAR AFTER YEAR TO SEE OUR TOTAL COLLECTION.

Our Office Hours and Visitor Policy

The office phone is available 24 hours a day. Linda will be by the phone most Mondays and Thursdays from 3:00 to 5:00 PM (Central Time). She will not answer the telephone on Monday or Thursday holidays. There is a voice mail service available for the other times. Sometimes, during peak seasons, the voice mailbox becomes filled up. We try to empty the voice mailbox frequently, but if you get a message saying the mailbox is full, please try back in a day or two or send us an e-mail. Please leave your name, number and best time to return your call. We will try to get back to you as soon as possible, although, it may not be the same day. If you leave a message, one of us will try to call you back at our earliest opportunity. We do not make or accept phone calls on Sunday.

We are not set up for drop in visits and really can’t handle them. With the continued Newcastle and Avian Influenza precautions we are no longer allowing any visits to the poultry part of our operation. We are doing our best to try to promote good biosecurity.

Patience

Please remember we are not a 24 hour fast food place where you can order and expect service immediately. We are doing this as a hobby business service and we work as fast and efficiently as the time allows. We cannot guarantee specific hatch dates as we cannot guarantee the hatch rate or laying rate of each of the many breeds that we have. We set up and process the orders in the order in which we receive them in the mail.

E-mails

Please do not expect an immediate e-mail response. Ones that Linda can answer (such as catalog and order status e-mails) will usually be answered within a week or two. Ones that require Glenn to answer (specific breed questions, seed histories, etc.) can take up to a few months for a response. We are very sorry but we get an unbelievable amount of e-mails and there are still only 24 hours in a day.

The Computer Age

Computers and the internet have changed people’s ideas about ordering. However, we still operate the “old fashioned” way. If you want a particular breed, you will need to send in your order by mail and wait your turn in line. Please check the web site for availability of poultry breeds. We continue to take orders only by regular mail. We only accept payment for orders in the form of a check or money order sent in by regular USPS mail to accompany your order. We are not set up to accept payment by credit card, PayPal, etc.

We still have no intention of taking orders over the internet. We have decided that we will take orders over the internet just as soon as we can ship chicks and seeds via e-mail. Patience here is the key. You may contact us by e-mail at the following address: sandhill@fbcom.net. An online version of the complete catalog is available at the web site address www.sandhillpreservation.com.

The Catalog

There will be no printed catalog sent out by bulk rate mail for 2019. Everything will be found online at www.sandhillpreservation.com. PDF pages and updates to this catalog will be put in place as they are available.

There will be a very limited number of printed catalogs available starting in late January for those people who do not have access to the internet. These will be mailed out by First Class Mail. You will need to send a request plus $5.00 by regular USPS mail (no e-mail requests). There will be a $5.00 coupon in the printed catalog that you may use to help pay for your first order.

You will find that the catalog is divided into three sections with three corresponding order forms. The orders from the three sections of our catalog are processed in three different ways and they need to be sent in and on each of their individual order forms.
IMPORTANT ITEMS TO TAKE NOTE OF

Order Cancellation
Any order (seed, poultry, or sweet potato) that is cancelled once we receive it in the mail will incur a $3.00 cancellation charge. Once we have taken time to process and set up an order, fees and charges occur that we must pass on to those who suddenly change their mind.

Insufficient Fund Checks
We will be forced to charge $30.00 for any bad check that we receive. We will notify you when we receive notice that your check was bad and then you will have one week to either send us a money order or a certified check. After that time, we will then contact the authorities for prosecution for theft.

Sweet Potato Slip Orders and slip guarantees
All orders are shipped via Priority Mail. We are not able to send an e-mail each time we ship an order. There are just only so many hours in the day that season of the year. We will not refund for slips that arrive in poor condition, but will gladly replace them if we discover they were held up in the mail. Send us a picture of the slips via U.S. Mail and we will adjust and reship accordingly. We will not reship if it is determined that you did not check your mail and left them in the Post Office for days. If there is a problem with the slips upon arrival, you must contact us within 7 days of shipment for replacement slips to be sent. Under no circumstance will we be held liable for anything other than damage to slips in shipping. There will be no refund if you plant them incorrectly, leave them too long before planting, or they just don’t grow. We have no control over them once they are in your hands.

Customer Service
Please understand that we strive to make sure that each and every customer gets what they order as soon as we possibly can get to your order. We are not an official business with a marketing department and a customer service department. We are genetic preservationists with a desire to see material dispersed and maintained. We do not advertise and if you have found us it is because either someone recommended us or you are searching for a rare and unusual item. Much of the material we maintain is not in the mainstream as it has quirks and problems that a true business would not carry in order to keep a steady flow of product and happy customers. If you have an order question or product problem then you will deal directly with Linda by telephone or it will be directed to me (Glenn) via mail or telephone. We will evaluate and work to solve your problem as quickly as possible.

SEEDS

Our seed and sweet potato listings will continue to expand to include a broader variety of items. All seed will be germination tested and meet federal standards. You must notify us right away if there are problems with germination or crossing. We cannot guarantee the germination of seeds purchased one year and not planted until the next year (or later). Seeds must be stored under the proper conditions to remain viable past the purchase year. PLEASE REMEMBER THAT WE DON’T DISCONTINUE VARIETIES, BUT THE NATURE OF OUR COMPANY MEANS THAT WE WILL HAVE TEMPORARY CROP FAILURES. Please don’t interpret a crop failure as a varietal weakness. We have so many projects that sometimes things disrupt our plans.

PLEASE NOTE: For orders received after June 1, any item not in stock will be back-ordered until the new seed is processed in December.

STATEMENT ON THE NATURE AND PRODUCTION OF OUR SEEDS: We grow over 80% of the items we list here on our farm either through controlled hand pollinations or by isolations. We have 17 acres in seed production and evaluation. Under no circumstance are any of our seeds chemically treated. Also, we will never offer any genetically engineered varieties. We have a firm commitment to traditional plant breeding techniques and are adamantly opposed to moving genes from one species to another through biotechnology. All of our seed is Open Pollinated. We do not sell any hybrids or GMO’s.

ORGANIC CERTIFICATION: Since 2009 all seed grown on our farm is Certified Organic. We do still sell some seed that we purchase which is not certified organic, but these seeds are still non-GMO and are not chemically treated. We are in complete support of organic programs and policies as that is the best alternative to help save the environment from the harmful effects of genetically altered organisms. The current brainwashing techniques used to indicate that traditional plant breeding using genes from the same species is no different than transferring genes from widely different species is far to dangerous in the natural world.
ASPARAGUS

Mary Washington - Most popular U.S. type. Resistant to some rusts and blight. Pkt. (250 seeds) $1.75

BURDOCK

Takinogawa - 105 days - Long skinny roots that are used in Japanese cooking. (Approximately 40 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $1.50; 3 pkts. for $3.75 Certified Organic Seed

BEETBERRY

Beetberry - 70 days - Plant early. Very tiny seeds. Plant very shallow and keep moist. Tasty berry-like fruits on the stems. Sometimes called Strawberry Spinach. Leaves may also be eaten in salads. (Approximately 40 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $3.00

CARDOON

Tenderheart- 120 days - An Italian favorite. Easy to grow where winters are mild as best flavor is obtained when plants mature during cool days and nights. The blanched ribs are an antipasto favorite and the flowers are great for dried arrangements. The foliage is a very attractive grey-green with serrations. Large ribs must be blanched by wrapping in heavy paper or loose straw as it is growing in the garden. Vegetable dates back to Roman times. Either start indoors and carefully transplant or plant seeds early about 1 inch deep and space several inches apart. (Approximately 100 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

CELERIAC

Monstorpolgi - 100 days from transplant - Large, firm round roots with few side shoots. Pkt. (Approximately 800 seeds) $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

CELERY

Culture similar to Celeriac. (Approximately 1300 seeds/pkt.)

Giant Pascal - 110 days - Tall, nice, easy to grow celery. Large heart that blanches creamy white, tender stalks. Pkt. $1.50

Golden Pascal - 115 days - Plants get about 20 inches and are a pale yellow-green color. Pkt. $1.50

Golden Self-lanching - 110 days - Blanches to a golden color. Introduced in 1886. Thick, yellow-green ribs. Pkt. $1.50

Utah Tall - 100 days from transplant - Long, crisp stalks, compact heads, medium dark green color. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

ENDIVE

Full Heart Batavian - 85 days - Wide, wavy leaves with irregular edging. Plants can get very large when spaced far apart. Works well in salad mixes when harvested in the very tiny stage of growth. Pkt. $1.50

Green Curled - 80 days - Finely cut, dark green curled leaves. Hearts will blanch to white and spread to 12 to 18 inches. When harvested in the very young tender stage it makes a nice addition to salad mixes. Pkt. $1.50

BRUSSEL SPROUTS

(Approximately 500 seeds/pkt.)

Falstaff - 135 days - Tall plants with deep red sprouts. Does much better than Rubine Red (which we used to grow). This variety is ornamental, yet functional. Pkt. $2.25

Long Island Improved - 130 days - A superb tasting, highly nutritious vegetable when properly harvested. Wait to pick until after a hard freeze (at least 20 to 25 deg. F). Pkt. $1.50

BROCCOLI

Packet will contain approximately 300 seeds unless noted otherwise.

DeCicco - 50 days - A very early sprouting type. Small head with lots of side shoots. Introduced in 1890. Pkt. $1.50

Limba - 75 days- performs well during summer heat, good sized smaller beaded heads. A Czech variety Pkt. $3.00

Piracicaba - 55 days - From Brazil. A non-heading type. Loose type heads with lots of side shoots. Forms well in hot weather. Pkt. $3.00

Thompson - 78 days - Another of Tim Peters’ creations. Best for Fall crops. Heads are slightly larger than Umpqua. (Approximately 150 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed (Limit 1 Pkt.)

Umpqua Broccoli- 75 days- An open pollinated type that will show some slight variations, but is of excellent quality. We make a second direct seeded planting in late July and we get huge heads the first part of October. Developed by Tim Peters. Pkt. $2.50

Waltham 29 - 80 days- My old favorite prior to Umpqua introduction. This variety does not head up well in the heat. Either plant it very early or it is best used for a Fall crop. Pkt. $1.50

KOHLRABI

(Approximately 900 seeds/pkt.)

Early White Vienna - 55 days - Globe shaped, white. Harvest when 2 to 3 inches around. Pkt. $1.50

Early Purple Vienna - 65 days - Globe shaped, purple. Longer season than the white. Pkt. $1.50
### CAULIFLOWER
(Approximately 500 seeds/pkt.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Days</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Year Round</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Large, tight head. Keeps in good condition for a long time. A good type for freezing. Pkt. $1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Snowball</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Creamy white, firm head, dependable yield. Does best from an early spring planting. Keep the soil very fertile and don’t let the plants get stunted for the best yields. Pkt. $1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Igloo</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Late, stow pipe type, heavy solid heads. This variety works best in areas that have long cool periods and not rapid heat up to summer weather. Dense foliage. Pkt. $1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Blanching</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Plants tend to need less care to get to blanching stage. Pkt. $1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violetta Italia</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Plants tend to need less care to get to blanching stage. Pkt. $1.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### KALE
(Approximately 1000 seeds/pkt. unless otherwise noted)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Days</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blue Curled Scotch</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Very finely curled blue-green leaves, dense plants. Best when picked after frost. Pkt. $1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Curled Vates</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Dwarf and spreading, very curled, deep blue-grey. Pkt. $1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwarf Siberian Improved</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Smaller plants, large, thick blue-green leaves with frilled edges. Pkt. $1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Russian Kale</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>A superb, lace leaf type. The plants usually get waist high by season’s end. The plants are a lovely purple red. Pkt. $2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuscan</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Dark green, crinkle leafed. (aka Dinosaur Kale or Lacinato) This kale has many names and uses. It is also called Black Kale (Approximately 500 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CHINESE CABBAGE
(Approximately 900 seeds/pkt.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Days</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Pac Choi</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>A nice, bok choy type with white juicy ribs. Can be planted early, but does best when planted in early August. Pkt. $1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michihili</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Tall, loose type heads sometimes up to 2 feet tall. Superb taste. Pkt. $1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatsoi</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Gorgeous plants (aka spoon cabbage). Dark green, spoon shaped leaves. Superb flavor for soups and very nutritional. Best when direct seeded in garden around August 1. Pkt. $1.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CABBAGE
(Approximately 500 seeds/pkt.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Days</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Seasons</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Round heads, slightly flat on top, good heat resistance, 9 to 12 pound heads. Pkt. $1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunswick</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Flat, drum head, 6 to 9 pounds, good storage type. Pkt. $1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charleston Wakefield</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>4 to 6 pound conical heads, bigger and later than Early Jersey Wakefield. Pkt. $1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copenhagen Market</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Round, solid head, 6 to 8 inch diameter, 3 to 4 pounds. Not inclined to burst. Pkt. $1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danish Ballhead</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>7 to 8 inch diameter, 5 to 7 pound heads. Leaves are very tightly packed so the heads are very solid. Keeps fairly well. Pkt. $1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Des Vertus Savoy</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Very curly, small headed super hardy savoy of excellent quality. This one works well in late plantings in cold frames for a late in the season treat. Pkt. $2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drumhead</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>A nice, late, savoy like cabbage. Slightly crumpled leaves, firm, crisp and tender. Pkt. $1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Jersey Wakefield</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Small, pointed 2 to 3 lb heads, quick to mature. Excellent flavor when planted early. Pkt. $1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frigga Savoy</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>An excellent, large 3 pound plus head savoy cabbage that holds well in the field. Pkt. $2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glory of Enkhutzen</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>8 to 10 pound heads, good keeper, good for sauerkraut. Round shaped heads. Pkt. $1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Acre</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>Round, 3 to 4 pound heads, very uniform. Pkt. $1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January King Savoy</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>Slow growing, typical winter cabbage of Britain. Leaves are tinged with a pinkish red color. When I lived in the mild part of Idaho this one grew throughout the winter, hardy down to 10 deg. F. Pkt. $1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late Flat Dutch</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>Huge, 10 pound heads that are very flat. Remember to give plenty of room as the heads are large and flat. Pkt. $1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mammoth Red Rock</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Very long season, round, 4 to 6 pound, slightly flat heads. Good red color. Pkt. $1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Acre</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>Small size (2 to 4 pounds), deep red in color. Excellent early red cabbage. Pkt. $1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Verone Savoy</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>A nice purplish-red tinged leaved savoy that has good winter hardiness. Color intensifies as cooler weather sets in. Pkt. $2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savoy Chieftain</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Late, flat, globe shape, crinkled leaves, tolerates insects better than regular green cabbage, 4 to 6 pound heads. Pkt. $1.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
COLLARDS  
(Approximately 900 seeds/pkt.)

Georgia Green - 80 days - 3 foot tall, large plants, blue-green crumpled leaves. Pkt. $1.50
Morris Heading - 70 days - Shorter plants producing a loose head at the top of the stem with darker green leaves. Pkt. $1.50

MUSTARD  
(Approximately 1700 seeds/pkt.)

Old Fashioned - 45 days - Long, ruffled leaves, common old fashioned salad green. This one likes to reseed easily and you can usually get a fall crop from the seed produced from the plants that go to seed from the Spring crop. Pkt. $1.50
Red Giant - 50 days - Beautiful purple-red, slightly curled leaves. Does best when planted mid-July onward. We had it easily survive to -5 °F with a snow cover. Flavor improves with a light frost. Pkt. $1.50
Southern Giant Curled - 50 days - Rich, dark green, deep fringed leaves. This one is a bit on the spicy side. Pkt. $1.25
Tendergreen - 45 days - Fast growing, quick source of greens for humans and poultry. This one grows fast in any weather and does make a quick tasty crop for poultry. It is also the mildest flavored of all of the ones we offer. Pkt. $1.50

GREENS  
Cool Weather Greens

Arugula - 40 days - Fast growing, cool season salad green. Distinct, spicy flavor, best used when young and grown in cool weather. Heat and longevity tend to make it taste bitter. Can be planted as soon as the ground can be worked up until mid-August. (Approximately 1500 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $1.25
Broadleaf Mache - 55 days - Commonly called Cornsalad. Grows well in cool weather. Long, glossy green leaves, forms bunches, distinct, nutty flavor. Used as a mixed salad green. Plant early or again in mid-August. Does not like the heat. (Approximately 1500 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $1.25
French Sorrel - 50 to 70 days - Tangy, lemon flavored leaves that are a good food for the chickens and rabbits (as well as for humans). Add sparingly as a garnish to salads or to soups due to its strong flavor. Plant early in the Spring and pick the leaves as needed. This winters over here in Iowa for an early spring treat. (Approximately 1500 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $1.50
Hon Tsai Tai - 40 days - A quick maturing Chinese green that has purplish stems. It flowers quickly, but the flowers are very tasty. Direct seed as early as possible. (Approximately 250 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.00
Minutina (Plantago corynopus) - 50 days - Cold hardy salad plant, does best in cooler weather, small plants with slender, crinkled green leaves. Direct seed early in the garden. Plant in early August for a fall garden. (Approximately 800 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed
Mizuna - 55 days - Very fine, cutleaf foliage; tender, juicy Japanese green. Plants are very vigorous, ornamental and tasty. Can be eaten both raw or lightly steamed. May be direct seeded in early Spring, but I plant it August 1 for a nice Fall crop. (Approximately 700 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed
Rapini - 60 days - Broccoli Raab type Asian cabbage. Best if you live in a mild climate where it can be over wintered and harvested early in the spring. If not possible, plant early in the spring and harvest the small, dime sized side shoots. First buds are the best followed by the secondary shoots. They can be steamed in water or sautéed in a combination of water and olive oil and then dressed in olive oil, lemon and salt. (Approximately 850 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed
Red Orach - 30 days - Beautiful plant, deep purple-red, naturalizes. Needs to be direct seeded in the garden very early or seed will lay dormant until the next season. Best eaten steamed and eaten like spinach. Old vegetable dating back to Roman times. (Approximately 250 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.00
Red Leaf Mizuna - 55 days - a reddish purple version of the regular Mizuna. (Approximately 700 seeds per packet.) Pkt. $1.75
Vegetable Mallow - 50 days - A tender mallow used as a cooked green leaf vegetable (like spinach). A favorite of Thomas Jefferson. Very nutritious. Early and easy. Looks like an upright weed. Direct seed in the garden from early Spring through mid-Summer. this will naturalize in many circumstances and produce a continuous crop from its own self seeding. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Warm Weather Greens

Melo Khiya (Corchorus olitorius) - 80 days - A popular Arabic Summer vegetable green. Quick grower in hot weather. Plants get upwards of 3 feet tall. Young leaves are tender and cooked like spinach. Flavor is best when cooked and not eaten raw. Once plants get more mature the fiber can be turned into jute and used as a fiber plant. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed
Shungiku Largeleaf - 80 days - (aka Edible Chrysanthemum) Flowering plant that makes a nice decoration. Also, the leaves have a particular tanginess when sautéed and used in soup and salad. Direct seed in the garden about the time of your last frost. (Approximately 1250 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed
GREENS MIXES

**Fall Greens Mix** - A special mix of greens including lettuces, chards, greens, Chinese cabbage, spinach, endive that is designed to be planted in the late Summer (early to late August here in Iowa) to be harvested from mid-September until the ground freezes. Packet will plant a 25 foot row. Pkt. $2.25

**Spring Greens Mix** - A special mix of greens including lettuces, spinach, chard, arugula, mustard, and wrinkled cress that is designed to be planted early in the Spring. It will provide a colorful and tasty salad mix. Harvest when the plants are young and tiny for fresh green salads. Direct seed in the garden early in the Spring. Packet will plant a 25 foot row. Pkt. $2.25

CHICORY

(Approximately 1200 seeds/pkt.)

**Catalogna Long Green** - 75 days - Rapid growing dandelion-like leaves. Overwintered in garden produces tastier leaves early the following Spring. Pkt. $1.25

**Mixed Radicchio** - 80 days - A mix of 3 types that will provide a nice colorful mix of salad greens. Best quality is obtained from forcing the roots. I dig the roots in the Fall, place in tubs of dirt, put in my basement in minimal light and let them form loose heads of tasty greens in the mid-winter. May also be picked directly from the garden in late Fall, but this will result in a stronger flavor. Pkt. $1.50

**Palla Rossa** - 95 days - Heads have dark green leaves outside and red inside. Not necessary to force. Best planted mid-summer. Pkt. $1.50

**Red Treviso** - 100 days - Long slender green leaves that turn red in the cool Fall weather. Bitter and non-heading unless trimmed and forced. When properly forced, produces a delicious mid-Winter salad green. Pkt. $1.25

MALABAR SPINACH

**Green Malabar** - 70 days - Beautiful, deep green with a shiny gloss to the leaves, high in vitamins, vining, tropical like plant that tolerates no frost. Used as a spinach substitute in salads. Cooked leaves and stems are somewhat slimy (like spinach), but very nutritious. Does not tolerate cold conditions at all. (Approximately 50 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50  Certified Organic Seed

**Red Malabar** - 70 days - Wonderfully colorful plant used as a warm weather spinach substitute when spinach tends to bolt. Climbing plants are wine red with thick green leaves. Does not tolerate cold conditions. (Approximately 100 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50  Certified Organic Seed

SPINACH

Plant early in the spring and again in mid-August.

**America** - 45 days - All American winner in 1952. Long a favorite. Slow bolting, Bloomsdale type with deep green savoyed leaves. (Approximately 90 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $1.75

**Bloomsdale Long-Standing** - 50 days - Good yields of dark green crumpled leaves. Packet will plant a 25 foot row. (Approximately 90 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $1.50

**Giant Winter** - 45 days - Smooth, semi-savoyed, green leaves, more cold hardness for late season plantings. (Approximately 40 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.25

**Nobel** - 45 days - large leafed spreading plants, slow to bolt. (Approximately 90 seeds/pkt.) Pkt $1.75

**New Zealand** - 75 days - Plant after the soil becomes warm. Do not sow this one early like regular spinach. Not the same species as regular spinach, but does well in hot weather. A packet will plant about a 15 foot row. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $1.75

CRESS

**Wrinkled Crinkled Cress** - 30 days - Early, vigorous plants producing a spicy flavored addition to salads. (Approximately 1000 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

FENNEL

(Approximately 300 seeds per packet)

**Finocchio Romanesco** - This fennel does it all. Fern like tops are delicious as a green herb. The celery like bulb is used raw or marinated and cooked. The seeds can be used as a spice in baking for a licorice like flavor. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Florence Fennel** - Use both seeds and bulbs. Feathery like foliage, resembles Dill. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Perfection Fennel** - 75 days - Superior selection that bulbs up better than any other. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

SWISS CHARD

(Approximately 500 seeds/pkt.)

**Fordhook Giant** - 60 days - Standard, dark green leaves, white ribs. This old Burpee variety attends to the test of time and does also hold up well in the heat. Pkt. $1.50

**Large Ribbed** - 65 days - White ribbed smooth stalk, thick green leaves. Large, thick ribs make this an ideal variety where insect damage occurs to the leaves. Those who prefer the ribs to the leaves will appreciate this variety. Pkt. $1.50
**Lucullus** - 60 days - A traditional cultivar with tasty ribs and leaves. Ribs and leaves are about equal in proportion. Pkt. $1.50

**Orange Fantasia** - 65 days - Dark green leaves with bright orange stalks, not an old variety but very colorful. Pkt. $2.00

**Perpetual** - 55 days - Very leafy type with not much ribbing. Good substitute for Butter. Pkt. $2.50

**Pink Lipstick** - 65 days - Savoyed leaves with bright pink stalks, not an old variety but a colorful addition. Pkt. $2.00

**Rhubarb Chard** - 60 days - Beautiful and tasty, deep red leaves and bright red stalks up to 2 feet tall. Pkt. $2.00

**Silverado** - 60 days - An improved Lucullus. White stems with dark green, savoyed leaves. Pkt. $1.50

**Yellow Canary** - 60 days - Bright yellow ribs. A very colorful variety, decorative as well as tasty. Pkt. $2.50

**Swiss Chard Mix** - A mix of the above types for those who would like to try all of them. Pkt. $2.50

**PARSNIP**

- **All American** - 105 days - Ten to 12 inch roots, about 3 inches in diameter with a hollow crown. (Approximately 900 seeds/Pkt.) Pkt. $1.25
- **Andover** - 120 days - Developed by University of Minnesota. In good soil it will produce consistent, uniform roots. (Approximately 900 seeds/Pkt.) Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed
- **Cobham Improved Marrow** - 120 days - Reasonably skinny neck, very high sugar content, outstanding flavor. (Approximately 500 seeds/Pkt.) Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed
- **Harris Model** - 110 days - Nice uniform strain, almost no hollow crown or side roots. (Approximately 900 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $1.25
- **Hollow Crown** - 130 days - 12 inches long, 2 to 3 inches thick at shoulder. (Approximately 900 seeds/Pkt.) Pkt. $1.25
- **Turga** - 100 days - Medium long thick root, sweet almost coconut flavor, originally from Hungary. (Approximately 500 seeds/Pkt.) Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed
- **Rutabaga Mix** - A mixture of several types. Pkt. $2.50

**SALSIFY**

- **Geante Noire de Russie** - 135 days - Long, black-skinned roots. Leaves can be used in salads. Sow early. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed
- **Mammoth Sandwich Island** - 120 days - Also known as vegetable oyster. The roots overwinter in the garden here without any trouble. Salsify is the best eating quality in the late Fall. Peel roots and chop in small pieces and boil, add milk and margarine and seasoning and “wham” - a meatless “oyster” stew. Pkt. $1.50

**LEEKS**

- **Blue Solaise** - 110 days - A bit shorter in growth but more winter hardy and leaves are bluer green color. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed
- **Carentan** - 100 days - Also known as Swiss Giant. Dates back to at least 1885. Medium dark green leaves, tender white stems. Pkt. $2.25
- **Giant Musselburg** - 120 days - Scottish variety dating to 1834. Thick stalk, self blanching. Pkt. $2.25
- **King Richard** - 80 days - A very early leek with good edible length to the stalks. Pkt. $2.00

**RUTABAGA**

- **American Purple Top** - 100 days - Traditional rutabaga. Excellent for people and livestock. Purple top, yellowish bottom skin, yellowish flesh. Pkt. $1.25
- **Helenor** - 90 days - Crisp, golden flesh, reddish purple color tinged top, very productive. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed
- **Joan** - 95 days - Uniform size and shape, purple topped, yellow flesh, best after frost. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed
- **Laurentian** - 95 days - 5 to 6 inch roots, standard type rutabaga. Pkt. $1.25
- **Nadmorska** - 90 days - Originally from Lithuania. Bright green tops, roots are longer and more oval than most rutabagas. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed
- **Wilhelmsberger Glebe** - 100 days - Creamy golden flesh, green top. Developed in 1935. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Rutabaga Mix** - A mixture of several types. Pkt. $2.50

**DEFINITIONS FOR YOUR INFORMATION**

- **Sports** - Genetic mutations that occasionally show up in what is otherwise a perfectly stable variety.
- **Culture** - Growing instructions.
**LETTUCE**

Most packets contain around 1000 seeds.

### Leaf Lettuce

**Black Seeded Simpson** - 50 days - The first lettuce I grew as a very young child. A chartreuse, pale green-yellow in color. The best for sandwiches and wilted lettuce. Grows fast but needs to be planted early as it is an early bolter as well. Pkt. $1.25

**Bronze Beauty** - 47 days - Colorful and tasty leaf lettuce, tender leaves that are dark green with bronze shading. Pkt. $1.75

**Dark Lollo Rossa** - 55 days - Another lettuce best suited for cool times as it gets bitter during warm times. Very dark red curly leaves that are excellent in mixes for color and texture. Start picking when young. I find this one best for an August planting to mature in the cool days of October. Pkt. $2.00

**Goose** - 50 days - Beautiful pale green to dark green leaf type. Rapid growth. Pkt $2.00

**Oakleaf** - 45 days - Tight rosettes of dark green, deeply lobed leaves. Introduced in 1771. Provides a unique shape when used in salads. Pkt. $1.25

**Prizehead** - 50 days - Bright green leaves with reddish brown, crisp leaves. Does superb from a mid-August planting. Tolerates temperatures down to 15 deg. F and is still edible. Pkt. $1.25

**Red Salad Bowl** - 50 days - Large, upright plants, bronze red leaves. Introduced in 1955. Pkt. $1.25


**Salad Bowl** - 50 days - Introduced in 1952, slow to bolt, light green. When spaced properly will produce some nice sized “heads” Pkt. $1.25

**Speckles** - 50 days - Apple green leaves flecked with brownish red polka dots. Semi-bibb type. Pkt. $2.00

**Waldman’s Green** - 55 days - Large, wavy, frilled leaves, a nice dark green leaf lettuce. Tolerates cold weather well. Pkt. $1.25

### Head Lettuce

**All Year Round** - 70 days - Medium size green heads. Good for most all seasons. Old English variety. This variety always does well in both early Spring and late summer plantings. Pkt. $1.50

**Blonde de Paris** - 65 days - Crisp head semi-iceberg type. Flavor is a bit stronger than iceberg lettuce. Pkt. $1.25

**Ice Queen** - 65 days - French Heirloom that is slow to bolt. Can be used as a leaf lettuce or head lettuce. Pkt. $1.75

**Nevada** - 60 days - Crunchy, dark green lettuce. Not an iceberg type, but a good heading variety. Good tolerance to heat and bolting. (Approximately 250 seeds/pkt.) (Limit 1 Pkt.) Pkt. $2.50

**Pablo** - 60 days - Reddish tinged iceberg type. Holds well in the heat. (Approximately 500 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.00

**Big Boston** - 75 days - Large butterhead type with light golden green center and a reddish tinge to the outer leaves. Pkt. $1.25

**Bronze Mignonette** - 45 days- small bronze red tinged distinct butterhead type of small size similar but just bigger than Tom Thumb. Pkt. $1.75

**Grandpa Admires** - 60 days - Colorful bronze tinged leaves. Variety dates to Civil War. Gorgeous addition to salads and colorful in the garden. Pkt. $1.50

**Kagran Sommer** - 54 days - Very bolt resistant bibb for early-mid summer. Large light-green heads. Large well folded, firm hearts. Harvest when mature or it gets bitter. Pkt. $1.25

**Little Gem** - 50 days - A refined Boston (Bibb) type lettuce with midget heads. Pkt. $1.25

**Marvel of Four Seasons** - 50 days - French Bibb type, red leaves, produces nice large, tight heads. Pkt. $1.25

**Northpole** - 50 days - Lime green heads with excellent winter hardness. Not for summer growth but does well during the cool season times. Pkt. $2.50

**Pirat** - 55 days - Originally from Germany. A delicious green butterhead with brown sprinkles. One of the first heirloom lettuces I grew in 1980. It was very winter hardy in the Lewis-Clark Valley of Idaho and survived down to 10˚F easily. Pkt. $2.50

**Tom Thumb** - 55 days - Very small, tiny heads of butter-type lettuce. Gorgeous, very hardy for Fall. Tolerates cold weather well. The cutest of all the lettuces we have. Pkt. $1.50

**Romaine Lettuce**

**Cimmaron** - 65 days - Heirloom from the 18th century. Deep red with creamy yellow center. Slow to bolt. Pkt. $1.75

**Freckles** - 60 days - Bright green leaves with scarlet purplish blotches, shade brings out colors better. Pkt. $1.75

**Red Romana** - 70 days - Large red leaf romaine, deep mahogany red color. Is best in cool weather. Superb cold weather tolerance. Pkt. $1.25

**Romaine** - 65 days - Erect, tightly folded plants. Great for salad. Pkt. $1.25

**Rouge de Hiver** - 60 days - Very beautiful, semi-Romaine type that is reddish green in color. Does well in a fall planting. Pkt. $1.25
**Webb’s Wonderful** - 70 days - English romaine type lettuce, large, crumpled leaves with a good tolerance for heat and cold. Pkt. $1.50

**Winter Density Cos** - 60 days - Large, very compact, dark green, slow to bolt, romaine type lettuce. Superb for Fall planting. Pkt. $1.25

**Lettuce Mix** - A mixture of most of the types we sell. Pkt. $2.00

**Sandhill Lettuce Mix** - We are concerned with the continuous decline of availability of certain varieties so we are trying to develop an efficient way to produce our own lettuce seed here. It was easy to do in my youthful days in Idaho but a challenge here with the rabbits and summer rainfall destroying the ripening seed. This a mix of about 20 varieties from our summer experimentation. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**SPRING RADISH**

**Altaglobe** - 25 days - Short, dark green tops, large cherry, deep red globe, quick to mature and holds well. Pkt. $2.00

**Champion** - 25 days - Bright red, round globe shaped. Pkt. $1.25

**Cherry Belle** - 22 days - Earliest red, nice uniform sized radish. Pkt. $1.50

**French Breakfast** - 30 days - Oblong, blunt roots. Red with white tips. Nice for slicing in salads as they make nice uniform slices. Pkt. $1.25

**French Golden** - 60 days - A unique golden skinned radish. Unique enough we would like to see it spread around. (Approximately 100 seeds/Pkt.) Pkt. $3.00

**Hailstone** - 30 days - Pure, white globe. Very old variety. Pkt. $1.25

**Helios** - A nice, round yellow skinned variety. Pkt. $2.00

**Long Scarlet** - 55 days - Long, skinny, red radish. Very old variety (pre-1870’s). Pkt. $1.25

**Pink Beauty** - 30 days - Beautiful, round, bright pink radish. Does very well for us here, consistently producing a great crop. Pkt. $1.50

**Pink Lady Slipper** - 30 days - Crisp, white flesh, oval shaped bright pink skin. Pkt. $1.75

**Plum Purple** - 30 days - Beautiful purple skinned radish of excellent quality, round globe shape. Pkt. $1.25

**Redhead** - 35 days - Bicolored fuschia/red top with bright white bottoms. Pkt. $1.75

**Sparkler** - 25 days - Used to be known as Scarlet Turnip White Tip. Red radish with a white tip, round globe in shape. Pkt. $1.25

**White Icicle** - 35 days - Long white roots. Tends to be stronger flavored than the red globe radishes. Pkt. $1.25

**Spring Radish Mix** - A mix of all of the Spring season type radishes (except for French Golden). Pkt. $1.75

**WINTER RADISH**

**China White** - 55 days - Same as China Rose, but white in color. Pkt. $1.50

**China Rose** - 55 days - Fall plant around August 1. Roots get 8 inches long and 1 to 2 inches across. Pink skin with white flesh. Our poultry and sheep love this Autumn treat but they are good for human consumption. Pkt. $1.50

**Japanese Minowase** - 60 days - Daikon type from Japan. Can get very large. White skin, white flesh. Pkt. $2.00

**Long Black Spanish** - 65 days - Long black skinned winter keeper. Old history and very rare. Roots are long and thick with excellent keeping ability. Pkt. $2.00

**Round Black Spanish** - 55 days - A Winter type that we plant the first week of August here. Roots must be pulled and placed into storage before the ground freezes. Will keep solid as a baseball until April. Vegetables of this type were essential and popular 100 years ago. Today’s instant gratification society and modern shipping methods have replaced this wonderful type of radish. Caution: Do not plant this one early in the Spring. They will not ball up. Pkt. $1.50

**Watermelon** - 60 days - White skin, pink red flesh. While it can be planted in the Spring, it does best for us when planted in mid to late Summer for Fall harvest. Pkt. $2.00

**Winter Radish Mix** - A mix of the above Pkt. $1.75

**TURNIP**

(Approximately 1500 seeds/pkt. unless otherwise noted)

**Bianca Colleto Viola** - 65 days - Name means white turnip with a red collar. Turnips are elongated and have a great flavor. Pkt. $1.75

**Golden Ball** - 70 days - A turnip that does best when it has sufficient time to mature in cool, fall weather. Here in Iowa it must be planted in mid-July to get the proper size before the weather cools down. This variety dates back to 1859 Pkt. $1.50

**Milan** - 55 days - A nice flavored flattened turnip of Italian origin. Roots are white with a purple top. Mild flavored and makes excellent baby turnips. Pkt. $1.75

**Milan White** - 55 days - Pure white early baby turnip. Mild flavored and a high yielding. Pkt. $1.75

**Petrowski** - 90 days - European variety. A globe, tankard shape. Golden roots. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed (Approximately 500 seeds/pkt.)

**Purple Top Globe** - 50 days - Excellent for a cover crop and soil builder. We plant August 1-10 for a mid-September to hard freeze harvest. Pkt. $1.25; 1 oz. $2.75; 4 oz. $7.00
Seven Top - 45 days - This type is specifically used for greens only. The roots never develop into anything edible and are usually tough and woody. Very popular in the South. Developed prior to 1880. Pkt. $1.25

Verteus Marteau - 58 days - A very old French heirloom. Elongated, cylindrical roots with white skin. Pkt. $2.50

White Egg - 65 days - A pure white turnip that needs to be properly spaced to develop to its true potential. Thin seedlings to 3 inches apart when 2 to 3 inches tall. This type produces very tall tops that are not so ribby and are good for greens. Pkt. $1.50

Turnip Mix - A mixture of the root forming types of turnips to provide a nice variety. Pkt. $2.50

CARROT

(Around 2000 seeds/pkt. unless otherwise noted.)

Amarillo - 75 days - Bright yellow, Chantenay type, thick roots. Colorful addition to dishes. Pkt. $2.50

Autumn King - 70 days - Stump rooted Imperator type averaging 7 to 9 inches long. Good for winter storage. Pkt. $1.50

Brilliance - 75 days - Nantes type, blunt end, deep magenta orange, very bright colored. Pkt. $1.50

Coreless Amsterdam - 57 days - Very early, Nantes type. Roots average 6 inches long and are very uniform and straight all the way to the end. Excellent for use as “Baby Carrots”. Pkt. $2.00

Dragon Purple - 80 days - Chantenay type with variations, unique color of deep purple shaded outer skin with rich orange inside. Good flavor. Developed by Dr. John Navazio. (Approximately 1000 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Kuroda - 80 days - Chantenay type, heat tolerant, deep orange red 7 to 8 inch tapered roots, good keeper. Pkt. $1.50

Oxheart - 80 days - A very short fat carrot, Chantenay type, suitable for heavy clay soils, but they do really well in our sandy soil also. Pkt. $2.50

Royal Chantenay - 70 days - Broad roots, Chantenay type. Tend to store better than Nantes types. Pkt. $1.25

Saint Valery - 70 days - 10 to 12 inch long roots, sweet, tender flesh with minimal core. Pkt. $1.50

Scarlet Nantes - 70 days - 6 to 7 inch cylindrical roots, Nantes type. Nice, sweet, old-fashioned carrot. Pkt. $1.50

Snow White - 70 days - Tender, snow white color, Chantenay type. This gets very large for us here in Iowa. Pkt. $2.00

Tendersweet - 75 days - Imperator type, 7 inches, deep orange, coreless, 8 to 10 inch roots, good for freezing. Pkt. $1.75

Carrot Mix - A mixture of the varieties offered. Pkt. $2.00

BEET

Packet will contain approximately 500 seeds.

3 Root Grex - 60 days - An interbreeding mix developed by Alan Kapuler. A most impressive mix of colors from pinkish red, bright yellow to a unique orange. Beets can get large and remain tasty from the mangel beet in the heritage. This is the variety I like to start people out on who have not eaten beets before. It is mild and not as earthy tasting as some of the others. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

Boltardy - 60 days - Developed in Holland for bolt resistance to withstand cold spring stress. Nice uniform red beets. Pkt. $1.75

Bulls Blood - 60 days - A selection from an old French variety. Deep red roots, deep red foliage as well. Makes a superb red food coloring. Pkt. $2.00

Burpee Golden - 60 days - Delicious and colorful. Bright orange globes. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Chioggia - 60 days - Beautiful, red with white internal rings. Pkt. $2.00

Colossal Red Mangel - 90 days - A very good stock beet that can attain a fair size. Our livestock and chickens love them. They can also be eaten for table use when in the small stage. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Crosby Egyptian - 55 days - Flattened, heart shaped roots. From 1869. Green tops. Pkt. $1.25

Cylindra - 60 days - Long beet with small reddish-green tops. Excellent for slicing. Pkt. $1.25

Detroit Dark Red - 55 days - Developed about 1892, standard by which other beets are judged. Uniform and holds well. Pkt. $1.25

Egyptian Blood Turnip - 50 days. Early, flattened shaped roots. Beet purple red in color. Very old variety. Pkt. $2.00

Early Wonder - 55 days - Very early, excellent for canning, pickling and fresh use. Pkt. $1.25

Lutz - 75 days - The traditional, old style, winter keeper beet. Foliage is pale green and rather tall. Beets are slow to bulb up, but are very solid. Roots can get huge and still remain edible. While this is a worthy beet, what we are selling is not the true Lutz. We exhausted our Sand Hill produced Lutz seed and everything we purchase is not the “true” Lutz. Pkt. $1.50

Ruby Queen - 60 days - Smooth, medium size, dark red, fairly large greenish tops. An All American Selections winner in 1957. Pkt. $1.50

Sugar - 85 days - Large long white roots. Used for stock feed and fresh eating. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

White Detroit - 65 days - Relatively new introduction where the beets are white, less bleeding and staining but same earthy flavor. Pkt. $2.50
Beet Mix - Mix of all the types we sell. For the small size gardener who wants to try them all, but doesn’t have the space. Pkt. $2.00

ONIONS (Seed)
Ailsa Craig - 110 days - A very large sweet onion. Best used soon after harvest. These can get quite large and when grown in proper conditions are very mild. Approximately 500 seeds/pkt. Pkt. $2.00
Australian Brown -100 days - First introduced in 1897, large flavorful, good keeper. Typical to be able to keep in proper storage for 6 to 7 months. Pkt. $2.50
Borrettana Cipollini - 100 days - An old Italian heirloom producing flat, yellow skinned onions. Unique shape, thick layers, good textured flesh. (Approximately 500 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.00
Newburg Long Storage - 100 days - A selection made by Dr. Alan Kapular from a European hybrid that is excellent for organic production and storage. (Approximately 500 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed
Parma Yellow - 105 days - A variety form Italy dating back to 1896. Yellow skin with firm rings making it a good keeper. (Approximately 500 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed
Red Burgundy - 100 days - A very good substitute for Red Wethersfield. Flattened, purple red skin, sometimes strong but a good keeper. (Approximately 500 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.00
Red Wethersfield - 100 days - First offered in 1834, the long time standard for red onions. Wethersfield, Connecticut was famous for the crop at one point in history. Large, deep red slicing onion. It is also a good keeping onion. (Approximately 250 seeds/pkt.) Pkt $2.50
Rosa Lunga di Tropea - 110 days - (aka Red Torpedo) Italian Heirloom. Long, red, torpedo shaped onions. Not a long keeping onion, but sweet and tasty. (Approximately 500 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.00
Walla Walla - 100 days+ - Does best if Fall planted where possible and produces a very sweet onion in early summer. When Spring planted, size is not as big but quality is still very sweet. (Approximately 500 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.00
White Portugal - 105 days - Best used as a green onion for bunching but will develop some nice, small sized round onions suitable for boiling or pickling. (Approximately 500 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.25
Yellow Sweet Spanish - 115 days - Large, yellow globe, average keeper onions will store well until January or February. (Approximately 1000 seeds/Pkt.) Pkt. $2.25

LENTILS
Packet contains 1 oz.
Black Beluga - Small, black seeded lentils. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed
French Green - Nice, green lentils. Excellent for soup. This type is best for sprouting. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed
Green - Large, flattened, gray green lentil that is a bit easier to grow than others as well as a much larger seed. Pkt. $2.00
Lenticchie Verdi - A greenish tan lentil of Mediterranean origin. Pkt. $3.00
Petite Castello - Extremely small, tan seed, less than half the size of a regular lentil. Pkt. $3.50

PEAS
Soup Pea
Blue Pod Capucijner - 70 days - Best used as a soup pea and colorful ornamental. Plants grow to 5 feet tall and are loaded with deep purple pods. We offer this in small packets for small gardeners to grow something special and beautiful. 1 oz. Pkt. - 1 Pkt. $3.00
Edible Podded Pea
Dwarf Grey Sugar - 65 days - 30 inches tall, very productive, small size, edible podded pea. Ideal for stir fries. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00
Golden Sweet - 70 days - Gregor Mendel’s work on genetics fascinated me from the first time I saw it in a Middle School science book. I set out to collect material he worked with only to search for years for a yellow podded variety of peas. This variety is an excellent snow pea with beautiful, pale yellow pods on plants up to 6 feet tall. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00
Green Beauty - 70 days - A beautiful purple flowered snow pea that gets 6-8 feet tall with vigorous vines. Nice sized green podded snow pea. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00
Magnolia Blossom - 75 days - Sugar snap type developed by Dr. Alan Kapular. 5 to 8 foot vines, beautiful bicolor flowers. String on the pods turns reddish when the peas become overly mature. 1 oz Pkt. $3.00
Mammoth Melting Sugar - 75 days - Tall 4 to 6 foot plants with loads of edible podded peas. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00; 2 Pkts. $3.50
Opal Creek -75 days - a very colorful and tasty lemon yellow podded sugar snap pea. With cool temperatures the pea pods are more yellow in heat they are more of a greenish. Another Dr. Kapular introduction. 1 oz Pkt. $3.00
Oregon Giant - 60 days - 3 to 4 feet tall, larger pods than Oregon Sugar Pod. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00
Oregon Sugar Pod - 65 days - Early excellent tasting and highest yields. Excellent heat tolerance. Edible podded peas. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00; 2 Pkts $3.50; 4 Pkts $6.00

Spring Blush - 75 days - A gorgeous two tone podded sugar snap type pea. Pods are pale green with a purplish cast. Plants get 5 to 6 feet tall. Some non two tone pods are still showing up. 1 oz Pkt. $3.00

Sugar Magnolia - 75 days - Another of Dr. Kapular’s introductions. This is a purple podded sugar snap type pea. Plants get 6 to 7 feet tall. Remember to pick the pods on the young side before they get too large. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00

Sugar Snap - 60 days - Superb combination of peas and pod. Has a flavor different from regular or edible podded peas. Just great to eat fresh in the garden. This is unlike edible podded where the pod is fiber free and tastier than the inside and regular peas where the peas are good and the pod isn’t. This is the best of both worlds. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00; 2 Pkts $3.50; 4 Pkts $6.00

Yakumo Giant - 65 days - Large flat pods, tall vines, Japanese variety, superb quality. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 pkt.) Not available until March, 2018 as we lost our crop to rabbits and our friends Mike and Annalisa are growing it in California this winter.

Shell Pea

Alaska - 53 days - The foliage is a pale green. The pods are short but have very tender, sweet, small peas when picked young. Left to dry, they make a wonderful pea for split pea soup. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00; 2 Pkts $3.50

Green Arrow - 65 days - Our highest yielding type. Plants need minimal support. Heavy cropper all at one time. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00; 2 Pkts. $3.50; 4 Pkts. $6.00

Alderman (Tall Telephone) - 75 days - I remember how much I enjoyed growing this variety in the cooler Springs in the Northwest. There it would reach 6 feet tall and be loaded with pods. Our rapidly changing climate here makes them shorter. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00; 2 Pkts $3.50

Champion of England - 70 days - First introduced in 1846. Grows 5 to 8 feet tall, pods are large and contain 8 to 10 seeds. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00

Glory of Devon - 60 days - Introduced in 1895. Plants are 2 to 3 feet tall. Another old English variety. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00

Little Marvel - 60 days - Bushy, 1.5 foot tall plants, introduced about 1900. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00

Tom Thumb - 55 days - Short, 6 inch plants produce several pods. Great for container growing. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.50

Thomas Laxton - 62 days - Slightly curved, plump pods containing 7 to 9 peas. Resists Fusarium Wilt. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00

Wando - 70 days - One of the best for hot weather. Pods are broad and have large peas. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00; 2 Pkts. $3.50; 4 Pkts. $6.00

COWPEAS

Big Boy Greenhull- 80 days - Typical sized black-eyed pea with a white seed color and a beige to tannish hilum. Originally from the collection of Faxon Stinnett, an early Seed Savers Exchange member from Oklahoma and collector of many tomatoes and beans. (Approximately 30 to 50 seeds/Pkt.) Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

Bisbee Black - 85 days - Very long vines with many pods containing black seeds. Originally from Native Seed Search. 1 oz. Pkt $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Bisbee Red - 85 days - Long vines with brick red seeds in long pods. Originally from Native Seed Search. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Black Crowder - 85 days - Jet Black seed on upright plants. Green pods are tender early and the seed production is prolific. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Blue Goose - 90 days - A very nice large bush type with seeds with a bluish cast. Clearly distinct colors. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Brown Crowder - 85 days - Bushy plants produce multiple plump pods of tan brown seeds. 1 oz Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Brown Whippoorwill - 75 days - Vigorous plants, brown speckled seeds. 1 oz. pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Calcutta - 85 days - Red and white pinto pattern with medium sized slightly round in shape peas. Very colorful and vines are very vigorous. Obtained from DM Brown of Arizona in 1989. (Approximately 30 to 50 seeds/Pkt.) $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

Calico Crowder - 90 days - White and red mixed pattern on the same seed. Pkt. (Approximately 30 to 50 seeds) $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Colossus - 75 days - Very small red seeds that resemble Adzuki beans. Vining plants. (Approximately 30 to 50 seeds/Pkt.) Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

Colossus Crowder - 70 days - A very early large seeded beige tan colored cowpea. (Approximately 30 to 50 seeds/Pkt.) Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Cow - 70 days - 9 inch pods that have 20 or more black seeds per pod on extremely productive plants that produce multiple crops. The most productive cowpea I have ever grown. This was in Tom’s collection with no documentation other than the word Cow written on the packet. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed
Early Lady - 70 days - (aka “Lady Peas”) Plants are extremely productive, but to pick for the dry stage you must pick prior to total dryness. They will shatter if allowed to totally dry. Please remember the seeds of these are very small so don’t plant them too close together. This has white seed with pods in bunches. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Fairchild - 85 days - A family heirloom from Alabama sent to us by Steve Riley of Alabama. A productive type when seasons are hot. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Franklin Red - 78 days - An heirloom from Alabama. Nice, dark red peas on semi-vining plants. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Georgia Long - 75 days - Looks very much like a yard long bean to me both in pod type and seed characteristics. Many pods were easily 30 inches long with smaller seeds. Plants were not incredibly viney and the pods were somewhat fibrous at a very young age. Another one from the collection of Faxon Stinnett. (Approximately 30 to 50 seeds/Pkt.) Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Green Dixie - 80 days - A nice semi bushy type with black eye and greenish cast base color. 1 oz Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Hercules - 80 days - 7 inch pods with 20 nice sized large flat tan colored peas per pod. 1 oz Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

Isaia - 75 days - Medium sized black seeds in 6 inch pods. 1 oz Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

Iron and Clay - 85 days - Best used for soil improver. Large vines go and climb everywhere. Seeds are colorful and edible. 1 oz Pkt. $2.50

Kentucky Red - 85 days - Large red seeds, long pods (16 to 20 seeds per pod). Plants are not as vining as Red Ripper, but earlier and more productive. 1 oz Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Kirby Crowder - 80 days - Small sized black-eyed pea type with a tan colored hilum. A Texas heirloom. 1 oz Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

Maroon Speckled Whippoorwill - 80 days - Typical whiskppoorwill type with smooth seeds and maroon colored speckles on a base color of tannish brown. From the Jack Rice collection an early member of the Seed Savers Exchange who had an extensive collection of lima beans and cowpeas. 1 oz Pkt $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Mississippi Cream - 75 days - Vining but not terribly long ones, 5 to 6 foot vines on most. Very productive. Peas are very tiny in size and are a cream color. Said to be nematode resistant. (Approximately 30 to 50 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

Mississippi Purple - 90 days - 7 inch purple colored pods with around 20 mauve to tan colored seeds per pod. (Approximately 30 to 50 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

Nicks Italian - 90 days - Donated to us by the Hendricksons of Ohio who got it from their Italian friend. Very vigorous vines that get 8 to 10 feet tall and have loads of long pods with true black-eyed type peas. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Old Fashioned Red Ripper - 90 days - Almost the true Red Ripper, large seeded, vigorous vines. Thanks to John Lund for saving the real thing. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Old Timey Wash Day - 80 days - Short 5 inch pods with very small white seeds. From Tennessee named because they cook quick and were served on wash day. (Approximately 30 to 50 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

Papago - 83 days - Very pretty black/white bean. Good yields on a vining plant. 1 oz Pkt. $3.50 Certified Organic Seed

Pennyrile - 80 days - Shorter plants, yellow brown seeds. This one is unique in that you can use the young pods to eat pod and all like Yardlong beans. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Pigott Family Heirloom - 65 days - Originally from Louisiana, brown speckled seeds. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Pygott - 70 days - 7 inch pods with an average of 20 seeds per pod, very productive. Original source was Orral Craig of Illinois. Possibly the same as Pigott Family Heirloom but this was the name on the packet in Tom’s freezer. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

Rattlesnake - 85 days - Small white seeds with a reddish hilum, very colorful and vines are very vigorous and productive. Originally from Donna Hudson of Tennessee who obtained it from a 92 year old local back in the 1980’s. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

Red - 80 days - Vining and productive with brick red seeds. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

Red Lady - 75 days - An early semi-bush pale cream red small seeded cowpea. (Approximately 30 to 50 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Red Ripper - 85 days - Long vines. 10 to 15 seeds per pod. Small red seeds. This is not the old fashioned, big seeded, vigorous viner. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Running Conch - 80 days - Cream colored medium sized cowpea that needs some support. (Approximately 30 to 50 seeds) Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Tennessee Cream - 75 days - Bushy, long pods, produce medium size tan seeds. (Approximately 50 seeds/Pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Texas Cream - 80 days - A cream type peas best used for green shell. Small cream colored seeds. (Approximately 30 to 50 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seeds
**Whippoorwill** - 80 days - A nice mix of seed color from cream with speckles to mauve. Good producer. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**White Whippoorwill** - 80 days - Southern heirloom, creamy white peas. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Yellow Ripper** - 90 days - Pale cream yellow seeds in plump pods. (Approximately 50 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

---

**BEAN**

**BUSH SNAP BEANS**

**Black Valentine** - 60 days - A nice, green, snap bean with a very old history (pre-1850’s). Seeds are black in color. Flavor on black seeded types always seems to be more intense. 1 oz. Pkt. $1.75; 4 Pkts./$6.00

**Contender** - 47 days - Early, meaty pods. Pods are curved. Seeds are buffy tan in color. Also known as Buff Valentine. Resistant to several different viral diseases. Introduced in 1949. 1 oz. Pkt. $1.75; 4 Pkts./$6.00

**Early Idaho** - 50 days - Very meaty, deep green pods. Brownish colored seeds. A selection I made some 25 years ago out of Landreth’s Green Pod. Plants do well in cooler climates. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

**Farmer Fava** - 80 days - Oblong brown seed with dark brown stripes. Pods are thick and medium green in color. Pkt. (25 seeds) $2.50

**Kentucky Wonder Bush** - 60 days - Tender, stringless, round, 6 to 8 inch pods, heavy yielder, brilliant carmine red seeds, introduced in the late 1800’s. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.50

**Meiveille De Piemonte** - 60 days - Thick foliage and heavy yields of 4 to 5 inch green podded snap beans that can be used as a dry bean as well. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Mrs. Martins Heirloom # 8** - 65 days - Oblong purplish brown seeds with streaks, deep green pods. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Mrs. Martins Heirloom #24** - 65 days- a mixture of seed colors but produces all green snaps. Pkt. (25 seeds) $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Nickel** - 60 days - Typical petite, French Filet bean. Deep green pods, harvest frequently for best flavor. With all French filet beans, they must be picked frequently or they rapidly become tough. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00

**Porter Family** - 70 days - Small tan seeds with black streaks. From Elliot County Kentucky over 170 years ago. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Provider** - 50 days - Introduced in 1965, 5 to 8 inch pods in clusters. A very popular green snap bean, great for fresh use, canning and freezing. 1 oz. Pkt. $1.75; 4 Pkts. $6.00

**Rattlesnake Bush** - 70 days - Bush version of the pole type. Pods are about 4 inches long and are green with purple streaks. Seeds are mauve with dark streaks. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Red Fiolte** - 55 days - Attractive white seeds with an off colored red orange pattern. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Red Peanut** - 50 days - Super early and productive, old-fashioned string type bean, small pinkish seeded, pods turn red at maturity. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.00

**Remus** - 60 days - 6 to 7 inch green pods that tend to be produced at the top of the plant reducing damage in wet conditions. White seeds. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Roma II** - 55 days - Smooth, wide pods, rust resistant, slow fiber development. A good bush Romano type. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.25

**Slenderette** - 55 days - Long, glossy, dark green, smooth 6 inch pods. Excellent for freezing as they hold color and texture well. 1 oz. Pkt. $1.75; 4 Pkts. $6.00

**Tenderette** - 55 days - Excellent freezing type, straight green pods with white seeds. 1 oz. Pkt. $1.75; 4 Pkts. $6.00

**Tendergreen** - 58 days - Round podded 6 to 7 inch green bean. Seeds are purple mottled with buff. Introduced in 1922. 1 oz. Pkt. $1.75; 4 Pkts. $6.00

**Tenderpod** - 50 days - A round green stringless type that has little fiber so as the pods dry they shrink to tightly fit around the seed making seed extraction very challenging. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Thousand to One** - 50 days- small seeds, tender fine pods. Pkt. 25 seeds- $2.00. Certified Organic seed

**Woods Mountain Crazy** - 55 days - A widely adapted bush snap bean. Seeds are striped. Plants are vigorous and adapted to many conditions. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

---

**BUSH WAX BEANS**

**Beurre de Rocquencourt** - 55 days - A superb French heirloom. Slender, pale yellow pods with a light, delicate flavor. Seeds are very slender and a deep black. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Brittle Wax** - 53 days - Light golden pods, white seed with a black eye. Introduced in 1901. 1 oz. Pkt. $1.50; 2 Pkts. $2.75
Dragon Langerie - 65 days - A flat podded, yellow wax bean with purple streaks. Good flavor when eaten fresh from the garden, but not particularly good for freezing. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed  
Goldercrop - 55 days - Long, round shaped pods, stringless wax bean with white seeds. 1 oz. Pkt. $1.75; 4 Pkts. $6.00  
Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed  
Pencil Pod Black Wax - 56 days - Round pod, bush, yellow wax bean. 6 inch pods, black seeds. Introduced in 1900. All purpose old-time favorite. 1 oz. Pkt. $1.50; 4 Pkts. $5.00

**BUSH PURPLE PODDED BEANS**

Purple Dove - 60 days - Round and flat shaped, 4 to 5 inch purple pods, plants are slight half runners. A variety developed by the late Robert Lobitz. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed  
Red Swan - 60 days - Short, pale reddish round pods on compact plants. 1 oz. Pkt.$3.00 Certified Organic Seed  
Regal Improved - 52 days - Thick, sprawling but not climbing vines that produce an abundance of purple with some green streaks. Seed color is slightly variable. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed  
Regal Salad - 55 days - Large, sprawling bush. Purple pods in various shades. Very productive and tasty as well. A more slender version of Royalty Purple Pod. Developed by Dr. Meader. 1 oz. Pkt.$3.00 Certified Organic Seed  
Roberts Royalty - 55 days - Various purple shades, 5 to 6 inch pods, compact bush plants. A variety developed by the late Robert Lobitz. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed  
Royalty Purple Pod - 53 days - Good yields, turn from purple to vibrant green when cooked. Very good taste. 1 oz. Pkt. $1.75; 4 Pkts. $6.00  
Tennessee Indian Woman Purple - 65 days - Sturdy bushes with greenish purple pods. Seeds are flat and round tan with stripes. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $3.00

**BUSH SHELL BEANS**

2640 Bushel - 85 days - Thick foliage with bushy plants. Small black to off black seeds. Plants produce some twining runners. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed  
Arikara Yellow - 85 days - Native American yellow-tan bush shell bean. An old Oscar Will variety introduced in 1915. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed  
Black Nightfall - 100 days - Semi-pole, very productive pods contain 4 to 6 seeds. A black color pattern similar to Turkey Craw. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed  
Black Turtle Soup - 93 days - Very productive, small black seeded soup bean. Very good flavor. These bean seeds soaked in water can be used to dye fabric a pale purple color. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.00; 2 Pkts. $3.75 Certified Organic Seed  
Boston Favorite - 95 days - A very old horticultural type bean that was passed down in my mother’s family for a number of years. Beans are kidney shaped and pinkish with red streaks. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed (Limit 1 Pkt.)  
Brown Seeded Pink Tip Half Runner - 90 days - Pods are pinkish tipped and look like Pink Tip Half Runner but seeds are flat and brown. Originally from James Wolfe of Rogersville, Tennessee. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed  
Calypso - 85 days - An excellent baking bean with unique half black half white seeds. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.00  
Dry Adventist - 85 days - Small butterscotch yellow seed. Thin shelled 3 to 4 inch pods, shatter easily. Appears to be similar to Indian Woman Yellow. This variety originated in the old Seeds Blum catalog in the 1980’s. 1 oz Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed  
Ex Rico 23 - 85 days - Very small round white navy bean averaging 6 to 8 beans per 3 inch pod. Plants are very productive. 1 oz Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed  
Foxfire Kidney - 90 days - A pale pink red kidney. Very vigorous plants. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed  
French Horticultural - 80 days - Thick pods get rose red streaks at fresh shell stage. Easy sheller. 1 oz. Pkt. $1.75  
French Navy - 90 days - The largest seeded navy bean I have ever seen. Seeds are an off white color. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed  
Grandma's Shell - 90 days - Large round white seeds almost like a Fall bean. 4 inch pods contain 5 to 6 seeds. 1 oz Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed  
Hidatsa Indian Red - 80 days - Early Native American semi-twinning shell bean. Deep red seeds. Occasional white sports show up. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.50  
Hidatsa White - 80 days - White sport on Hidatsa Indian Red. Similar growth habit to Hidatsa Indian Red. Productive. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed  
Hurdl Brown Flat - 90 days - Medium to large size brown seeds. 4 inch pods with 5 to 6 seeds per pod. 1 oz Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed  
Hurricane - 75 days - 5 to 6 inch pods that contain nice sized deep purple red seeds. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt). Pkt. $2.50 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed
**Indian Woman Yellow** - 80 days - Small butterscotch yellow seed. Thin walled 4 inch pods, shatter easily and contain 4 to 6 seeds. Reputed to have originated in Montana. 1 oz Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Ireland Creek Annie** - 60 days - Tan colored seed, green pods. Best as a dual purpose bean. Good as a green shell or a dry shell. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Kentwood Navy** - 90 days - White seeded navy with 4 to 6 beans per 3 inch pod. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Kretser Bush Soldier** - 90 days - A very pretty soldier type bean, white kidney with a pink hilum which has dark pink streaks. 4 inch pods have 4 to 6 beans per pod. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Lazywife Bush** - 85 days - Small white navy beans that are extremely productive. Plants get large and are sturdy. 1 oz Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Longeye Black Eye Bush** - 90 days - Colorful oblong seeds with black hilum area and black spots. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Marfax** - 85 days - Bush type with good production of yellow-orange round beans for soup. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Maine Yellow Eye** - 85 days - Plump white beans with a yellow hilum, a historic variety from Maine. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

**Matiador** - 85 days - Vigorous bush habit with many pods containing deep black, small seeded bean. 1 oz Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Michigan Yellow Eye** - 95 days - Yellow eye on white. Very large bushy plants. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Minnesota Cranberry** - 85 days - Semi-twining, pinto type. Hardy and productive. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

**Missouri Bills Bush** - 85 days - 5 inch long pods with 3 to 4 large long horticultural type beans. Plants are semi pole like in habit. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Montezuma Red** - 85 days - Flavorful Mexican type soup bean from Chiapas. Plants produce some small runners. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Odell’s Hillbilly** - 90 days - Creamish butterscotch brown seeds most likely used best as a green shell bean. Pkt. (25 seeds) $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Old Time Bunch** - 90 days - Large pods with round oblong brown seed. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Paint** - 85 days - A yellow eye type soup bean, seeds are slightly oblong but more round than long. Pods are about 4 inches long. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Pawnee Bush** - 90 days - A nice round white soup bean that is best described as a marrowfat type. Pkt. (25 seeds) $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Pink Eye Pioneer** - 90 days - Closely resembles a soldier type bean. Pkt. 25 seeds $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Pink Kidney** - 85 days - Dark carnation pink kidney bean averaging 6 to 7 beans per 6 inch pod. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Pink Tip Half Runner** - 85 days - Similar to Red Peanut. Very productive pinkish red seeds. Semi half runner type. 4 to 6 seeds. Reputed to have originated in Montana. 1 oz Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Quaker Bush** - 85 days - A small deep brown seed suitable for making baked beans. Heavy yields. 4 inch pods contain 6 to 8 beans. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Red** - 85 days - Deep red Mexican type chili bean. Pods average 4 inches with 6 beans per pod. Excellent yields. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Red Eye** - 80 days - Really a deep butterscotch golden hilum type (eye), Originally from Prairie Garden Seeds. Very productive and sturdy plants. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Rhonda’s** - 75 days - Buffly tan oblong seeds. Productive. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Sarah Speckled** - 80 days - Pkt. 25 seeds $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Smith River Super Speckled** - 90 days - 5 to 6 inch pods, mostly maroon with flecks of white. Very colorful. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Soldier** - 90 days - 7 white kidney bean shape seeds with pink red around the hilum. Pods average 6 inches long. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Spanish Black** - 80 days - Small black seeds, similar to Black Turtle. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Tan Willis** - 80 days - Round lemon yellow tannish seeds. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

**Upland Navy** - 85 days - Medium sized white seeded navy. Very productive. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Vermont Cranberry** - 85 days to dry - Use as both green shell and dry shell. Very colorful pre-1876 variety. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.00

**Yellow Squaw** - 65 days - Very early, butterscotch colored seeds on small plants. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

**Zuni Shilatko** - 90 days - A nice drought tolerant variety that produces well in poor conditions. Beans are a dark yellow with white. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed
**POLE SHELL BEANS**

**Brown Eyed Goose** - 88 days - A beige colored bean with a brown eye, best used as a dry shell for soup. Produces a good crop at mid season and will produce a second crop by frost. (Approximately 20 to 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50

**Fat Man Buff** - 95 days - Tanish mauve seed, average climber. Seeds are roundish in shape. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Fat Man Pole** - 90 days - Another in a series of beans from Tom’s collection that were obtained from a man in Ogemaw county Michigan. Seeds are white and round in shape. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Fletcher Family Round White** - 80 days - Short fat pods with large white seeds. Probably best used as shell but immature green pods have a great flavor. Originally from Joyce Fletterly of Michigan. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 (Limit 1 Pkt.)

**Garraful Imperial** - 90 days - Butterscotch colored, kidney bean shaped seeds. Some have slight streaks. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Good Mother Stallard** - 95 days - A family heirloom sent to me years ago that has now become quite popular, a very attractive, pinkish red streaked shiny bean. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.50

**Goose** - 80 days - Vigorous pole beans. Great for green shell. Large brown seeds. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Habellones Regal** - 85 days - Beautiful, round seeds. White with a horticultural type cap. Unique and colorful. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Mountain Climbers** - 80 days - Another heirloom from the Qualls family of Virginia. Plump pods produce a good green shell bean. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed (Limit 1 Pkt.)

**Pink Tip Cornfield** - 75 days - Sent to us by the Qualls family of Virginia. A beautiful 6 to 8 inch long, pale green pods with a slight pink tip at the blossom end. Seeds are large and brown. Makes a good green shell bean. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Red Goose** - 80 days - Large seeds of a deep red shade, vigorous plants, produce well. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

**Riner Pole** - 90 days - Large seeds of reddish brown color. (Approximately 25 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

**POLE ROMANO BEANS**

**Black Caseknife** - 80 days - Large flattened green pods, ripen with large black seeds. Very heavy yields of thick meaty pods. Very flavorful. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

**Dona Maria** - 65 days - Sparse foliage, but good yields of long, flat podded romano type white seeded beans. Pkt. (25 seeds) $3.00 Certified Organic Seed (Limit 1 Pkt.)

**Italian** - 75 days - Colorful romano type, pods are a bright green with deep purple streaks. We are grateful to Ilona Sherrat for providing us with this wonderful heirloom. Pkt. (25 seeds) $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Jeminez (Organic Seed)** - 80 days - Red streaked romano-type bean. Delicious, but hard to get seed from. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Jeminez (Non-organic)** - 1 oz. Pkt $2.75

**Rainbow Caseknife** - 80 days- a mix of pod colors, green, yellow and purple and a mix of seed colors. All nice flavorful large flat podded romano beans. Pkt. (25 seeds) $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**White Caseknife** - 80 days - hard to describe whether it is pale green or lemon yellow as you can see both shades in these fabulous tasting, high yielding flat romano type beans. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**POLE WAX BEANS**

**Barksdale** - 75 days - 6 to 8 inch long flat yellow pods, super heavy yields, white seeds. Originated in the Salem, Illinois area. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Gold Marie** - 65 days - Early, productive flat yellow wax bean. Pkt. (25 seeds) $3.00 Certified Organic Seed (Limit 1 Pkt.)

**Kentucky Wonder Wax** - 73 days - Very long, flat butter yellow pods on strong climbing vine. Very good for freezer. 1 oz. Pkt. $1.75 4 Pkts. $6.00

**Marengo Romano** - 70 days - Nice, flat pod wax Romano. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**POLE SNAP BEANS**

**Alabama #1** - 75 days - Black seeded, disease resistant, purple streak on green pods. This bean has a unique trait where it will produce a crop, let them begin to ripen, and while they are ripening, continue to produce more and more beans for fresh eating. Developed in 1963 in Auburn University in Alabama. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed
Alice Whitis - 70 days- Vigorous vines, rose red seeds, medium green pods. Variety dates to 1930's from Acorn, Kentucky. 1 oz. Pkt $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Annelino Verde (Green Annelino) - 80 days - A unique, Italian bean that has short, very curved pods. Good yields and very unique both in shape and flavor. Must be picked young before strings develop. Extremely difficult to extract the seed from the pod - hence the higher price. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.75 Certified Organic Seed

Aunt Lear - 80 days- Moderate climber, green at edible stage about 4 to 5 inches long. Very fibrous as the pods mature. Beans are either tan or butterscotch in color. Originally from Wilbur Willowby in Kentucky dating to 1913. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Aunt Marges Black - 80 days- a nice green snap bean of the Kentucky Wonder type that has a long history in Tom Knoche's family. It was passed down in Sue's Tom's wives family for generations. Pkt. ( 25 seeds) $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Barnes Mountain - 70 days - This one caught me off guard for its vigor and ability to handle drought and poor soil. Lack of ideal spots to plant, it got planted in nearly straight sand had minimal water and still grew like crazy. Produces an abundance of nice, round, green podded beans that were 6 plus inches long. This is a white seeded type with a history dating back to Kentucky. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Berrier Girls - 68 days- Vining old fashioned slightly string green bean. Seeds are streaked dark brown on pale lavender tan. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Blue Lake Stringless - 70 days - Common pole green snap bean with white seeds. Heavy yields and a common type used for canning and freezing 1 oz. Pkt. $2.50

Blue Marbut - 70 days - A colorful, tasty, southern heirloom brought to our attention by Darrel Jones. Colorful purplish stems and purple tint to the leaves. Tasty, purple streaked green pods. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.75; 2 Pkts. $4.25 Certified Organic Seed

Brown Cornfield - 75 days- shaded so brown seed with nice green pods. Does well on corn for a place to climb. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Cherokee Little Cornfield - 75 days- Tom Knoche loved to collect cornfield beans and varieties from the Cherokee. This is a huge mixture of colors and sizes of seeds, very attractive in the jar. This is a dual purpose bean as would most Native American types would be. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Connecticut Wonder - 75 days- a large nearly flat green podded meaty bean with good vine strength. Pkt. ( 25 seeds) $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Fortex - 70 days- Long, French stringless filet type bean. Dark colored seeds. While we will continue to offer this as it is so popular, I do sincerely feel guilty as it does not do well here in this part of Iowa. Of the over 100 varieties of beans that we grow, it is the one that constantly succumbs to insects, shows lack of vigor when climbing, vines break off in the wind, and numerous other issues. I have babied it, provided extra fertilizer, you name it. Still it will rank last in yield to all the beans we grow each year. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00

Fortex Cross - 70 days - A cross from Darrel Jones that is higher yielding and hardier than the regular Fortex. Seeds are multi-colored, bean pods are both green and purple. Tolerates a range of temperatures and still bears well. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.50

Frank Barnett - 75 days - A shorter, pole type that has brown seeds and does very well on poorer soils. 6 plus inches green, round pods. An heirloom sent to us by George McLaughlin of Oklahoma. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Hick - 80 days- Brown seeds, deep green pods, weak vines. Pkt. (25seeds) $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Hickman - 65 days- Usually brown seeded, occasional other colors can be found. Green pods are 6 to 7 inches long. Pkt. (25 seeds) $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Kentucky Stick - 70 days- a vigorous climber with some variability in seed color but the seed type primarily resembles a pinto bean with streaks on a base purplish mauve color. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

Kentucky Wonder - 73 days- Rich flavored, deep green pole bean. Brown seeds. 1 oz. Pkt. $1.75; 4 Pkts. $6.00

Kruger's Speckled Caseknife - 80 days- not a true caseknife but a nice green podded snap bean Pkt. ( 25 seeds) $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Landfrauen - 75 days- a slightly streaked green podded snap bean with good vine strength. Originally from Switzerland, 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Lawrence County Kentucky - 75 days- Green pods, small speckled mauve tan seeds. Pkt. (25 seeds) $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Logan Giant - 70 days- productive climber producing many 4-6 inch pods with flat full sized beans of a brownish shade. good flavor 1 oz Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

McCaslan 42 - 70 days - Vigorous and productive with medium green, broad flat pods with white seeds. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Meeks Running - 80 days - Long, skinny, dark green with purple tinge. Good substitute for Fortex. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Mountaineer Half Runner - 65 days- Short pole type, thick pods, greenish yellow in color, white seeds. Very heavy yields. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00. Certified Organic Seed
**Neckarkonigan** - 75 days - Green companion to Neckargold. Fleshy, 9 inch green pods, white seeds. Good for French style slicing. Pkt. (25 seeds) $3.50 Certified Organic Seeds

**Ohio Pole** - 70 days - a large seeded fat podded green snap bean with vigorous climbing vines. The seeds are a beautiful combination of colors on each bean. The beans are not a mix of colors but each bean is brightly colored. 1 oz. Pkt $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Pennsylvania Brown** - 78 days - good climber that produces good yield s of meaty green pods about 6 inches long. Seeds are a deep brown in color. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

**Potomac** - 65 days - strong climber that produces high yields of 6 inch slightly curved green beans with deep black seeds, History traces to prior to 1860.1 oz Pkt $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Poverina** - 80 days - Vigorous pole with long green pods. Oblong seed is mauve with dark purple streaks. Sent to us by Ron and Nancy Hendrickson of Ohio from their Italian friend. 1 oz Pkt $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Ramshorn** - 85 days - Large oval pods are purple streaked on huge vines. Kidney bean shaped with mauve background. Pkt. (25 seeds) $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Rattlesnake** - 77 days - Nice purple streaked, green podded, very flavorful snap bean. Moderate climber to 6 feet. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Ritchie** - 70 days - pale olive tan seeds that are rather large and this one also works well as a green shell. Pkt. 25 seeds. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Swayback** - 75 days - Vigorous vines producing many green “bent” pods. Bean pods are green in color and appear curved. A Kentucky heirloom from the Gamble family collected by John Edgerton of Indiana in the mid 1980’s. White seeds. 1 oz. Pkt $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Tobacco Worm** - 75 days - An old fashioned, southern bean. White seeded, productive. Thick meaty green pods that stand up to the heat well. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Turkey Craw** - 85 days - Productive old-fashioned string bean with a slight stripe. Seeds are a beautiful buff frosted tan color. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Virginia Brown** - 78 days - good climber that produces good yields of meaty green pods with brown seeds. Pods are about 6 inches long. This is a West Virginia heirloom originally from Benny Michiti of Virginia. It traces back to the 1800’s. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Virginia White** - 78 days - good climber that produces good yield s of meaty green pods with white seeds. Pods are about 6 inches long. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**POLE PURPLE BEANS**

**Blauhilde** - 72 days - Vigorous climber, deep purple pods. German variety brought to us by our friend Tyler, when he visited relatives in Germany. Very productive. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Escambia Purple** - 83 days - a truly different purple podded bean with black seeds. This was sent to us by Robert Smiley in Alabama and the plants are almost reddish-purple when growing and then there are an abundance of purple pods. Excellent flavor and tender when young but develops strings as they age. 1 oz. Pkt $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Grandma Roberts Purple Pole** - 80 days - Vigorous and productive that tolerates heat well. Also germinates well in cold soil. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Grandma Roberts Tri-Color** - 80 days - Similar to Grandma Robert Purple Pole except the seed is three colors and very productive. Unavailable in 2018

**Louisiana Purple Pod** - 75 days - Heirloom that is fast growing. 7 to 8 inch practically stringless, flat purple pods. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

**Purple King** - 75 days - Flatter purple pods, high yields. Good tolerance to heat. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**RUNNER BEANS**

**Golden Sunshine** - 80 days - Large masses of scarlet flowers on greenish yellow foliage, 6 to 8 inch flat green pods. Plants get 6 feet tall. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00

**Painted Lady** - 75 days - Beautiful red and white flowers producing 10 inch thick podded beans that have pinkish brown seeds with dark streaks. First introduced in 1855. Pkt. (15 seeds) $3.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Sunset** - 70 days - A truly unique selection with peach colored blossoms. Nice yields of 6 inch green flat pods. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00

**White Emergo** - 80 days - Tolerates heat better than most runners, white flowers. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00

**GREASY/CUTSHORT BEANS**

**Amish Gnutte** - 80 days - one of the most beautiful beans with the greyish background and pink speckling on small very shiny seeds. Pods are 3-4 inches long, in bunches as are most cut short types. Pkt. (25 seeds) $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Baker Pole** - 80 days - Variable short to long pods. Greasy type with white seeds. 1 oz. Pkt $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Black Cutshort** - 80 days - Black seeded cutshort with deep green pods. 1 oz. Pkt $3.00 Certified Organic Seed
**Black Greasyback Cornfield** - 80 days - a black seeded version of the common white seeded type. Expect some variation. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Black Greasy** - 65 days - Slightly variable, but productive, rich flavor, deep shiny black seeds. Pods have a purplish cast on deep green. This variety is known for its tendency to produce numerous off types. When my friend Tom selected this he selected it from a white greasy bean and it has never seemed to totally stabilize. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Blue Greasy Grit** - 70 days - Small pods, heavy producer, bluish/black seeds, green pods. One of the old fashioned, tasty heirlooms. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Brown Speckled Greasy** - 73 days - 3.5 inch pods contain 8 round brown speckled seeds. A cutshort type pole snap bean. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Early Pink Tip Greasy** - 70 days - very shiny looking seed typical of the greasy beans. Pods are of medium length and a paler green. 1 Oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Grady Bailey Greasy** - 75 days - thick production of small smooth pods of medium green color. An heirloom from Polk County North Carolina. 1 oz Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Grease** - 80 days - Round small seeded tan seeds with dark tan streaks. Pods are small and medium green in color. Pkt. (25 seeds) $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Greasy Back Cornfield** - 75 days - Heirloom pole snap bean, white seeds. Grows well planted with corn and using the cornstalks as a pole to climb. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Honeycutt Pioneer Cutshort** - 77 days - 3 to 4 inch pods, excellent yielding, tender green pods with brown speckled seeds. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Large Early Greasy** - 80 days - Very productive white seeded greasy type. Pods are deep green. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Large Late Greasy** - 90 days, later and typical of greasy beans does well once it cools off in the late summer. One that Tom originally got from North Carolina 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Little Greasy** - 75 days - White oblong seeds short fat pods. Pkt. (25 seeds) $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Myers Striped Greasy** - 75 days - Small tan seeds with dark brown streaks. 1 oz. Pkt $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Ohio Cutshort** - 80 days - 3 to 4 inch pods, high yields of tender green pods. Pole bean. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Old Time Cutshort** - 75 days - 3 to 4 inch pods, high yields, speckled seeds. Tender green pods. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00; 4 Pkts./$10.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Pink Tip Greasy** - 80 days - Typical greasy bean with white seeds. Pods are 3 to 4 inches long, prolific as are most greasy beans. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Red Greasy** - 85 days - a red seeded very productive green podded bean. 1 oz. Pkt $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Striped Greasy Cutshort** - 75 days - very productive and vigorous, seeds are striped and small and the typical cutshort small pods in bunches. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Striped Hull Greasy** - 75 days - White seeds, pods are streaked. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Tennessee Cutshort** - 72 days - Sent to us by George McLaughlin. This is a prolific cutshort type bean, but slightly larger with brown seeds. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Tennessee Greasy** - 70 days - A true mix. I've tried for over 10 years to segregate this. I've concluded that it is a true mixture. Seeds are various colors as well as having pods of various shapes and textures. Beans can be used both in the green snap stage and dried for soup. Ornamental and colorful. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**FALL BEANS**

**Red Fall** - 90 days - Round to oblong deep red beans . 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Red Seeded Cornfield** - 85 days - a very productive and colorful bean with loads of pods on medium strength vines. 1 oz Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Red Speckled Fall** - 85 days - This is a bush bean more like an ordinary cranberry, longer and plumper than typical Fall Beans. Tall bush heirloom from Adams County, Ohio. Beans are red with some tan marbling. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**LIMA BEANS**

**POLE TYPE**

**Alabama Black Running** - 90 days - The most vigorous lima bean I have ever seen. Plants were enormous and heavy with pods. Sent to us by Robert Smiley in Alabama. Seeds are a dark black in color. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Alabama Mahogany** - 95 days - vigorous vines with paler blackish purple seeds. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

**Bandy** - 85 days - black seeded in various shades of black, vigorous climber 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

**Black Jungle** - 85 days - Vigorous black-seeded pole lima. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed
**Black Star** - 90 days - Large, black-seeded expect some off color and paler seeds to show up. Vigorous climber. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

**Bucket** - 85 days - a nice bright shiny red with a tinge of black seeded pole lima. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Carolina Red** - 80 days - Pole type, beautiful red seeds, productive, drought tolerant. Pkt. (25 seeds) $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Christmas** - 85 days - Vigorous climber, dates to about 1840, flat, white seeds with maroon spots on seeds. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00

**Climbing Speckled Pole** - 90 days - Colorful seeds, vigorous vines. Seeds are speckled with a pale background. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

**Florida Speckled** - 90 days (to green shell) - Buff colored seed with maroon speckles. 1 oz. Pkt $3.00

**Ganymede** - 90 days - A beautiful tri-color of black, white and red on a medium sized bean, the bean gives a slightly above average crop on vigorous vines. A good cooking bean that also doubles as a good shelly bean. Pkt. (20-25 seeds) $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Grandma Storrts Speckled** - 90 days - Truly a beautiful colored bean. There are not a lot of tri-colored lima beans available which makes this variety a keeper. Similar to Ganymede in shape, size and growth pattern. The primary difference is that this one is speckled white, red and maroon tri-colored where as Ganymede is white, red and black tricolor. Once considered extinct this one was saved in Tom’s freezer. Pkt. (25 seeds) Pkt $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Hopi Red** - 90 days - Weak vines, more of a semi vining type with heavy yields near the ground. Dark red seed with slight black streaks. 1 oz Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Hopi Yellow** - 90 days - Weak vines, more of a semi vining type with heavy yields near the ground. Deep butterscotch colored seed. 1 oz Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Hort's Climbing Pea** - 90 days - An incredibly productive variety which goes into overdrive producing an excess of small round cream and red colored beans. Seed coat being mostly cream with red spots and streaks on the top portion of the bean. This variety was so productive one almost got tired of harvesting it. It was an early producer and after a short break started back up with another productive burst which seemed to rival the first wave of production. This would make a great variety for the South with the longer growing season. Long vines. 1 oz Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**J. Pottes Lima** - 85 days - Pole, vigorous climber, darkest brown and white seiva type. 1 oz Pkt $2.50; 2 Pkts. $4.75

**Purple Eye Pole** - 80 days - Beige or off white with a purple hilum. Pkt. (25 seeds) $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Violets Multi-Colored** - 85 days - a nice mix of colors sent to us by Robert Smiley in Alabama. This originated in Banks County Georgia saved for 4 generations by Violet Brandy Westbrook’s family. Pinks and purple hues with streaks. Pkt. (25 seeds) $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**BUSH TYPE**

**Burpee Improved** - 83 days - Very large seeded white lima. 1 oz. Pkt. $1.50

**Cliff Dweller** - 65 days - This was a very early producer and heavy yielder as we had very few plants from the 30 plus year old seed. Pkt. (25 seeds) $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Dixie White Butterpea** - 75 days - Small white round shaped limas. 1 oz. Pkt. $1.50

**Eastland Lima** - 70 days - Vigorous plants, excellent, medium green baby limas. 1 oz. Pkt. $1.50; 2 Pkts./$2.75

**Henderson Lima** - 75 days - A nice heavy yielding lima for us here. We prefer them in the green shell stage. Three inch pods contain 3 to 4 small seeds. 1 oz. Pkt. $1.50; 4 Pkts./$5.00

**Thorogreen** - 65 days - An excellent type for freezing, stays a light green when cooked. 1 oz. Pkt. $1.50

**SOY BEANS**

**Butterbean** - 85 days - A deep green soybean, used best as a green shell bean. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00

**Envy Soy Beans** - 80 days - Nice sized, early, bright green soy. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**MISCELLANEOUS BEANS**

**Adzuki** - 80 days - Tiny, red seeded. Good for sprouts. 0.5 oz. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Black Seeded Yardlong** - 80 days - A high yielding asparagus bean type that is not the same as the others. Obtained from a local family here in Calamus that came from seed brought from China. Pkt. (25 seeds) $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Black Pod Gram** - 80 days - Mung bean type. Eaten as a green vegetable (Indonesian cuisine). The green pods are cut in small chunks when young. Plants get 3 feet tall. Seeds are very small. 0.5 oz. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Brown Tepary** - 75 days - Buff-brown seeds, drought tolerant desert variety from the Southwest. Pkt. (25 seeds) $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Mat Bean** - 85 days - Tiny seeded, Mung bean type. 0.5 oz. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed
Red Hyacinth - 90 days - A beautiful ornamental. Plants are vigorous viners. Leaves are pale colored with bright white flowers. Pods are a glistening greenish white with red seeds. Much earlier than the regular Hyacinth. Pkt. (25 seeds) $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Red Noodle - 75 days - Pole type. Vigorous vines, heavy producer of purple/red, small seeded, yardlong beans. Pkt. (25 seeds) $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Tan Pod Green Mung - 80 days - Tan podded version of the gram bean. Very small seeds. 0.5 oz. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Sword (Canavalia Gladiata) - 120 plus days - An ornamental bean we have searched for many years. Darrel Jones in Alabama was able to get us a good crop of this very late bean. It is best used as an ornamental as questions exist about what is and isn’t edible. Seeds are huge and bright pink. We will have more details next year on culture when we have grown a crop here. Pkt. (15 seeds) $3.75

White Tepary - 90 days - White seeded, full bushy plants loaded with small pods. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Yardlong - 84 days - Pole type. Plants produce vigorous vines that produce long skinny pods of a unique, unusual flavor for beans. Use as a fresh snap bean. Seeds are small. Pkt. (25 seeds) $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

FAVA BEANS

Aquadulce Fava - 65 days - Long pods, big brown seeds. Must be planted in cool weather to do well. (Unavailable for 2018)

Bell Fava - 75 days - Unusual, small-seeded type. Grows well in Pacific Northwest where it survives winters. Small, dark reddish-brown seeds resemble peanuts. Good cool weather crop, high yields. 1 oz. Pkt. $1.25; 4 Pkts. $4.50

Masterpiece Green Pod - 70 days - Large green-seeded Fava. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.00

Sweet Lorane - 85 days - A lighter seed coat which means less tannins meaning less bitter taste, small seeded. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

CORN

DENT CORN

1776 - 110 days - Really a flinty dent, unique corn that really doesn’t fit a flint or a dent. 8 inch yellow ears are well protected and 10 foot plants handle drought well. The following is from the breeder Dr. Frank Kutka: 1776 is an 8 line synthetic based on diverse inbreds from Iowa State University and Pennsylvania State University. A synthetic variety is one formed by crossing together a number of inbred lines that all cross well together. These lines represent the descendents of Reid's Yellow Dent, Lancaster, Iowa Stiff Stalk

Synthetic, Minnesota 13, and flints from the Northeast, and the population can now be maintained like any other Open Pollinated variety. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00; 1 lb $15.00 Certified Organic Seed

All Purpose - 135 days - 11 foot tall plants have large multicolored kernels. Makes a colorful corn meal. 2 oz. Pkt. $3.00 4 Pkts. $10.00 Certified Organic Seed

Amish Dent - 105 days - a fairly early to mid-season plants average 7 feet tall and the ears are 8-9 inches. Kernel color is yellow. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Baldwin Strawberry Calico - 110 days - 10 foot plants with large girthy ears of basically white with red streaks though solid color ears appear. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

Bloody Butcher - 105 days - This is the most productive of all of the Bloody Butcher corns we have grown over the years. The plants average 10 feet tall with two 9 inch ears per stalk. The kernel color varies from medium red to almost black/red. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.50; 4 Pkts $9.00; 1 lb $15.00 (Limit 1 lb.) Certified Organic Seed

Bloody Butcher Calico - 115 days - 10 foot plants producing 8 to 10 inch ears of white kernels with red streaks. Some ears will be all white, some will be all red, and some will be white with red streaks. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Boone County White - 135 days - Wow! What a corn! Final plant height was just over 16 feet with the average ear height at 10 feet off the ground. Ears average about 11 inches in length with 16 to 20 rows of white kernels per cob. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00; 4 Pkts. $7.50 Certified Organic Seed

Buck Lantz - 115 days - 10 foot stalks producing several 8 inch ears of medium yellow kernels. A local heirloom from southern Indiana via David Phillips. 2 oz. Pkt $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Cherokee Gourdseed - 130 days - Late, but large fat ears of the old fashioned gourdseed type. This particular strain came from the Qualls family of Virginia and has very strong stalks. Ears have up to 20 rows of long pointed kernels. 2 oz. Pkt $3.00 Limit 1 pkt. Certified Organic Seed

Chickasaw Hickory Can - 130 days - A late season Hickory King type with white and blue kernels. 2 oz. Pkt. $3.50 Certified Organic Seed

Drought Tolerant White - 125 days. 10 to 12 foot tall, very stalky plants with two 9 inch ears per stalk. Broad white colored kernels. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.75; 4 Pkts. $10.00 Certified Organic Seed

Glenn Beasley Red - 115 days - 9 foot plants with 12 to 16 rows of red, occasionally yellow or orange kernels on 9 inch ears. Very high yielding. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Golden Glow - 100 days - 7 foot stalks, yellow kernels on 6 to 8 inch ears, average 1 to 2 per stalk. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.50; 4 Pkts. $8.00 Certified Organic Seed
Goliath- 128 days- A true silage corn. Plant grows 12 to 15 feet tall. Some ears were 8 feet above ground. 12 inch plus ears of white kernels. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.50; 4 Pkts. $8.00; 1 lb $15.00  Certified Organic Seed

Greenfield - 113 days- Ears are about 10 inches long with 15 to 20 rows of cream to yellow kernels on 9 to 10 foot plants. Respectable yields, very minimal lodging. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.50; 4 Pkts. $8.00  Certified Organic Seed

Hastings Prolific White- 125 days- Stalky, 8 to 10 foot tall plants producing 1 nice sized white kerneled ear per stalk. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.75  1 lb. $20.00 Certified Organic Seed

Hickory King Composite - 120 days - A colorful, large kerneled, multi-colored, 8-rowed, Hickory King. 2 oz. Pkt. $3.00  2 pkts. $5.00 Certified Organic Seed

Howard Cory’s Red- 120 days - 8 foot stalks, 12 to 16 rows of red kernels on 6 inches ears. Howard Cory was one of the first Seed Savers Exchange members. Howard donated a lot of time and effort to the Iowa State Fair. He put on many plant and animal exhibits. This corn was his selection for decoration of the booths. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00  Certified Organic Seed

Johnny Dewlen Blue - 120 days - 10 to 12 foot stalks with 1 to 2 ears that have a deep blue purple color to them. A selection made over many years by Tom Dewlen of Indiana. 2 oz. Pkt. $3.00  1 lb. $20.00 Certified Organic Seed

Lancaster Surecrop - 125 days - 12 to 14 feet tall plants with yellow kernels on 12 inch red cobs. Good husk coverage and good yields. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00; 4 Pkts. $7.50; 1 lb. $12.00 Certified Organic Seed

Little Cob White- 110 days - 8-10 foot stalks with 8 inch ears that have a very small cob. Kernels are white. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Mosby’s Prolific- 120 days- 12 foot tall plants with an average of 2 ears about 10 inches long of white kernels. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.50; 4 pkts. $8.00; 1 lb $15.00 Certified Organic Seed

Mesquakie Indian- 120 days - 8 foot plants of highly colored, glistening ears that are either shades of red or purple with yellow. A local heirloom that came from a now deceased lady, Marie Ketelsen. It dates back many years to an early selection made in this area in the 1800’s. Over the years it has added some different genes and has become adapted to the local climate and soil and is a terrific yielder. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.50; 4 Pkts. $8.00 Certified Organic Seed

Neals Paymaster - 110 days - A high yielding white seeded field corn with 12 foot stalks. Plants are very productive with 2 to 3 ears per stalk. Ears are 8 inches long with an average of 16 rows per cob. 2 oz. Pkt $2.50; 4 Pkts. $9.00; 1 lb $15.00  Certified Organic Seed

Nebraska - 115 days - Plants average about 9 feet tall and have good stalk standability. Ears have good, tight husks that then become more open as they mature, decreasing the time to dry down yet protecting the ear from insect damage in the early stages. One to two 10 inch ears with 14 to 18 rows of medium yellow kernels per red cob. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.50 4 Pkts. $9.00  1 lb. $15.00 Certified Organic Seed

Northwestern Red- 90 days- 5 to 6 foot plants, 8 to 10 inch ears of red kernels with a white cap. Only a semi-dent. As with all capped corns some color variation can occur. Does very well in short season climates and with less water than most. (An old Oscar Will variety) 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Ohio Calico- 115 days- 9 to 10 foot tall plants with 10 to 12 inch ears. Most ears will be red striped with white, but as with all things striped, some will be solid red and others solid white. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Owen Davis- 130 days - 8 to 10 foot stalks, large, multi-colored kernels on 10 to 12 inch ears. Handles drought and poor soil easily and still yield well. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Peru- 120 days - A large kerneled flour/dent like corn. Ears on sturdy 10 foot stalks that produce two 8 to 10 inch ears. Kernels are yellow and white. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Polar - 95 days - A very early, yellow corn on 7 to 8 foot stalks. Ears are 6 to 7 inches long with 14 to 18 rows of bright yellow kernels per cob. 2 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Limit 1 Certified Organic Seed

Preacher Hill- 122 days - 10 foot stalks, 8 rows of yellow kernels. Missouri heirloom. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.50; 4 Pkts $8.00; 1 lb $15.00 Certified Organic Seed

Pride of Saline Yellow- 120 days- our good friends from southern Missouri Pam and Edmund Brown sent us this variety that is adapted to that part of the world but it did phenomenon here. Planted June 7, it tasseled in mid August and was mature by mid October. 12-13 foot stalks produce 2 very large, girthy and long ears with a pale yellow kernel color. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.50, 1 lb $17.50 ;5 lbs. $75.00  25 lbs. $175.00 Certified Organic Seed.

Rainbow- 100 days- 7 foot stalks. All colors (pink, red, brown, purple, blue, white). 2 oz. Pkt. $1.75; 4 Pkts. $5.50 Certified Organic Seed

Rebellion (Cycle 0)- 115 days This is a new Open Pollinated variety synthesized by crossing together classic inbreds and some Open Pollinated lines from the central corn belt and beyond. Its heritage includes lines descended from Reid’s Yellow Dent, Lancaster, MN 13, Prairie of Saline, Cateto flints from Argentina, Iowa Stiff Stalk Synthetic, Iodent, and more. It carries the Ga1s allele from popcorn and should be more resistant to outcrossing with other dent corn, but will readily cross with popcorn and pollinate any corn. It should not be planted near any popcorn fields. The development of this variety was carried out by Frank
Kutka with support from the Organic Farming Research Foundation and the assistance of university corn breeders. Management of this trait will be very important for seed savers and everyone is invited to learn more about the trait via this video Breeding "Organic Ready" Corn with Gametophytic Incompatibility on YouTube. Frank sent us this variety to help perpetuate it this year. I must say I was completely impressed with its vigor, yield and standability. I planted it on June 4, it tasseled from August 1 and 3, and was ready to harvest by late September. Every stalk had 2 full size ears, one stalk even had 6 ears, 3 good and 3 half size. This is a perfect corn for the person wanting good yields and performance of a modern development. Plants averaged 8 to 9 feet tall. Deep red cob with rich golden kernels. To help further Frank’s important work, we will be sending a portion of the sales back to Frank to support his projects. 2 oz Pkt. $3.00 1 lb. $20.00 5 lbs. $75.00 Certified Organic Seed

Reid's Yellow - 125 days - 12 foot stalks producing 10 inch ears of reddish yellow kernels. The open pollinated corn that many look to for returning to traditional farming, but it is not the best when it comes to stalk standability. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00; 4 Pkts. $7.50; 5 lbs. $50.00 Certified Organic Seed

Silver King - 130 days - A great silage corn as well as feed corn. Plants average 12 to 13 feet tall with 12 inch ears usually 2 per stalk. Ears average 12 to 14 rows per cob. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00 4 Pkts. - $7.50; 5 lbs. $50.00 Certified Organic Seed

Silvermine - 110 days - Large, stout stalks of 12 to 14 feet tall with up to two 9 to 10 inch ears per stalk. Ears tend to have 14 to 18 rows per cob and are white in color. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00; 4 Pkts. $8.00; 5 lbs. $55.00 Certified Organic Seed

Striped Hickory King - 120 days - 8 to 10 foot stalks, good wind tolerance, big ears, yellow with red striping on the kernels. Remember with all striped corns solid ears of the other colors will occur. You will get some solid red ears and some solid yellow ears. Ears are large and well filled but many are not 8 rowed, however kernels are still wide like other Hickory King types. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.50 4 Pkts. $9.00 Certified Organic Seed

Strubbess Black - 100 days - A predominantly deep blue/black colored dent. Plants get 6 to 7 feet tall with 6 to 7 inch ears with deep, dark colored kernels. I wouldn’t actually call it black, but soil chemistry can play a role in color intensity. 2 oz. Pkt $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Strubbess Blue Grey - 100 days - One of Mr. Strubbe's more subtle creations. Kernel color is a pale grey to dark purple. This was one of the colors Mr. Strubbe used to enhance the corn paintings he would make using the ends of the kernels. Words cannot begin to describe the realistic look he was able to obtain by using only the ends of the kernels to make fabulous “paintings”. While this particular color is not the most outstanding, it was essential to get the proper color in the necks of male turkeys. 2 oz. Pkt $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Strubbess Brown - 105 days - 7 foot stalks of plants with beautiful shades of brown for color. Occasional off colors will appear. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00; 2 Pkts. $3.50 Certified Organic Seed

Strubbess Orange - 97 days - A gorgeous shade of bright orange. When dealing with this color, please expect as a result of the genetics to have a few ears that are red and a few that are yellow as well as shades of orange. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00; 4 Pkts. $6.00 Certified Organic Seed

Strubbess Pink - 100 days - Beautiful, bright, carnation pink kernels on 8 inch ears on 7 foot stalks. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00; 2 Pkts. $3.50 Certified Organic Seed

Strubbess Purple - 107 days - Another of Mr. Strubbe’s creations, except the kernels are a nice shade of purple. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00; 2 Pkts. $3.50; 4 Pkts. $6.00 Certified Organic Seed

Strubbess Red - 100 days - One of the more interesting of Mr. Strubbe’s corns. It has also been a puzzle as to how he selected and maintained it. We will only send the red seed, but it has consistently produced about 25% blue and white ears. Plants are around 6 to 7 feet tall with 6 to 8 inch ears. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Tennessee Red Cob - 120 days - Plants averaging about 12 feet tall. Cobs are long, bright red in color with white kernels. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.50; 4 Pkts. $8.00 Certified Organic Seed

Texas Gourdseed - 125 days, sturdy stalks and good drought tolerance. Typical of all gourdseed dents it has pointed kernels that are on the lightweight side. Many rows per cob and averages 2 cobs per stalk on 8-9 foot stalks. 2 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Truckers Favorite White - 135 days - 13 to 15 foot tall plants that produce ears 7 to 9 feet off the ground. The ears are 12 to 14 inches long with 10 to 14 rows per cob. Kernels are white in color. 2 oz. Pkt $2.25; 4 Pkts. $8.00; Certified Organic Seed

Truckers Favorite Yellow - 135 days - 14 to 16 foot tall plants that produce ears 7 to 9 feet off the ground. The ears are 12 to 14 inches long with 10 to 14 rows per cob. Kernels are a medium yellow in color. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.25; 4 Pkts. $8.00 Certified Organic Seed

Wallaces Mortgage Lifter - 130 days - 10 to 12 foot, very stalky plants that produce stout 9 to 10 inch ears with 14 rows of deep orange/yellow kernels. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.25; 1 lb. $15.00 Certified Organic Seed

Wapsi Valley Dent - 115 days - a regional adapted variety that does exception here in Iowa. Plants get 8-9 feet tall and produce nicely formed ears with a deep yellow orange with a reddish cast. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.25 1 lb. $15.00 Certified Organic Seed
**Warners** - 135 days - 10 foot stalks, huge stalks and the largest ears of any corn I’ve grown. Do not plant thickly. Grows slowly but is massive. Give it plenty of space. 2 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**FLINT CORN**

**Alabama Coschatta** - 120 days - 8 foot plants yield the most colorful and beautiful ornamental corn. Some are semi-dented on 8 to 12 inch ears. We are very excited about making this colorful corn available! 2 oz. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Amish Flint** - 100 days - Very similar to Longfellow (which we are trying to increase again). Long, deep orange yellow kerneled ears with 8 to 10 rows per cob. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Apache** - 115 days - Deep red (almost blackish) kernels, 6 foot stalks. This one makes a superb very dark cornmeal. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Assiniboine** - 90 days - Another Oscar Will variety that is mainly white and blue colored flint with 6 to 7 inch ears on short 5 foot stalks. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Cheyenne Agency Striped** - 95 days - A multicolored variety from the Oscar Will collection. Good for ornamental purposes as well as for stock feed. This one does very well for us in our drier sandy areas and would be a good one for experimenting in drier areas where no irrigation is possible. 2 oz. Pkt $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Corwin Davis Colored** - 105 days - A rather unique flint corn that has predominantly yellow kernels with some pinkish tints and a few scattered other colors. Husks are tight and some are deep red/purple in color. Kernels appear to have a shiny coat, sort of glistening appearance. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00; 4 Pkts. $7.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Dufort** - 98 days - An ornamental flint/pop type corn that has ears that are usually either solid red, solid yellow or solid brown. It is productive and kernels are of a good size to use for pigeon feed. Plants get 8 to 10 feet tall with 6 to 8 inch ears. 2 oz Pkt. $2.00; 4 Pkts. $7.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Garland** - 85 days - a very good 8 rowed flint corn that produces either all yellow or all red ears that are 6-8 inches long. Nice 5-6 foot stalks that are sturdy and stand well in the wind. 2 oz Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed.

**Great Plains Rainbow** - 88 days - 5 foot stalks, 8 to 12 rows of multi-colored (mainly yellow) kernels on 5 to 7 inch ears. An old Oscar Will variety. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Indian Ornamental** - 105 days - 8 foot stalks, 8 to 14 rows of multi-colored kernels on 9 to 10 inch ears. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00; 1 lb. $15.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Japanese Striped** - 100 days - A beautiful plant that has variegated leaves of pink, white, yellow, or purple shades. Best used as an ornamental border plant. The variegated leaves show up better in cooler growing conditions and fade quickly in the heat. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Lenore** - 100 days - I developed this variety back in the early 1980’s as a part of my senior project in college. My goal then and now is to have 100% ears that have red ears with red-brown kernels. I could go into the long genetic reason for why you will get some ears that are not red with red-brown kernels, but simply expect 75%+ of the red/red-brown kernels. The remainder will be a colorful ornamental corn. Plants grow 6 to 7 feet tall. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed - OSSI pledged variety

**Mulberry Mountain** - 120 days - Another of my selections. Plants have short, well protected ears (tight husks). Plants are 8 to 10 feet tall. Many reddish purple stalks. Ears resemble the colors of a ripening mulberry, shades of white, pink, and purple. We had this variety tested for protein and it came back at almost 14%. 2 oz. Pkt. 2.75 1 lb. $15.00 Certified Organic Seed - OSSI pledged variety

**Navajo Robins Egg** - 110 days - 7 foot plants, colorful with mainly white and blue kernels, mostly 8 inch ears. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Piamonte** - 133 days - 7 foot stalks, 10 to 14 rows of deep orange kernels on 7 inch ears. Argentinean variety with tight husks for good ear worm tolerance. 2 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Shawnee Fire** - 100 days - 7 to 8 foot stalks, mostly red kernels, but other colors do show up. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Shawnee Pearl** - 118 days - 6 foot stalks, 7 inch, shiny, multi-colored ears. 2 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Smutnose** - 8 foot stalks long narrow ears that tend to extend beyond the husks. Orange-yellow kernels. Kent Newhouser of Wisconsin sent us this earlier and color variable version of Longfellow. 2 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**South Dakota Rainbow** - 95 days - 6 to 7 foot stalks, mainly blue and white kernels. Good drought tolerance. Old Oscar Will variety. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.50; 4 Pkts. $8.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Zdrowie** - 105 days - Another from Dr. Kutka. Dr. Kutka informed that the name means health in Polish. This is a deep orange large kerneled flint with sturdy stalks. Plants average 7-8 feet tall and have 10 inch ears. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

**FLOUR CORN**

**Guadalajara All Purpose** - 110 days - A yellow/white Mexican corn, other colors also. Good for tortillas. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.00; 2 Pkts. $3.50 1 lb. $13.00 Certified Organic Seed
**Hootavilla Blue** - 95 days - Blue and purple mix of flint/flour type. A southwest area variety that does not like high humidity and does well in drier conditions. 2 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Hopi Purple** - 105 days - Majority of deep purple kernels with other colors here and there. A southwestern desert area variety that does well in lower humidity areas. 2 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Hopi Turquoise** - 98 days - Good drought tolerance, many turquoise colored kernels with a splattering of white and other colors. Plants average about 7 feet tall with several ears per plant. 2 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Jerry Petersen Blue** - 100 days - Heirloom from South Dakota. Nice for a blue/grey flour. 2 oz. Pkt. $3.00; 4 Pkts. $10.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Popcorn**

**Baby Golden** - 100 days - Small, golden kernels, 5 to 6 foot stalks. 1 oz. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Blue Pop** - 100 days -  I got this from Gurney Seed Co. close to 30 years ago. It was never all blue like I thought, but is brightly colored blue, yellow and other colors mixed. Ears are nice sized, pearl type. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Calico** - 115 days - 6 to 7 foot plants that produce up to 2 ears per stalk of 6 inch ears that are either red, yellow or calico (striped red on yellow) in color. Colorful ears. A wonderful educational corn for teaching about “jumping genes”. You will get various expressions of the striping on the kernels. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Chocolate** - 120 days - 6 foot stalks, deep brown kernels. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.00; 4 Pkts. $7.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Cochita Pueblo** - 110 days - 6 to 7 foot stalks with 2 to 3 very attractive mini-sized, colored ears. Color range is all extremes. Pops up in a rainbow of kernel colors. It has a rich, nutty flavor. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

**Cranston Hulless** - 120 days - 6 foot plants with 3, 4, or sometimes 6 ears, very productive, but hard to harvest as husks are tight. Do not plant too thick. Ears are 2 to 3 inches long, very tiny kernels. Suitable for miniature corn in Chinese dishes when picked young. 0.5 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Faribo White Hulless** - 100 days - An old Farmer Seed & Nursery variety. Good yields of white kernels. Plants are 5 foot tall with 2 to 3, 4 to 5 inch ears. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Fireside** - 98 days - 4 foot stalks, larger sized strawberry popcorn, a mix of red with some yellow. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed (Limit 1 Pkt.)

**Harvest Plum** - 125 days - A selection of ours to provide more ears with a predominance of shades of pink and purple kernels. Selected for small, tiny kernels on ears that have fairly tight husks. Occasional red to purple husks can be found. The majority of the kernels will be shades of pink and purple with occasional other colors - especially shades of red. Beautiful and also very tasty when popped. Pops small, but has an exceptional nutty flavor. Plants get 7 feet tall and will usually have 2 to 3 ears per stalk. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed OSSI pledged variety

**Hulless Baby Rice** - 108 days - 7 foot stalks, two 6 to 7 inch white kerneled ears. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Indian** - 108 days - 6 foot stalks, multi-colored, but mainly yellow and white. 1 oz. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Japanese White Hulless** - 100 days - 6-7 foot plants that produce nice sized ears with pearly white kernels. Certified Organic Seed 1 oz Pkt. $2.50 Limit 1 pkt.

**Jones Multicolored** - 115 days - Small ears of colorful kernels. Plants get about 6 feet tall. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.00; 4 Pkts. $7.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Little Indian Pickling** - 100 days - Tiny ornamental ears, multi-colored kernels. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**New York Amish Mushroom** - 105 days - A nice long eared large kerneled yellow popcorn. Plants get 7 feet tall. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Pennsylvania Butter Flavor** - 115 days - Ivory white kernels, high quality. Plants average 6 feet tall. 2 oz. Pkt. $2.50

**Pink Beauty** - 100 days - 5 foot plants produce 3 to 4 inch ears of bright shades of pink. Pops up a gorgeous white with a good flavor. 1 oz. Pkt $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Pinkadelic Pop** - 125 days - A very interesting selection of high yielding popcorn that has a predominance of kernel colors in the pinks, purples with some reds, pastel blues and whites. Very ornamental and very productive. Ears average 5 to 6 inches on 7 to 8 foot stalks. Popcorn is tasty as well as pretty. 1 oz. Pkt $2.75 Certified Organic Seed OSSI pledged variety

**Purple Haze** - 125 days - A selection of ours to provide more ears with a predominance of pink and purple kernels that have purple shaded husks. A very pretty and also tasty popcorn. Plants average between 7 and 8 feet tall and will usually have between 3 to as many as 4 ears per stalk if not crowded. Not all stalks and husks will be shades of purple, but the majority will. Kernels are small, ears average about 4 inches in length. 1 oz Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed OSSI pledged variety
**Red Beauty** - 126 days - 6 foot tall plants with red kernels. Pops up a cream color with the red hulls showing - giving it a very unique look. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

**Redbird** - 109 days - 5 foot stalks, 4 inch ears with dark red kernels. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

**Rhodes Yellow** - 120 days - Pearl type, 7 foot stalks, big yellow ears. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

**Thanksgiving Bouquet** - 110 days - An ornamental popcorn of my own selection which also has very good flavor. I’ve always been fascinated by the genetics of brown kernel color in corn and how many ways the brown gene can express itself. This was named because I think of browns and related shades at Thanksgiving time. To get the full complement of brown shades, not all ears will turn out brown. The remainder will be very colorful nonetheless. Plants are 7 feet tall, 2 ears per stalk, and the ears are 6 to 7 inches long. Sand Hill Preservation Center introduction in 2005. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.00; 4 Pkts. $7.50 Certified Organic Seed - OSSI pledged variety

**White** - 110 days - For those who want a pale white popcorn that pops up with basically colorless hulls, then this is it. Plants are around 7 feet tall with 5 to 6 inch ears. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

---

**SWEET CORN**

**Ashworth** - 70 days - 5 foot plants, nice 6 to 7 inch golden yellow ears. Introduced in 1978 by Fred Ashworth. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Baxter’s Yellow** - 70 days - 4-5 foot plants, nice girthy ears for small sized plants. This one dates back to the 1800’s and was developed in Maine at a time when open pollinated varieties were a mainstay. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Black Aztec** - 80 days - 6 foot stalks, 7 inch ears of white turning black kernels. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.00; 4 Pkts. $8.00; 1 lb. $15.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Black Mexican** - 82 days - 6 foot stalks, with 8 to 10 rows per 7 to 8 inch ear. Starts out pure snow white and turns to purple then black. Eat as a sweet corn when white. Dates to 1863. 1 oz. Pkt. $1.50; 4 Pkts. $5.00; 1 lb. $15.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Blood Brothers** - 70 days - A very productive, strong stalked variety that is a creamy color when edible, ripening to a blood red color with occasional purple red (dried blood) colored ear. While sweet, it is not super sweet and makes a good grilling corn as well. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.50; 4 Pkts. $8.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Buhl** - 81 days - 7 foot plants that yield up to 2 ears of nice tender sweet golden kernels. This is the best for flavor and vigor of any we offer. The plants are uniform enough to be confused for a hybrid. We have to fight for every seed. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.50; 2 Pkts. $4.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Clem Bennett** - 75 days - 6 to 7 foot stalks, 12 to 14 rows of yellow kernels on 9 inches ears. Heirloom variety. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Country Gentleman** - 77 days - Introduced in 1890, unique in that it has no rows, the kernels are everywhere on the cob. 1 oz. Pkt. $1.50; 2 Pkts. $2.75; 4 Pkts. $5.00

**Early June** - 65 days - an old Oscar Will variety developed for the harshness of the upper Midwest. Plants average 4-5 feet tall with up to 2 5-6 inch ears with white kernels. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Golden Bantam** - 80 days - Traditional 8 row type. The first widely accepted yellow sweet corn. Introduced by Burpee in 1902. 1 oz. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Golden Bantam Improved**- 75 days - 6 foot stalks with 7 inch ears each having 12 to 14 rows per cob. This did very well in a rather harsh isolation garden during a very dry time. 1 oz. Pkt. $1.50 8 oz. $10.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Golden Gem** - 65 days - Stalky, 4 to 4.5 foot tall plants with 6 inch ears. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Golden Giant**- 75 days - 6-7 foot stalks with nice sized 7 inch ears of deep yellow kernels. Nice sweet corny flavor. Not super sweet like modern hybrids but nice fresh sweetness. Good stalk standability. 1 oz Pkt. $2.00 8 oz. $12.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Helwig Sweet** - 65 days - 3 foot stalks, short plants with tiny, yellow kerneled ears. An Iowa heirloom sent to me years ago from Willa Helwig from Monona, Iowa dates to prior to 1936. 1 oz. $3.00 Limit 1 pkt. Certified Organic Seed

**Honey Cream** - 67 days - 5 foot stalks with 2 5-6 inch ears with white kernels. This is an old Jungs variety. One of the few I could get a crop on when I lived in the Panhandle of northern Idaho. 1 oz Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Luther Hill** - 70 days - 4 foot plants, do best in cooler growing seasons. White seeded, 4 to 6 inch ears. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Midnight Snack** - 77 days - 5 to 6 foot stalks, 12 to 14 rows of yellow turning black kernels on 7 inch ears. Developed by Dr. Meader, introduced in the 1980’s, discontinued by most companies soon after. Another casualty to the “super sweet” generation. It is a quality sweet corn, but just is not a “sickenly” sweet corn. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.00; Certified Organic Seed

**Northern Lights** - 55 days - another one of my creations for early seasons. Just a few days later than Yukon Supreme, this variety has similar parentage. Plants are about 4 feet tall. Many of the kernels have an aurora on them like the Northern Lights. Kernels are either white or yellow at edible stage and as they mature they get a halo of blue or red around the edge of many of the kernels. 1 oz Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed
Oregon Evergreen - 85 days - A very flavorful, late white sweet corn. Excellent uniformity. Plants get to be about 8 feet tall. 1 oz. Pkt $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Painted Hill - 73 days - A selection of Dr. Alan Kapular from a cross of Painted Mountain and Luther Hill. Multicolored 7 inch ears on 5 to 6 foot stalks. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Rainbow Inca - 82 days - 6 to 7 foot stalks, 8 to 14 rows of multi-colored kernels on 7 to 8 inch ears. Stands adversity well and produces nice sized ears. While not particulary sweet at the immature stage, it makes a great ground cornmeal for a slightly sweet cornbread. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.50 1 pound $20.00 Certified Organic Seed

Reverand Morrows Purple- 80 days- Reverand Morrow was an early member of the Seed Savers Exchange from Minnesota. I lost this in the 1990's to insects in my seed jar and was so pleased to see Kathleen Plunkett - Black of Plum Creek Seeds in Wisconsin offering it. It is a high yielder of nice full ears hat ripen to a mix of purple and deep orange kernels. Plants are about 6 feet tall. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Robinson- 80 days - 7 foot stalks, large ears of yellow kernels. An Idaho heirloom sent by Kent Wenkheimer from the Kamiah, Idaho area. Grown by a farmer in that area for many years. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Stowells Evergreen - 84 days- 8 foot tall stalks producing 2 nice 8 to 10 inch ears with white kernels. Dates to an introduction of 1848. 1 oz. Pkt. $1.50; 2 Pkts./$2.75 Certified Organic Seed

Sunshine- 70 days - 5-6 foot plants that have nice 6-7 inch ears of yellow kernels. This is another old Oscar Will variety. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Texas Honey June - 93 days- 8 to 9 foot plants that produce 2 to 3 ears of about 5 inch length. They appear much longer because they have very long, tight husks that make them almost totally ear worm resistant. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

True Gold- 75 days- A nice modern developed sweet corn that has 6 to 7 inch ears of small kerneled pale yellow color. Plants average 6 feet tall. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Wapsi Bantam- 80 days- 7 foot tall plants with good standability. A continuous cross and selection of Golden Bantam and Golden Bantam Improved to create a nice sized ear, productive and good flavored corn. Ears are large and broad. 1 oz Pkt. $2.00 2 ptkts. $3.75 Certified Organic Seed

Whipples Yellow- 80 days- 6 foot tall plants, 14 to 16 rows of deep grained yellow kernels on fat 7 to 9 inch ears. Very impressive yields and fat ear size. Dates to 1921. 1 oz. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Yukon Supreme - 49 days - Early and productive. Plants average about 4 feet tall and produce nice 5 inch ears that are well filled and tasty for an early corn. Kernel color is yellow with some white. When properly weeded and cared for this is a good choice for early fresh sweet corn. In 2002 the crop was planted June 17 and was ready to eat on August 1 (45 days). I would have never believed it had I not written it down! In our “cold” summer of 2009, it was planted on June 29 and ready to eat on August 17 (49 days). In 2016 I planted it on July 11 and it was ready August 28 (48 days). In 2017 with a cool August it was planted on July 3 and first edible ears were August 25 (53 days). A bit later this past year, but ear quality was excellent. A Sand Hill Preservation Center introduction in 1999. Be prepared because this variety sells out quickly. 1 oz. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed (Limit 2 ptkts.)

MISCELLANEOUS GOURDS

Not the same species as the white-flowered gourds. These are Cucurbita pepo. Packet contains 15 to 25 seeds.

Nest Egg Gourd- 90 days- True to size of a chicken egg. One plant produces several hundred fruits. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

Small Fancy Mixed Gourds - A mixture of many different types of small, ornamental gourds. Chiefly used for decoration and crafting. Pkt. $1.50

Tennessee Dancing Gourd - Small 1.5 inch gourd. Makes a fun toy for children to spin (kind of like a top). Pkt. (15 seeds) $2.50

OKRA

African - 80 days - Pods get large but still remain tender for eating. Pods have a slight red tint. Pkt. $1.50

Alabama Red - 75 days - medium height plants, producing numerous 4 inch fat pods with a reddish tint. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Burgundy (Organic seed) - 80 days- Medium height with reddish plants with dark burgundy red pods. Plants are very attractive and work well as a border plant. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed (Please specify Organic seed.)

Burgundy (Non-Organic) - Same description as above. Pkt. $1.50

Burmese- 70 days- very productive off colored ight green pods, a very heavy producer. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

Cherokee Long Pod - 80 days - 6 foot plants, produce long (to 15 inch) pods of light green color. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

Clemson Spineless - 70 days- Nice plants with heavy yields of green pods. Pkt. $1.25
**Cowhorn**- 80 days - Long, tender green pods on 4 to 5 foot plants. A southern heirloom. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Dwarf Lee** - 55 days - Short plants, less than 3 feet tall, producing a good amount of 6 to 7 inch tapered green pods with slight ridges. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Emerald** - 60 days - Spinless, velvet type with tall plants, round, smooth, dark green 7 to 9 inch green pods. High quality and yields well (even in the North). Pkt. $2.00

**Evertender** - 65 days - Not much foliage, but excellent and tender green pods even up to 5 inches long. Plants end up getting about 6 feet tall here at season’s end. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Granny Franklin** - 80 days - Heirloom from Alabama, heavy yields of green pods, excellent for frying. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**James Hopper** - 70 days - Medium height plants that produce tasty, 3 to 5 inch large green pods. Pkt. $2.50

**Jing Orange (Organic seed)** - 85 days - Plants are a beautiful orange shade getting 6 feet tall. Pods are reddish, productive, unique color. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed (Please specify organic seed.)

**Jing Orange (Non-Organic)** - 85 days - Plants are a beautiful orange shade getting 6 feet tall. Pods are reddish, productive, unique color. Pkt. $2.00

**Louisiana Short** - 85 days - Rather late, but the plants are very stocky and have the shorter, fat green pods. Plants tend to branch some and yield until a hard frost. This variety was sent to us by the late Darrell Merrill in Oklahoma where it was an heirloom passed on to him. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Mammoth** - 65 days - 6 to 8 foot tall plants which are an intense green color. Okra pods are very large and fat pale green in color with some reddish tint. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

**My Joanie** - 85 days - A late one, but a great one. Beautiful pinkish tint to the pods. An heirloom sent from a customer in Mississippi. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Pentagreen** - 70 days - Short plants produce high yields of long, thin green pods. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

**Perkins Dwarf** - 65 days - plants produce up to 9 inch pods that retain edibility for a good length of time. Pkt. $1.50

**Red** - 80 days - Somewhat variable in pod type, but extremely high yielding. Plants are continuous producers of 4 to 6 inch pods of a deep red color. Much more productive than Burgundy. We had a huge crop, plants nearly broke under the weight of the ripening pods. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

**Red River** - 75 days - 8 foot, very tall plants producing red pods on a red stalk. Very productive. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Saravejo Bamiya** - 75 days - Spiney, 5 foot plants, 3 to 4 inch pods, red ribs, good flavor, very productive.

Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Silver Queen** - 80 days - Plants get up to 6 feet tall. This variety went wild in 2016 and the plants were huge and had many pods up to frost. Pods are whitish green in color. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Star of David** - 75 days - Very broad six sided green pods. Use when young for best quality. Superb for fried okra. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Stewarts Zeebest** - 65 days - Louisiana Heirloom, plants get up to 7 feet tall and produce lots of ribless pods that maintain edibility up to 7 inches. Pkt. $1.50

**Texas Longhorn (Organic Seed)** - 85 days - Texas heirloom producing a good yield of light green pods. Pkt. $3.00 Limit 1 Certified Organic Seed

**Texas Longhorn (Non-Organic)** - Same description as above. Pkt. $2.00

**White Velvet** - 85 days - Cream colored pods. Old fashioned variety. Pkt. $2.50

---

**CUCUMBERS**

**DUAL PURPOSE**

Old-fashioned type that can be used for both slicing and for pickles depending on the stage of harvesting.

**Improved Long Green** - 65 days - A very large, dual purpose cucumber that gets big quick and has a paler green skin color. Plants stay productive for a long period of time. Introduced in 1842. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Monastic** - 65 days - Dual purpose, short, fat pickling type, cream colored when young, will also work as a small slicer. Good drought tolerance. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Poona Kheera** - 60 days - Fruits start out a mayonnaise color and turn russet potato colored later on. Nearly bitter free. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Sumpter** - 53 days - Blocky, medium green color, resistant to a number of diseases. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Uzbekski** - 50 days - Light green skin turns golden brown, flesh stays crisp after harvest. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

**White Wonder** - 60 days - Ivory white fruits, average 6 inches, works well for both pickles and fresh eating, introduced in 1893. Pkt. $1.50

**SLICERS** - Predominantly used for fresh slicing.

**Athens** - 75 days - Very large, dark green slicer. Fruits can get quite large and still remain nearly seed free. Superb quality. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed
**Bedfordshire Prize** - 65 days - A good 10 inches green slicing cucumber. High and continuous yields. An excellent English variety. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Beit Alpha** - 56 days - Straight, thick, tender fruit, medium green skin, mild. Super thin skin make these a super garden snack food, no need to peel and no bitterness. Pkt. $1.50

**Black Diamond** - 67 days - Old-fashioned green cucumber with a long history introduced in 1920. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Burpee’s Sunnybrook Early** - 60 days - 9 to 11 inch dark green, white spine cucumbers. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Burpless Tendergreen** - 70 days - Light green with white spines, average 10 inches long, slight blocky shape. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Frost Resistant** - 60 days - Early, disease tolerant and productive, but variable in fruit color from pale green to whitish, 6 to 8 inch slicer. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Glorie de Paris** - 65 days - Terrific yielder of 12 to 15 inch long, vary uniform, blocky slicing cucumber. Fruits can get quite large and still remain relatively seed free. Pkt. $2.75 Limit 1 pkt.

**Greek** - 60 days - Very productive and tasty. Not a real dark color and doesn’t look like traditional type, but excellent quality. My favorite for refrigerator pickles, no need to peel, mild all the way through. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Improved Telegraph** - 80 days - the seed was in some of Tom Knoche’s collection and was 26 years old. Surprising it grew and well. The yields were huge with many 18plus inch near seed free fruits. This variety does not produce a lot of seeds so we had literally 6 times the amount of fruit to get the same amount of seed of most varieties. The fruit remain in a great edible state for a very long time. It does best if trellised to allow the fruit to hang down. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Japanese Climbing** - 63 days - A very uniform, dark green slicing type. High yields. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Lemon** - 60 days - Super tasty globe shaped lemon colored skin. I like to take them whole in my lunch. Skin is not bitter. Pkt. $1.50

**Longo Verde Degli Ortolani** - 65 days - deep green smooth slicer from Italy. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Marketer** -- 62 days - Introduced in 1943, slender smooth tapered, dark green, long harvest period. Pkt. $1.50

**Mirella** - 70 days - A very nice, blocky, Middle Eastern type burpless, thin-skinned cucumber. Not the best in fusarium resistance, but superb for eating. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Morden Early** - 45 days - Nice bush plant, compact vines, super early, nice pickler. Developed at the Morden Experiment Station in Manitoba. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Morden Early Cluster** - 58 days - A little later type, also excellent for pickles.Introduced in 1778. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

**North Carolina Heirloom Pickling** - 60 days - A wonderful 2 to 3 inches, blocky, creamy white cucumber. Makes superb dill pickles. Stay crisp when pickled. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Rhinish Pickle** - 55 days - Old German pickler type, black spines, very good pickler. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Rhinish Pickle** - 55 days - Old German pickler type, black spines, very good pickler. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed
planted it between a row of trees and some very tall
to grow under other plants in its native area so I
sensitive. Finally I had a thought this year that it tends
struggled growing  this thinking it was day length
and very moist with black seeds. For years we
Malabar Gourd or Fig leaf gourd.  White flesh  stringy
Pastella from just a few plants. Certified Organic Seed
Pkt. 1.50 special  price this year we had a huge crop
but make a unique decoration.  Our turkeys love them.
sell for $5.00 each in the grocery store.  Flavor is okay,
in a lime green, gelatinous capsule.  Fruits routinely
moderately spiny hand-sized fruits, mottled green
Cucumis metuliferus
Jelly Melon
Certified Organic Seed
for keeping moths away from clothes.  Pkt. $1.50
its many uses - one of which is that the fruits are good
be done before eating any parts of the plant.  Check the
the oil extracted from the seeds. Clear research should
to Turkey and Africa. In some places it is cultivated for
weather the fruits are so strong flavored you can smell
them several hundred feet away in the garden as they
grow ripe.  Pkt. $2.25
Queen Annes Pocket Melon- 75 days- Grown for
fragrance and beauty, not edibility. Fruits produce a
strong, sweet melon scent that will overpower most
odors. Legend says that in times past, prior to
deodorant and frequent bathing, people carried them in
their pockets to help them smell better. They are not
poisonous; they just don’t taste as wonderful as they
smell. Fruit is large duck egg in size and orange in
color with darker striping. Pkt. $2.00 Certified
Organic Seed
Small Prickles- Cucumis anguria - 85 days- Looks
like an overgrown, tennis ball sized, “Koosh” ball.
Prickles are not sharp. Very productive and
ornamental. Stays in good shape for a long time. Pkt.
$1.50 Certified Organic Seed

ORANGE FLESHED MUSKMELON TYPES
This group is all of the orange fleshed muskmelon
types. Anything from heavily netted to light netting,
but the common grouping is that the flesh is varying
stages of orange.

Charentais- 80 days- True cantaloupe, smooth, light
green, thin rind, extremely fragrant, grapefruit sized
fruits, 1 to 2 pounds. When ripened during warm, dry
weather the fruits are so strong flavored you can smell
them several hundred feet away in the garden as they
grow ripe.  Pkt. $2.25
Cochiti Pueblo- 90 days- Not very netted, oblong to
football, irregularly shaped melons that can get very
large if grown under proper conditions. I picked a 22
lb. fruit in 1988 from this variety. Flesh quality is
average and flesh is a medium orange color.  Pkt. $3.00
Certified Organic Seed
Condon- 80 days- one of the many in Tom Knoche’s
freezer collection. I can not find out a documented
history but did see it was used to develop Healy’s
Pride. It is a very productive type that tends to ripen all
at once. Fruits are fairly netted and ribbed. Flesh is
firm and orange and average 3 pounds. Pkt. $2.25
Certified Organic Seed
Crane (Organic seed) - 80 days- Crenshaw type,
speckled skin, minimal netting, very fragrant,
deliciously mild, sweet flavor, 6 to 7 pounds. Pkt.
$2.50 Certified Organic Seed (Please specify
Organic)
Crane (Non-Organic) - Same description as above.
Pkt. $2.00
Dr. Jaeger's Mildew Resistant- 90 days- another one form Tom Knoches's freezer collection. Very old seed from the mid 1980's but germination was good. Very slow growing for me this year and the fruits are not very large. They fit comfortably in my hand. Heavy netted rind and thick orange flesh. In our cooler nights in late season all other muskmelons got powdery mildew but this one kept mildew free until frost at the end of October. If you have a mildew problem it would be worth a trial. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Golden Gopher- 85 days- Not heavily netted, orange flesh with good resistance to fusarium, developed by the University of Minnesota in the 1930's. Fruits tend to pop open when ripe. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Granite State- 83 days- 3 to 4 pound lightly netted fruits with deep orange flesh. Flavor is excellent when they ripen when it is dry. Pkt. $1.50

Greely Wonder- 80 days- Large, semi-netted fruit, super sweet. Fruits average 5 to 7 lbs. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Honey Rock- 85 days- Small, 2 to 3 pounds, heavy netted. Flavor is superb in most all conditions. Pkt. $1.50

Kangold- 75 days- Heavy, netted, grapefruit sized melon, orange, thick flesh. 2014 proved why it was our friend, Gail’s, choice to save for the future. Planted July 3, we were amazed with an abundance of ripe fruit in September that held well and had a strong, superflavor. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

Kansas- 90 days- An heirloom from Kansas. Vigorous vines, great yields of 4 pound, ridged, netted fruit. Pkt. $1.50

Minnesota Midget- 70 days- Small, shallow ribbed fruits that ripen 1 to 2 pounds and are very tasty. Pkt. $1.50

Oka- 80 days- Large, 4 to 6 pounds, netted melon, flattened in shape, aromatic, sweet flesh. Developed in 1912 in Quebec. Originally a cross between Banana and Montreal Market. Our friend, Tom Bruning, in western Iowa grew our seed crop for this year and pronounced this melon the “best ever” even better than his favorite Spear. He could not believe how it kept producing and producing mouth watering, juicy, full flavored fruits. Pkt. $1.75

Olding- 58 days- a super early type sent to us from central Saskatchewan. Very productive and early. I planted them July 19 and they were beginning to ripen September 15. Fruits are small and football shaped with an attractive orangish striping on a pale green fruit. Very fragrant but the flesh tends to be rather bland. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Old Time Tennessee- 90 days- Late and very large. This is a huge melon that is deeply creased, oblong, football shape, does not store long. Planted in 2014 on July 3, it ripened in late September with many 15 plus lb. fruit. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Old West Virginia Heirloom- 85 days- Lightly netted, very productive, superb flavor, medium size, 3 to 5 pound fruits. Flesh is a bright orange. Pkt. $2.50 Limit 1 Certified Organic Seed

Oregon Delicious- 83 days- Good yields, flavorful, semi-football shaped. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Petit Gris De Rennes- 80 days- Beautiful greenish-gold, net free skin when ripe. Flesh is orange and very sweet. Pkt. $2.00

Pollock Rocky Ford- 85 days- A superb melon, orange flesh, 1 to 2 pounds, not overly large but delightfully sweet. Pkt. $2.00

Pride of Wisconsin- 85 days- Faint ribs, coarse net, thick orange flesh, hard shell, 3 to 5 pounds, does well on heavy soils, consistently performs well despite the weather. Pkt. $2.00

Red Queen- 85 days- A variety brought from China by Glecklers Seed Co. many years ago. It was saved from extinction by Kory Carmen of Arizona. Some slight variability in fruit type but fruit is very sweet and deep orange in color. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Schoon's Hardshell- 85 days- Thicker skin, holds well, ships well, 5 to 8 pounds, highly flavored orange flesh. Pkt. $1.75

Spear- 85 days- Large, 4 to 6 pounds, football shaped melons, superb tasting orange flesh. A very popular variety in the Pacific Northwest. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

Sugar Salmon- 75 days- Very sweet, netted, 3 to 5 pounds. Tolerates most diseases quite well. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Susan Healy- 80 days- A selection made by the Healy family of Healy's Pride. Healy's Pride is very late. Susan Healy is just as flavorful but earlier, 3 to 5 pounds, sweet and tasty. Pkt. $2.00

Turberville- 80 days- Slightly netted, semi-football shaped, 2 to 4 pounds. Historic variety. Pkt. $1.50

Turkey- 90 days- A very old, Southern variety that is an elongated blimp shape. Fruits average 8 to 12 pounds, though can get much larger. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Wapsi Wonder (Organic seed)- 75 days- When I first moved to Iowa I struggled to raise melons as the Cucumber Beetles seemed to spread disease. I’d have loads of young fruit only to see it all perish. My collection of over 100 varieties was in trouble. While I was learning how to deal with these new conditions, I got in the habit of saving seed from the tastiest fruits that survived. The past few years I’ve stabilized the selection to this melon. It handles our sand well, can be planted as late as July 10 and still make tasty melons in September. Fruits are smallish - 2 lbs. at best, somewhat netted and orange flesh. I cannot certify it to be wilt tolerant, but it sure handles it well here. Introduced by Sand Hill Preservation Center in 2011. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed (Please specify Organic seed.) OSSI pledged variety
**GREEN FLESHED MUSKMELON TYPES**

This group is not to be confused with Honeydews, but are softer muskmelon types that ripen to green or whitish green flesh colors. Once the most popular kinds in the 1800’s, they are making a comeback.

**Anne Arundel** - 83 days- Bright green flesh, slightly orange near the center. Very sweet and tasty. Pre-1800 Maryland heirloom. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Edens Gem** - 80 days- Small, baseball sized, heavy producer of 1 pound netted fruits with green flesh. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Evans Sweet** - 85 days- We had heard raves about this one from many and finally got it planted in 2016 on June 26, then starting September 20 until frost in November we had a nice supply of tasty melons. They are somewhat netted averaging 3 pounds with pale green flesh that is a bit juicy. They are most certainly not firm fleshed. Linda made an excellent jam out of some of them. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Green Nutmeg** - 75 days - Dates from the mid-1800’s. Melons average 2 to 3 lbs and always seem to grow and taste better in cooler conditions. Tasted great when I lived in northern Idaho, just average tasting here in the Midwest. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Ha-Ogen** - 85 days - Beautiful and super tasty. Fruits are yellowish with green ribbing and minimal netting, 2 to 3 pounds. Flesh tastes almost spicy. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**ORIENTAL MELONS**

This group is typically eaten skin and all and are noted for their sweetness and crisp flesh. Seeds are very small.

**Golden Sweet** - 80 days- Crisp white flesh; golden yellow skin. Everyone who has a taste for melons should grow one of these crisp-fleshed types. They are the size of a peach. I eat the skin and all the way to the center seed cavity. Others may choose to peel them. They make a great addition to a fruit salad. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Sakata’s Sweet** - 75 days - Similar to Golden Sweet. Crisp flesh, bright yellow skin, superb taste, about the size of a large apple. May eat skin and all. Pkt. $2.00

**HONEYDEW, CASABA, CANARY, AND OTHER MELONS**

This group contains the specialty melons that for some are a challenge to grow as most of these like a long, dry season with lots of hot weather to obtain the best tasting fruit. When the conditions are right, these melons will make you a melon addict for sure.

**Amarillo Oro** - 100 days- Winter type canary melon, golden, oblong fruit, sweet, creamy white flesh, 4 to 6.5 pounds. Dates to pre-1870. Pkt. $2.00; 1 oz. $7.00

**Ananas** - 85 days- Oblong, 5 pound fruits, greenish rind maturing yellow-orange, no ribbing, faint net. Flesh is creamy yellow, soft, juicy and sweet. Pre-1900 variety. Pkt. $2.00; 1 oz. $7.00

**Ashkahabad** - 80 days - Golden rind, green fleshed honeydew, 4 to 6 pounds. Holds well after picking. In 2017 they were superb tasting. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Bursa Turque** - 98 days- Santa Claus type melon, deep yellow with dark, pine green spots, very wrinkled, pale green, mild flavored flesh, 8 to 10 pounds. Does best when ripened in dry, hot weather. Pkt. $2.00

**Cochiti Indian Mix** - 80 days - A true mix of flesh colors and skin types. Fruits average 4 to 8 pounds and are best-flavored in dry weather. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Honeymist** - 80 days- an early green-fleshed honeydew that was one of Tom Knoche’s favorites. Once thought lost Tom found seed increased it then with Tom’s passing we thought it lost again. This past winter our friend Tom Bruning from western Iowa was over and we found some seed in the freezer and he was successful raising a nice crop for us. This was in the old Farmers Seed and Nursery catalogs in the 1970’s. Pkt. $2.50

**Kazakh** - 75 days - Sometime in the late 1960’s I first spotted this variety in Gurney’s catalog. I was living in the melon-free area of Idaho where it was too cold, but I tried anyhow and came close to a ripe fruit more than once. While living near Lewiston, Idaho during college I got some nice fruit. I came to Iowa and struggled as it was not liking the insects and diseases. My seed supply kept dwindling until nearly lost. I sent some to my friend, Tom Knoche, in Ohio. He had a good crop and returned some seed back. Again, I tried pampering it and giving it great soil and fertilizer and still would lose the plants. With inheriting Tom’s collection, I found more seed and decided to give it one more try and planted it on our most rugged isolation garden - one that is no soil (by most standards) but 100% sand. There was no water or way to do so and low fertility. It got ignored. We had subnormal rainfall, but we were blessed with the best tasting honeydew type fruit ever. I was afraid I was being a bit biased since I had struggled for close to 30 years that I took some to work and my co-workers raved about the crisp, refreshing, taste and texture. I guess it was getting too good of care and is one of those that thrives in the less than ideal. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed
Orange Blush - 85 days - Honeydew type. Gets a faint orange tint to the white skin when it is ripe, outstanding flavor, 3 to 5 pounds. Pkt. $3.00 limit 1 Certified Organic Seed

Piel de Sapo - 100 days - Originally from Spain. Oval, mottled green with yellow skinned fruit, average 5 to 7 pounds, flesh is sweet, pale green to white with a very hard rind. It's always fun to uncover one of these hidden treasures in the weeds way after the melon season has passed. When properly cared for and brought in prior to frost, they will keep in excellent condition in the basement for several months. Pkt. $2.25

Romanian Green - 85 days- tasty rare melon Pkt. $2.00

Sungold Casaba - 100- A nice true Casaba type of pale white greenish flesh with a thin ribby yellow skin. Mild flavored. Pkt. $2.00

Tendral Verde Tardif - 90 days - Dark green, wrinkled rind, pale creamy flesh that is very sweet, good keeping quality, 3 to 5 pounds. Pkt. $2.00

CITRON MELON

Packets contain 15 to 25 seeds.

A Confire A Graine Verte - 100 days - A green seeded type, averaging 10 to 15 pounds. This is a very old French heirloom. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

D’Espagne a Confiture - 100 days - A red seeded type, averaging 10 to 15 pounds. This is a very old French heirloom. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Mixed Citron - Mixture of red and green seeded types plus several other strains. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Red Seed Citron - 90 days - Great for candied citron. An American variety that goes back many years. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

WATERMELON

Unless otherwise noted, all packets will contain 15 to 20 seeds.

Arikara - 75 days - very seedy Native American selection. Hardy and does well in alkaline soils. Pkt. $1.50

Blackstone - 85 days - Dark green. Thick rind suitable for pickles, red flesh. Our biggest in 2010 was 48 lbs. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Blacktail Mountain - 73 days - My own development, created while I lived in northern Idaho, a location which has cool 35 to 45 degree nights and short seasons. The fruit is dark green with very faint stripes, flesh is an orange red similar to Sugar Baby. Continuously, it is my earliest type in over 100 varieties grown each season. Fruit averages 6 to 10 pounds. Our son, Cory, and family moved to a new home in mid-July, 2013 and he wanted to plant a garden. He stuck in some Blacktail Mountain seed on July 18 and was rewarded in late September with an abundance of nice sized ripe melons. I planted the crop on June 19 in 2016 and the first ripe on was August 28 (70 days) with a continuous supply thru the end of October. Pkt $1.75; 2 Pkts. $3.00 1 oz. $10.00 Certified Organic Seed OSSI pledged variety

Charleston Gray 133 - 90 days - Long, pale green selection of Charleston Gray, fruits have a pink red flesh. Flesh is firm, sweet and very tasty, 15 to 20 pounds. Don't dismiss this one just because the flesh isn't a dark red. Pkt. $1.50

Chelsea - 90 days - Unlike most heirlooms which were maintained in a single family for generations, Chelsea was raised commercially in the river bottom valley of it's origin in Chelsea, Iowa. A large pink melon with a pale green rind, this variety is sweet and reliable in seasons which are hot and dry. The seed for our start came from a gentleman named Marvin who saved this variety from extinction and also supplied Seed Saver's Exchange with their start of the great variety. Marvin still lives in Chelsea and still raises this variety. When we obtained our seeds Marvin sent a note stating, "When I was in country school back in the 40's we always had a Chelsea melon every Friday afternoon when melon's were in season. Everyone living along Highway 212 Northeast and Northwest of Chelsea would be selling these watermelons in triple box wagons along the highway. - Marvin." Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Cherokee Moon and Stars - 90 days - A nice 30 to 40 pound, dark green rind with the yellow spotted foliage and fruit. This strain has nice red flesh and is crisp and tasty. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Clay County - 80 days - pale green with darker green stripes rather blocky fruit shape, very productive. Flesh is yellow orange in color and very refreshing. An heirloom from the south. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Cole's Early - 80 days - Small, 9 to 10 pounds, striped melon, high yields on medium length vines, red fleshed. Flesh is not of the highest quality, but rind is excellent for watermelon rind pickles. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Cream of Saskatchewan - 82 days - A small 4 to 8 pound striped melon with a very thin rind that has a white sweet flesh. It is very sweet and tasty. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

C. S. White Flesh - 85 days - A superb melon of dark green rind with sweet, cream colored flesh. Excellent quality. Selected by Curtis Showell in 1980. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Desert King - 90 days - Unique, pale green skin and light yellow flesh with dark seeds. Pkt. $2.00

Early Arizona - 83 days - Dark green skin, red, very sweet flesh, 8 to 10 pounds. Originally obtained from the Tillinghast Seed Company in Washington in the early 1980's. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Charleston Gray 133 - 90 days - Long, pale green selection of Charleston Gray, fruits have a pink red flesh. Flesh is firm, sweet and very tasty, 15 to 20 pounds. Don't dismiss this one just because the flesh isn't a dark red. Pkt. $1.50

Chelsea - 90 days - Unlike most heirlooms which were maintained in a single family for generations, Chelsea was raised commercially in the river bottom valley of it's origin in Chelsea, Iowa. A large pink melon with a pale green rind, this variety is sweet and reliable in seasons which are hot and dry. The seed for our start came from a gentleman named Marvin who saved this variety from extinction and also supplied Seed Saver's Exchange with their start of the great variety. Marvin still lives in Chelsea and still raises this variety. When we obtained our seeds Marvin sent a note stating, "When I was in country school back in the 40's we always had a Chelsea melon every Friday afternoon when melon's were in season. Everyone living along Highway 212 Northeast and Northwest of Chelsea would be selling these watermelons in triple box wagons along the highway. - Marvin." Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Cherokee Moon and Stars - 90 days - A nice 30 to 40 pound, dark green rind with the yellow spotted foliage and fruit. This strain has nice red flesh and is crisp and tasty. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Clay County - 80 days - pale green with darker green stripes rather blocky fruit shape, very productive. Flesh is yellow orange in color and very refreshing. An heirloom from the south. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Cole's Early - 80 days - Small, 9 to 10 pounds, striped melon, high yields on medium length vines, red fleshed. Flesh is not of the highest quality, but rind is excellent for watermelon rind pickles. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Cream of Saskatchewan - 82 days - A small 4 to 8 pound striped melon with a very thin rind that has a white sweet flesh. It is very sweet and tasty. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

C. S. White Flesh - 85 days - A superb melon of dark green rind with sweet, cream colored flesh. Excellent quality. Selected by Curtis Showell in 1980. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Desert King - 90 days - Unique, pale green skin and light yellow flesh with dark seeds. Pkt. $2.00

Early Arizona - 83 days - Dark green skin, red, very sweet flesh, 8 to 10 pounds. Originally obtained from the Tillinghast Seed Company in Washington in the early 1980's. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Days</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Pkt. Price</th>
<th>Seed Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Early Canada</td>
<td>-75</td>
<td>Small pale green rind with a nice firm pink red flesh. Once popular now nearly extinct. Small seeds.</td>
<td>10 to 15 lb</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>Certified Organic Seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Jumbo</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>A small, grey-green, faint striped melon with large black seeds, 3 pounds.</td>
<td>80 days</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>Certified Organic Seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Midget</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>A small, grey-green, faint striped melon with large black seeds, 3 pounds.</td>
<td>80 days</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>Certified Organic Seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Yates</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>Grey-green rind, round in shape, pink red flesh, 8 to 12 pounds in size.</td>
<td>83 days</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>Certified Organic Seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairfax</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Long pale green rind with wavy dark green stripes. The up to 40 pound melons have a pale pink-red flesh.</td>
<td>90 days</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>Certified Organic Seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Midget</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Small fruits turn yellow when ripe, 3 pounds. Rather seedy, but valuable genes here for future breeding programs.</td>
<td>80 days</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>Certified Organic Seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris Earliest</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>Light green skin, 10 to 15 lb fruits with pink red flesh. Fruits hold their quality well.</td>
<td>83 days</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>Certified Organic Seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halbert's Honey</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>One of my early friends in the seed saving world was Virgil Johnson who always claimed this was the best. We are finally able to offer this dark green rind, oblong melon with very sweet crisp, pink/red flesh and white seeds.</td>
<td>88 days</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>Certified Organic Seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honey Cream</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Light green with darker green stripe, round melons with yellow/orange flesh, 8 to 10 pounds.</td>
<td>85 days</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>Certified Organic Seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honey Island</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>Thanks to Richard Wolfe for helping us increase this and for helping us to keep this going. Richard contacted us looking for seed at one of those times when we were swamped and this one was perishing in the collection. I sent him seed and he perpetuated it and sent us back a new, larger fresh seed sample for us to increase and we are now ready to get it circulated again. This was last offered commercially in 1987. A nice, icebox size melon that has bright lemon yellow flesh and a dark green rind with faint stripes.</td>
<td>83 days</td>
<td>$2.25</td>
<td>Certified Organic Seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ironsides</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Large, Black Diamond type, oblong, dark green rind. Released by the USDA in 1950 as fusarium resistant variety. Fruit can get up to 40 lbs.</td>
<td>90 days</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>Certified Organic Seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jubilee</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Oblong, striped fruit, 30 to 40 lbs, red-fleshed.</td>
<td>90 days</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>Certified Organic Seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karpas Greek</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Semi-oblong in shape. Rind is a blend of medium green with dark green stripes; deep dark red flesh, 15 pounds.</td>
<td>100 days</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>Certified Organic Seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Winter</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>Larger of the two keeping types. Fruits are typically in the 10 to 15 lb range, skin is greenish white with faint streaks. Fruits, when picked just before peak ripeness, will ripen gradually and keep for 3 months when stored in a cool location.</td>
<td>86 days</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>Certified Organic Seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luscious Golden</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Deep green rind with golden orange flesh, 10 to 15 pounds. Very good quality, long in shape.</td>
<td>85 days</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
<td>Certified Organic Seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Moon and Stars</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>Late season selection of Moon and Stars that I selected for some years ago.</td>
<td>95 days</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>Certified Organic Seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pride of Iowa (aka Iopride)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>Deep green skin with darker green stripes, pink red flesh, tan seeds.</td>
<td>95 days</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>Certified Organic Seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pride of Iowa</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>Deep green skin with darker green stripes, pink red flesh, tan seeds.</td>
<td>95 days</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>Certified Organic Seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand Mountain Sunshine</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>Gary Glover of Alabama sent us this sure fire hit with melon lovers. Planted July 3 this year, it roared to heavy vine production and fruit production with lots of 15 to 20 lb blocky, oblong fruits, medium green fruits with slight striping. Flesh is incredibly refreshing, pale yellow, not intensely sweet, but each leaves you wanting more.</td>
<td>82 days</td>
<td>$2.25</td>
<td>Certified Organic Seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaley Bark</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Mottled, thick rind. medium red flesh, very old history. Fruits stay good in the field for a long time.</td>
<td>90 days</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>Certified Organic Seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberian Lights</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>sent to us by several people for its earliness and productivity. It did very well from a July 3 planting this year and may be earlier than Blacktail Mountain. I will do a same day side by side planting next year to check. Fruit is similar in size and shape to Blacktail Mountain but it does not hold well. When they are ripe they are ripe.</td>
<td>70 days</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>Certified Organic Seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spotted</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Slight, faint, light colored spots. Not like a Moon and Stars with bright yellow - these are more subtle. A very heavy producer, an old heirloom variety. Flesh is a uniform red color.</td>
<td>85 days</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>Certified Organic Seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Striped Georgia Giant</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Light green with dark green stripes, pink red flesh, 30 to 50 pounds.</td>
<td>100 days</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>Certified Organic Seed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sweet Siberian- 85 days- Elliptical shaped, medium dark green rind. Fruits are 4 to 6 pounds with apricot orange flesh. (An old Oscar Will variety). Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Texas Giant- 94 days- A large dark green thick rind, red flesh, Black Diamond type, 40 to 50 pounds. Pkt. $1.50

Texas Golden-90 days- a pale skinned long melon with bright orange flesh. An old Willhite variety from the early 1960’s. 15-25 pound fruits. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Texas Pink- 87 days - Striped melon, 16 to 20 pounds, variable in shape and quality. What I call a turkey melon. High Yields of less than peak fruits but animals love it. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Wibb - 85 days - A superb type that has very deep red flesh. Fruits average 10 to 12 lbs. Those who feel watermelon has to be deep red will like this one. (Unavailable for 2018)

Wills Sugar- 90 days- Round, medium green skin, pale red flesh, 10 to 14 pounds. (An old Oscar Will variety) Pkt. $1.50

Wilson Sweet- 85 days- A uniquely colored melon that we were pleased to reintroduce to the public after many years of being out of circulation. We were thrilled when a customer sent us a sample of this variety which I’d only seen a picture of in a 1961 seed catalog. The rind is somewhat mottled in appearance giving it excellent sunburn resistance. The 10 to 20 pound melons have solid, firm, super sweet red flesh. Part of our goal and work here is to see material get picked up and carried by other places. When we first offered this we were the soul source, now we are pleased to see it being offered in wholesale amounts and by numerous companies. Bravo! One more saved from extinction. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Wintertmelonon- 83 days - Another keeping watermelon. Fruits are very similar to King Winter with the pale, greenish white skin color and pale pink flesh. While tasty and a super treat in mid-winter, they are very seedy. They need to be picked just prior to complete ripeness and carefully wiped off to remove surface fungi. Sometimes a mild bleach solution works well. Place them where they are not touching each other in a cool storage area where it is around 50 deg. F. When I was in drier Idaho, I could pick them in mid-October and still have nice melons in mid-February. There are more fungi and humidity here in Iowa, so I usually can’t get past early January from a mid-October picking. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Wondermelon- 93 days- Oblong, dark green, 25 to 40 pound melons, white seeded with pink red flesh. Planted in our least favorable isolation garden in 2016 we harvested over 40 fruits from 3 hills that each melon weighed from 30-45 pounds. Very thick rind suitable for pickles. Pkt. $1.00 1 oz. $4.00 Certified Organic Seed

Yellow Flesled Moon and Stars- 90 days- A fabulous moon and stars type. Oblong melons weigh 30 to 40 pounds and have a pale yellow flesh. Yields are high and quality stays up for a long time. Pkt. $2.00

Yellow Sugar Lump- 85 days- Small striped fruit, 6 to 8 pounds. Pale lemon yellow flesh. Thin rind. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

GROUNO CHERRY

Chichiquelite- 70 days- Solanum nigrum - Small berries, resemble nightshade except extremely productive. Prepare for use the same way as Garden Huckleberry (same recipe works for both). Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Garden Huckleberry- 90 days- Solanum melanocerasum A superb dessert plant when properly prepared. I tried growing this for years and wasted pounds of sugar before discovering the secret to edibility. The plants make a beautiful decoration in the garden as they become heavily laden with fruit as the season progresses. Pkt. (50 seeds) $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

EGGPLANT

Seed packets will contain around 50 seeds.

Almaz- 70 days- A Russian variety that is similar to Diamond. Nice 6-8 inch oblong fat fruits with a purple skin! Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Applegreen- 65 days- A nice flavored, round eggplant. Apple green colored skin. Tasty and easy to slice. Nice dwarf plants are very productive. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Bhaggatt’s Green - 85 days - A late season, long skinny, pale green eggplant from India. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Casper- 75 days- 8 to 10 inches long, 2 to 3 inches in diameter, white skin. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

Cookstown Orange- 69 days- Beautiful, ornamental. A different species than common eggplant. Fruits are medium tomato size and shape. Fruit color is a bright, scarlet red/orange with faint stripes. Rather bitter flesed, but a gorgeous ornamental. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed
**SWEET BELL OR SEMI-BELL TYPES**

**Albino**- 65 days - Large bull nosed, heavy cream colored pepper. High yield but very low seed production. (20 seeds/pkt.) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Ampuis**- 60 days - Very early to turn red, thin walled, squat and ribbed pepper, small to medium size, very prolific. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Buran**- 75 days- a Polish heirloom that is basically a 3 lobed bell pepper on compact 2 foot plants. Green turning red. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Chinese Giant**- 85 days - Introduced in 1900. Very large, dark green turning red. Nice thick walled green bell pepper. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Chocolate Miniature**- 80 days- A striking deep chocolate miniature bell pepper, superb candidate for making hors d’oeuvres. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

**Earlired**- 70 days (to red stage)- Small plants produce a good quantity of elongated bell shaped peppers that are quick to turn red. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Early Niagra Giant**- 64 days- A nice, early selection of a green bell. Fruits will turn red in about 95 days. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Etiuda**- 80 days- blocky thick walled bell with orange color at maturity. Fruits get large, an heirloom form Poland. pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Frank’s**- 56 days- Our most productive pepper ever. Plants are very compact with a solid pack of fruits. Good for fresh use or for cooking. Turn red quickly. Fruits are a medium size, elongated bell shape. Very sweet flavor. We beat the rabbits and got a good seed supply 2 years in a row. Pkt. $2.00 3 pkts $5.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Hercules Yellow Golden**- 80 days- Huge green (turning deep gold) bell type pepper. Sweetest flavor in the gold stage. Pkt. $3.00 (Certified Organic Seed

**Kevins Early Orange**- 85 days- a nice blocky slightly flattened orange bell pepper but it was not early for me here. Pkt.$2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**King of the North**- 65 days- Plants produce huge, thick walled, super tasty fruits in large numbers, when properly cared for. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Large Yellow**- 78 days- Sent to us in a large collection of other seeds a very thick walled sweet bright yellow bell of large size. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**La Rouge Royale**- 85 days- A late season, elongated, bell type. Fruits ripen to a scarlet red and average well over 1 pound each. Pkt. (20 seeds) $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

(Limit 1 Pkt.)
Little Bells- A red, slightly elongated bell shaped sweet pepper. This pepper has excellent production in cool climate or short season areas. Medium thick walls hold up well for stuffing, seasoning, and salads. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Napoleont Sweet- 77 days- First offered in 1923, a nice, sweet, green bell pepper. Pkt. (25 seeds) $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Nick's Thin Skin- 56 days - Almost identical to Franks and since both are of Italian origin, they could well be the same. Pkt. (25 seeds) $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Orange Bell- 80 days - Beautiful, deep orange fruit. Fruit is large and very flavorful. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Orange Sun- 80 days - 4 inch long, 3 to 4 lobed, green, ripening orange, bell pepper. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Ozark Giant- 75 days- Very large, long, smooth, thick fleshed fruits, shiny, dark green. Pkt. (20 seeds) $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

Permagreen- 79 days- An introduction of Dr. Meader that stays a deep, black/green without ever turning red. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

Purple Beauty- 74 days- A beautiful, deep purple, blocky bell pepper. Turns a deep wine red when ripe for use on an hors d’oeuvre plate. Also known for being a pepper used for canning. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Red Miniature- 85 days- to red- Small, red bell, suitable for use on an hors d’oeuvre plate. Also known for being a pepper used for canning. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Soroksari- 80 days - an Italian variety that produces well. Large numbers of large pale yellow bell peppers that turn orangish and then a pale orange red. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Staddons Select- 70 days- very nice compact plants with medium sized deep green bell peppers that turn red. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Sweet Chocolate- 85 days - My favorite pepper. Very mild and sweet. A beautiful chocolate color. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Yankee Bell- 80 days- A nice uniform green bell pepper. Not very early to turn red but good yields with very thick walls. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Yellow Miniature- 70 days- Early maturing, miniature, yellow bell type pepper. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Yolo Wonder- 75 days- Midseason medium green bell pepper on large plants. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

Zoldkalinkoi- 75 days- the name is a tough one but he pepper is outstanding thin walled lime green ripening red. Originally from Hungary sent to us by our friend Miki Taylor in Kansas. Pkt. $2.50 Certified organic Seed

SWEET NON-BELL TYPES

This group is still not hot, but in some cases a bit stronger pepper flavored. We find many of these to be excellent for cooking.

Aconcagua- 75 days- Superb, large Cubanelle shaped pepper. Fruits get large and start out yellow green turning to red. Peppers are very mild. Large size is dependent upon good soil fertility and adequate spacing of plants. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Cubanelle- 65 days - I’ve grown this for years for the farmers’ market. It always produces huge crops of yellow-green, oblong peppers. Flavor raw is not superbly sweet, but cooked in stir fries it is mild and sweet. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed (Limit 1 Pkt.)

Giant Marconi - 85 days - Tall plants with very large peppers, sweet and elongated in shape. Peppers are 8-10 inches long and several inches across. Green turning red. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Kapiya- 75 days- Mild, red, long top shaped, very fleshy pepper, typical Bulgarian variety. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Knaz - 65 days- Compact plants, variety obtained from Kurt Wold in Alaska where it produces well. Does well here in Iowa with lots of pale colored peppers of good flavor. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Lipstick- 65 days- Long, cone shaped, dark green fruits ripening to red. Thick, juicy flesh. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Mt. Etna - 75 days - Shorter, compact plants with medium sized, fatter, elongated, pointed sweet peppers with rather thick walls. I bred this one for a sweet, blocky, Italian type pepper. A 2014 Sand Hill Preservation Center introduction. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Odessa Market- 77 days- Lime green, ripening orange and then red. Very sweet, thick-walled, 4 to 6 inches long, top-shaped pepper. Thanks to John Trumpeter of Clinton, Iowa for getting us the start for this one. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Pointy Kaibi #1- 70 days- Sent to us by Micki Taylor of Kansas, originally a variety from the UK. Very early compact plants with semi bell-shaped green rapidly turning red peppers. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Purple Marconi- 85 days - Nice large carrot shaped peppers that are a bright deep purple turning a deep red on ripeness. More of a strong pepper taste, not sweet. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

Sireneyyi - 75 days - A superb, sweet, non-bell pepper that is early and high yielding. It starts out a bright purple and eventually turns a deep purple red. Very thick walled and very mild and sweet. Donated to us by Kurt Wold of Alaska. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed
Toyozhini- 65 days- Another early type from Kurt Wold in Alaska. Sweet pale green non-bell peppers on compact plants. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

SWEET PAPRIKA TYPES

This group is really mild flavored and has very dry flesh that dries easily to then be ground into the seasoning paprika.

Gozogled - 80 days - Small to medium size pointy pepper. Ripens to a nice red, heavy yields. An heirloom from Bulgaria. A very good, mild paprika type, shorter and fatter than Hungarian Paprika. Excellent for drying for paprika. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Hungarian Paprika- 77 days- Not for eating fresh, but once it turns red, the fruits are a dry, almost leathery texture. When dried and ground will make an excellent paprika. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

SWEET PIMENTO TYPES

This group is best used to make preserved peppers. Many of them make great pickled peppers or are great fresh for salad garnish.

Alma Paprika - 75 days - Thick walled sweet cheese, box shaped fruits. They start out cream color and turn to red. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Bulgarian Red Pimento- 75 days- Very hard, thick flesh, red pimento, some come out top shaped. A hot type, not scorching but spicy. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Doe Hill Golden Bell- 80 days- a Virginia heirloom that is very productive. Plants produce an abundance of medium sized orange colored pimento type peppers. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Gambro - 80 days - Red, pimento type, sweet and meaty. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Ruffled Red Pimento - 80 days - Nice, thick fleshed pimento. Fruits tend to be predominantly top shaped. Some get elongated. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Tangerine Pimento - 83 days- Flattened, orange flesh, pimento type. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Topepo Rosa- 80 days - Nice, thick walled, red pimento. One of the best producers we had in 2016 Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

SWEET PICKLING OR SNACKING PEPPERS

This group just doesn’t fit any other group. Many of them make great pickled peppers or are great fresh for salad garnish.

Golden Greek- 75 days- 2 to 3 inch elongated thumb sized peppers. Used for making pickled peppers. Not overly sweet (but not hot), good pepper flavor. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Little Dickens - 80 days - Beautiful dwarf plants with orange red, finger sized peppers pointing upward. Very decorative. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Red Dickens- 80 days- a red version of Little Dickens, decorative and planted in combination gives an attractive garden border. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Sweet Pickle- 85 days- Very colorful pepper about thumb sized. Very productive colors start pale yellow and progress to bright orange. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Tequila Sunrise - 75 days - Ripen from green to orange, about 5 to 6 inches long, carrot shaped, distinct sharp flavor. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

SWEET ITALIAN FRYING TYPES

My favorite group for eating. They are sweet with no pepper aftertaste. While they are called frying peppers, they are excellent eaten fresh off the plant with a delightful fresh taste.

Dulce Italiano- 85 days- I am very fond of Italian frying type peppers and the lack of after taste when eating like a typical bell pepper. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Gatherer’s Gold- 85 days- very thick walled large fruits maturing to a pretty shade of orange. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Giant of Italy - 80 days - I am very fond of the flavor and yields of the Italian type peppers. The only problem is with the sandy soil we have and with all of the wrinkly skin they have, they tend to collect particles of sand from the soil. This is especially in years when we have to irrigate by sprinkler. It appears to splash the sand up into the plant more than rain and this means a lot of washing or you get a gritty pepper. I have attempted to keep the yield and flavor and selected for a more smooth skinned variety. A 2014 Sand Hill Preservation Center introduction. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed -OSSI pledged variety

Italian Sweet Frying- 50 days- Very early, long, shiny pepper that resembles a hot pepper, but is very sweet. Turns red as it matures. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Jimmy Nardello- 60 days- A large, nice, very productive sweet frying pepper. Thanks to Kim Mullen for getting us a start of this great pepper. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Jimmy Nardello- 60 days non certified seed grown by Curt Burroughs, no chemicals used. Pkt. $1.75

Lemme’s Italian- 71 days- Italian Frying-type pepper. Fatter and shorter in size than Italian Frying and Jimmy Nardello. Excellent eaten fresh. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed
Lombardo - 80 days - A thinner, very productive type that starts out yellow green and ripens red. As sweet and tasty as the others, but thinner, wrinkly fruits. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

Rossa Dulce de Appendere - 85 days - another thicker, fatter and larger Italian frying type. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Stocky Red Roaster - A sweet cone shaped red pepper, 5 to 7 inches long with excellent production and good tolerance of cool spring temperatures. This is a very good pepper for kitchen food seasoning and for grilling or roasting. Pkt. $2.00 OSSI pledged variety developed by Frank Morton

HOT PEPPERS

Aji Colorado - 83 days - Very productive, bushy plants that produce many green, turning scarlet red, 3 to 4 inch pointed peppers of medium heat. A common pepper in Peruvian cooking. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Aji Amarillo - 85 days - Very productive plants with 3 to 4 inch bright lemon yellow, pointed peppers of medium heat. Distinctive flavor pepper that is very common in Peru. I noticed as the fruits are mature the end of the pepper has an almost citrus taste until you hit the seeds and then wow the heat kicks in. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Ancho - 92 days - Deep green, semi-bell shaped, mildly hot. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Andes Rainbow - 80 days. I was always impressed with the color and beauty of Bolivian Rainbow, but the peppers are so small it was a pain to pick them. This is a cross to increase the size to about 8 times larger or about the size of a small chicken egg. All of the colors and beauty are still there just a a larger fruit. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Bhut Jolokia - 85 days - Named hottest pepper. Orange red peppers get 2 1/2 inches long. Use extreme care in usage. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Bolivian Rainbow - 85 days - Gorgeous plants with purple turning to yellow to orange to red fruits that look like miniature teardrops, very prolific. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Bulgarian Carrot - 65 days - Bright orange, thin walled, clusters of orange colored carrot shaped fruits, hot. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Bulgarian Spice - 80 days - Short, stocky red peppers of moderate heat. Plants are heavy producers. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Bulgarian Top - 75 days - Variable in shape, but predominately red top shape, mildly hot. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Bulgarian Wax - 75 days - Yellow to orange (then red), very large banana shaped pepper, medium hot. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Carlo Putini - 80 days - Italian heirloom, thick walled, blocky, cayenne, turns green to red, very high yields. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Cayenne Large Red Thick - 75 days - Very productive, ornamental and functional. 4 to 5 inches long, thick pepper that ripens red. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Chapeau de Frade - 100 days - Late, but beautiful. True bell-shaped (not like a bell pepper) hot pepper. Plants can get 6 to 7 feet tall and are loaded with red bell shaped peppers. Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.)

Chili Rayado - 85 days - Hot chili type with sort of a Jalapeno shape. Sent to us from Mexico. Fruits can get rough netting on them as they age. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Christmas Variegated - 90 days - An ornamental, yet very hot pepper. Compact plants are loaded with the 2 inch, thin spicy hot, green turning red fruits, many hundred peppers per plant. Please use care when harvesting these as they are very hot. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Czech Black - 90 days - Little wider than a Jalapeno, otherwise about the same size. 2 to 3 foot tall plants, fruit is deep purple and ripens to a garnet red. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Doug's - 100 days - Rather late, heavy yields of green peppers turning red as they ripen, 3 to 4 inches long, EXTREMELY HOT, rather provocative unusual shape. We had a huge crop in 2017. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Golden Cayenne - 65 days - Extremely high yields of bright yellow, 4 to 6 inch, thin peppers. Very hot and decorative. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Habanero - 105 days - Very late and very HOT. Beautiful little crumpled looking fruits turning from green to yellow to orange. Pkt. $1.75

Hungarian Hot Wax - 70 days - Super heavy yields of banana yellow peppers, turning red at maturity. Moderately hot. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Jalapeno - 85 days - Fairly tall plants produce an abundance of dark green hot peppers. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

Lemon Drop - 90 days - Very late and very productive. Similar to Aji Amarillo only much hotter. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Mexican Chili Bell - 80 days - Bell to semi-bell miniature hot peppers. Look basically like Red, Chocolate, and Yellow Miniature only deep green ripening to a deeper red with a very hot taste. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Orange Thai - 90 days - similar to Thai Hot, but fruits are longer, tend to be more downward pointing and less plentiful and a nice shade of orange. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed.
**Punjab Lal** 85 days - A tiny, pointed, red hot pepper from Taiwan. EXTREMELY HOT and very productive. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

**Purple** 90 days - A very ornamental pepper that has purplish plants and colorful flowers with large acorn sized deep purple peppers with lots of heat. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Tennessee Spice** 82 days - Very similar to a tobasco in shape and size. About the length of a little finger. Very pointed and red in color. Very hot. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Thai Hot** 90 days - Unbearable hot, plants get bushel basket size and are loaded with many small less than 1 inch sized slim peppers that start green and turn red. Takes a long season to get red. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Volcano** 70 days - Larger version of Hungarian Hot Wax, greenish yellow turning red. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**SEASONING PEPPERS**

We have broken these out of the main group of hot peppers as they are not incredibly hot and, when used in cooking, tend to add a bit of zip that is not horribly hot.

**Guajillo** 83 days - An excellent mild chili that is thick walled, green turning red, stays well. This was sent to us by our friend Sonny Gogel from Missouri. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Tobago Seasoning** 85 days - Strong pepper taste, hot near the seeds. Flesh is not hot, but is spicy. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Trinidad Perfume** 90 days - Hot only near the seeds, otherwise strong pepper taste. Green turning to yellow and then to a bright red. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Trinidad Seasoning** 85 days - Strong pepper taste, mildly hot near seeds. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Zavory** 90 days - thick foliage and robust plants produce many balloon teardrop shaped habanero looking fruits. Mild yet spicy. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**TOMATILLO**

(25 to 50 seeds per packet)

**Giant Yellow Tomatillo** 70 days - Huge, pale yellow fruit. Good yields. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Green Tomatillo** - A relative of tomatoes and ground cherries. The fruits are borne in a husk. Used in salsa and other Mexican dishes. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Merida Market Tomatillo** - Smaller fruits, but a nice purple color. More dependable yielder than Purple.

For some reason the husk worms bother these less. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Purple Tomatillo** 85 days - I had searched for years for a truly purple tomatillo and had never found one until now. This one still had a few green fruits, which I quickly rogued out, but the majority of the plants produced large sized fruits, deep purple all the way through. Plants get to nearly 3 feet tall and spread out 4 feet. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**SQUASH**

Unless otherwise noted, all packets will contain at least 15 seeds (most packets will contain more).

**SUMMER SQUASH**

(all *C. pepo*)

We have divided the summer squashes into smaller groups to enable you to find specific types easier.

**Scallop/Patty Pans group**

One of my favorite groups for eating. The fruit needs to be picked small for best flavor and texture.

**Benning’s Green Tint** 58 days - Pale, greenish-white, scalloped-type summer squash. Best used when less than 4 inches in diameter. Pkt. $1.75

**Early White Scallop** 50 days - Nice compact bush type with small uniform white scallop fruit. Harvest when less than 4 inches in diameter. Pkt. $1.50

**Golden Scallop** 55 days - A nice scallop squash, beautiful golden orange color when mature for seed, nice pale yellow when in the edible stage. Pkt. $1.50

**Juane et Verte** 60 days - Very colorful patty pan type. Holds well. Cream and green striped. A bit thicker than most scallop types. Pkt. $2.00

**Yellow Summer Squash group**

This group has the straightnecks and crooknecks and are typically what a lot of folks refer to as yellow summer squash. Best to harvest when 6 inches or less but the fingernail test is best. If it bruises easily when pricked with the fingernail it is still young and tender and ready to eat.

**Giant Golden Summer Crookneck** 60 days - A larger, more uniform crookneck, large bush plants. Some green streaking can occur in fruits. We had a great seed crop this year. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed
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Ingot- 43 days- Small, compact bush with high yields of uniform yellow straightneck squash. We have maintained this variety for over 30 years and find it to be exceptional for yield and quality. Pkt. 2.50
Certified Organic Seed
Straightneck- 53 days- Bush type, warty, deep yellow summer squash. Big, very fruitful plants. Pkt. $1.50
Yellow Summer Crookneck Improved- 50 days- High producing, yellow crookneck. Pkt. $1.50

Zucchini group

The traditional group of what people refer to as zucchini, usually shades of green, and long, slender fruit.

Black Zucchini - 55 days - Bush, darkest green of any zucchini that is open pollinated. Fruits are nice and straight and very uniform. Pkt. $1.50
Caserta- 48 days - Bush, super early and productive, grey-green striped summer squash. This is the most dependable of any summer squash we grow. If kept picked the plants continue to produce an abundance of fruit. Pkt. $2.00
Cocozelle- 50 days - Long, skinny striped zucchini. These grow long rapidly. They tend to get a thin area in the middle of the length. They are not perfectly straight or uniform in diameter the entire length. Pkt. $1.50
Costata Romanesca- 53 days- Huge bushes bearing 12 to 24 inch long, thick, ridged fruits, gray-green in color with dark green stripes. Pkt. $1.75
Dark Green Zucchini- 50 days - Bush type, dark green fruit. Not as dark as Black Zucchini but as uniform. Pkt. $1.50
Golden Zucchini - 53 days - Bush type, bright yellow, 8 to 10 inch fruits. Excellent for home and for market. Pkt. $1.50

Summer Marrow group

The group that is typically white skinned or pale green with some exceptions. Flesh is usually a little firmer than traditional zucchini.

Bianco Lungi Cylindro- 55 days- Bush plants, light green skin, mild tasting flesh. Good Italian variety. Best to harvest when about 6 inches long, though they can get larger and then be used for stuffing. Pkt. $1.50
Genovesse- 50 days- Large bushy plants, pale yellow green fruit. This variety tend to be a bit more blocky than long and skinny. Pkt. $1.50
Green Bush Marrow - 55 days - Nice, blocky zucchini. Pkt. $2.00
Lebanese White Bush- 50 days- Bush, oblong, pale grey to cream white skin, tends to be larger at blossom end. Pkt. $1.50

Odessa- 65 days- 8 to 12 inches long, straight white fruits with a spreading and vigorous plant. They are very productive with good disease tolerance. Plants produce the entire season with continuous new growth. This variety originated in the Ukraine. Pkt. $2.50
Certified Organic Seed
Striata de Italia- 55 days- Large, bushy plants, light and dark green striped fruit. Fruits can get to 8 to 9 inches and still be in great shape. Pkt. $1.50
White Bush Vegetable Marrow - 65 days - Bush, summer squash. This one makes a suitable sub for Odessa when we are out of Odessa. Pkt. $1.50
Zucca de Lungo Verde - 55 days - Stout, blocky, Italian Zucchini. Long and deep green Pkt. $1.50

Unique Group

The ones in this group do not fit into any group because of unique traits or growth patterns that they have.

Mandan- 47 days- Small, round, flattened Native American type. Small vines are heavy producers of these cream colored with green or yellow striped fruits. Average quality, but great insect tolerance. Very variable in fruit type. This one came to us with multiple variants and we are still selecting for the proper color pattern to occur in all fruits. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed
Mayeras- 55 days- Large, semi-bush, blocky shaped (like Spaghetti Squash in size and shape), extremely high yielding, superb quality. Gray-green in color. Good tolerance to pests and disease. Pkt. $2.50
Certified Organic Seed
Nizza- 60 days- Round zucchini, semi-bush type. Great yields. fruits are striped grey green. (Unavailable for 2018)
Round de Nice- 52 days- Bush, small, round Zucchini, medium green in color. Best to harvest at golf ball size. Pkt. $1.50
Table Dainty- 65 days- Vining, blocky green/yellow striped. About 6 inches long. Very productive. Developed in 1909. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed
Tatume- 65 days - Vining, heat tolerant and high insect tolerant. Round, pumpkin shaped summer squash. Fruits are a pale grey green. Pkt. $2.00
Tender and True Marrow- 65 days- large spreading bush type, with round grey green zucchini type fruit. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed
Trailing Green Marrow- 70 days- Late for a summer squash, but excellent for a season finisher and continues for the remainder of the season. Very vigorous vines produce numerous fruits that are striped and remain edible when they become quite large. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed
**WINTER SQUASH**
86 varieties to choose from)

**Butternut types**

All of this group are basically tan skinned when ripe and have very nice, deep orange flesh high in carotene. As a group they need a warmer growing season to do the best and they are very tolerant of most diseases and insects especially vine borer tolerance. For seed saving purposes all of these are *C. moschata*

**Alagold** - 120 days - A very prolific butternut type. Deep orange flesh. Very sweet and flavorful. Pkt. $2.50

**Baby Butternut** - 105 days - Good sized vines, heavy production of 6 to 8 inch fruit. Dr. Meader and Dr. Yeager introduction from New Hampshire in the 1950’s. Pkt. $2.50 (Limit 1 pkt.)

**Hercules Butternut** - 100 days - Not entirely uniform in shape, but produces some very large sized butternut squash. Pkt. $2.50

**Piena di Napoli** - 120 days - A very late and very large butternut type. Frequently over 50 pounds. They rarely if ever turn tan in the field here, but are a deep green when picked and ripen in storage. Flesh is solid in the very large neck and a deep orange. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Pennsylvania Dutch Crookneck** - 100 days - A smaller more refined looking Tahitian melon type. Pkt. $2.00

**Tahitian Melon** - 110 days - A sweeter, longer necked version of Butternut. Cooked flesh is not stringy and excellent to use for “Pumpkin Pie”. This is Linda’s favorite for making pumpkin pie. Fruit can get to 20 pounds in good years. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Trombocino Rampicante** - 100 days - Long, skinny, curved fruits. Typically used in the immature stage (with flower still intact). Fruits can be up to 6 inches long when the flower opens (much larger than most other squash). As they age and mature use them as a butternut. Some variability in fruit shape occurs. Pkt.$3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Trombone** - 110 days - Can produce two distinct shapes, but primarily is a huge butternut type averaging 30 to 40 pounds. Fruits tend to be green at harvest and ripen to a pale tan in storage. Pkt $2.50

**Waltham Butternut** - 110 days - Traditional butternut-type with tan skin. Very uniform in size and shape. Pkt. $1.50

**Cheese types**

A group that is perhaps the most heirloom group we offer as most of these can trace their history back a number of years. They usually are large and have a tan skin and orange flesh. In many cases they were used when families were large and for stock feed. All in this group are *C. moschata*

**Dickinson** - 115 days - A nice, blocky, oblong cheese type. Fruits are a buffy tan, slightly ribbed and grow to 40 pounds. Flesh is sweet, orange and excellent for pies. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Gray** - 100 days - Early, productive, blocky cheese type. Medium orange flesh, in the 10 to 15 pound range for the fruits. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Kimsey-Stephens Heirloom** - 115 days - an amazing heirloom sent to us by a customer in Georgia. We planted 2 hills in an isolation garden and got almost 2000 pounds of fruit. Most weighed in between 40-50 pounds. As with all old types some shape variability from large pear to thick ribbed blocky cheese types. Productivity per acre would be phenomenal. Flesh is pale orange and very thick. Linda made our Thanksgiving pumpkin pies from a small part of one fruit. Excellent stock pumpkin. Our pigs, sheep, cow and poultry devoured the seeded out fruits. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Mrs. Amerson’**s - 120 days - Produces two distinct shapes. Flesh is bright orange, has superb insect and disease resistance. Pkt. $1.75

**Old Time Buff Cow** - 100 days - Large (20 pounds and up), old fashioned oblong cheese type squash. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Old Timey Cornfield** - 110 days - Old fashioned Southern heirloom, Tan skin, 15 to 30 pounds. George McLaughlin sent us this one which basically is a large “Halloween pumpkin shape” but there are variable shaped ones. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Seminole** - 110 days - Vigorous vines, very productive, slightly bell-shaped, 6 to 8 inch sized fruits, buffy tan outside, orange inside. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Tan Cheese** - 125 days - 5 pound, flat cheese type, thin ribs with cantaloupe orange 1.5” thick flesh. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Upper Ground Sweet Potato** - 110 days - Extremely high yields even in poor soil and harsh conditions. Tan colored skin, bell shaped for the most part, 4 to 6 pound fruits, some larger, nice orange flesh. Some shape variations can be blocky, cheese box with an occasional longer necked, bell shaped, tan skin. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed
Acorn types

All of this group are typically the same shape and are relatively small compared to some we grow. As a group these are less tolerant to vine borers and many of them will succumb to mildew in wet, cool seasons. All in this group are C. pepo

 Ebony Acorn - 90 days - Productive, green-black acorn squash. Fruits average 1.5 to 2 pounds. Pkt. $1.50

 Fishers Acorn - 70 days- development by the late Ken Fisher of Montana. This one produces quickly and tends to produce 2 sizes of fruits, one rather large the other normal size. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

 Gill's Golden Pippin- 95 days - A vining, golden acorn from the old Gill Bros. Seed Co. Excellent growth and productivity. Flesh is unbelievably superb for an acorn type. I typically don’t like acorn squash because they are too blah. Gill’s has a sweet (almost nutty) flavor that makes you go, “Yum!!!” It was prominently featured in Gill Bros. 1960 catalog and justly deserves the honor that it received at that time. I do not understand why it ever dropped out of large scale, commercial production. Good news, it is now being offered by large wholesale firms and has returned to the main stream again. Pkt. $2.50

 Scarchuks Supreme- 83 days- Developed by Dr. Scarchuk at University of Connecticut, Delicata color pattern (cream striped with green). This variety is superior. Each year reminds me of what Dr. Scarchuk was working on, vine borer resistance. It does much better than most Acorn types. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

 Thelma Sander’s Sweet Potato- 90 days- Acorn type, vining. Fruits are a cream color with golden yellow flesh. Heirloom from Missouri. Pkt. $1.75

 White Acorn- 75 days- A sport selection I made in the early 1980’s. Plants are bush type, productive, producing snow white (occasional cream) fruits. Very mild flavor. Pkt. $3.00 Limit 1 Certified Organic Seed

 Hubbard types

While all that I have included here are not hubbards they are all large, blocky shaped squash. Usually as a group they have large and rampant vines and do better than most other squash in cooler mountain climates. These were tops where I lived in the mountains of Idaho for yield and flavor. Here in the Midwest they grow well but frequently succumb to vine borers and here the flavor isn’t quite the same. All are C. maxima

 Argentine- 100 days- Gray-green, ribbed fruits. Flesh is dark orange (almost brown), dry and very sweet. This one handles the insects much better than others. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

 Boston Marrow - 95 days - A very historical type (dating to 1831). Deep red orange skin, very moist, yellow orange flesh. Fruits can get quite large 30 pound is possible. Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

 German- 87 days- Block shaped, pink skin with slight ribs, very productive plants. Fruit weighs 10 to 15 pounds. Flesh is 1.5” thick. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

 Gill’s Sugar Hubbard- 95 days- A cross the Gill Bros. Seed Co. made many years ago between Sweetmeat and True Hubbard. Flesh is golden and moist. Skin is a slate grey in color. Fruits may get up to 40 pounds. Pkt $2.50

 Golden Hubbard- 90 days- A nice, early, red orange hubbard. Usually stays in the 8 to 15 pound range. Once very common, but now is rare. Does exceptionally well in the West. Pkt. $2.00

 Hopi Pale Grey- 95 days Blocky pale grey skin with slight ribbing, orange yellow flesh. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seeds

 Mountaineer- 70 days- a development by Ken Fisher of Montana that is very rapid growing and tolerates bugs and disease here in Iowa better than I would anticipate from a Montana mountain bred variety. A golden red hubbard that is very productive and keeps well also. Pkt. $1.00 Certified Organic Seed. We want this variety to get spread around!

 Potimarron a Gros Fruit - A wonderful Red Kuri type though slightly larger. Very productive and beautiful orange red. Pkt. $3.00

 Red Kuri - 95 days - Nice, bright orange red skin, orange flesh. Fruit are 3 to 5 pounds and a tear drop mini hubbard shape. Pkt. $2.50

 Sibley- 110 days- (aka Pikes Peak) Elongated tear drop shaped grey green hubbard type. Introduced in 1898. Pkt. $2.00

 Warted Green Hubbard- A wonderful old, very tasty heirloom that yields well, better in the Northwest and mountain regions than here, but you can still expect nice, 30 pound squash. Thick, sweet flesh. Pkt. $1.75

 Turban types

All of the ones in this group are flattened with a drum like appearance, some will have a button or cup. For the most part these are all on the drier fleshed side. Most have sweet orange flesh. All are C. maxima

 Australian Butter - 100 days - A very attractive, pink, buttercup type that weighs around 10 pounds. The flesh is dry and semi-sweet. (15 seeds) Pkt. $3.50 Certified Organic Seed

 Burgess Buttercup- 95 days - Traditional buttercup type, dry fleshed, dark green with off-green cup (bottom) at blossom end. Pkt. $2.00
**Flat White Boer** - 105 days - Flat, wheel like squash with white skin. Flesh is deep orange, sweet, very firm and very dry. Flesh is so firm it maintains its structure after being cooked. Occasional off-types can be seen. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Galeux D’Eysines (Peanut)**- 100 days -- Originate in France, pink skinned flattened globe that gets wartier as it ages. Ornamental, yet good for cooking. Pkt. $2.50

**Jarrahdale**- 107 days- Australian variety that is very ribbed, blocky, drum shaped, slate blue in color, averaging 15 to 20 pounds. Moist, very sweet, semi-soft flesh. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Kindred**- 90 days - Nicely colored deep orange skin, buttercup type with a greenish white cup. Flesh is thick, dark colored and very dry. Seed cavity is small. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Marina di Chioiggia** - 110 days - Very warty, ribby, deep slate blue, yellow/orange flesh. Vines get very vigorous and cover a large area. Pkt. $2.75

**Queensland Blue** - 125 days - Beautiful, slate blue-grey, drum shaped with ribbing. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Strawberry Crown**- 90 days - Small, 6 pound fruit, brownish grey bicolor, blushed with salmon pink. Originated in Brazil. Pkt. $3.00

**Sweetmeat**- 95 days- Dry, sweet flesh. Fruits are grey-green, cheese wheel shaped, 8 to 12 pounds in size. A Pacific Northwest favorite. Pkt. $1.50

**Banana types**

This has always been one of my favorite groups. They did so well where I lived in Idaho and I remember the huge 100 pound plus sized Pink Bananas that used to be exhibited at the Nez Perce County Fair. They never get as big here in Iowa and the flavor is not as I remember it, but they are still a great addition to the garden. The big issue here is they succumb easily to vine borers. All are C. maxima.

**Guatemalan Blue**- 105 days- A long-time favorite of mine. Slate grey fruits are a medium size for banana squash. Flesh has a particular flavor that is fabulous. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Jumbo Pink Banana**- 100 days- Large, pink skinned fruits with excellent quality flesh (moist and sweet). While they never get as big here in the Midwest due to the insects and disease, I’ve seen specimens top 100 pounds when I lived out West. Pkt. $1.50

**North Georgia Candyroaster**- 105 days- Vigorous vines, shortened, pink banana squash. Heavy production. Pkt. $2.50 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

**Rainbow** - A wonderful, small banana squash, pinkish with blue streaks. Developed by University of Minnesota in the 1950’s. Great flavor and easy to use size. This one surprised me this year planted July 3 it showed no signs of insect damage and produced abundantly. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Swedish Banana** - Medium sized, typically 15 to 30 pounds, prolific, banana type, deep orange flesh, pinkish orange skin. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Cushaws and Related types**

All are C. mixta.

**Black Sweet Potato**- 120 days- Blockier version of Green Striped Cushaw only paler in color. Some fruits will be dark green and others green striped. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

**Campeche** - 110 days - Smaller sized fruits, silver seeded type. Fruits are grey green striped, very seedy with large seeds. Very productive, excellent for poultry feed. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Gila Cliff Dweller**- 100 days - Large, white skinned with greenish cast strikts. Fruits can get to 40 pounds. Heirloom the Southwest. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Gold Striped Cushaw**- 100 days- Beautiful, golden lemon yellow cushaw. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Green Striped Cushaw** - 95 days- A very old type, that does suffer more insect damage here than others, but does yield quite heavily. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Hindi**- 100 days- A large, bell-shaped cushaw. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Hopi Cushaw**- 120 days- A true cushaw shape, mottled orange and shades of green. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Illinois White Crookneck**- 110 days - A large white cushaw that does well in the heat. Pkt. $2.00

**Japanese Pie**- 90 days- Hard shelled, large, thick stems. Seeds have distinct markings (like Japanese caricatures). Flesh is excellent when fried (see above recipe). Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Jonathan**- 100 days - Large, white straightneck cushaw. Pale flesh. Excellent for White Pumpkin pie. Does extremely well in drought conditions. Some occasional greenish striped sports can occur. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**San Fernando Feral**- 99 days- Mottled green stripes, creamy tan background, medium yellow flesh, 10 pound average. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**San Juan Pueblo**- 110 days- An interesting pale tan off white colored cushaw. It has darker colored flesh than most cushaws and looks almost like a moschata-mixta intergrade, having many traits of both species. Fruit averages about 10 pounds. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed
**Silver Edge**- 110 days- Grown for the seeds mostly because the flesh is low quality. Superb for poultry. Seeds are large white with a bluish silver edge. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Tennessee Sweet Potato**- 90 days- Dates to 1847. This variety kept me trying from year to year as a child. In the mountains of Idaho, I tried all of the tricks I knew. With the cool season the best I could do was golf ball size immature fruits. It matures with ease here. I spent years trying to get a fruit mature enough to taste. It is rather bland, but of great historical significance. It can survive a lot of neglect here in the Midwest and still produce a good crop. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Thick Margin Silver Seed** - 100 days - nice large fruited type with large seeds with a silver rim. Best used for seeds and stock feed. Heavy producer. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Winter Vining** - 109 days- Green striped cushaw with thick, mottled stripes, slight crookneck, yellow flesh. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Woodrey’s Sweet Potato** - 100 days- sent to me in the early days of the Seed savers exchange by Minerva Woodrey of Tennessee a 2 shaped 2 colr cushaw some traditional cushaw shape and some are bell shape and they are either golden or green striped. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Pumpkin types**

*C. maxima* and have a tough time with vine borers.

**Big Max** - 100 days- Not huge like Atlantic Giant, but produces large (up to 200 pound) fruits that are a deep, rich red-orange. While people call this a pumpkin, we only put varieties that are *C. pepo* in the pumpkin classification in our catalog. Pkt. $1.50

**Casper** - 95 days - White skinned pumpkin shape, good for painting. Many soils will cause this one to take on a bluish cast. Pkt. $2.50

**Gialla Mammoth** - 100 days - Large, very fleshy fruits that are deep orange on the outside and paler orange inside. 99% chance the same as Mammoth King. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Mammoth King** - 100 days - *C. maxima* Jess Reil of South Dakota contacted us searching for this old Gurney variety he remembered from his childhood. I too had remembered growing it, but had lost seed. There was a packet in my friend, Tom Knoche’s, freezer storage that I inherited. Even though the packet was almost 30 years old, Jess was able to get a crop and we are happy to get it back into circulation again. Fruits can get to 60 lbs and are thick fleshed. Works great for stock feed as well. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Rouge V’if D’Etampes** - 100 days- Listed here, though most companies now list it as Cinderella under pumpkins. There was already a pumpkin with that name, therefore we will keep this very old French pumpkin/squash with its proper scientific classification. Fruits can weigh up to 50 pounds and are flattened orange-red. Pkt. $2.50

**Winter Squash that don’t fit another group**

**Futtsu** - 110 days- *C. moschata* Very ribbed, dark green turning grayish orange in maturity. Sweet orange-yellow flesh. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Gold Nugget** - 80 days - *C. maxima* Superb, bush type squash with hard shell for keeping. Best in areas not prone to vine borers. Pkt. $1.75

**Honeyboat Delicata** - 90 days *C. pepo* A newer refined Delicata type that has a slightly different and darker skin color with streaks. Very sweet when cooked. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Iran** - 100 days- colorful squash I retrieved from the USDA in 1981. Nice mix of green and orange on a fruit. Very decorative, semi flattened fruits. Seed comes in two colors. Pkt. $2.50

**Lebanese** - 70 days - *C. pepo* Semi-bush, oblong, blocky, zucchini type, used when young as a summer squash, then can be used later as an acorn type winter squash. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Mexigold** - 80 days- *C. maxima* My own creation, my first attempt at plant breeding while I was in high school. A very early, sweet, pink skinned, heart-shaped squash averaging 4 to 8 pounds. (15 seeds) Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Quality** - *C. maxima* A refined Green Delicious type, dry fleshed. One of the first seeds I obtained from Robert Kennedy in the early 1980’s when I first joined the Seed Savers Exchange. He had saved so many good, old varieties. I’ll always be grateful for the large number of varieties he saved. Pkt $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Spaghetti** - *C. pepo* Fruits are an excellent low-cal food. Bake halves (after removing seeds) then pull out the stringy flesh. We top with a little butter, minced garlic and Parmesan cheese. A delicious dish. May also use as a substitute for pasta with spaghetti sauce. Pkt. $1.50

**Triamble** - 110 days - *C. maxima* Unique 3 lobed squash. Originated in Australia, introduced to U.S. in 1932. Skin is a slate blue. Pkt. $3.00

**Tweet-ee-oo-Bakers** - 100 days- *C. pepo* Southern heirloom. Vigorous vines produce 6 inch yellowish fruits with green stripes. Flesh is mild and moist. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed
Zapollito de Tronco- 100 days- *C. maxima* Cheese shape. May be eaten like a zucchini in the immature stage. At that stage, flesh is avocado-like in texture. Pkt. $3.00  Certified Organic Seed

Zapallo Plomo- 110 days- C maxima- translated means Lead Squash. it is a pale grey with very dry deep orange flesh. Pkt. $2.50  Certified Organic Seed

**PUMPKINS**
(19 varieties to choose from)

All pumpkins are squash. These are only kept separate from the squash out of tradition. Culture and packet information are the same as in SQUASH heading. All of these are *C. pepo*.

Big Red California Sugar- 82 days- (Pie Type) Nice, small 3 to 4 pound, deep orange skinned pumpkin, 1” yellow flesh. Pkt. $2.75  Certified Organic Seed

Connecticut Field- 90 days- (Jack O’Lantern Type) 20 to 30 pounds, slight ribs, medium orange skin. Pkt. $1.50

Howden’s Field- 110 days - (Jack O’Lantern Type) An improved version of Connecticut Field. Good 20 to 30 pound Jack-o-Lantern. Pkt. $2.00

Idaho Gem- 70 days- (Pie Type) My development, a very early, 4 to 6 pound type. I direct seeded some of these on July 25 of 2002 after 2 previous plantings were lost to various things. Pumpkins were ripe by October 2 (or about 68 days). In 2017 planted July 17 ready September 27. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Kakai- 100 days- extremely similar to Lady Godiva. Nice naked seeded pumpkin type. Pkt. $3.00

Long Pie- 100 days - (Pie Type) Almost looks like a medium size zucchini. Never seems to turn orange until in storage, but then ripens nicely. Very good pie type. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Montana Jack- 90 days - (Jack O’Lantern Type) Developed for early, cool seasons. Fruits typically range from 10 to 15 pounds. Good sturdy stem. Pkt. $2.00

Omaha- 80 days- (Pie Type) Oblong fruits; 3 pound size. Native American type. Variability occurs in this. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Spookie- 95 days- (Jack O’Lantern and Pie Type) Good for both pies and small Jack O’Lanterns as it has a strong stem. Orange skin and flesh. Pkt $1.50

Storage- 90 days- (Pie Type) Nice, fat pie pumpkin. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Sugar Pie- 85 days- (Pie Type) Flattened, dark orange pie type. Developed in 1863. Pkt. $1.50

Turner Family - 90 days - (Jack-O-Lantern Type) Nice, thick skinned, deep orange, ribby pumpkin. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Winter Luxury Pie- 85 days- (Pie Type) The best for pie, netted like a muskmelon, flesh is sweet, tender and stringless. Developed in 1893. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**SORGHUM**

Packets contain 1 oz. of seed (unless otherwise noted) which should plant around 100 foot of row.

BROOM CORN - Primary use is for decoration and making brooms. Also makes good bird feed.

Black Seeded Hungarian- 130 days- A broom corn with 16” plus length brooms with deep black seeds on 8 to 10 foot stalks. Pkt. $1.50; 4 Pkts. $5.00 Certified Organic Seed

Iowa Red- 110 days - Nice to 9 foot tall broom corn - red seeded and straw is golden with reddish streaks. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

Red Seeded Broom- 130 days - A broom corn with nice broom straw. Very ornamental. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Red Seeded Hungarian- 130 days- Another Hungarian heirloom that we are pleased to offer again. 16 inch length brooms with deep red seeds on 8- 10 foot plants. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

White Seeded Broom - 115 days - White seeded version of broom corn. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

GRAIN SORGHUM - Used for feed grain and human consumption.

Black African - 90 days - Early, black seeded, darker grain sorghum. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Black Seeded- 105 days - Black seeds on 7 inch heads on 7 foot stalks. Excellent ornamental, also good bird seed producer. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Crookneck Milo - 110 days - Crookneck seed heads, some straight heads occur. We had some of the most beautiful plants this year that reached 6 feet tall with large drooping crookneck heads. Pkt. $2.00 1 lb. $25.00 Certified Organic Seed

Tarahumara Popping - 100 days - Seed frequently used after popping and then ground into a flour. We tried popping some in an air popper (used for popcorn) and it made a very nutritious snack with a good, nutty flavor (looked like mini-popcorn). Make sure the soil is very warm before planting this one. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed
Texicoa- 100 days - 40 inches tall, white seeded grain sorghum. Pkt. $3.00  8 oz. $15.00 Certified Organic Seed

SWEET SORGHUM - Used for making syrup.

Honey Drip - 120 days - Heirloom producing many tillers. Reports form sorghum makers say this one has a great flavor. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed
Iowa Sweet- 115 days - A very sweet sugar cane type, reaches about 9 feet tall with nice thick juicy stalks. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Mennonite - 95 days - 7 feet tall, good flavor. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Rox Orange- 115 days- A sweet sorghum, 7 to 8 feet tall. This is the common commercial variety. Pkt. $1.50; 4 Pkts. $5.00 Certified Organic Seed

Salts Red- 105 days- Nice, red-seeded, loose grain head. Sweet Sorghum from Missouri. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Sand Mountain - 100 days - 8 feet tall, good flavor. Another southern Missouri heirloom. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Sugar Drip - 110 days - Southern sugar syrup type. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

White African - 120 days - Tall (8 to 10 feet) sweet cane sorghum with white seeds. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Yellow Bonnet - 120 days - Cane sorghum heirloom from Southern Missouri. It has a long season, but is very sweet. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

SUNFLOWERS

SEED SUNFLOWERS

Unless stated otherwise packets will contain around 100 seeds.

Arikara- 85 days- 6 to 8 foot tall, sometimes multi headed. Seeds seem to come in an array of colors. Some heads get quite large. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Early Russian - 80 days- Quick maturing. Shorter, faster maturing version of Grey Striped Mammoth. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Grey Striped Mammoth- 90 days- about 10 foot tall, big 12 inch heads, yellow petals, good bird feed. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Hopi Dye Sunflower- 100 days- 5-7 foot tall plants producing small seed heads which contain deep purple to blackish colored seeds. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Mongolian Giant- 105 days- Plants get about 8 feet tall and produce nice shaped heads some close to a foot across. The unique characteristic here is the shape and size of the seeds. The seeds are striped and long in shape of a rather large size. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Skyscraper- 95 days- Very tall (to 12 foot), huge heads for seed production. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Tarahumara White- 110 days A tall (10 foot) seed type sunflower with pale orange-yellow petals and white seeds. (75 seeds/Pkt.) Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Titan - 90 days - Huge heads, strong stalks. We only saved seeds from heads 15 inches in diameter or larger. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

ORNAMENTAL SUNFLOWERS

Unless stated otherwise packets will contain around 50 seeds. Birds love these.

Evening Sun - 85 days - Beautiful, reddish bronze colored single flowers. Gorgeous cut flowers. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Italian White- 70 days - 6 foot plants are multi-branched. Flowers average 4 inches across with creamy white petals. Pkt. $3.00

Red Sun- a very attractive selection of Evening Sun that is mostly red shades. Birds love it and they are gorgeous ornamentals. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Sungold Sunflower- 4 to 5 foot tall plants with large double yellow flowers. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

Velvet Queen- About 7 foot tall, dark, mahogany petals, good bird food. Pkt. $2.00

AMARANTH

Plant early in the season, thin to 1 plant every 6-8 inches for best results. Packet plants 50 to 100 foot of row.

LEAF TYPE

Sahel - 45 days - (aka African Spinach) Frequent picking is necessary to keep the highest quality leaves. Heavy producer. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

Tiger Eye- 50 days - Short, colesus-like leaves. Plants stay 2 to 3 feet tall when picked. Excellent for hot weather climate. Pkt. $2.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

GRAIN TYPE

Elephant Head- 95 days- an amazing looking top like an overgrown giant cockscomb. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

Golden Giant- 90 days- large heavy heads that are a golden orange in color. White seeds. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed
Mayo Indian- 90 days - Black seeded, robust plants. When the first seed heads were cut, it regrew more for a second crop. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

Orange Giant - 110 days - Huge 7-8 foot plants, loaded with gorgeous burnt orange seed heads. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

Red Leaf Grain- 105 days - Red foliage and flower heads. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed (Limit 1 Pkt.)

GIFTS

CHILDREN’S COLLECTION
7 Packets for $7.00

This collection will contain 1 packet each (our choice) of varieties of Zinnia, Watermelon, Popcorn, Cucumber, Pumpkin, Radish and Lettuce.

RAINBOW TOMATO COLLECTION
7 Packets for $9.00

This collection will be our choice of varieties to include a red, pink, yellow, green, white, black and cherry tomato.

NATIVE AMERICAN PLAINS GARDEN COLLECTION
6 Packets for $12.00

This collection will contain 2 packets (our choice) from the following list of corns: Cheyenne Agency Striped, Great Plains Rainbow, or South Dakota Rainbow plus 1 packet each of Arikara Yellow Bean, Hidatsa Indian Red Bean, Arikara watermelon and Omaha Pumpkin.

CIVIL WAR ERA GARDEN COLLECTION
12 Packets for $18.00

This collection will contain 1 packet each of Georgia Green Collards, a Cowpea, Black Valentine Bean, Pink Tip Cornfield Bean, Tennessee Red Cob Corn, Black Mexican Corn, Granny Franklin Okra, North Carolina Heirloom Pickling Cucumber, Turkey Muskmelon, Scaley Bark Watermelon, Tennessee Sweet Potato Squash, Old Timey Cornfield Pumpkin.

PATIO (ROOFTOP) GARDEN COLLECTION
5 Packets for $7.50

This collection is for the person who wants to grow vegetables in containers and will contain 1 packet each of Tom Thumb Pea, Tom Thumb Lettuce, either Yellow Pygmy or Olive Loose Cluster Tomato or another small plant type, Bush Pickle Cucumber, and Little Dickens Pepper.

PIioneer Garden Collection
20 Packets for $25.00

This collection will contain 1 packet each of Late Flat Dutch Cabbage, May Queen Lettuce, Crosby Egyptian Beet, Purple Top Globe Turnip, Autumn King Carrot, Round Black Spanish Radish, Alaska Peas, Black Mexican Corn, (a Cutshort Bean), Early Green Cluster Cucumber, a Muskmelon, (a Citron Melon), Garden Huckleberry, Ground Cherry, Warted Green Hubbard Squash, Sugar Pie Pumpkin, Hollyhock, Mammoth Dill, Purple Top Rutabaga, and Cannonball Watermelon.

HOMESTEADER (OFF THE GRID) COLLECTION
20 packets for $25.00

This collection is designed for the person who wants to store and preserve as much food as is possible. These are all varieties that extend the season one way or another to make surviving away from the supermarket easier. One packet each of Winterkeeper tomato, Purple Top Turnip, Black Spanish Round Radish, Alaska Pea, a pole shell bean, American Purple Top Rutabaga, a bush shell bean, a carrot, beet, Ukrainian Pickling cucumber, Piel de Sapo melon, Wintermelon, a parsnip, Brunswick cabbage, Black Mexican corn, a popcorn, dill, a pumpkin, 2 different winter squash

PLASTIC PLANT LABELS

It has become increasingly difficult to obtain plastic plant labels to mark your starting flats or varieties in the garden. We are going to offer at a reasonable price the following 3 sizes. Use a permanent marker to write the name and other information on the label to get a season long record.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label Size</th>
<th>20 Packets</th>
<th>100 Packets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 inch long white</td>
<td>$1.60</td>
<td>$6.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 inch long white</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$9.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 inch long plastic</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TASTY CHICKEN TREATS AND GARDEN SOIL BUILDERS

We cannot send these to non-U.S. addresses. We are very sorry, but the postage costs have caused too much of a price increase. Instructions for planting will be sent with the order.

BROODER YARD GREENS - SPRING PACK
8 oz. $6.00 ; 1 lb $8.75 ; 3 lbs $20.00 ; 5 lbs $25.00 ; 10 lbs $35.00
Mixture of Essex Rape, Millet, Mustard. Sow in brooder runs when you get chicks, 4-6 weeks later the young birds have a forest of greens to pick. I till up the soil and then broadcast the seed, rake in lightly, water and wait.

BROODER YARD GREENS - FALL PACK
8 oz. $6.25 ; 1 lb $9.00 ; 3 lbs $22.00 ; 5 lbs $27.50 ; 10 lbs $37.50
Mixture of Essex Rape, Millet, Mustard, Turnips, Winter Radishes. Plant this in the poultry yards about late July or early August. Turn the birds in 6 weeks later.

DWARF ESSEX RAPE-
8 oz. $7.50 ; 1 lb $10.00 ; 3 lbs $24.00 A great crop to plant for cutting for greens. Plants are hardy to at least 10 deg. F.

PURPLE TOP TURNIPS-
1 lb $11.00 ; 3 lbs $25.00 We use these for soil building and livestock grazing.

APPIN FORAGE TURNIPS-
1 lb $13.00 ; 3 lbs $31.00 Faster growing, much more foliage.

BARKANT FORAGE TURNIPS-
1 lb $13.00 ; 3 lbs $31.00 Tankard shaped bulb, lots of leaf growth for feed and plow down.

PROSO MILLET-
1 lb $6.00 ; 5 lbs $15.00 ; 10 lbs $17.50 Stands drought well and works well in chicken range systems for foliage and later to eat grain heads.

PEARL MILLET-
1 lb $7.50 ; 5 lbs $22.00 ; 10 lbs $35.00 Very tall. Ours got to 13 feet. 12 to 18 inch seed heads, great bird feed and bedding.

BUCKWHEAT-
1 lb $7.50 ; 5 lbs $17.50 ; 10 lbs $24.00 Birds will eat the seeds when mature. Otherwise, it provides good attraction for bees and other beneficials. We use as a soil builder.

IDA GOLD MUSTARD-
1 lb $11.00 Used for a green manure and weed controller. Plants grow rapidly. We are currently experimenting with it to control thistles. More information on success rates in the future. Year three and it is working well. We do purchase this seed for resale.

PACIFIC GOLD MUSTARD-
1 lb $11.25 Use as a cover crop to mow down prior to seed set. Incorporate freshly cut plants into soil as quickly as possible. This helps to control soil nematodes and fungi.

PEA-OATLAGE-
1 lb $6.00 ; 5 lbs $14.00 10 lbs $17.50 This makes an excellent mixture for young poultry. It may be used either when plants are young and green or as they mature and dry.

NORTHERN POULTRY FOOD PLOT
8 Pkts/$12.75
An early corn dent or flint chosen for your area, sunflower, winter squash, early watermelon, a sorghum, a swiss chard mix, Essex Rape, and a Mustard.

SOUTHERN POULTRY FOOD PLOT
8 Pkts/$12.50
A later dent corn chosen for your area, a sunflower, a winter squash, a watermelon, a sorghum, a swiss chard mix, Essex Rape, and a Mustard.

We will try to custom design these collections for your locality as best we can. The purpose of these Food Plot packages is to give the small hobby poultry raiser a chance to raise a portion of their own food - both grains, greens, and special snacks (melons).

OUR SOIL BUILDER SERIES

When I first purchased the farm it had been neglected and chemically abused. The sand was basically sterile in places. I used various mixes to plant and then mow down and till in to help build up the soil.

SPRING SOIL MIX-
1 lb $6.25 ; 5 lbs $15.25 ; 10 lbs $22.25
Plant as early as possible by broadcasting and raking in. Water as needed. Mow down as the peas bloom. The mix is 20% Rape, 60% Oats, 10% Peas, and 10% Hairy Vetch.
SUMMER SOIL MIX-
1 lb $6.00 ; 5 lbs $15.00 ; 10 lbs $22.00
Follow the Spring Mix instructions in mid-July with this mix. The mix is 50% Buckwheat and 50% Millet. Mow down when Buckwheat blooms.

FALL SOIL MIX-
1 lb $10.00 ; 3 lbs $23.00
Plant this mix in late August to overwinter and till in the following Spring. The mix is 50% Turnips and 50% Rape.

SOIL CLEANUP MIXES
For this to work properly you need to let the Mustard reach flower stage, then chop (mow) and till in for the full effect of the natural fumigating properties.

SOIL CLEAN-UP MIX #1-
1 lb $6.50 ; 5 lbs $17.50 ; 10 lbs $35.00
Triticale and Ida Gold Mustard used for weed suppression, cycling naturals and adds organic matter. Use 5 lbs per 1,000 square feet.

NOTE: Ida Gold and Pacific Gold mustards are both PVP varieties. This is why we must purchase the seed and it is not legal to save your own. We offer them because they are so beneficial to the organic farmer.

TOMATOES
Explanation of Terms:
We hope to include the following information for as many varieties as we can in the future.

Days to Maturity - Time from transplant to first ripe fruits is variable depending on temperature, rainfall, soil, etc., so a range is given.

Very Early - 55 days or less
Early - 55-70 days
Mid-season - 70-85 days
Late - usually over 85 days

Plant Habit:
Determinate - Determinate means short vines, bush like, compact, terminal blossom clusters (meaning the top of the stem usually is flowers not foliage). Most produce fruits in a short time span while others may produce all season.
Indeterminate - Indeterminate means long vines, subterminal blossom clusters (meaning flowers occur along the sides of the stem), usually produce well until frost.

Semi-determinate - Semi-determinate means a happy medium between the above two. Staking these is a good idea.
Rugose - Rugose means the plant is ideal for growing in a pot as the foliage is very thick and dark green and the plant is usually able to support the heavy load of tomatoes they produce.

Leaf Form:
Regular Leaf- Serrations/indentations on the leaf edge, some varieties have crinkled/puckered leaves called “rugose” and some have greyish/fuzzy foliage called “angora”.
Potato Leaf - Smooth edges on the leaf margin like true potato leaves.

Other Abbreviations:
Oblate - Flattened fruits
Bicolor - (Means two colors) Some varieties have fruits that have a primary mature exterior color with a blushing of pinkish red that starts at the blossom end and goes upwards. That same second color is also found distributed as swirls in the interior flesh.
Varieties that have fruits that have stripes on the exterior only are not bicolors. Some white, yellow and green varieties do sometimes develop a secondary exterior blush of color, but that secondary color is usually located just at the blossom end of the flesh so they aren’t considered bicolors either. Most bicolors are gold/red ones.
We have attempted to divide the tomatoes by the color of the ripened fruit or in some cases by the principal use.

Please be advised that on occasion an off-type plant may show up. Some of these types we offer are primitive and also on occasion a seed can get mixed during the cleaning process.

TOMATO-RED
All of the tomatoes in this category are in some way or another red fleshed and have red skin color. Packets will contain at least 25 seeds, usually 50 to 100.

Abu Rawan - Late, Indeterminate, Regular leaf, a rather different tomato that has fruit that has a soft feeling and is red colored, flattened globe and meaty. Thanks to the folks at Vegetable Land for the donation of this variety. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed
Agassiz - Mid-season, Determinate, Regular Leaf, red globe with slight streaks, large salad. From the North Dakota State University breeding program of unknown time frame. Especially adapted to the high plains. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed
AH3- Mid-season, Indeterminate, 8 oz., semi-sweet, globe shaped fruit, above average yield. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

AHLO- Early, Indeterminate, 8 oz., mildly acid, globe shaped fruit. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Ailsa Craig- Mid-season, Indeterminate, 3 to 5 oz. fruits. A delightfully productive Scottish variety. Fruit tends to be in large clusters. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

Aker's West Virginia- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, large red beefsteak fruits around one pound. Assertive flavor, very productive, from Carl Aker. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed (Limit 1 Pkt.)

Alaskan Fancy- Mid-season, Semi-determinate, 4 to 6 oz., uniform round globe fruits, above average yields. Performed phenomenally in a non irrigated isolation plot this year with high yields of uniform crackfree fruit. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

Alicante- Mid-season, Indeterminate, 2 to 3 oz. flattened globe shaped fruit. Above average yield. English breakfast type tomato. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

All Red- Mid-season, Determinate, Regular Leaf, 6 to 8 oz. round red flat globe. From the North Dakota State University breeding programs of the last century. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Alpine- Early, Indeterminate, oblate, red flesh, outstanding yields. Fruits average 6 to 8 oz. Developed prior to 1950 at Cheyenne, Wyoming. Was a very impressive yielder (in 2013) of continuous ripening uniform nice sized fruits of high quality. The fruits appear to have a good market appeal. Definitely worth a try. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Angora- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, bright red flesh; dusty gray, fuzzy foliage; medium sized 2 to 3 oz. fruit (UNAVAILABLE FOR 2018)

Ashleigh- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular leaf, large 1 pound beefsteak. (UNAVAILABLE FOR 2018)

Arctic Blum- Mid-season, Semi-determinate, Regular Leaf, oblate, 4 to 8 oz., semi-sweet fruits of good flavor. Above average yields. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

Atkinson- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, mild flavored, 6 to 8 oz. globe. Bred at Auburn University. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Aussie- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, large flattened globe with green shoulders. Nice flavor. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Aviuri- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, red with bronze/orange stripes, globe shaped fruits weighing 4 to 6 oz. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

AU 76- midseason, Indeterminate, Regular leaf, nice round globe red tomato developed at Auburn University. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

AYWC- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, 10 to 12 oz., red globe, above average yields. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Backfield- Early, Semi-determinate, Regular Leaf, does well from direct seeding. Shows good disease tolerances. Fruits are a nice shade of red. Large 10 to 12 oz. fruits, oblate, beefsteak type. Fruit is basically ripe all at one time. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Baker Family Heirloom- Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, large red flat globe shaped. Very productive and flavorful. Donated by George McLaughlin Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Beefsteak- Early, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, 10 to 12 oz., oblate red fruits. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Benewah- Early, Determinate, Regular Leaf, 3 to 5 oz. fruits, from the University of Idaho introductions of the 1970’s. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Berwick German- Late, round to oblong, tasty fruits. Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

Big A Sandy- Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, 1 to 1.5 lb fruits of a nice red color. Pkt. $2.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

Big Bite- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, 4 oz. sized, red globe fruits. From Orral Craig of Illinois. This is not the same as the hybrid with the same name. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

Big Boy- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, excellent yield of oblate beefsteaks, great taste, an OP version of the hybrid which is a cross between Teddy Jones, a large pink beefsteak from the Midwest, and a red other parent. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Big Set- Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, 12 to 16 oz. globe shaped fruits. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Bison- Mid-season, Determinate, 3 oz. globe shaped fruits, very productive. Old Oscar Will variety. Bred by Dr. Yeager and released in 1929 from North Dakota State University. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Bloody Butcher- Early, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, deep red salad tomato, 1 to 3 oz. fruits, good taste, high yields. Resembles Stupice in both plant habits and fruit size, but fruits are a darker shade of red. Fruits start early and bear until frost. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Blue Streak- Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, very deep orange fruits with a deep purple top. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Bonner- Early, high yields of salad sized fruit. Developed and named by Dr. Boe at the University of Idaho in the 1970’s for the county in Idaho. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Bonny Best- Mid-season, old variety, round, canning type, 6 to 8 oz. red globe. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Bounty- Early, Determinate, Regular Leaf, high yields of red globe fruits, large salad. An excellent tomato for yield, flavor and quality. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed
Box Car Willie- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, large orange/red fruits, good yields. Initially bred by Joe Bratka’s father in New Jersey; other varieties from the same source include Mule Team, Red Barn, Great Divide and Pasture. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Brandywine-Landis Valley Red - Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, 6 to 8 oz. globe fruits. Not overly productive but good flavored. Pkt $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Brandywine OTV (Off The Vine)- Early, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, large red beefsteak fruits of 1 to 2 pounds, excellent taste and yields, a natural cross between Yellow Brandywine and an unknown other parent, now Open Pollinated. Does well in southern areas. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Brandywine Red- Late-Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, oblate globes about one pound, excellent balanced taste and production. Named for the Brandywine river in Pennsylvania, is Amish and was available by about 1885. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Brazil- Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, 5 oz., semi acidic fruits. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

Break O’Day- Early, Indeterminate to Semi-determinate, Regular Leaf, very good yields and excellent taste, globe fruits of about 8 oz. Originally from a cross between Marglobe and Marvel in 1923 and introduced in 1931. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Bulgarian #7- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, great production of globe fruits in the 8 to 12 oz. range, great balanced tangy/sweet taste. Originally from a commercial pack from Bulgaria. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Bulgarian Triumph- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, a cluster type with red, 4 oz. globe fruits, outstanding taste which typifies so many of the varieties from Bulgaria. Pkt. $2.00

Burbank Slicing- Mid-season, Determinate, 6 to 8 oz. orange/red, uniform, round globe fruits with above average yields. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Burgess Crackproof- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, an old Burgess variety that truly lives up to its name. Plants are unbelievably productive with an abundance of 6 to 8 oz. red globe fruits that are almost 100% crack free. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Burpee Gloriana- Early, 6 to 8 oz., globe shaped fruit. Outstanding yields. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed (Limit 1 Pkt.)

Burpee’s Quarter Century (aka Burpee’s Matchless)- Mid-season, Determinate, Regular Leaf (rugose), 6 to 8 oz. oblate fruits, high yield, very good taste. The masses seem to dictate that this is the proper name despite the fact that my seed came from a USDA packet labeled Burpee’s Matchless. Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

Burpee Sunnybrook Earliana- Early, Semi-determinate, Regular Leaf, oblate 6 to 8 oz. fruits, old Burpee selection. The 1920 Burpee Seed Catalog says the following about this tomato, “The entire crop can be gathered generally in about three weeks from the time the first fruit ripens. Sunnybrook Earliana is undoubtedly the very best, earliest, scarlet fruited tomato.” Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Burpee Table Talk- Mid-season, Semi-determinate, Regular Leaf, 4 to 6 oz globe fruit. Burpee prominently featured this variety on numerous catalog covers and it was their top variety in their 1943 catalog. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

Ca Chua Hung- Mid-season, Regular leaf, 6 to 8 oz. red globe, very productive. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Cabot- Mid-season, Semi-determinate, 4 to 6 oz. globe, red flesh, above average yield, excellent flavor. Originated in the eastern part of Canada. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Cal Culterator- Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, 6 to 8 oz. fruit, red flesh, above average yield. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

Cal Lake #4- Mid-season, Indeterminate, 6 oz. globe, firm flesh, good shipper. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

Cal Red and Green - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, unique combination of streaks and shades of red and green. Fruits are mid sized and rather firm. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Campbell 146- Mid-season, Semi-determinate, 7 oz., semi-sweet, globe shaped fruit, red, canning type. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Canabee Rouge- Early, Determinate, red globe, 4 to 6 oz. fruits. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Cannonball- Mid-season, Semi-determinate, Regular Leaf, 10 to 14 oz., round globe, solid, fairly crack resistant fruits, above average yields. Bred by Dr. Holland and released in 1973 from North Dakota State University. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Cavalier - Early, Determinate, Regular Leaf, an old Oscar Will variety. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Ceylon- Early - Small, oblate (silver dollar sized), 1 to 2 oz. fruits, above average yields. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

Chalk’s Early Jewel- Early, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, good producer of 4 oz. fruits The 1920 Burpee Catalog says, “The largest, smoothest and finest flavored, extra early, bright red tomato. Without a question, the best early home garden tomato.” Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Cherokee- Mid-season, Indeterminate, 8 oz., globe shaped, mildly acidic fruits. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Cherokee Red Potato Leaf- Late, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, oblate, 4 to 8 oz. fruits. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed
**Chinese**- Mid-season, 4 to 6 oz. red fruits, huge yields. Pkt. $1.15 Certified Organic Seed

**Chipollino**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, round, red globe, 3 oz. fruits. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Christmas Ball**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, odd shaped fruits remind me of Christmas tree ornaments, green stripes on a red fruit. From Donald Branscomb’s breeding program. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Chuda Rinka**- Early, Indeterminate, Regular leaf, tremendous yields of blocky 2 to 4 oz. fruit. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Clustermato**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, 5 to 7 oz., round, red globe. Large numbers of fruits hanging in clusters on the vine. A selection made by Gleckler’s Seedsmen prior to 1954. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

**Coldset**- Early, Semi-determinate, 6 to 8 oz., red globe. Old catalogs said it was frost tolerant, but it isn’t. It does set in cool night conditions though. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Colossal Red**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, 6 to 8 oz., red globe fruits. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Columbia**- Mid-season, Determinate, 4 to 6 oz., hard, red fruit with point at blossom end. Originally from the Washington State University breeding program. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Coop Red**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, 5 to 7 oz., red globe. Originally from an Italian grower in Lathrop, Missouri in the 1940’s. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Costa Rica**- Early, Indeterminate, round, red, golf ball sized fruit. Huge numbers of fruit on vine. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Cougar Red**- Early, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, very productive introduction from Washington State University. Excellent yields of 4 to 6 oz flattened globe fruits, excellent for canning. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Cour di Drago**- Mid-season, Semi-determinate, Regular Leaf, productive plants of 3 to 5 oz. globe shaped fruits. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Creole**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, 8 to 12 oz. fruits, bred by Louisiana State University in Louisiana and grown primarily in the south. Developed in 1940’s especially for hot humid climates. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Crimson Cushion**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, very large globe fruits, deep crimson red color. Originally introduced in 1894 as Red Ponderosa. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Culstrage**- Late, Indeterminate, oblate, red, 1 pound fruits, rather low yields. Pkt. 2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Cuostralee**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, 1 to 2 pound fruits, excellent yield for such a large fruited variety, taste excellent and balanced, not mild, originally from France. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Currier**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, 8 oz. globe, red flesh, excellent yield. Originated in Colorado. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Dana**- Early, Determinate, bright red, 6 oz. fruits, acidic in nature. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Dansk Export**- Early, Semi-determinate, 2 to 4 oz. salad size fruit. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**de Barao Red**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, 3 oz., non-juicy, globe shaped fruits. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Debbie**- Late-Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, good yield of 10 to 12 oz. fruits, very good taste. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Delicious**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, red, 8 to 16 oz., globe fruits. Some can get very large if thinned. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Druzhba**- Late-Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, excellent yields and great taste, not overly sweet, 8 oz to 1 pound fruits, from Bulgaria where the word “druzhba” means friendship. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**E. H. House**- Early, Indeterminate, 3 foot bush, round or slightly oval 4 to 6 oz. fruits. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Earliana**- Early, Semi-determinate, oblate, 6 to 8 oz. fruits. This is one of the first tomatoes I tried growing in Idaho as a child. Never got ripe ones on the vine in Salmon, Idaho, but it ripens fine most places. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Earlibell**- Mid-season, Semi-determinate, red canning tomato, above average yield, good flavor, 6 to 8 oz. The following is a quote from a 1922 Gurney’s Seed Catalog, “We are still waiting for someone to prove to us that they have or can produce an earlier tomato than the Earlibell.” Comments like the above were so appropriate for their time period. While the comment was probably true in 1922, there are many earlier tomato varieties now. This is still an excellent variety to try. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Early A Pac**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, red flesh, above average yield. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Early Glee**- Early, Semi-determinate, 16 oz. fruits, above average yields. Pkt. $2.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

**Early Jumbo**- Mid-season, Determinate, Regular Leaf, semi-globe shape, red fruit, large salad, huge yields. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Early Rouge**- Early, Semi-determinate, huge yields of top grade, uniform 6 to 8 oz. globe red tomatoes. Excellent choice for the market gardener. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed
Early Wonder - Early, productive, deep scarlet, 4 to 6 oz. fruits. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Ecuador - Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, ribbed, red flesh, above average yield, 6 to 8 oz. fruits. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

Edelrot - Early, Indeterminate, oblate, 4 to 6 oz. fruits, semi-acidic. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Egg - Mid-season, Indeterminate, 2 to 3 oz. egg shaped fruits, above average yields. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

Elberta Girl - Late-Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf (angora), red fruit with gold stripes, great yield, average taste, 3 to 4 oz. globe fruits, originally bred by Tom Wagner. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Enterprize - Mid-season, round, red salad size tomato. Large plants with very high yields of uniform 2 to 4 oz. sized fruit. Superb for cold-pack canning. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Epoch - Mid-season Potato Leaf (Rugose), oblate, very stalky bush plants, 4 oz. red fruits. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Ernies Plump - Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, orange red pear shaped fruits that average over 1 pound. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Eros - Early, Semi-determinate, globe shaped, 3 to 5 oz. fruits. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Ethel Watkins - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, bright colored flesh, 8 to 10 oz. globe fruits. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Eye - Mid-season, Semi-determinate, 8 oz. fruits. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

F. H. Crow - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, round red 4 to 6 oz. fruits. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

F. Crow - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, round red, above average yield. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Fargo - Early, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, medium size, productive red slicer from North Dakota State University. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Fireball - Mid-season, Semi-determinate, 4 to 6 oz. size fruits of good quality. First listed in 1952 by Harris Seeds and a parent of many modern lines. Superb yields. Pkt. 3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Forme de Couer - Mid-season, Indeterminate, 4 to 6 oz. red fruits of a slight heart shape. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Frosty F. House - Early, Semi-determinate, oblate, 4 to 6 oz., red flesh, above average yield. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Gail's Sweet Plum Tomato - Mid-season, super sweet, large cherry sized paste that yields superbly. Flavor is a real attraction. Not what I'd call a paste, but it came with the name. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Gem State - Early, Indeterminate, oblate, very stalky plants, 4 oz. fruits, mild flavor. Another of Dr. Boe's varieties. Pkt. $2.50 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

German Dwarf Bush - Early, Regular Leaf, very compact plants with small salad size fruit. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Germaid Red - Late, Indeterminate, 10 to 12 oz. deep red, elongated beefsteak type fruits. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

Gill's All Purpose - Early, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, red, round slicing tomato. An old Gill Brothers' Seed Co. variety. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Glacier - Very Early, Potato Leaf, producing small, salad size fruits, sparse foliage. Introduced in 1985 from Sweden. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Golden Girl Marrow - Mid-season, Semi-determinate, Regular Leaf, round globe, medium size, very high yields. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Green Brooks - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, very heavy yields, red globe, medium to large, firm flesh. Pkt. $1.50 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

Hanky Red - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, 6 oz. round fruit, red flesh and skin, slightly acidic, excellent yield. Highest yields of normal leaf types. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Heartbay - Mid-season, Determinate, Potato Leaf, round red globe, very firm. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Heartlander - Mid-season, Determinate, Potato Leaf, round globe, 6 to 8 oz, high yield, firm flesh. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Herman's Special - Mid-season, Regular Leaf, Indeterminate, medium size, juicy, red globe. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

High Tech Japanese - Mid-season, Regular Leaf, medium size, productive pinkish red slicer. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Hilltop Golden Giant - Mid-season, Determinate, Regular Leaf, firm, orange-red globe, 6 to 8 oz. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Homestead - Mid-season, Semi-determinate, round, red, globe, 4 to 6 oz. fruits. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Hybrid 18-52 - Mid-season, Determinate, very good yields of 4 to 6 oz, red slicing tomatoes. This was received from Moldova with this name. Whether or not it is a hybrid remains to be seen. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

Imur Prior Beta - Early, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, 2 to 4 oz. fruits, high yields, taste on the sweet side, bred in Norway for short season areas and high altitudes. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

India - Late, Indeterminate, oblate, 10 to 12 oz. red skin and flesh, above average yield. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Pkt. Price</th>
<th>Certification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Italian</strong></td>
<td>Mid-season</td>
<td>Indeterminate, oblate</td>
<td>14 oz., red-orange fruits. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Italian Giant</strong></td>
<td>Mid-season</td>
<td>Indeterminate, oblate</td>
<td>14 oz. fruit. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Julia</strong></td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>Determinate, Regular Leaf</td>
<td>round, red fruits, large salad size. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kanner Hoell</strong></td>
<td>Mid-season</td>
<td>Indeterminate, large</td>
<td>1 pound and up, red fruits. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Karina</strong></td>
<td>Late</td>
<td>Regular leaf</td>
<td>8 to 10 oz. red globe fruits. Pkt. $3.00 Limit 1 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kazachka Mini Beef</strong></td>
<td>Mid-season</td>
<td>Determinate, Regular Leaf</td>
<td>thick foliage, medium size, salad tomato. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kille #7</strong></td>
<td>Mid-season</td>
<td>Indeterminate, oblate</td>
<td>10 to 16 oz., red flesh, above average yield. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kootenai</strong></td>
<td>Mid-season</td>
<td>Determinate, patio type with round fruit, excellent quality. Another of Dr. Boe's introductions. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Krasnodor Titans</strong></td>
<td>Late-Mid-season</td>
<td>Indeterminate, Regular Leaf</td>
<td>prolific set of 8 to 18 oz. globe shaped fruits that have very thick walls so last on the vine a long time, may be best for canning, from Lubov Koniva who lives in the Krasnodor region of Russia to Marianne Belfer, New York, who distributed seeds to many folks. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LaFayette</strong></td>
<td>Mid-season</td>
<td>Indeterminate, 3 to 5 oz. red globe. Heavy producer performs consistently. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Langada</strong></td>
<td>Late</td>
<td>Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, firm fleshed, globe shaped. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lark</strong></td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>Determinate, Regular Leaf</td>
<td>small fruited red globe form North Dakota State University breeding program. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Latah</strong></td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>quick growing for Northern areas, cool tolerant, red salad size fruit. Named by Dr. Boe of the University of Idaho for the county in Idaho. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lebanon</strong></td>
<td>Mid-season</td>
<td>Indeterminate, oblate</td>
<td>2 to 4 oz. red tomatoes. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Liberator</strong></td>
<td>Late</td>
<td>Indeterminate, 16 oz. red, globe shaped fruits. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lida Ukrainian</strong></td>
<td>Mid-season</td>
<td>Semi-determinate, Regular Leaf, prolific set of globe shaped 4 to 6 oz. fruits, very meaty, very good taste on the assertive side, meaning not mild. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Liliana</strong></td>
<td>Mid-season</td>
<td>Indeterminate, fruit resembles a small peach shape with a small nipple at the blossom end. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lillian's Red Kansas</strong></td>
<td>Late-Mid-season</td>
<td>high yield of 6 to 8 oz. slightly elongated globes with a pointed end, not a paste variety since quite juicy and with excellent taste. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Livingston Favorite</strong></td>
<td>Mid-season</td>
<td>Indeterminate, 10 to 12 oz. round, red, globe shaped fruits. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ludmilla's Red Plum</strong></td>
<td>Mid-season</td>
<td>Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, giant, fist sized, juicy, red plum shaped. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lutescent</strong></td>
<td>Mid-season</td>
<td>Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, primarily a novelty with yellowish foliage, ivory petals and fruits that ripen from green to white to yellow to orange to red. Plants with all the differently colored fruits at the same time are quite a sight. Taste of ripe red fruits is not bad at all. This variety is probably the original variety released by Livingston as Honor Bright but the name got changed somewhere along the line. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lynwood</strong></td>
<td>Mid-season</td>
<td>Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, round 2 inch bright red fruits, huge yields that produce until killing frost. Old-time variety from Virginia, named after the almost abandoned town of Lynwood on the Shenandoah River. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lyuda's Mom's Large Red Ukrainian</strong></td>
<td>Mid-season</td>
<td>Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, 6 to 10 oz. round, red fruit. Average flavor and productivity. Pkt. $3.00 Limit 1 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Magnum</strong></td>
<td>Late</td>
<td>Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, very large plants producing 1 to 2 pound flattened beefsteak type fruits. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$2.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Manalucie</strong></td>
<td>Late-Mid-season</td>
<td>Indeterminate, oblate, 8 oz. fruits, semi-sweet. Developed by the University of Florida and named for Manatee and St. Lucie counties. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$2.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Manitoba</strong></td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>Determinate, 6 oz. red tomatoes, excellent yield. Highly recommended by a customer in the UP of Michigan for earliness and crack resistance. Developed by Morden Experiment Station in 1956. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Manzana</strong></td>
<td>Mid-season</td>
<td>Indeterminate, very oblate, 3 to 6 oz. red flesh, average yield. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marglobe</strong></td>
<td>Mid-season</td>
<td>Indeterminate, oblate, medium to large canning type, 10 to 12 oz. Cross developed many years ago between Marvel and Globe. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maria</strong></td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>Determinate, oblate, 10 oz. red fruits. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maryland Large Red</strong></td>
<td>Late</td>
<td>Indeterminate, red flesh that with care can produce huge fruits 1 pound and above. Pkt. $2.50 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maskabec</strong></td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>Determinate, 4 to 6 oz., red globe. Heavy yields. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Certified Organic Seed

Nodak Early- Early, Determinate, Regular Leaf, golf ball size fruit, extremely heavy production. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Nepal- Mid-season, Indeterminate, 12 to 16 oz. red fruit. Noted for yields and flavor, fairly crack free. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Neve's Azorean Red- Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, oblate fruits. Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.)

New Hampshire Surecrop- Mid-season, Semi-determinate, oblate, 6 to 8 oz., reddish fruits. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

North Dakota Earliana- Early, Determinate, Regular Leaf, flattened globe, large salad, heavy yields. A selection made by Dr. Yeager at North Dakota State University many years ago. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Northern Delight- Mid-season, cool tolerant, salad size, high yields on fast growing plants. Developed by Dr. Boe and released in 1991 by North Dakota State University. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Old Brooks- Mid-season Semi-determinate, 8 to 12 oz. red, round fruit. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Old Ferry Morse Beefsteak- Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, 10 to 16 oz. fruits, beefsteak type. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Oldenov- Early, Semi-determinate, uniform 4 to 6 oz. tomatoes, a Czech variety, huge yields. Bred by Milan Sodomka originally introduced by Abundant Life in the 1980’s. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Optimus- Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, 12 to 16 oz. red fruit. Above average tolerance to blight. Originally from Hungary. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Owyhee- Mid-season, Determinate, Regular Leaf, nice red globe, medium salad. A University of Idaho introduction in the 1960’s. Very stalky plants. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Oxheart Red- Mid-season, Indeterminate, 6 to 8 oz. red, somewhat heart-shaped fruits. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Pantano Romanesca - Late, large, slightly ruffled fruit. (UNAVAILABLE FOR 2018)

Patio King- Mid-season, Determinate, 4 oz., pot type plant, globe shaped fruits. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Payette - Mid-season, Determinate, Regular Leaf, medium salad, very dense foliage on stalky plants. A University of Idaho introduction in the 1960’s. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Pearson Improved- Mid-season, Indeterminate, medium sized, 12 oz., round, red fruit, heavy producer. Developed by Dr. O. H. Pearson of the University of California prior to 1955. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Peron- Early, Semi-determinate, very large, uniform, red globe fruits. It was developed prior to 1954 by Professor Abelana Piovano of Argentina. Fairly resistant to fungal diseases. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Phil’s Fantastic- Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, good flavor, medium size fruit, globe, uniform shape, fantastic yield. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Picardy - Mid-season, Semi-determinate, Regular Leaf, nice globe shaped, high yields of 6 to 8 oz. fruits. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Piennolo del Vesuvio- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, Italian heirloom, 2 oz. fruits, distinct nipple, pear shaped, keeps for a long time. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Matt d’Imperio- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, variably sized plum type fruits and often different shapes from plum, 8 to 16 oz., family heirloom of Matt Moors, Pennsylvania, whose grandfather brought the seed from Rome, Italy in 1900 and grew them for the restaurant trade in Philadelphia for many years. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Medford- Mid-season, Semi-determinate, 6 oz., rather hard, red globe fruits, above average yields. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

Mexican Beefsteak- Mid-season, Determinate, slightly oblate, 8 to 10 oz., red flesh, average yield. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

Mexican Salad- Mid-season, Determinate, 6 to 8 oz. fruits, roundish globe, red flesh, above average yield. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Mikado Ecarlote- Early, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, 6 to 8 oz., red globe fruit. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Mikado Scarlet- Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, fruits are a deep scarlet red. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

Moldovan Bison - Early, Determinate, Regular Leaf, 2 to 3 inch, round fruit. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Moravsky Div- Early, Potato Leaf, golf ball sized fruit. Surprisingly, had ripe fruit in about 40 days from 4 inch transplants, remarkable growth rate in 2009. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Mormon Worlds Earliest- Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, 6 to 8 oz. slicing type, very productive. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

Moscow - Very Early, Determinate, compact plants. Similar to Siberia. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Moskovich- Early, Semi-determinate, 10 oz. red fruits, round globe shape. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Mule Team- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, large set of globe fruits near one pound, usually blemish free, great taste, bred by Joe Bratka’s father who also bred Box Car Willie, Great Divide, Pasteur and Red Barn. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Nectarine- Mid-season, Indeterminate, unique reddish-orange 6 to 8 oz. fruits that really do have a nectarine appearance in color. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Payette- Mid-season, Determinate, 4 oz., pot type plant, globe shaped fruits. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Pearson Improved- Mid-season, Indeterminate, medium sized, 12 oz., round, red fruit, heavy producer. Developed by Dr. O. H. Pearson of the University of California prior to 1955. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Peron- Early, Semi-determinate, very large, uniform, red globe fruits. It was developed prior to 1954 by Professor Abelana Piovano of Argentina. Fairly resistant to fungal diseases. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Phil’s Fantastic- Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, good flavor, medium size fruit, globe, uniform shape, fantastic yield. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Picardy - Mid-season, Semi-determinate, Regular Leaf, nice globe shaped, high yields of 6 to 8 oz. fruits. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Piennolo del Vesuvio- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, Italian heirloom, 2 oz. fruits, distinct nipple, pear shaped, keeps for a long time. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed
Pioneer-2- Early, Determinate, 4 oz. red fruits on bushy plants, heavy yields. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Plainsman- Mid-season, Determinate, 6 oz. red globe fruits, high yields, tart tasting. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

Polar Baby- Early, Determinate, large amounts of fruit in a short time. Fruit is the smallest of the “Polar” series. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Polar Beauty- Early, oblate, heavy yields, green shouldered fruits. Fruit does split, sets well in cool conditions. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Polar Gem- Early, uniform fruit size, mild taste for an early type, double crop producer. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Polar Star- Early, Semi-determinate, oblate, 6 to 8 oz., red fruits. Above average yields. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Portuguese Beefsteak- Late, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, large globe fruits, 12 to 16 oz, large beefsteak type fruits. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Potentate- Mid-season, Semi-determinate, 4 oz. red fruits, originally from New Zealand, skin is firm and resistant to cracking. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

Precocibec- Early, Determinate, 3 to 4 oz. red globe. From the Quebec breeding program. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Pritchards Scarlet Topper- Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, red globe. In 1943 Burpee Seed Catalog states, “The ideal, all-purpose tomato for growing in soil of high fertility. The self topping habit prevents excessive vine growth under all conditions. Developed by Dr. Pritchard of the USDA.” Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Prue- Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, high yield of fruits of different shapes ranging from bomb shaped to hearts, but is genetically stable, 4 to 12 oz. fruits, wispy droopy foliage, some say unique great taste. Mr. Prue was from Massachusetts and grew them back in the 1940’s and probably earlier. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

PSR-37- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, exceptionally high yields of 6 to 8 oz. round red globe fruits. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Puck- Early, Determinate, very small bushes, salad size. Acid, but not tart. A variety from England developed prior to 1950. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Pusa Ruby- Mid-season, Indeterminate, small, red salad tomato, plants with sparse foliage. Moderately heavy yields. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Ras- Mid-season, Semi-determinate, Regular Leaf, flat, ribby, bright scarlet red fruits, high yields, Spanish heirloom. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Readheart- Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, average yield, large 8 to 10 oz. fruits. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Red Alert - Early, Determinate, Regular Leaf, small red, tart fruit. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Red Beauty- Mid-season, Semi-determinate, very uniform, 6 to 8 oz. each. Originally sent to me as a free sample from Twilley Seeds in the early 1970’s. I don’t think it was ever formally introduced. That was about the time hybrids took over and new open pollinated varieties fell out of favor. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Red King- Mid-season, firm flesh round red tomato good for shipping. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Red Mennonite- Late, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, large, flat, red slicer. 8 to 10 oz. fruits. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Red Paragon-Mid-season, Semi-determinate, high yields of red, 12 oz., globe fruits. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

Red Peach- Mid-season soft flesh, round globe, indeterminate plants with regular leaves. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Red River- Early, Determinate, Regular Leaf, medium salad, another old Oscar Will variety. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Red Rose- Mid-season, Indeterminate, small salad, 2 to 4 oz., very uniform. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Red Ruffled- Mid-season, Indeterminate, 6 to 8 oz. fruits. A continuously segregating gene pool of very ruffled fruits, excellent for salads and unique decorations. The colors are listed separately, but on occasion colors occur where they aren’t expected. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Red Russian- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, outstanding yielder of 2 to 4 oz. fruits. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Red September- Mid-season, Regular Leaf, Indeterminate, very solid, globe shaped fruit, bright red, thick flesh. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Red Smudge- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, 2 to 4 oz. A color variant of Purple Smudge with red fruit instead of pink. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Red Star- Early, Semi-determinate, Regular Leaf, plants are loaded with small, ribbed fruits. Flavorful and plentiful. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Red Tree- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, oblate, very large, 1 pound and up fruits. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Red Zebra- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, red striped globe fruits, nice size and colorful. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Redskin- Early, Determinate, red, oblong globe, very productive, 4 to 6 oz. fruits. Developed by Dr. Yeager and released in 1937. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed
Reif Red Heart- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, large perfect red hearts around one pound, spindly plant with the typical droopy wispy foliage that so many heart shaped varieties do have, super taste, J Reif of Pennslyvania sent seeds he got from an elderly Italian man to Craig LeHoullier who first listed it at Seed Savers Exchange in 1994. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Rocket- Early, Indeterminate, small, 1 to 2 oz. red fruits, the plants keep right on yielding. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

Rousich- Early, Semi-determinate, Potato Leaf, 2 to 4 oz. uniformly round, globe fruits with extremely high yields. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Rowpac- Mid-season, Determinate, compact plants, 4 to 6 oz. salad size, hard as a rock, excellent for shipping. From the Washington State University breeding program. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Roza- Mid-season, Determinate, oblate, 8 to 10 oz. fruits, firm shipping type tomato. From the Washington State University breeding program. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Russian #33- Early, Determinate, oblate, very fine feather like foliage producing 3 to 5 oz. fruits. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Russian #117- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, great yield for a heart shaped variety, fruits from 1 to 2 pounds, most are double flat hearts, good crack resistance, excellent taste. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Russian Bogatyrr- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, 1 to 2 pound beefsteaks, sometimes slightly oblong globes, excellent taste, great yield, not known if it was bred in Russia or a family heirloom, but Open Pollinated and great tasting for sure. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Sadie- Mid-season, Semi-determinate, Regular leaf, medium sized fruit. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Saint Pierre- Mid-season, Indeterminate, large, 6 to 8 oz. red fruits, French variety. Pkt. $2.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

Saladmaster- Early, Semi-determinate, Regular Leaf, oblate, 4 to 6 oz. red, high yield, mild flavor. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Sandpoint- Early, Determinate, stalky plants, 3 oz. size fruit, good for direct seeding. A Dr. Boe introduction from the 1970’s named for a city in Idaho. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Santa Clara Canner- Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, 1 to 2 pound beefsteak fruits, credited with being the variety that started the tomato canning industry in California, origin believed to be Italy, walls are thick, skins not tough, quite juicy, great taste. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Sasha's Altai- Early, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, high yields, flat globe shape. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

Scotia- Early, Determinate, bushy plants, red round 2.5 inches x 2 inches fruit, above average yield. Pkt. $2.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

Seattle Best-of-All- Mid-season, Indeterminate, heavy yields of 4 to 6 oz. round, red fruits. The 1960 Gill Brothers catalog lists this as having been developed by a Seattle market gardener out of the greenhouse variety, “Best-of-All”. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Sequoia Alpine- Mid-season, Semi-determinate, 6 oz. red fruits, tart, continuous cropper. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Shewenne- Early, Semi-determinate, 8 to 12 oz. globe, red fruit. Bred by Dr. Holland, released in 1960 by North Dakota State University. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

Siberia- Early, Determinate (Rugose), golf ball sized red fruit. Pkt. $2.50 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

Siberian- Early, heavy yields on bushy plants, fruits are 2 to 3 oz. size. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Slivery Fir Tree - Mid-season, Determinate, beautiful foliage, medium size, red fruit. Pkt. $2.50 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

Sioux- Early, Semi-determinate, 8 to 10 oz. globe shaped canning tomato, old fashioned type with superb taste. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

Solar Set- Mid -season, Determinate, Regular leaf. Kim Mullen sent us this excellent variety that she used to grow for Seeds Blum some 25 years ago. Not the same as the hybrid out there now. An excellent type that holds well. Fruits are well shaped globes with excellent market potential. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Sophie's Choice - Early, Determinate, Regular Leaf, good yield of about 8 oz fruits, nice taste, from Edmonton, AB, Canada. A perfect tomato for growing in pots on the patio. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Speclecd Siberian- Early, Semi-determinate, Regular Leaf, fruits are 4 oz., flattened globes, slight flecking in the skin. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Starling- Mid-season, Indeterminate, globe shaped fruits weighing about 12 oz., very solid., resists cracking. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Strawberry Margarita- late, regular leaf, indeterminate, 10 ounce beefsteak type fruit. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Stone- Mid-season, Indeterminate, rather hard fleshed, round in shape, 10 oz. fruits. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Stupice- Early, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, oblate, 2 to 4 oz., red flesh, excellent yield. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed
Stuse- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, 4 to 6 oz. fruits, red flesh, excellent yield. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

Sugar Beefsteak- Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, 8 oz., red flesh, above average yield. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

Super Beefsteak- Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, 12 oz., ribby fruit, semi-acid taste. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Super Marmande- Mid-season, Indeterminate, very productive, 8 to 10 oz. size, beefsteak type. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Super Marmande- Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, 8 to 12 oz., red globe from Quebec. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Sweet Home- Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, heavy producer of 16 to 24 oz. red fruits. From the breeding program of Donald Branscomb. A truly superb slicer and large canner. Excellent yields and looks great. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Tanana- Mid-season, Semi-determinate, oblate, 6 to 8 oz., dark pink-red fruit. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

Tennessee Britches- Mid-season, Regular leaf, round red globe fruits average 8 plus oz. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Teton de Venus- Mid-season, Indeterminate, large red, heart shaped fruit. Can be up to 2 lbs. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

Thesaloniki- Mid-season, Semi-determinate, meaty, semi paste type tomato. Originated in Greece and introduced to the U.S. in the 1950’s. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Togorific- Mid-season, Indeterminate, half dollar size, red ruffled, very productive from the Middle East. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Tricot Czech- Mid-season, Indeterminate, dwarf plants produce good yields of 2 to 3 oz. salad size tomatoes. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Trophy- Mid-season, Indeterminate, 6 oz. red globe fruit. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

Tropic- Mid-season, Indeterminate, slightly oblate, 8 oz. plus sized fruits, red skin and flesh. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

Ultrasound- Early, Indeterminate, 8 to 10 oz. shaped fruit, from the Canadian plant breeding program. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Urban Beefsteak- Early, Indeterminate, oblate, Regular Leaf, 6 to 10 oz. red fruit, very productive, one cropper. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

Urbikany- Early, Indeterminate, 6 to 8 oz., red-fleshed fruit, above average yield. Another Czech variety. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Usabec- Mid-season, Determinate, 6 oz., red globe. Canadian. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

V. R. Moscow- Mid-season, Indeterminate, 8 to 12 oz. sized canning tomato. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed
TOMATO - PINK

All of the tomatoes in this category are in some way or another pink fleshed and have pink skin color. Packets will contain at least 25 seeds, usually 50 to 100.

1884- Late-Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, 1 to 2 pound globe to oblong fruits, nice balanced flavor, found in a pile of flood debris in Friendly, West Virginia after the flood of 1884. Pkt. $3.00

A C Red - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, large deep pink flattened globe, 1 pound plus fruits, excellent yields. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Acme- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, globe shaped fruit, 14 oz. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Afghanistan- Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, 6 oz., pink flesh, slight ribs. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

Amish Fisherman - Late, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, large deep pink fruits, 14 to 18 oz. in size, flattened globe in shape. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Anna Maria’s Heart- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, wispy foliage, pink heart, most fruits between 6 to 12 oz., excellent sweet/tart flavor. From Scott Hamilton in Germany, passed down in his wife’s family, originally coming from the former Russia, named for his wife. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed (Limit 1 Pkt.)

Anna Russian - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, great yields of usually 10 to 16 oz. hearts, wispy, droopy, finely cut foliage as is seen with many heart shaped varieties, original seed from B. Hillenius, Oregon, who got it from a Russian immigrant. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Arada’s Pink Heart- midseason, indeterminate , regular leaf, large pink heart shaped average 1 pound fruits. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Bobbie - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, has the wispy wilt gene that makes the plants always look wilty. Fruits are heart shaped and deep pink averaging about 8 -12 oz. each. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Bradley County Pink- midseason , regular leaf, indeterminate, nice globe pink slicer. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Brandywine- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, yields vary depending on the location and the grower, notable winey taste, 1 to 2 pound beefsteak fruits. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic seed

Brandywine, Joyce- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, selected by Chuck Wyatt from the Brandywine (Sudduth strain, see below) for earliness, but most folks have not seen it produce that much earlier. All other traits the same as Brandywine (Sudduth). Approximately one week earlier than Sudduths strain when grown here. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Brandywine, Sudduths- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, yields can vary, superb taste, 1 to 2 pound deep pink beefsteaks, original seeds from Doris Sudduth Hill, who claimed it had been in her family for over 100 years, to Ben Quisenberry (so it’s sometimes referred to as the Sudduth/Quisenberry strain), many folks claim it’s the best strain of Brandywine. Origin is unclear as to whether it’s a family heirloom, or introduced by a seed firm in which case it may still be a family heirloom. Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

Brianna- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, moderate set of pink about 1 pound beefsteaks, large plant, great rich taste, on the sweet side. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

Brimmer- Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, large, low acid, sweet 1 to 2 pound. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Burgundy Traveler- Late, Indeterminate, 10 to 12 oz. pink, globe shaped fruits. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Canabec Rose- Mid-season, Determinate, 8 oz., pink globe fruits. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Caspian Pink- Late, Indeterminate, slightly oblate, 12 to 16 oz., pink fruits. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Cherokee Purple Potato Leaf- Mid-season, Indeterminate, 12 oz. fruits, super high yields of purplish pink fruits. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

County Agent- Early, Indeterminate, large pink fruit, juicy flesh, 16 to 24 oz. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Cour di Bue - Mid-season, Semi-determinate, Regular Leaf, deep pink heart shaped fruit. Fruits average 4 to 6 oz. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Crimean- Mid-season, Determinate, 4 oz., rosy colored fruits on thick foliage plants. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Crnkovic Yugoslavian- Early, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, excellent yield of 1 to 2 pound beefsteak fruits, rich, somewhat sweet taste, original seeds from Yasha Crnkovic. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Daniels - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, large tasty globe shaped pink fruits averaging 1 or more pounds. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Dora - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, 8 to 12 oz, pink oblate beefsteak, usually sets well in heat, excellent taste. A stable Open Pollinated selection from a deliberate cross between Cherokee Purple and Brandywine done by Keith Mueller of Missouri. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Dr. Lyle- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, very large plant with excellent yield of 1 to 2 pound beefsteaks, under some conditions the foliage may appear grey/green and the petals ivory. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed
**Dr. Neal**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, good set of 1 to 2 pound fruits on a large plant with heavy foliage, very meaty, rich, assertive taste. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Eckert Polish**- Mid-season, heavy yields, pink, semi pear shape. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Eva Purple Ball**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, perfect pink globes about 6 to 8 oz., sweet, juicy and delicious, said to be from the Black Forest area of Germany and arrived in the late 1800’s with Joe Bratka’s family when they immigrated to the US. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

**Fish Lake Oxheart**- Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, large plants with the wispy wilty foliage, 1 to 2 pounds, deep heart shaped fruits. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Gary O’Senna** - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, deep pink almost purplish fruits, excellent flavor. A stable Open Pollinated selection from a deliberate cross between Cherokee Purple and Brandywine done by Keith Mueller of Missouri. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Genuine Italian Potato Leaf**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, 5.25 inches x 3 inches, pink skin and flesh, average yield. Originally purchased by Gary Staley in a hardware store in Canton, Ohio. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

**Gerig**- Late, Indeterminate, oblate, 8 to 12 oz. fruits, acidic flavor. A central Iowa heirloom. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**German Giant**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, 10 oz. plus, pink flesh and skin. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**German Head**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, large, 10 to 12 oz., pink fruit. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Giant Belgium**- Early, Indeterminate, huge pink, somewhat Beefsteak type fruits. Pkt. $2.25 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

**Giant Rosy**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, 12 to 16 oz. fruits with pink skin. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Giant Syrian**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, rosy pink globe fruits, average about 1 pound. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Giant Tree**- Late, Indeterminate, super sized, large pink beefsteak. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Glesener**- Late, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, a local family heirloom, semi-sweet fruits. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

**Gogosha**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, moderate yield of about 1 pound beefsteaks with excellent somewhat sweet taste, original seeds from Tanya Gogosha whose family brought it from the Tarnipal area of the Ukraine in the late 1800’s. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Goose Creek** - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, medium sized pink globe fruits. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

**Grandpa Willie**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, large flat pink fruits. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

**Granny Cantrell**- Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, very ribby, large pink fruit. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Gregoris Altai**- Late, Indeterminate, 8 to 12 oz. pink fruits. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

**Grosse Cotelee**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, oblate pink fruits about 8 oz. each. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Hays**- Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, deep pink flesh, large oxheart type. Came from Bulgaria originally via Alberta, Canada. Flesh is thick and meaty almost what I would term a paste type. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

**Heatherington Pink**- Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, good yield of 12 to 16 oz. pink beefsteak fruits, very good flavor. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Henderson’s Pink Ponderosa**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, large pink, 1 to 2 pound, beefsteak type fruit. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Holmes Mexican**- Late, Indeterminate, oblate, 8 oz. plus, pink flesh and skin, above average yield. From the Ben Quisenberry collection Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Hungarian Oval**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, very meaty with few seeds, reddish pink in color, 8 oz. to 1 pound size. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed (Limit 1 Pkt.)

**Jefferson Davis** - Mid-season, Potato Leaf, productive, pink skinned, large globe. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Joe’s Portuguese**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, very sparse foliage, super sized pink beefsteak. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**June Pink**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, very uniform, 6 to 8 oz. pink fruit. Recommended by a customer and we are very happy to add it. This one would be a cinch to win with when exhibiting at fairs. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Khaborovsky 308**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate 6 oz., bright pink fruits. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

**Kolb Pink**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, excellent pink slicer, sent to us by tomato collector, Gary Staley. An heirloom from Storm Lake, Iowa. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Kornesevsije**- Late, Indeterminate, large pink fruits. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Kosovo** - Late, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, large pink oxheart with green shoulders. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed
Kraska Pink Bulgarian - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, medium to large flat, pink beefsteak. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Large Pink - Late, Indeterminate, oblate, 16 oz., pinkish-orange skin, pink flesh, average yield. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Large Pink Bulgarian - Late-Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, moderate to high yield of 1 to 3 pound beefsteak fruits with superb complex taste on the sweet side, US source of seeds John Adams of Illinois from a local Bulgarian family. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Lincoln Adams - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, large 1 lb. and up, pink flat globe. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Lithuanian - Late, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, good set of huge 1 to 2 pound beefsteak fruits, excellent taste, first fruits prone to cat facing, seeds in US from Don Podolia of West Virginia from a local Lithuanian contact. Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

Little Lucky - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, a very nice uniform pink fleshed salad size tomato. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Livingston Beauty - Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, very productive pink 12 oz. plus fruits. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Livingston Globe - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, 4 to 8 oz. fruits, good flavor. Introduced as a main crop variety in 1905. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed (Limit 1 Pkt.)

Livingston Main Crop Pink - Mid-season, Indeterminate, 4 to 6 oz., globe shaped fruit. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Liz Bert - Mid-season, close relative of Gary O'Senna. A stable Open Pollinated selection from a deliberate cross between Cherokee Purple and Brandywine done by Keith Mueller of Missouri. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Mariana's Peace - Mid-season, oblate, large pink fruits. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Marizol Purple - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, 10 oz., high acid, thick skin, good flavor. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Marlowe Charleston - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, oblate, huge 1 to 2 pound, pink fruits. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Mexican - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, large pink flat globe. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Mexican Ribbed - Mid-season, Indeterminate, heavily ribbed, 6 to 8 oz., bright pink fruits. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

Mexico - Late, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, large sweet, flattened globe. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Mikado Violettor - Late, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, 4 oz. pink fruit. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Mission Dyke - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, high yields of deep pink flat globe fruits that average over 1 pound. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Missouri Love Apple - Mid-season, Indeterminate, solid, medium sized 8 oz. fruits. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Mom's Heart - Mid-season, Indeterminate, regular leaf, with fruits averaging over 1 pound. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Mortgage Lifter - Late, huge, deep pink fruits. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

New Big Dwarf - Mid-season, Determinate, Rugose Leaf, great yields of flat, slightly ribbed, deep carnation pink fruit. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Nicky Crain - Late, unusual 1 pound fruits, somewhat oxheart shaped with fine foliage. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Olena Ukrainian - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, moderate to high yield of 1 to 2 pound beefsteak fruits, rich complex taste, somewhat sweet, US source of seeds from Olena Warshona who was originally from Odessa, Ukraine. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

Omar’s Lebanese - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, huge pink fruit, can get over 2 to 3 pounds. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Pale Purple Giantissima - Late, Indeterminate, 6 to 8 oz., flattened oxheart shaped fruits, pink flesh and skin, above average yield. Thick flesh almost like a paste tomato. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Pale Perfect Purple - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, high yield of 6 to 8 oz. dusky pink globes, juicy, excellent taste, bred by Tad Smith from a cross between Purple Prince and Ozark Pink. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Peach Blow Sutton - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, moderate to high yields of 6 to 8 oz. fruits that have a sticky matte surface, taste on the mild side, coloration like a peach, first introduced by the English Seed firm Suttons in their 1900 catalog. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Peru - Late, Indeterminate, 4 oz., globe, pink skin and flesh. Good tolerance to blight. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Pink Yugo - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, slightly oblate, 8 to 12 oz. pink fruits with green shoulders. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Pink Cuostralee - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf. In her book, 100 Heirloom Tomatoes for the American Garden, Carolyn Male lists Cuostralee as having two colors of fruit. We have selected out the pink one here. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed
Pink Heart - Mid-season, Semi-determinate, Regular Leaf, deep pink, heart shaped fruits averaging 8 to 10 oz. Yields are heavy and could possibly be used as a paste. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Pink Ruffled - Mid-season, Indeterminate, very unique pink ruffled fruits. Very productive. Superb yields, very attractive. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Pink Russian - Late, Indeterminate, oblate, large, 10 to 16 oz. fruits. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Pink Sweet - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, moderate to high yield of 10 oz to 1 pound fruits, rich sweet taste, juicy, received by Craig LeHoullier with no name who then named this variety. Pkt. $2.75 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

Polish C - Early, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, moderate yield of deep pink beefsteaks in the 1 pound range, taste is complex, a bit assertive. Apparently at one time there were Polish A, B and C's, but the origin of those is not known. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

Polish Elles - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, large flat pink beefsteak type with huge yields. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Polish Non-Acid - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, oblate, very sweet, non-acid, 14 to 16 oz. fruits. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Potato Leaf - Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, pink flesh and skin, excellent yield, 2 to 4 oz. salad size, very sweet. Excellent blight tolerance. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Prudens Purple - Late, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, large, 1 lb plus, deep purple/pink fruit. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed (Limit 1 Pkt.)

Purple - Mid-season, Indeterminate, deep pink 16 to 20 oz. fruit, smoky colored, excellent yields. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Redfield Beauty - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, high yield of 6 to 8 oz globe fruits, very similar to Eva Purple Ball except fruits of Redfield Beauty are lighter in color and the plant less substantial than Eva Purple Ball. For both varieties the fruits may drop from the vine when fully ripe. USDA seeds and apparently a commercial variety at one time. Said to be a version of Beauty, but the two are not the same. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Rosabec - Early, Determinate, nice, 6 to 8 oz. pink fleshed tomato from Quebec. Tart tasting, excellent yields. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Rose - Mid-season, Indeterminate, slightly oblate, 1 pound, pink skinned fruits with intense, deep pink flesh. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Rose D’Eauze - Midseason-Indeterminate, regular leaf, pink beefsteak with good flavor. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Royal Hillbilly - Mid-season, Semi-determinate, oblate, very productive with large, 12 to 16 oz., coral pink fruits. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Russian Rose - Mid-season, Indeterminate, large 16 oz. plus, rosy pink fruits, lush foliage, good blight tolerance. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Saber - Mid-season, Indeterminate, juicy slicing tomato, 6 to 10 oz. round globe shape. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Sandul Moldovan - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, high yield of deep pink slightly ribbed beefsteaks sometimes with green shoulders, taste quite sweet, foliage is wispy and droopy, which is normal. The Sandul family brought these seeds with them when they immigrated from Moldova to the Albany, New York area in the early 1990’s. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed. (Limit 1 Pkt.)

Segler - Late, Indeterminate, blocky, 3 oz. fruits of a bright pink color. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Sen-Say - late - indeterminate, regular leaf, Fruits are a pink in color and heart shaped. Average weight is around 1 pound. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Siberian Pink - Early, Determinate, plants that nearly break down from the amount of tomatoes produced. Our own selection for an early, small fruited, pink tomato, very high yields, tart, 6 to 10 fruits per cluster, 1 to 2 oz. each. A Sand Hill Preservation Center introduction in 1998. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed OSSI pledged variety

Soldacki - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, high yield of dark pink beefsteaks in the 1 pound plus range, taste balanced but not sweet, seeds from the Krakow, Poland area to Cleveland, Ohio around 1900. Needs to be picked soon after ripening. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Stump of the World - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, average yield, excellent flavor, large 12 to 18 oz. fruits. Some irregularity in shape but makes up for that in flavor. Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

Tappy’s Finest - Mid-season, Indeterminate, pink to red fruit, 12 oz. plus, rich flavor, firm texture. Pkt. $3.00 Limit 1 Certified Organic Seed

Taps - Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, about 1 pound size, pink beefsteak. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Terhune - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, large slightly ribbed, deep pink fruits with green shoulders. Fruits average around 1 pound and the yield is outstanding. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Tidwell German - Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, good yield of 1 to 3 pound beefsteak fruits, sometimes rounded at the top, meaty flesh, excellent taste, family heirloom of David Pendergrass of Tennessee whose paternal grandmother’s side of the family has grown it since the 1920’s. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

Tiffin Mennonite - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, 1 pound, deep pink fruits, very productive. Superb, crack free and “picture perfect”. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed
**Traveler (aka Arkansas Traveler)**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, pink globe, 6 to 8 oz., semi-tart flesh. Was released under the name of Traveler by the University of Arkansas. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Trip-L-Crop**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, 6 to 8 oz. fruit. Most likely the same as Pink Climber. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Trip Lip Sang**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, deep pinkish purple fruit, very large in size, flattened globe. From the Donald Branscomb collection. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

**Ukrainian Heart (TNMUJ strain) (Organic seed)**- Late-Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, wispy delicate foliage, moderate to high yield of about 1 pound heart shaped fruits with excellent taste. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed (Limit 1 Pkt.) (Please Indicate Certified Organic Seed)

**Ukrainian Heart (TNMUJ strain) (Non-Organic)**- Late-Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, wispy delicate foliage, moderate to high yield of about 1 pound heart shaped fruits with excellent taste. Pkt. $2.50

**V. B. Russian**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf. huge plant with high yield of 3 to 5 oz. deep pink plum shaped fruits. Very good taste for such small fruits. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Watermelon Beefsteak**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, large flattened globe, very deep pink with green shoulders. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Wins All**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, pink beefsteak, 16 oz. fruit. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Zade Wilson**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, 10 to 16 oz., large pink fruit. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**TOMATO-YELLOW/GOLD**

All of the tomatoes in this category are in some way or another yellow or orange fleshed and have similar skin color. Packets will contain at least 25 seeds, usually 50 to 100.

**Alaskan Gold**- Early, Semi-Determinate, Regular Leaf, 4 to 6 oz. uniform yellow globe with pink blush. Super yield and robust plants. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Amana Orange**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, large, 1 pound orange fruits. A sport that came up in Gary Staley’s garden when he was working for Amana. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Amana Orange (Burrough’s Strain)**- Mid-season, this strain has been worked on for 10 years to produce more uniform crack free fruit and more even production. 2017 trials side by side had this strain yielding 50-75% more. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Amish Yellow**- Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, flat, slightly ribby fruits of bright yellow color. Fruits are large - a pound or more - and plentiful. Thanks to the Hendricksons for sending us this one. Late, but worth the wait. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Barnes Mountain Yellow**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, large, ribby fruits of yellow-orange color. Fruits average about 1 pound. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Big Rainbow**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, very large 1 pound size, slightly ribbed fruits with the pink blush on the blossom end. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Brandywine, Yellow (Platfoot Strain)**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, a strain that for many growers yields smoother fruits and more of them than the regular Yellow Brandywine and the two have the same rich, complex wonderful taste. Seeds originated with Gary Platfoot of Ohio. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Brandywine, Yellow (Abundant Life)**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, see above description for the Platfoot strain, seeds for this variety were first listed in the Seed Savers Exchange Yearbook by Barbara Lund of Ohio who got the seeds from Charlie Knoy of Indiana. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Branscomb’s Orange**- Mid-season, Semi-determinate, orange on the outside, very deep orange inside, 4 to 6 oz. globe shaped fruits. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Caro Red**- Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, very deep carrot orange flesh, globe shaped, 6 to 8 oz. fruit, semi acid. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Caro Rich**- Mid-season, Semi-determinate, Regular Leaf, medium sized deep orange, high carotene fruits. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

**Dakota Gold**- Mid-season, Determinate, 10 oz. globe, yellow skin and flesh, excellent yield. Released from North Dakota State University by Dr. Holland in 1984. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**de Barao Gold**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, 2 to 4 oz. orange-yellow, elongated globe shaped fruits. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Double Rich**- Mid-season, Determinate, Regular Leaf, deep orange red, between golf ball and baseball size globe. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**De Wiese Streaked**- Late, great yields of large, beefsteak type 16 oz. plus fruits, red-gold bicolor. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed (Limit 1 Pkt.)

**Dr. Wyche’s Yellow**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, good yield of about 1 pound fruits that are gold at maturity, sparse foliage, some green shoulders, nice balanced taste. Dr. Wyche was of Cherokee heritage and made available many Cherokee varieties of vegetables to Seed Savers Exchange; he also lived near a zoo and used zoo doo for his lush gardens. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed
Earl of Edgecombe- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, high yield of 6 to 10 oz. globe fruits of vivid orange, usually blemish free, assertive, delicious taste. When the 6th Earl of Edgecombe died his nearest living relative was found on a sheep farm in New Zealand and when that person returned to England to assume the title of 7th Earl of Edgecombe he brought the seeds for this variety with him. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Extra Eros Zlatolaska- Early, Determinate, 3 oz., plum shaped, semi meaty, orangish-red fruits. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Farnsworth- Late, Indeterminate, very large 1 to 2 pound fruits, yellow flesh, oxheart shape. Heirloom from the Iowa City, Iowa area. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

German Gold- Late, Indeterminate, oblate, golden yellow skin with red streaks, approximately 1 pound sized fruits. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Glory of Moldova- Mid-season, Semi-determinate, 4 oz., golf ball sized, orange globe fruits, huge yields. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Gold Ball- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, high yield of 2 to 3 oz. deep gold fruits growing in clusters of 6 to 8, tangy, assertive taste, introduced by the Livingston Seed Co. in 1892. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Golden Bison- Early, Determinate, Regular Leaf, very productive, light lemon yellow, medium sized. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Golden Delight- Early, Determinate, oblate, 6 oz., yellow-orange, slightly acid. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Golden Ponderosa- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, fruits ribbed at top. First introduced in 1914 by the Peter Henderson Seed Company. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Golden Queen- Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, 6 to 8 oz., pale yellow fruits. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Goldie- Late, Indeterminate, oblate, yellow, 10 oz. fruits. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Herman’s Yellow- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, medium yield of 12 oz. to 1 pound heart shaped fruits with typical droopy, wispy foliage, very good balanced taste, not sweet. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Hillbilly- Late, bicolor, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, excellent yield of red/gold bicolor fruits in the 1 pound range, soft flesh, sweet and fruity in most seasons, an heirloom from West Virginia. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Hughes- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, moderate to high yield of about 1 pound beefsteaks that stay a light yellow at maturity, sparse foliage cover, super sweet and juicy, from Madison County, Indiana. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Jaune Negib- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, moderate to high yield of 6 to 8 oz. oblate globes, light taste but not bland. A nice early variety that may have scalloped shoulders at times. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Kelloggs Breakfast- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, high yield of about 1 pound beefsteak fruits, outstanding taste, juicy, originally introduced by Darrell Kellogg of Michigan. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Large German- Mid-season, Indeterminate, high yielding, 10 to 12 oz. deep orange fruits, uniformly round shape, semi-sweet, excellent. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Lillian’s Yellow Heirloom- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, moderate yield of about 1 pound clear yellow colored beefsteaks at maturity, great rich taste, creamy flesh, tender skin, very few seeds, the variety originated with Lillian Bruce of Tennessee. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Lucky Cross- Late, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, moderate yield of gold/red bicolor fruits in the 1 pound range, a stabilized variety from a natural cross between Brandywine and an unknown other parent. One of the best bicolors, taste wise. Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

Mandarin Cross- Late, Indeterminate, deep orange fruit, 10 oz. average, thick and meaty. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Manyel- Mid-season, Regular Leaf, high yield of oblate yellow globes that turn gold at maturity, sparse foliage, said to be a Native American variety but no documentation. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Marizol Gold- Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, bicolor fruit. For years I have struggled to get a decent crop from this variety. 2013 proved to be the year for it as the plants produced an unbelievable amount of huge 1 to 3 pound fruits so heavy, the fruit covered the foliage. Despite their lateness there were very few that were not in excellent shape and flavor despite the amount of fruit per plant, each was fantastic. Pkt. $3.00 Limit 1 Certified Organic Seed

Old Yellow CANDYSTRIPES- Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, large pale yellow fruits with a semi-pink center, about 1 pound in size. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Orange- Mid-season, Indeterminate, 14 oz. globe shaped bright orange fruits. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Orange Crimea- Late, Semi-determinate, 8 to 12 oz., large, peach shaped fruits of orange color. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Orange Minsk- Early, Semi-determinate, Regular Leaf, medium-large, carrot orange, globe-like fruit. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Orange Oxheart- Late, Indeterminate, nice 12 to 16 oz. orange colored oxheart type. Exceptional yields. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed
| **Orange Strawberry** | Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, about 1 pound deep orange hearts, dense flesh. Not related to German Red Strawberry. Orange Strawberry derived from a stray seed in a commercial pack of the tomato variety Pineapple. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed |
| **Orangeheart** | Late, Indeterminate, semi-sweet, 6 to 8 oz. fruits, globe shaped, pale orange in color. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed |
| **Paragon Yellow** | Mid-season, Indeterminate, orange-yellow, 8 oz. sized, globe shaped fruits. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed |
| **Paw Paw** | Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, flat ribby, burnt yellow with slight red streaks. Great blight tolerance. Yield is not all that great but fruits are all 1 pound or more. An heirloom from West Virginia, donated by Randy Sine. This dates back to that area for at least 80 years. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed |
| **Persimmon** | Late, Indeterminate, large, 1 pound slicer, average yields but high quality. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed |
| **Plum Lemon** | Mid-season, Indeterminate, skin color and fruit shape look like perfect lemons. The plants yield phenomenal amounts of 2 to 4 oz. sized fruit. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed |
| **Primary Colors** | Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular leaf. One of the oldest looking tomatoes I have ever grown. A strange yellow color, not bright not dark but almost transparent with a purplish cap and streaks some of which are almost red. Donated by Curt Burroughs. Fruit are medium sized. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed |
| **Red Streak** | Late, Indeterminate, bicolor beefsteak type, 12 to 16 oz. fruits. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed |
| **Regina's Yellow** | Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, moderate yield of 1 to 2 pound bicolor beefsteaks, taste, as with most bicolors, is sweet and fruity in most seasons, variety originally from Regina Yaniciel of Ohio. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed |
| **Reid's Yellow** | Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, large globe shaped deep yellow fruits. One that Tom Knoche gathered in southern Ohio with an old history. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed |
| **Rose Beauty** | Early, Semi-determinate, Regular Leaf. A flavorful nice yellow tomato, medium sized globe. Heirloom. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed |
| **Roughwood Golden Plum** | Mid-season, Indeterminate, thick, green foliage, round 2 to 4 oz., bright golden, plum sized fruits, thick, paste like flesh. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed |
| **Ruby Gold** | Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, bi-color type, large beefsteak. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed |
| **Ruby Rakes Yellow** | Mid-season, Indeterminate, 2 to 3 oz. globe, lemon yellow skin, yellow flesh, above average yield. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed |
| **Schellenberg's Favorite** | Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, deep yellow skin, darker yellow flesh. Large size fruit. Heirloom from Germany. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed |
| **Small Lap** | Mid-season, Semi-determinate, slightly oblate, 8 to 12 oz. orange globe, very heavy producer. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed |
| **Sunny-** | Late, Indeterminate, Orange Yellow, globe shaped fruits. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed |
| **Tangerine** | Mid-season, Indeterminate, orange fruit, 8 to 12 oz. tangerine shaped fruits. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed |
| **Tasmanian Yellow** | Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf. Large yellow flattened globe. Nice productive plants with uniform fruit. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed |
| **Tennessee Sweet** | Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, large flat yellow orange globe. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed |
| **Transparent** | Mid-season, oblate, similar to Lutescent in strangeness as the fruits are a clear color, very blight tolerant, golf ball size, mild and juicy, strange feel to fruit, reminds one of “gummy bears”. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed |
| **Turkey Champ** | Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, large golden/orange globe tomato. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed |
| **Wisconsin 55 Gold** | Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, 6 to 8 oz. round globe fruits of a medium orange color. Sent to us by Martin Longseth who obtained the seed from a University of Wisconsin student who found a single plant in a field of Wisconsin 55 Red near Kenosha. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed (Limit 1 Pkt.) |
| **Yellow Belgium** | Late, Indeterminate, 8 to 12 oz. round fruit, orange flesh and skin, average yield. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed |
| **Yellow Egg** | Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, nice, bright yellow, hen egg size fruits. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed |
| **Yellow Ruffled** | Mid-season, Indeterminate, 8 to 10 oz. fruits. A continuously segregating gene pool of very ruffled fruits, excellent for salads and unique decorations. The colors are listed separately, but on occasion colors occur where they aren’t expected. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed |
| **Yoder’s German Yellow** | Mid-season, Regular Leaf, pale orange beefsteak, huge fruits, fabulous yields. Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed |
TOMATO-KEEPING

Keep the fruits off of the ground when being grown and harvest prior to frost. Fruits have kept until February from an October picking. For best keeping quality, pick as late in the season (but prior to frost) then store (with fruits not touching) in a cool, dark basement.

Giraffe - Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, never really ripens, stays hard and green. I am sure the best use for this is breeding as a gift of a plant and keep them guessing when it will ripen. Yield is very high. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Green Paint - Late, Semi-determinate, Regular Leaf, hard green, slowly changes color. Very firm flesh. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Green Thumb - Late, Determinate, compact plants producing 4 oz., very hard, green tomatoes. After several months of storage, the fruits ripen to a pale yellow with reddish gel around the seeds Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Lenan Yellow - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, hard fleshed lemon yellow fruit. 8 to 12 oz. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Old Fashioned Garden Peach - Early, Semi-determinate, globe shape, pale peach skin, cream flesh with pink blush, 12 to 14 oz. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Etoile Blanche d’Anvers - Mid-season, Indeterminate, small sized, 4 to 6 oz., white fruits from France. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Isis - Mid-season, Indeterminate, pale, clear white fruits, 1 pound in size. This was named years before the current controversial group of the same name. Pkt. $1.75 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

Market White - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, firm, flat globe, clear yellowish white. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Snowball - Late, Indeterminate, white, 6 to 8 oz. sized fruit on large plants. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Wapsipinicon Peach - Late-Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, high yield of golf ball sized fruits that are creamy yellow with a fuzzy surface, juicy and sweet. (Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed)

White - Late, Indeterminate, oblate, 6 to 10 oz., cream skin and flesh. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

White Beauty - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, nice white globe slicer. 6 to 8 oz. fruits. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

White Lightning - Midseason- Developed by Curt Burroughs, a large pale yellow color. produces a large amount of large sized fruit with a flavor that works well with Mexican food. Better tasting than most white’s. pkt. $2.50

White Peach - midseason - soft fruits that have a soft mellow flavor. pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

White Potato Leaf - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, 8 to 12 oz. fruits, white skin. Pkt. $2.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

White Queen - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, high yield of oblate white to pale ivory to pale yellow fruits (depends on the degree of foliage cover), about 6 to 8 oz., sweet and fruity, one of the better tasting whites, probably introduced by Earl May Seed Co. in 1941. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed (Limit 1 pkt.)

White Wonder - Late, Indeterminate, flat white beefsteak type, 10 to 12 oz. in size. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

TOMATO-WHITE TO CREAM

All of these have white or cream flesh and skin color.

Big White - Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, cream colored, 6 to 10 oz. fruits, good yield. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Big White Pink Stripe - Mid-season, Indeterminate, globe shape, pale peach skin, cream flesh with pink blush, 12 to 14 oz. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Etoile Blanche d’Anvers - Mid-season, Indeterminate, small sized, 4 to 6 oz., white fruits from France. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Old Ivory Egg - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, egg shaped, ivory in color. Flesh is sweet and fresh tasting. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Snowball - Late, Indeterminate, white, 6 to 8 oz. sized fruit on large plants. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Wapsipinicon Peach - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, high yield of golf ball sized fruits that are creamy yellow with a fuzzy surface, juicy and sweet. (Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed)

White - Late, Indeterminate, oblate, 6 to 10 oz., cream skin and flesh. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

White Beauty - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, nice white globe slicer. 6 to 8 oz. fruits. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

White Lightning - Midseason- Developed by Curt Burroughs, a large pale yellow color. produces a large amount of large sized fruit with a flavor that works well with Mexican food. Better tasting than most white’s. pkt. $2.50

White Peach - midseason - soft fruits that have a soft mellow flavor. pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

White Potato Leaf - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, 8 to 12 oz. fruits, white skin. Pkt. $2.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

White Queen - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, high yield of oblate white to pale ivory to pale yellow fruits (depends on the degree of foliage cover), about 6 to 8 oz., sweet and fruity, one of the better tasting whites, probably introduced by Earl May Seed Co. in 1941. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed (Limit 1 pkt.)

White Wonder - Late, Indeterminate, flat white beefsteak type, 10 to 12 oz. in size. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed
**TOMATO-GREEN**

**Cherokee Green** - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, high yield of oblate, sometimes ribbed fruits, about 10 to 12 oz., excellent taste, a stable mutation from the variety Cherokee Chocolate. Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

**Dwarf Emerald Giant** - Mid-season, Semi-determinate, Rugose dwarf leaf type. Large flat fruit between 12 to 16 oz. Fruit is sparse but flavorful. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed. OSSI pledged variety

**Evergreen** - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, high yield of 10 to 12 oz. oblate green fruits with an amber blush, juicy and sweet as are most green when ripe. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Green Giant** - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, stays green all the way to the end, not yellowing like most green tomatoes. Large, ribby fruits that are not particularly seedy. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Garden Lime** - Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, semi-sweet, 12 oz., greenish golden fruits. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Green Pineapple** - Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, 10 to 12 oz. greenish fruits. Pkt. $2.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

**Green Zebra** - Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, high yield of 2 to 4 oz. fruits, gold/green stripes on dark green fruits, on the sweet side for some folks, but not all, bred by Tom Wagner. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

**Grub’s Mystery Green** - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, high yield of 8 to 12 oz. green-gold beefsteak type fruits with excellent flavor. From David “Grub” Lockwood of Sydney, Australia. Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

**Lime Green Salad** - Mid-season, Determinate, bush type, 2 to 4 oz. salad tomato. Fruits are green streaked with yellow. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Malachite Box (Malakhitovaya Shkatulka)** - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, wonderful green globe, bottom turns light yellow when ripe. A Russian variety bred in Siberia. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Moldovan Green** - Mid-season, Indeterminate, 10 oz., semi flattened, green-gold colored fruits, above average yields. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**White Zebra** - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf. A slightly paler version of Green Zebra, not truly white but a light green. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

---

**TOMATO-BLACK, GRAY OR BRONZE**

(41) varieties to choose from

**Ananas Noire** - Mid-season, Indeterminate. Black Pineapple, really quite ugly with a mixture of dark colors. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Bear Creek** - Mid-season. Large, dark beefsteak, excellent flavor and production. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Black** - Mid-season, Semi-determinate, oblate, deep purple bronze colored, semi-acid, juicy 16 oz. plus fruits. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Black Burgundy** - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, bronze green to purplish cast, globe fruit. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Black From Tula** - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, high yield of smoky, dark reddish black fruits about 8 oz., green shoulders. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Black Krim (Organic seed)** - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, good yield of 10 to 16 oz. dark grey-black fruits, supposedly from the island of Krim in the Black Sea. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed (Please specify Organic seed.)

**Black Krim (Non-Organic)** - Same description as above. Pkt. $2.00

**Black Pear** - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, 8 to 10 oz. grey brown fruits, Bartlett pear size. Pkt. $2.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

**Black Prince** - Mid-season, Indeterminate, 6 to 8 oz., grey-brown, semi-sweet, globe shaped fruits. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed (Limit 1 Pkt.)

**Black Seaman** - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, bronze green in color, semi flattened globe. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Black Zebra** - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, 4 to 6 oz., good yield of black fruits with green stripes, good flavor. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Bordo** - Mid-season, Indeterminate, 8 to 12 oz. globe shaped fruits, red-brown with green under color, above average yields. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Brandywine, Black** - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, dark grey/pink fruits with slightly green shoulders, average 10 to 12 oz, from a natural cross between Brandywine and an unknown black variety. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Cherokee Chocolate** - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, high yield of reddish/bronze fruits in the 10 to 12 oz. range, a stable mutation from Cherokee Purple where the epidermis has gone from clear to yellow. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed (Limit 1 Pkt.)

**Cherokee Purple** - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, high yield of purplish/pink oblate fruits in the 12 oz. range, represented as an heirloom from the Cherokee Nation. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed (Limit 1 Pkt.)
Clear Lake Heirloom - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, deep purple black fruits, 8 to 12 oz., flattened globe. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Cuban Black- Mid-season, Semi-determinate, oblate, 6 oz. reddish bronze fruit. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed
de Barao Black- Mid-season, Indeterminate, 4 to 6 oz., round globe, grayish black semi-sweet fruit. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

Giant Fiolet- Mid-season, Indeterminate, 8 to 12 oz., deep ribbed, pink-purple fruit. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Green Oxheart - Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, large semi oxheart with deep green shoulders, bronze purple cast overall. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Huge Black- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, a nice, bronze black, up to 1 lb. or more. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Indian- Mid-season, Indeterminate, 12 to 16 oz. reddish green (bronzish) fruit with green shoulders, acid taste. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Indian Stripe- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, a strain of Cherokee Purple that has fruits of a lighter color, more fruits per truss and slightly smaller in size. All else is the same as Cherokee Purple. Cherokee Purple was from Tennessee and Indian Stripe was found in South Central Arkansas where the Cherokee had (and still have) a presence. Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

J D’s Special C Tex- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, excellent producer of great tasting 3 to 5 inch purple-black fruits. Similar to Cherokee Purple. Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

Korney’s Cross- Late, Semi-determinate, Regular Leaf, color is deep purplish red to almost black and is very unique. Very high production. Please be aware that there may still be some variability in size and shape on this variety. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed (Limit 1 Pkt.)

Little Dixie- midseason, indeterminate, regular leaf, flat globe, 8-12 ounce fruits with deep purple green skin. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Noir de Crimee- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, very deep purple black, similar to Black Krim but some folks find the yield to be higher and the taste better than Black Krim. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Noire des Cosebeuf- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, high yield of 6 to 8 oz. dark pink/purplish oblate fruits, scalloped shoulders, assertive taste. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Nyagous- Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, 6 oz. grayish brown fruits, globe shaped. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Perth Pride - from the Dwarf Project, a nice, dark colored, intense flavored type. Pkt. $2.50 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed OSSI pledged variety.

Plum Black- Mid-season, Indeterminate, 1.5 oz., plum shaped, grey-green to blackish fruit. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Poll Robson Angolan (aka Paul Robeson)- Early, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, greenish red/brown fruits about 6 oz. I received the seed with the name as is listed here and while the assumption is that it’s the same as the variety Paul Robeson, that isn’t known for sure. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Purple Calabash- Mid-season, Indeterminate, oblate, very wrinkled, dark pink-purple, 3 to 4 oz. fruit. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Purple Hillbilly- Mid-season, Semi-determinate, deep, dark pink fruits averaging about 1 pound. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Purple Light- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, large, flattened globe with a purple cast. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Purple Russian- Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, wispily foliage, plum shaped fruit, deep purple. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Purple Smudge- Late, Indeterminate, pinkish-red, 2 to 4 oz. It is listed here because it is the only tomato that I know of that in the unripe stage the fruits will get a deep, eggplant purple color when maturing during cool weather. This deep eggplant purple will not show if they ripen during a warm period of time. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Purple Wonder- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, beautiful, purplish red cast to fruit. Shape is flattened globe. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Super Black- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, bronze green to deep purple color, flattened globe, medium size fruit. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Violet Jasper- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, a most interesting fruit color that is purplish brown with green streaks. Fruits are a large salad tomato size of 2 to 4 oz. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

**TOMATO-STUFFING**

These are almost like a bell pepper in type. They are superb for stuffing with egg, tuna or chicken salad or use your imagination for an elegant entrée. Packets will contain at least 25 seeds, usually 50 to 100.

Costolato Genovese- Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, blocky red stuffing type. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Italian Quadratic Yellow- Mid-season, Indeterminate, 4 oz., peach sized, bright yellow fruits with a distinctive nipple at the blossom end. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Novogogoshary- Mid-season, Semi-determinate, red fruits, 6 oz., 4 lobed, huge yields. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed
Tomango- Late, Indeterminate, 2 to 4 oz., not quite as hollow, stuffing type, red with yellow streaks. Shows some variability in size. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

TOMATO-PASTE

We have separated out these varieties for their thick flesh and because their predominant use is for paste or sauce. We’ve established this category from our data. Classification here in our catalog does not always agree with everyone’s opinion. Packets will contain at least 25 seeds, usually 50 to 100.

Akers Plum Pink- Early, Semi-determinate, above average yields, 4 oz. sweet, pinkish colored, thick, broad, pear shaped paste tomato. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Akers Plum Red- Early, Semi-determinate, red version of above, but not as high a yield, slightly more diverse in shape. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Amish Paste - Mid-season, Indeterminate, 8 oz., red, sweet heart shaped. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Banana- Mid-season, Indeterminate, beautiful, persimmon colored, 3 oz. paste tomatoes, excellent yields. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Banana Legs- Early, Semi-determinate, 3 oz. yellow paste, streaked fruits, nipple on the blossom end, above average yields. The yields and quality of fruits in 2013 were phenomenal. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Bisignavo #2 - Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, wilt gene, large red heart shaped paste tomato. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Casady's Folly- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, 4 inch long paste that is striped cherry red with carrot red zig zags. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Ceman- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, large pinkish, fat sausage torpedo shape Superb yields and quality. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Chico III- Early, Determinate, Regular Leaf, 3 oz., orange/red, heavy producer. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Chinese Red- Mid-season, Indeterminate, 6 oz., sweet, red paste. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Doucet's Plum Red (Doucet's Q-200RV) - Early, Determinate, superb yield, 3 oz. red fruits, blocky plum shape. Developed in Quebec. Not a true paste type. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

E.M. Banana- Late, Determinate, average yields, big, long 6 oz. red paste tomatoes. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Giannini - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, large blocky, red paste tomato. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Goldman’s Italian American- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, high yielding, about 1 lb., blood red, ribbed paste tomato. Fruit is fig shaped and described by Amy Goldman as “very heavy in the hips”. Reasonably firm, meaty and juicy; makes a very creamy sauce. Named for Amy’s father’s grocery store

Greenbush Italian- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, large blocky paste oxheart type with excellent yields of 1 pound plus fruits. A true oxheart type grown for years in the Greenbush area of Madison, Wisconsin by both German and Italian immigrants. Thanks to Martin Longseth for sending this to us. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

Heidi- Mid-season, Determinate, Regular Leaf, very high yield of 3 to 4 oz. pear shaped fruits, thick walls with tender skin, very meaty and great for sauce. Original seeds from Cameroon, Africa. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Hungarian Italian- Mid-season, Indeterminate, very prolific, red, 3 oz. paste tomato, few seeds. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Jersey Giant- Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, large, long red paste. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Kiev- Mid-season, Semi-determinate, Regular Leaf, high yield of fruits, bomb shaped, in the one pound range, some concentric cracking, somewhat meaty but juicy as well, good foliage cover of very narrow leaves. Seed origin is from an immigrant to the US who brought the seeds from Kiev, Ukraine. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

King Humbert (Roi Humbert)- Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, high yield of 2 to 4 oz. pear shaped fruits, probably one of the few pre-1800 varieties still around. Skin can be tough. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

La Roma- Mid-season, Semi-determinate, orange/red, 1.5 oz. Earlier productive version of Roma, with very hard fruits. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Long Tom- Late, Indeterminate, red, 4 oz. oblong paste tomatoes. Pkt. $3.00 Limit 1, Certified Organic Seed

Manchester Plum- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, large, globe shaped paste. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Marissa’s Italian Plum- Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, very large paste tomato. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Martino’s Roma- Late, Determinate, rugose (puckered) deep green foliage, high yield of about 2 oz. fruits, very meaty and good for sauce. Thought to be an heirloom from western New York state. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Miracle of World- Late, Indeterminate, red, 3 to 4 oz., long hard paste. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Morena- Late, Indeterminate, red, 3 to 4 oz., very hard paste. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed
**Napoli**- Mid-season, Semi-determinate, 2 to 3 oz., red skin and flesh, paste tomato, excellent yield. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**New Zealand Pear**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, 4 oz. pink pear shaped fruits. I obtained this one from a lady at the Nez Perce County Fair in Idaho in 1982. She had brought the seed back from a trip to New Zealand. I was immediately impressed with the color, shape and texture of the fruit. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Roma**- Late, Semi-determinate, 4 oz. red paste tomatoes. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Roman Candle**- Late, Indeterminate, long, deep golden yellow, paste type tomato. (UNAVAILABLE FOR 2018)

**San Marzano**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, 2 to 3 oz. paste type. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**10 Fingers of Naples**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, 2 oz. sweet, red paste type tomato that has fruits borne in clusters. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Tolli Roma**- Mid-season, Semi-determinate, 2 to 3 oz. red, oblong fruits. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Veepro**- Mid-season, Determinate, average size paste. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Vera Pepper Tomato**- Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, large paste, very firm flesh. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Vilms**- Mid-season, Semi-determinate, extremely productive, 2 oz. red paste tomato, juicier than most paste tomatoes. Huge yields. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Wuhib**- Mid-season, Semi-determinate, Regular Leaf, huge set of 2 to 4 oz red plum, meaty with few seeds, great for sauce. Seeds originally from an open market in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Yellow Bell**- Late, Indeterminate, 3 oz. paste tomatoes of a pale yellow color. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**TOMATO - CHERRY/SALAD**
(95 varieties to choose from)

All of the tomatoes in this category are in some way or another classified as small enough to be a cherry/salad tomato. Packets will contain at least 25 seeds, usually 50 to 100.

**ABC Potato Leaf**- Early, Indeterminate, very small, very sweet red cherry. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Ace Potato Leaf**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, medium red cherry. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Alberto Shatters**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, currant type, tough skin, seedy and crunchy, very high yields, good flavor, very tiny fruit in abundance. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Amish Salad**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, high production of pink oval cherries, mild pleasant flavor, fruits stay well on the vase. Originated with an Amish family in Illinois. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Anait Red Cherry**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, very large cherry, red flesh and skin. Very heavy yields, low cracking. Originally from Tasmania. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

**Anne Sunshine**- Midseason- indeterminate plants with regular leaves. Fruits are a fancy shaped yellow pear. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Black Cherry**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, very productive, deep purple bronze colored cherry. Thanks to David Asher of Hawaii for sending us this. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Blondkopfchen**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, small yellow fruited cherry. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Blush**- Early, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, perhaps a bit large to be called a cherry, but a smaller salad tomato. Red flesh, soft skin, streaked skin at the top. A continuous cropper. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

**Borgo Cellano**- Early, Indeterminate, large, red cherry with nipple on blossom end. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

**Brownberry**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, reddish-brown, semi-sweet, large cherry, above average yields. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Burgess Lemon**- Early, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, tiny, very high yielding, bright yellow cherry. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Camp Joy**- Early, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, very prolific, large red cherry, .75 to 1 oz., very good, sweet flavor, steady production all season. Developed by Alan Chadwick, this tomato is also known by the name of Chadwick’s Cherry. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Captain Lucky**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, large red round cherry. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Carbon Copy**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, small purple black cherry that is very sweet. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Casino Chips**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, a very large red cherry of good flavor. Plants can get quite large. A sport of a variety from Italy. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

**Cheesemans (L. cheesmanii)**- Early, Indeterminate, looks and tastes like the “grape” tomatoes from the grocery store. Red/orange fruits in huge masses. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Chocolate Cherry**- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, deep color, perfect size cherry tomatoes that are a nice chocolate brown. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed
Cluj- Early, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, small, high yielding medium yellow-orange cherry. Originally from Romania. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Coyote- Early, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, high yield of 0.5 inch, round fruits, pale yellow to translucent, fruity taste, seeds originally from Domenga (Maye) Clement from Vera Cruz, Mexico. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Cooks Island - Late, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, larger, harder fleshed red cherry. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Dr. Carolyn- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, medium, 0.5 oz., cream yellow cherry. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Dr. Carolyn Pink- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, prolific set of cherry tomatoes with excellent taste. Still some variability as to size of cherry tomatoes, smaller ones seem to have the better flavor. Pkt. $2.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

Ester Hess Yellow Cherry- Early, Indeterminate, an Iowa heirloom, large, deep yellow cherry. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

Fargo Yellow Pear - Early, Semi-determinate, Regular Leaf, a slightly larger yellow pear. Unbelievable yields. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Farthest North- Early, Semi-determinate, Regular Leaf, orange red cherry that produces an unrealistically large amount of fruit. When the plants bloom they can be spotted from a great distance by the yellow mound of flowers. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Fence Row- Mid-season, Indeterminate, large sized, red, cherry tomatoes. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Fox Cherry - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, large sized, very productive cherry. Thanks to the folks at Vegetable Land for their donation of this variety. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Galina's- Early, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, high yields of bright yellow cherry tomatoes throughout the season, excellent sweet flavor. Heirloom from Siberia. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

Gleckler's Yellow Cherry- Early, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, super high yields of nickel sized, bright yellow cherry tomatoes. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Golden Egg- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, oval, deep gold out, lemon yellow in, 1 1/2 inches long, semi-sweet. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

Grape - Early, Indeterminate, similar to the grocery store grape in size, color and texture, very productive. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Green Doctors- Early, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, good yield, green cherry sport of Dr. Carolyn, excellent, sweet/tart flavor. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed (Limit 1 Pkt.)

Green Gage- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, good yield of 2 to 3 oz round fruits that are yellow when ripe. The gel capsule around seeds is green and changes color when the fruits are ripe. If eaten when the green gel capsules are still green the taste is not good. Widely believed to be a pre-1800 variety and not named after the Green Gage plum which is green when ripe. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

Green Grape- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, high yield of green fruits with an amber blush when ripe, inside is neon green, excellent taste, thick foliage, very tiny seeds. Bred by Tom Wagner. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

Green Zebra Cherry - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, cherry version of Green Zebra. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Guernsey Island Pink Blush- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, a large grape tomato producing an abundance of oval fruits 1.5 to 2 inches long. The fruit has a pinkish red blush under satin gloss skin. Best used as a salad tomato or for fresh snacking. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Ida Gold- Early, Determinate, quick growing, deep orange, large cherry sized fruit. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

IM 83-1 Tall- Mid-season, Indeterminate, round, flattened, tiny sized cherry type, red skin and flesh, above average yield. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

Isis Candy- Early, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, yellow cream colored cherry tomato. Named prior to the current controversial group. Super sweet flavor. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Jaune Flamme'- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, great production of 2 to 3 oz round deep orange fruits, wonderful, rich taste. Originated in France. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Jungle Salad- Mid-season, Indeterminate, high yielding, medium sized semi-sweet red cherry. Superb for greenhouse. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

Kazachka Cherry - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, pink colored to reddish bronze colored cherry. Pkt. $2.50 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

Kazachka Cherry Purple - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, a unique shade of purple pink. Fruits are a plum shape but variable. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Lee Williams - Early, Indeterminate, a selection that produces mainly orange with occasional yellow and red fruits. Very productive. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Livingston Golden Ball- Mid-season, Indeterminate, golden, plum sized fruit, globe shape, tart, meaty, some blight tolerance. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed
Matina- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Potato Leaf, larger than average, red colored, cherry tomato. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Medovoe Serdts- midseason- indeterminate, regular leaf, a large golden orange plum. Pkt. $2.75, Certified Organic Seed

Medovaja Kapiya - Early, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, a superb tasting yellow pear type. Pkt. $2.50 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

Mexican Cocktail- Early, Indeterminate, huge yields of tiny, very sweet, red cherry tomatoes. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Mini Orange- Mid-season, Indeterminate, small round salad, brilliant orange color, fruits in clusters of 4 to 6, mild flavor. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Mirabell- Early, Indeterminate, very tiny, super productive yellow cherry. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Momentado - Early, Indeterminate, very productive, large red cherry. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Olive Loose Cluster - Early, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, very compact plants that produce an abundance of small cherry tomatoes. Excellent disease tolerance. Pkt. $2.75 Certified Organic Seed

Olivette Jaune- Mid-season, Indeterminate, large olive shaped yellow cherry tomatoes. From France. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

Packhouse- Mid-season, Indeterminate, large sized red cherry fruits. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Peacevine Cherry - Early, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, regular size cherry with 16 to 20 in a long cluster all ripening at once. Excellent flavor. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Pearly Pink Cherry- Mid-season, Indeterminate, very nice medium sized pink cherry tomato, excellent yield. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

Petitbec- Early, Determinate, Regular Leaf, globe, red, large cherry, huge yields. From Quebec. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Pink Ice- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, very high yield of pink oval fruits, mild tasting, good foliage cover. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Pink Plum- Mid-season, Indeterminate, excellent flavored plum sized fruits, deep pink. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Pink Snow - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, a 2014 Sand Hill Preservation Center introduction. A large pink cherry that develops a frosty look as it ripens in cooler conditions. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed OSSI pledged variety

Porter- Mid-season, Indeterminate, deep pink, oblong, large cherry, sweet, productive. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Principe Borghese- Mid-season, Indeterminate, a hard, crack-resistant large sized, red cherry tomato. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Red Pear- Early, Indeterminate, red, pear shaped, 1/2 thumb sized fruit. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Riesentraube- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, high yield of red oval fruits with pointed ends, huge blossom clusters can form with several hundred blossoms, usually about 30 to 40 fruits to the cluster, excellent tomato taste. The name translates from German as “giant bunch of grapes” or “large grape” and the variety is known by other names in different countries of Europe. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Rouge Flambee* Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, very large, bright red, drop shaped cherry. Selection from Jaune Flambee*, a Sand Hill Preservation Center introduction. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

RP 23-2- Mid-season, Indeterminate, large globe cherry, red skin and flesh, above average yield. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

Russian Currant- Mid-season, Indeterminate, not a true currant but a small, nice sized bright red cherry, cascading clusters of 10 to 12 fruits, mild flavor, heavy producer. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

Russian Mini Yellow- early, indeterminate regular leaved plants that are loaded with many creamy yellow tiny cherry sized fruit. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Sara's Galapagos- Late, Indeterminate, huge plants with clusters of tiny red currant type fruits that have a huge burst of wonderful tomato flavor. Collected by Amy Goldman in the Galapagos Islands and named after her daughter. Dr. Chatellet at University of California Davis feels it could well be a stable inter species cross, but to be safe it should be treated as a currant type. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

Snow White Cherry- Early, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, an abundance of ivory to pale yellow fruits, superb flavor. Bred by Joe Bratka and similar to his Super Snow White, Ghost and Rabbit varieties. One of our favorites, does well grown in a greenhouse. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Snowberry- Early, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, cream colored medium sized cherry. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Sweet Pea Currant - Early, Indeterminate, a nice yielding, refreshing tasting, currant tomato. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Tangella- Mid-season, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, excellent production of 2 to 3 oz deep orange fruits with a non sweet, rich flavor. Originated from a cross made in England and sister varieties are Craigella and Tigerella, the last one being the original Mr. Stripey. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Thai Pink Cherry - Early, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, hazy pink, thumb sized, firm flesh. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

Thai Pink Plum - Early, Indeterminate, Regular Leaf, an almost frosted pink color, small plum shaped cherry tomato. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed
**Thompson Seedless Grape** - Mid-season, Semi-determinate, bushy plants, compact foliage, closely resembles Green Grape. Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed

**Tiger Tom** - Mid-season, Indeterminate, large sized red striped with gold cherry. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Tigerly** - Mid-season, Indeterminate, Moldovan variety that is a large striped red cherry. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Tom Boy** - Early, Indeterminate, red cherry of average size, good flavor. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Tommy Toe** - Mid-season, Indeterminate, large red cherry. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**TSAC** - Mid-season, Indeterminate, high yielding, medium sized red cherry. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

**Unas Yellow Cherry** - Mid-season, Indeterminate, large lemon yellow cherry, with very good flavor and high yield. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Wheatly's Frost Resistant** - Early, Indeterminate, large plum shape, pink-red skin and flesh, excellent yield. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

**Whippersnapper** - Very Early, Determinate, pink/red cherry, plants seem to have more fruit than leaves. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Wickline Cherry** - Mid-season, Indeterminate, high yielding, good tasting pink colored fruit, large cherry size. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Yellow Cherry** - Early, Indeterminate, round, yellow cherry, high yields. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Yellow Currant** - Early, Indeterminate, globe shape, yellow flesh and skin, small with above average yield, plant size and foliage make it not a true currant. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Yellow Marble** - Early, Indeterminate, very vigorous, yellow, marble sized fruits in abundance. Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

**Yellow Pear** - Mid-season, Indeterminate, old-fashioned, thumb sized, pear shaped, yellow fruits. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Yellow Ping Pong** - Early, Indeterminate, very large, yellow cherry. Yellow version of Ping Pong. Pkt. $1.25 Certified Organic Seed

**Yellow Pygmy** - Early, Determinate, Regular Leaf, very tiny plants suitable for pots. Fruits are very tiny also. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed

---

**PEANUT**

Peanuts should be planted when the soil is warm, after the last frost. Keep as weed free as possible. We leave the peanuts in the shell for shipping purposes to prevent damage to the seeds. Please remove the peanuts from the shell before planting. I am sorry we lost all of our peanuts to rabbits and our friend Darrell in Alabama lost his to deer. I have already built a special fenced area to hopefully succeed in 2018

**Black Peanut** - 100 days - Normal looking pods until you open the pod and see the deep purple-black sweet nutty kernels. Carefully husk just before planting. 1 oz Pkt. $3.00

**Schronce Black** - 110 days - A little larger than Black. This variety has a long history. Later in season. 1 oz Pkt. $3.50

**Texas Red and White** - 120 days - beautiful red and white seeds 1 oz Pkt. $3.75

---

**ZINNIAS**

(18 varieties to chose from)

Zinnias are one of my favorite flowers and they do well here in Iowa. I hope to continue to add to the varieties we offer. Zinnia packets vary from 25 seeds on hard to produce varieties to several 100 on others.

**Benary's Giant Coral** - Tall, bushy plants, very large coral colored flowers. (Approximately 25 seeds) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Benary's Giant Orange** - Tall, bushy plants, very large orange colored flowers. (Approximately 25 seeds) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Benary's Giant Pink** - Large pink, very uniform. (Approximately 25 seeds) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Benary's Giant Wine** - Tall, bushy plants, very large deep magenta red flowers. (Approximately 25 seeds) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Benary's Giant Yellow** - Tall, bushy plants, very large yellow colored flowers. (Approximately 25 seeds) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Canary Bird** - Bright yellow, tall, bushy plants. (Approximately 100 seeds) Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

**Daffodil** - Bright yellow. (Approximately 100 seeds) Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Large Mixed** - A colorful mix of large flowering types, some will be striped. (Approximately 150 seeds) Pkt. $1.50

**Lavender Queen** - Pale, soft lavender, tall bushy plants. (Approximately 25 seeds) Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

**Orange King** - Bright orange. (Approximately 100 seeds) Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed
**Oriole** - Deep orange. (Approximately 100 seeds)  Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed  

**Polar Bear** - Pure white. (Approximately 100 seeds)  Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed  

**Red-Blue Spectrum** - A gorgeous multi-colored zinnia with red and purple tones. (Approximately 50 seeds)  $2.50 Certified Organic Seed  

**Royal Purple** - Darker purple. (Approximately 100 seeds)  Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed  

**Scarlet King** - Bright, fiery red. (Approximately 100 seeds)  Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed  

**Small Mixed** - Small pompon types. (Approximately 100 seeds)  Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed  

**Violet Queen** - Medium purple. (Approximately 100 seeds)  Pkt. $2.50 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed  

**Hollyhock, Black** - Pure blackish purple, beautiful.  Pkt. $2.50 (Limit 1 Pkt.)  

**Love in a Puff** - A unique vining annual from Oma Miles. Plants look vigorous but scrawny with tiny white flowers that eventually turn into air-filled seed pods which contain 1 to 2 round, small sweet pea sized seeds. Seeds are stuck together in a heart shape. (15 seeds) Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed  

**Marigold, Crackerjack** - Mix of orange and yellow. 2 to 3 feet tall, bushy. (Approximately 300 seeds)  Pkt. $1.25  

**Marigold, Petite Mix** - Small, dwarf plants.  

Approximately 100 seeds)  Pkt. $1.25  

**Melanapodium** - 2 feet tall, little yellow zinnia like flower, great border plant.  

Beautiful and tough. (Approximately 450 seeds)  Pkt. $1.50  

**Morning Glory, Giant Mix** - A mix of many colors.  

Pkt. $2.00  

**Morning Glory, Grandpa Ott’s** - The heirloom that started Seed Savers Exchange. Deep purple flowers with bright rose pink center star.  

Pkt. $2.00  

**Moss Rose** - Also known as Portulaca. My mother used to plant this in the rocks in front of our house when I was a child and in that thin layer of dust I can remember seeing the plants grow and produce colorful flowers. They grow well in the sandy soil we have here. Seeds are very fine and should be started indoors and transplanted. (Approximately 300 seeds)  Pkt. $1.25  

**Nasturtium, Alaska Mix** - Shorter plant, flowers of gold, orange, and salmon. Flowers and leaves can both be used in salads.  

Pkt. $2.25  

**Nasturtium, Dwarf Jewel Mixed** - Brilliant colored flowers that grow above the foliage.  

Pkt. $2.25  

**Nasturtium, Empress of India** - Brilliant scarlet flowers, 12 to 14 inches tall, flowers and leaves can be eaten in salads.  

Pkt. $2.25  

**Old Fashioned Petunia** - Beautiful and fragrant, mostly purple and white, rapid grower.  

(Approximately 80 seeds) Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.)  

Certified Organic Seed  

**Old Spice Mix Sweet Pea** - Colorful and fragrant, plant early for the best results.  

(Approximately 40 seeds) Pkt. $2.00  

**Poppies, California** - A nice, colorful poppy native to drier regions.  

(Approximately 1400 seeds) Pkt. $1.00  

**Poppies, Lauren’s Grape** - An unbelievably gorgeous, grape purple poppy.  

Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed  

**Poppies Mixed** - Colorful mix of Shirley type poppies.  

(Approximately 3000 seeds) Pkt. $1.50  

**Poppys, Peach** - Pastel colored poppy.  

(Approximately 3000 seeds) Pkt. $1.50 (Unavailable for 2018)  

**Purple Coneflower (Echinacea)** - Nice purple-pink flowers. A good native plant.  

(Approximately 300 seeds) Pkt. $1.75  

**Royal Mix Sweet peas** - a nice colorful mix of flowers on climbing plants  

Pkt. $2.00  

**Asters** - We are still experimenting with proper isolation distances in flowers. This will be a mix of many types. You will be assured a gorgeous color display. Late summer blooming. (Approximately 1000 seeds)  Pkt. $1.50  

**Bachelor Button** - a very old flower that tends to naturalize in abandoned areas. Flowers are various colors. I remember as a child seeing them around old abandoned houses in my arid area of Idaho where I lived. They can take a lot of stress.  

Pkt. $2.00  

**Chinese Lantern** - A perennial physalis. Gorgeous orange husks.  

Pkt. $2.00  

**Celosia- Pampus Plum** - colorful spikes of flowers on short plants. Colors tend to be red, orange and yellow.  

Pkt. $2.00  

**Cockscomb,Miles Old Fashioned** - Oma Miles sent us this old fashioned strain that doesn’t produce huge seed heads like the modern ones. It is all shades of red and multibranched.  

Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed  

**Four O’Clock** - A mixture of colors (some are striped), tall, bushy plants blooming late in the afternoon.  

These will attract all kinds of beautiful moths.  

(Approximately 75 seeds)  Pkt. $1.75  

**Foxy Foxglove** - Starts blooming when as short as 18 inches. Flowers are in spikes covered with dangling, thimble shaped flowers. Plant is poisonous.  

(Approximately 1000 seeds)  Pkt. $1.50  

**Hibiscus Sabdariffa** - (Rozella) Use calyxes for popular drink. Boil with sugar and ginger and drink. The “zing” in a popular tea. Pkt. $2.00  

**Himalayan Celosia** - Pretty, variegated, edible leaves (usually lightly steamed) Single crest red flowers on 2 to 3 foot plants.  

(Approximately 500 seeds) Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed  

**Hollyhock-** A colorful old fashioned flower growing 6 to 7 feet tall. An abundance of flower stalks in shades of pink, red, cream, white and black.  

(Approximately 100 seeds) Pkt. $1.50  

**Nasturtium, Alaska Mix** - Shorter plant, flowers of gold, orange, and salmon. Flowers and leaves can both be used in salads.  

Pkt. $2.25  

**Nasturtium, Dwarf Jewel Mixed** - Brilliant colored flowers that grow above the foliage.  

Pkt. $2.25  

**Nasturtium, Empress of India** - Brilliant scarlet flowers, 12 to 14 inches tall, flowers and leaves can be eaten in salads.  

Pkt. $2.25  

**Old Fashioned Petunia** - Beautiful and fragrant, mostly purple and white, rapid grower.  

(Approximately 80 seeds) Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.)  

Certified Organic Seed  

**Old Spice Mix Sweet Pea** - Colorful and fragrant, plant early for the best results.  

(Approximately 40 seeds) Pkt. $2.00  

**Poppies, California** - A nice, colorful poppy native to drier regions.  

(Approximately 1400 seeds) Pkt. $1.00  

**Poppies, Lauren’s Grape** - An unbelievably gorgeous, grape purple poppy.  

Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed  

**Poppies Mixed** - Colorful mix of Shirley type poppies.  

(Approximately 3000 seeds) Pkt. $1.50  

**Poppys, Peach** - Pastel colored poppy.  

(Approximately 3000 seeds) Pkt. $1.50 (Unavailable for 2018)  

**Purple Coneflower (Echinacea)** - Nice purple-pink flowers. A good native plant.  

(Approximately 300 seeds) Pkt. $1.75  

**Royal Mix Sweet peas** - a nice colorful mix of flowers on climbing plants  

Pkt. $2.00
Scarlet Cypress Vine- Delicate, fine cut foliage with small red, trumpet like flowers. Beautiful fence cover. Very prolific. Pkt. (25 seeds) $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Snapdragons- A mixture of types, though most will be tall. A complete range of colors. (Approximately 500 seeds) Pkt. $1.25

Splash Nicandra- (aka Shoo Fly Plant) 4 ft. tall plants with variegated leaves that are loaded with beautiful, blue flowers followed by ground cherry like husks with inedible fruit in them. (Approximately 580 seeds) Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

Stocks, Dwarf Mix - Old time flower with gray-green foliage. Soft colored flower spikes on 1 foot plants. Pkt. $2.00

Sweet William- A colorful dianthus that is a biennial. Plant one season, they flower the next. They are gorgeous in May and June and are loaded with pink, red and white flowers. They reseed themselves very well. (Approximately 500 seeds) Pkt. $1.25

Zehrina Hollyhock- A different species than regular hollyhock. The plants average 4 to 5 feet tall and are loaded the entire season (even after frost) with small purplish flowers that are striped. Truly a remarkable plant. As Fall progresses, it is the brightest spot on the farm. Flower production and color get more intense as the other plants die. I call it my anti depression flower. As everything else dies from frost it keeps blooming even when night time temperatures drop into the teens. (Approximately 450 seeds) Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

COTTON

Buranda - 135 days- a white boll type. Good tolerance to insects and drought. Pkt. (25 seeds) $3.00

Butternut Brown - 130 days - Very large, fluffy bolls, almost a khaki color. (Pkt. (25 seeds) $3.00

Egyptian Green - 115 days - Beautiful flowers on 3 to 4 foot tall plants followed by bolls that produce pale green cotton. Pkt. (25 seeds) $2.50; 3 Pkts. $6.00

Mississippi Brown- 135 days- Very late, Deeply lobed leaves with bolls that open to light tan to pale brown. Pkt(25 seeds) $3.00

Red Foliated White- 110 days- A very attractive plant that has reddish stems and leaves and easily gets 3 feet tall here. The earliest maturing we grow. Cotton is white in color. Pkt (25 seeds) $3.00

Seamist Green - 130 days - Lint is off green in color, bolls do not open up big, not a fluffy type. Pkt (25 seeds) $3.00

Tan - 115 days - 4 foot plants with tan to brown shaded cotton bolls. Pkt. (25 seeds) $2.00; 3 Pkts. $5.00

SESAME

Plant after frost is past. Thin to 1 plant every 4 inches. Care must be taken at harvest to keep the seed from shattering on to the ground. Approximately 1000 seeds/pkt.

Black- Shades of dark brown to black, Taller and more irregular than Line 31. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

Line 31- White seeded plants grow to about 3 1/2 to 4 feet tall. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed

TEFF

Brown Teff- A graceful grass, landscape plant. Seed is very tiny. Used as a cereal grain. Approximately 10,000 seeds/pkt. Pkt. $2.00

HERBS

Broadleaf Sage- Great for poultry dishes. (Approximately 135 seeds) Pkt. $1.50

Caraway- Used for the seeds in rye bread and German sauerkraut. (Approximately 1000 seeds) Pkt. $1.50

Double Parsley- A nice heavily curled type that does well and over winters here with some success. (Approximately 500 seeds) Pkt. $1.00

Dukat Dill- A shorter variety, dense foliage. (Approximately 1000 seeds) Pkt. $1.50

Ghanat Coriander- True coriander, strong flavored. (Approximately 175 seeds) Pkt. $1.50

Green Perilla- Beefsteak plant (Chiso). Japanese and Korean condiment, green coleus-like leaf with distinct smell. Seed must be frozen and then planted for best germination. (Approximately 200 seeds) Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed

Hamburg Rooted Parsley- A rooted version of parsley that also produces strong flavored tops. Pkt. $2.00

Holy Basil- Very strong smelling (almost clove like). (Approximately 300 seeds) Pkt. $1.50

Italian Single Leaf Parsley- A nice large plant, single plain leaf type. (Approximately 800 seeds) Pkt. $1.00

Lemon Basil- Strong scent of lemon. (Approximately 250 seeds) Pkt. $1.50

Lovage- Celery flavored herb. Add to soups and stews. (Approximately 250 seeds) Pkt. $1.50

Mammoth Dill- Large sized dill. Great for pickles. (Approximately 750 seeds) Pkt. $1.00

Oregano- The fragrant herb commonly used on pizza and in Italian dishes. Pkt. $2.00

Red Perilla- Japanese/Korean condiment. Red, coleus like leaf with a distinct smell. Seed must be frozen before planting for best germination. (Approximately 200 seeds) Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed
**Rosemary**- This has rapidly become my favorite cooking herb as Linda has been using it on various meat dishes. A perennial, best grown in a pot and very hard to germinate. Pkt. $2.00  

**Round Leaf Papalo**- A cilantro substitute grown in Mexico and Central America. Round leaves on about 3 foot plants. Plant very shallow and in warm soil only. Germination is erratic. (Approximately 35 seeds) Pkt. $1.75 Certified Organic Seed  

**Rue**- As far as herbal properties, we don’t use this, but it makes a wonderful plant next to the house with its grey green foliage and yellow seed heads.  
(Exactly 50 seeds) Pkt. $1.50  

**Salad Burnet**- A cucumber flavored leaf used in salads and as a garnish. It is a perennial and is decorative enough for the flower garden. (Approximately 35 seeds) Pkt. $2.00  

**Sweet Genovese Basil**- A very fragrant and useful plant that adds wonderful flavor to a spaghetti sauce. It also has a very strong basil flavor for pesto.  
(Approximately 175 seeds) Pkt. $1.25  

**Summer Savory**- Fragrant herb with a peppery taste used for seasoning many dishes. Pkt. $2.00  

**Toothache Plant**- Spilanthes cress - The mouth numbing leaves are a great plant for children. Used for teething and sore throats.  
Pkt. $3.00  Certified Organic Seed  

**GOURDS**  

**Acoma Rattle**- 100 days- Very flat, bowl shaped, most are the size of a dinner plate. We have a good supply of seed this year. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed  

**African Kettle**- 120 days- A rather large gourd averaging about 8 inches tall and 16 inches in diameter. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed  


**Apple**- 120 days- Fruits are shaped like a giant apple. Can be painted and used as decorative “apples”. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed  

**Bali Sugar Trough**- 105 days- Oblong shape about 18 inches long varying from 2 inches around at one end to 6 inches tall at the other. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed  

**Black Seeded Bottle**- 115 days - 6 to 8 inches long, bottle shaped. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed  
(Unavailable for 2018)  

**Caveman’s Club**- 110 days - Shaped like a club. Pkt. $2.00  

**Cheese Gourd**- 130 days- Ribbed cheese shaped gourd/squash. The seeds say gourd, but the flesh is slightly orange. The shell is hard. Looks like a designer pumpkin. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed  

**Chinese Bottle**- 100 days- Small size about 4 inches across and 5 inches tall, very much pear shaped. We had a great crop of this one this year. Pkt. $1.00 Certified Organic Seed  

**Corsica Flat**- 130 days- 8 to 10 inches across. A flattened bowl shape with an extra thick rind. Good shape for beginners. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed  

**Dinosaur**- 135 days- Ribbed, long curved neck, big bulb end. Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed  

**Dipper, Short Handled Green**- 120 days- 5 inch bowl, 14 inch handle. Skin is deep green, thick shelled. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed  

**Dipper, Short Handled Mottled**- 120 days- 5 inch bowl, 16 to 18 inch handle. Skin is green mottled white. Thick shelled. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed  

**Gakha**- 140 days- A big African trough gourd. 18 to 20 inches long, 7 inches wide at blossom end. Used for fermenting beverages and for storage. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed  

**Hopi Rattle**- 100 days - Similar to Acoma Rattle, but has a scar on the bottom. Pkt. $3.00  

**Japanese Siphon**- 140 days- 4 to 5 feet long. Skinny with slight bulge at the stem end. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed  

**Legendary Bottle**- 130 days- Thick shell, large bottle from Africa. Needs leaching for use as a liquid container. Pkt. $2.00  

**Little Man**- 120 days - Round shape, 4 to 6 inches, slight warting. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed  

**Longissima**- 97 days- Edible when less than 12 inches long, use like a zucchini. Similar to Italian Edible. Will grow much longer if left growing. (Unavailable for 2018)  

**Lump in the Neck Bottle**- 115 days- Rounded base and bulbous top. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed  

**Mayo Blobal**- 125 days - 10 to 12 inch bilobal shape, thick shelled. (Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed  

**Mayo Bule Warty**- 140 days- 10 to 12 inch bowls, 12 inches high, bowl covered with “warts”. Pkt. $3.00 (Limit 1 Pkt.) Certified Organic Seed  

**Mayo Gooseneck**- 125 days - 24 inches long if straight. Used for a hunting decoy. Do not trellis if you want the neck to curve and look like a goose. Pkt. $3.00 Certified Organic Seed  

**Mixed Types**- This is designed for the person that wants to grow them all, but has a tight budget of space or money. Pkt. $2.00 Certified Organic Seed  

**New Snake**- 120 days- 18 inches long by 3 inch diameter. Thin shell. Used for rattles, rain sticks, and fake snakes. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed
Nigerian Saybo - 110 days - Large bottle gourd, pointed end, bulbous neck. Pkt. $3.00  Certified Organic Seed

Penguin - 95 days- Bulbous at the base and a thinner top. Pkt. $1.50 Certified Organic Seed

Peru Sugar Bowl - 120 days - Fruits are 6 inches tall and 6 inches in diameter. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

South Sea Island Dipper - 120 days - 16 to 18 inches long, dipper section is 4 to 5 inches in diameter. Pkt. $2.50

Speckled Swan - 125 days - Ornamental shape. Pkt. $2.00

SSE Snake - 120 days - 20 inches long, 3 inches wide at blossom end. Thin, but sturdy shell, edible when small. Good rattle and snake scare. Pkt. $2.00

Tobacco Box - 120 days - 6 inch diameter, 3 inches tall, no neck. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

Water Jug - 120 days - Fruits average about 22 inches tall, 9 inches in diameter at the base and 2 inches at the stem end. Pkt. $2.25 Certified Organic Seed

Zucca Melon/Sheep's Nose - 130 days - 36 inches long and 12 inches in diameter. This is a very big gourd. The green rind was removed and candied for use in Panatone. Great bowl potential. Medium to thin shell. We planted our crop this year in mid June and ended up with 70 plus pound specimens by mid October. Pkt. $2.50 Certified Organic Seed

BOOKS AND NOTE CARDS

NOTE CARDS
Katie’s Assorted Note Cards- This is an assortment of 12 note cards (black and white) of the six (6) cover drawings Katie Weets has done for our Sand Hill Preservation Center catalog. This includes the drawing for the 2015 catalog cover. You will get at least one (1) of each of the six drawings with six (6) additional random assorted cards plus twelve (12) envelopes. 1 set of notecards - $11.00 (Postpaid)

GARDENING BOOKS

Epic Tomatoes - by Craig LeHoullier. $30.00 per copy

Seed to Seed - by seed saving expert, Suzanne Ashworth. $30.00 per copy

Starter Vegetable Gardens - by Barbara Pleasant. $22.50 per copy

The Organic Farming Manual - by Ann Larkin Hansen. $30.00 per copy

The Perfect Pumpkin - by Gail Damerow. $16.00 per copy

The Vegetable Gardener’s Container Bible - by Edward C Smith. $22.50 per copy

Tips for the Lazy Gardener - by Linda Tilgner. $15.50 per copy

Vertical Vegetables and Fruit - by Rhonda Massingham Hart. 176 pages, $18.00 per copy

POULTRY AND FARM ANIMAL BOOKS

An Introduction To Heritage Breeds - by D. Phillip Sponenberg, DVM, Jeannette Beranger, and Alison Martin of The Livestock Conservancy. $23.00 per copy

Chicken Coops (45 Building Plans for Housing Your Flock) - by Judy Pangman. $24.00 per copy

Keep Chickens! (Tending Small Flocks in Cities, Suburbs, and Other Small Spaces) - by Barbara Kilarski. $19.00 per copy

Fowl Play - by Patrick Merrell. $12.50 per copy

Pocketful of Poultry edited by Carol Ekarius. $13.50 per copy

Showing Poultry by Glenn Drowns. $11.00 per copy. (Please indicate if you would like for Glenn to autograph your copy.)

Storey’s Guide to Raising Chickens by Gail Damerow. $22.00 per copy

Storey’s Guide to Raising Ducks by Dave Holderread. $22.00 per copy

Storey’s Guide to Raising Turkeys by Don Schrider. $22.00 per copy

Storey’s Illustrated Guide to Poultry Breeds by Carol Ekarius. Paper $30.00 per copy

Storey’s Guide to Raising Poultry (fourth edition) by Glenn Drowns. $22.00 per copy

The Chicken Health Handbook by Gail Damerow. $22.50 per copy

COOKBOOKS

Bean to Bean by Crescent Dragonwagon. $19.00 per copy

Grandma’s Recipes from Homestead Publishers. $16.00 per copy

Simply Seven from Homestead Publishers. $20.00 per copy

The Basics and More Cookbook from Homestead Publishers. $20.00 per copy

The Practical Produce Cookbook from Homestead Publishers. $18.50 per copy

BOOKS FOR THE CHILDREN IN OUR LIVES

Barnyard Games & Puzzles by Helene Hovanec & Patrick Merrell. $14.00 per copy

Chicken Games & Puzzles - Another wonderful book by Patrick Merrell and Helene Hovanec. $14.00 per copy

Nature’s Art Box - Written by Laura C. Martin with drawings by David Cain. $19.00 per copy
On The Farm Sticker Book (EyeLike Stickers) - $10.00 per copy
Seasons Sticker Book (EyeLike Stickers) - $10.00 per copy
The Barnyard - Read-and-Play Sticker Book
Illustrations by Christina Wald and text by Lisa Hiley. $11.00 per copy
Your Chickens - A Kid's Guide to Raising and Showing by Gail Damerow. 7” x 10” - $18.00 per copy

SUPPORTERS AND DONORS
Sam Isham, Jean-Luc Gatard, Collin Zimmerman, J.P. Scheidel, James Stanken, Jeff Sage, James Stewart, Mary Overton, Jerry Krueger, Gary Hames, Mike Sondgeroth, Trina Pilanero, David Winnes, David and Sherry Sheppard, Timothy Fidler, Rebecca Redfried, Nicolai John Kobzev, James Gere, Bob Quist, Phillip Moore, William Bardall, Kelly Borgen, Stephen Johnson, Amy Goldman Fowler, Mike Louckes, Bradley Edin, Virginia Merlier.

SEED SHIPPING CHARGES
There is now a flat $3.00 charge for shipping on all seed orders going anywhere in the U.S.

Orders are filled in the order received in our office with payment enclosed. There can be up to a three week turn-around from our receiving the order to it being shipped during the peak season.

CANADIAN AND FOREIGN SEED SHIPPING

CANADIAN ORDERS: We can not ship bulbets, plants or roots to a Canadian address. Seed orders to a Canadian address must add $8.00 (American) for each order to cover the added postage costs. Payment must be sent in U.S. dollars. We can not accept payment in any foreign currency. Books require additional fees for postage. Please contact us for that charge. You do not have to add the $3.00 for US orders in addition to the $8.00 for Canadian Orders.

OTHER FOREIGN ORDERS: We can not ship bulbets, plants or roots to a foreign address. Please add $10.00 (American) to each order shipped to a foreign address (other than Canada). We will not ship more than packet quantities (no pound quantities, etc.). Payment must be sent in U.S. dollars. We can not accept payment in any foreign currency. Books require additional fees for postage. Please contact us for that charge. You do not have to add the $3.00 for US orders in addition to the $10.00 for foreign orders.

SEED ORDERING INFORMATION
We now have people who help us fill seed orders year round. Please expect that there could be some delays in shipping seeds between August 15 and December 30 because we are still processing the newly grown seed from the garden during that time. If you need your seeds for a Fall planting, we must receive your order in our office before August 15. Expect delays during the busy planting and growing season from May through August. Also, please be aware that the state of Iowa charges state sales tax on everything that we sell (including seeds and sweet potatoes). Iowa residents only must include 7% sales tax on seeds, bulbets, roots, books and sweet potatoes. Canadian and foreign seed orders have an additional charge for postage (see order form). PLEASE PAY IN U.S. FUNDS ONLY. If your payment is sent to us in any foreign currency, it will be returned to you unfilled.

SEED WARRANTY
All seed is germination tested and will meet Federal Standards. We always try to include extra seed if possible. As genetic preservationists, we are very concerned that our seed does germinate. If any should fail to germinate please let us know and we will be happy to replace it. We do not guarantee seed purchased in prior years for germination to maintain standard after the year stamped on the packet.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCE CAN WE BE HELD LIABLE FOR MORE THAN THE PURCHASE PRICE OF THE SEEDS.

THE SAFE SEED PLEDGE
We endorse the Safe Seed Pledge which states: “Agriculture and seeds provide the basis upon which our lives depend. We must protect this foundation as a safe and genetically stable source for future generations. For the benefit of all farmers, gardeners and consumers who want an alternative, we pledge that we do not knowingly buy or sell genetically engineered seeds or plants. The mechanical transfer of genetic material outside of natural reproductive methods and between genera, families or kingdoms, poses great biological risks as well as economic, political, and cultural threats. We feel that genetically engineered varieties have been insufficiently tested prior to public release. More research and testing is necessary to further assess the potential risks of genetically engineered seeds. Further, we wish to support agricultural progress that leads to healthier soils, genetically diverse agricultural ecosystems and ultimately people and communities.”
OPEN SOURCE SEED INITIATIVE

OSSI stands for the Open Source Seed Initiative. OSSI has three interconnected objectives. First, OSSI is a new way to save and exchange seed that ensures the seed will remain free of patents, licenses, and other restrictions on freedom to use. This method of exchange involves commitment to an Open Source Seed Pledge. Second, OSSI maintains a list of crop varieties that have been pledged as “freed seed” and provides a link to sources of seed for those varieties. Third, OSSI works to raise awareness of the importance of keeping seeds unencumbered from legal restrictions and free to be used, shared, saved, bred, and sold.

The OSSI Pledge reads: “You have the freedom to use these OSSI-Pledged seeds in any way you choose. In return, you pledge not to restrict others’ use of these seeds or their derivatives by patents or other means, and to include this pledge with any transfer of these seeds or their derivatives.

We are a partner seed company in this movement.

SWEET POTATOES

SWEET POTATO DESCRIPTIONS

We try to limit descriptions about flavor as flavor varies depending upon the individual and also upon the soil type and the climate where the variety is grown. My sweet potato tastes and Linda’s are not the same. I like dry and firm sweet potatoes with a slightly sweet taste. Linda likes smooth, moist and very sweet flavor. Your best bet is to keep trying different varieties until you find the one that fits your taste buds.

We are not using days to maturity for the sweet potatoes. Sweet potatoes need hot weather. Days to maturity is very subjective. 90 days in my native Idaho mountain valley and 90 days here in Iowa are not anywhere close to the same. Heat units or growing degree days is the only way to accurately determine maturity. Our plants here are usually planted the last week of June and are dug the last week of September (or about 90 days).

Maturity Criteria

Early - at 90 days here in Iowa these have reached full size.
Early/Midseason- at 90 days the majority of roots are full sized and mature.
Mid-season - at 90 days here in Iowa these still have roots that need a few more weeks to bulk up.
Late - at 90 days here in Iowa these only have about 25% of the roots mature.
Very Late - really nothing much at 90 days. These need around 140 days.

Plant Growth Type Criteria

This is our criteria that we use to classify the varieties’ growth habits. This is from data gathered at our farm taking measurements from the location where the plant is growing to the distance the vines cover on one side of the plant.

Very vigorous - vines go to 12 feet or more.
Vigorous - vines usually go from 8 to 12 feet.
Vining - vines go from 6 to 8 feet.
Semi-bush - vines go from 4 to 6 feet.
Bush - vines are less than 4 feet.

For short season areas, success will come easier if you plant on black plastic that has been laid down several weeks prior to setting out the slips. Remember they like it hot. Those who live where summer night temperatures are usually less than 60 deg. F, should probably stick to early varieties. Clear plastic tunnels with both ends open also are great in cooler areas.

GIFT CERTIFICATE

We have gift certificates available to send to a friend or relative. We make a nice gift certificate that may be redeemed for anything we sell in our catalog. We will send it directly to the person you indicate along with one of our current catalogs. If you would like the gift certificate and catalog mailed to you so that you may present it to the giftee, please indicate that. You may decide what dollar denomination the gift certificate will be. Please include your name and address, the giftee’s name and address, the amount of the gift certificate, plus $2.00 shipping and handling for each gift certificate you are requesting. Please make sure that we receive your request at least 2 weeks before you need the gift certificate. The person who receives the gift certificate can place their order by making out the order form and by sending the original gift certificate back with the order. If they order more than the amount of the gift certificate, they will need to include the difference with their order. If they order less than the amount of the gift certificate, we will send them a credit for the unused amount.
SLIP QUANTITIES YOU MAY ORDER

You may only order slips in the quantities listed by each variety. If we list 3 slips for $7.50, then you may ONLY order three (3) slips of that variety. If we list 6 slips for $7.50; 12 slips for $14.00; then you may order either 6 or 12 slips. (You may NOT order 2 sets of 12 slips, etc.) We ask that you please respect these limits so that everyone gets a chance to order some of the varieties that are in a more limited supply. You may only order a total of 500 slips, but you may order 500 slips for Regular Season and another 500 slips for the Season Closeout Special. Be sure that you include a separate shipping amount for each order and put them on two separate order forms.

We are very sorry if this is a problem too only be order small amount, however we feel it is much better to have a diversity of varieties. The reason for this is for your ultimate success and not to put all your eggs in one basket so to speak and have 12 slips of one kind that may or may not be adapted to your soil and climate.

SWEET POTATO VARIETIES

8633 - Early. Bush, normal leaf, reddish-orange skin, orange flesh, above average yield. A great producer but a less than ideal slip producer. Erratic slip production and rabbit damage makes supply short this year. Certified Organic Slips, 3 slips for $7.50

Allgold- Early. Vining, tan skin with orange flesh, heavy yields. It does best in heavy soils. In our loosest sand it is difficult to get the roots dug without breaking them. In our “heavier” soil areas, it does fine. Introduced in 1952 by Oklahoma. State. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $17.50, 25 slips $32.00

Amish Bush Porto Rico - (Heirloom Variety) Early. Semi-bush, cut leaf, pink skin, orange flesh, above average yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00 25 for $28.00; 50 slips for $50.00

Amish Red - (Heirloom Variety) - Early/midseason. Bush, cut leaf, deep pink/red skin, orange flesh. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00 25 for $28.00; 50 slips for $50.00

Amish White Bunch- (Heirloom Variety) Early/ Midseason. Vining, normal leaf, cream colored skin, creamy white flesh. Roots are primarily directly under the plant. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 slips for $28.00, 50 slips for $52.50

Apache - Early/midseason. Vining, normal leaf, pale orange skin and flesh, above average yield. Developed by the USDA in 1959 from a cross of Yellow Yam and Nancy Hall with a cross of Pelican Processor and

Triumph. Certified Organic Slip, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 slips for $28.00, 50 slips for $52.50

Arkansas Gold- Early, Bush, beautiful dark red purple, deep green leaves. A sport that showed up on Arkansas Red Leaf that produces golden -tan colored skin with a bright yellow flesh. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00; 12 slips for $17.50, 25 slips $32.50

Arkansas Red - (Heirloom Variety) Early. Vining, normal leaf, deep pink/red skin, orange flesh, high yield. Certified Organic Slips, 3 slips for $10.00

Baker - Early. Extra productive. Vining, normal leaves, tannish skin, pale orange flesh. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 slips for $28.00, 50 slips for $52.50

Beauregard- Early. Vining, normal leaves, red orange skin, orange flesh, above average yield. Roots get huge, but the flavor and texture are not as good as some of the heirlooms. Developed in Baton Rouge, Louisiana in 1987. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $7.50, 12 slips for $14.00, 25 slips $30.00

Becca’s Purple- Midseason, Vining, normal leaves, purple skin and flesh, average yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $17.50, 25 slips $30.00

Beetlejuice (formerly W-392) - Early/Mid-season. Semi-bush, deep cut leaves, readily flowers. Copper pink-orange skin, pale orange flesh, good yields. In 2012, when we were hit hard with Japanese Beetles, this variety was covered day after day in the starting bed with beetles. In 2013, with less beetles, we still could find this variety covered with Japanese Beetles to the point where it glistened from 200 feet away. They were attracted to it now (2015) 3 years in a row. It made spraying easy as the bugs concentrated on this variety. Saved spray (Organic Pyganic), saved time and still this variety produced a great crop. Only problem is that it is not a prolific sprouter. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $17.50

Beiler White - Early/mid-season. Semi-bush, normal leaf, round roots, white skin, white flesh, roots located under the plant. Certified Organic Slips 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00

Bermuda Pink- (Heirloom Variety) Mid-season. Very vining, normal leaves, pinkish white skin with cream yellow flesh. Certified Organic Slips 6 slips for $6.00; 12 slips for $10.00, 25 slips $17.50, 50 slips $30.00

Bermuda White- (Heirloom Variety ) Mid-season, Very vining, normal leaves, white skin with cream yellow flesh. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $6.00; 12 slips for $10.00, 25 slips $17.50, 50 slips $30.00

Betty’s- (Heirloom Variety) Early. Semi-bush, cut leaf, pink-red skin, light orange flesh, above average yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00
Bradshaw - (Heirloom Variety) Early. Semi-bush, cut leaf, pinkish/red skin, orange flesh, above average yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00 25 for $28.00; 50 slips for $50.00

Brinkley White - (Heirloom Variety) Mid-season. Vining, normal leaf, creamish-white skin, cream colored flesh, excellent yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 slips $27.50, 50 slips $50.00

Bugtussle - Early, Ivy leaf with semi-bush habit. Pinkish red skin with medium orange flesh, very good yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 slips for $28.00; 50 slips for $50.00

Bush Porto Rico - Early/Mid-season. Bush, normal leaf, yellow-orange skin and flesh. Needs long season to develop fully, but may be harvested mid-season. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00

California Gold - Early. Vining, normal leaf, light orange skin, orange flesh, above average yields. Certified Organic Slips, (3 slips $10.00)

Camote Rosita - Mid-season. Semi-bush, deep cut ivy leaf, pink and white streaked skin, white flesh, good yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 for $10.00, 12 slips for $17.50

Carolina Bunch - Early/Mid-season. Semi-bush, normal leaf, light orange skin with light orange flesh, high yield. Selected from a seedling of Excel by the USDA at South Carolina. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips for $17.50

Carolina Nugget - Early. Semi-bush, ivy leaf, pink skin, cream-orange flesh, above average yields. Developed by North Carolina State University in 1954. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00

Carolina Ruby - Early. Vigorous vines, normal leaf, ruby red skin, deep orange flesh, high yield. Roots all under the main plant. Developed from an open pollinated seedling of Beauregard in 1988. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00; 12 slips $18.00

Caromex - Early-mid-season. Bush, normal leaf, orange red skin with orange flesh. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00

Carver - Early. Mid-season. Vining, normal leaf, deep orange skin and flesh. Developed at the Tuskegee Institute from a cross of Centennial and Jewel. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00

Charleston Scarlet - Late. Vigorous vines, red outside, orange flesh. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00

Chinese Empress - Early. Vining, yellowish-orange skin with a pink hue, pale orange flesh, rough, rugged roots, excellent yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $17.50, 25 slips $32.00

Continental Red - (Heirloom Variety) Early. Semi-bush, cut leaf, pink-red skin, light orange flesh, above average yield. Edmond Brown in southern Missouri obtained this one in the early 1990’s, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00; 50 slips for $50.00

Cook’s Family Heirloom - Early. Vining, normal leaves, many pink red skinned orange flesh roots under the plant. Very high yields. Certified Organic Slips (not the best keeper). Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips $10.00, 12 slips $17.50, 25 slips $32.00, 50 slips $60.00

Copper Jewel - Early. Semi-bush, cut leaf, pink/red skin, light orange flesh, very high yield. Certified Organic Slips. 6 slips for $10.00; 12 slips for $17.50

Cordner - Mid-season. Vining, orange skin and flesh. Developed by Texas A and M in 1983. Average yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips for $17.50, 25 slips $32.00

Cordner’s Red - Early. Bush, normal leaf, red/orange skin, orange flesh, above average yield. Poor keeper. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00, 12 slips for $15.00, 25 slips for $27.50

Cox’s Yellow Jersey - Mid-season. (Heirloom variety) Very vigorous vines, very tiny, fine leaves and foliage, creamy yellow skin and flesh. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00

Creole - Early. Vigorous vines, normal leaf, cream skin, cream flesh, excellent yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 for $10.00, 12 slips for $15.00, 25 for $28.00

Crystal White - Early. Vining, normal leaf, off-white skin, cream flesh, excellent yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips for $17.50, 25 slips for $30.00

D and S Red - Mid-season. Vining, normal leaf. red skin, orange flesh, average yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 for $10.00.

Darby - Early. Very vigorous vines, normal leaf with a purple/red skin, deep orange flesh, above average yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00, 25 for $28.00

Delaware Purple - Early. Purple red skin, intense white flesh, vigorous vines, fantastic yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00, 50 slips $52.50

Diane Also know as Garnet - Early Mid-season. Vining, broad cut leaf, pale purple skin, orange flesh, average yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00

Dingess Beige and Purple - Mid-Season. Vining, beige-skinned color with pale purple flesh. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips for $17.50, 25 slips for $32.50

Dingess Big Red - Early-Mid-season. Vigorous vines, deep red outside, cream flesh. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00, 25 for $28.00
Dingess Connecticut Bloom- Mid-season. Vigorous vines, normal leaf, pinkish-white skin with white flesh, average yield. Plants like to flower. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $17.50

Dingess Dark Pink - Early-Mid-season. Vigorous vines, dark pink outside, cream flesh. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00

Dingess Old Time White - Early. Vining, normal leaf, good producer of large white skinned, white flesh potatoes. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00

Dingess Pink/Purple - Mid-season. Vigorous vines, creamy pink skin, lavender purple flesh. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $17.50

Dingess Pink Tint- Early/Mid-season. Vining, normal leaf, white skin with pinkish flecks, white flesh, average yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00

Dingess Purple Flesh - Early/ Mid-season. Vining, normal leaf, longer shape, purple skin and flesh, above average yields of very uniform oblong roots. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00; 12 slips for $18.00; 25 for $35.00

Dingess Rusty Coat - Mid-season. Semi-bush, normal leaf, creamy pink skin, snow white flesh, average yield. Certified Organic Slips, 3 slips for $10.00

Dingess White Pink Eye - Mid-season. Vining, normal leaf, roundish shaped roots, white skin with a pink eye, white flesh, above average yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00

Edna Evans- (Heirloom Variety) Mid-season. Vining, normal leaf, salmon colored skin, orange flesh, average yields. Barbara Lund originally gathered this one from the rural parts of Ohio. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00

Envy - Early. Sent to us by Rollie Morton. Semi-bush, cut leaf, pale orange flesh and skin, average yield, stays slightly firm when baked. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00; 50 slips for $50.00

Eureka - Mid-season. Vigorous vines, normal leaf, carrot orange skin, orange flesh, roots tend to be large carrot shape, thin and very long in great abundance, average yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00

Excel- Early. Vigorous vines, normal leaf, large, fat roots, orangish-tan skin, pale orange flesh, above average yield. Developed by the USDA and South Carolina from a cross of Regal and 29 other selections. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips for $18.00, 25 slips $35.00

Forkleaf - (Heirloom Variety) Early. Vining, cut leaf, pink/red skin, pale orange flesh, above average yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00.

Frazier White- (Heirloom Variety) Early. Vining, pale green colored normal leaves, white skin and white flesh, uniform roots, excellent yields, superb for fairs and exhibitions. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00

Garnet - (a synonym for Diane)

Garnet Red - Not the same as Garnet or Red Garnet. Mid-season. Reddish green leaves on vigorous vines, red skin, orange flesh. 6 slips for $10.00

Garrens Red & White - (Heirloom Variety) Mid-season. Vining, deep cut leaf, red skin with very white flesh, above average yield. It appears to be a superb strain of Spanish Red. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00

Gem - Early Mid-season. Developed by University of North Carolina in 1964. Vining, normal leaf, light orange skin, pale orange flesh, above average yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00

Georgia Giant - Early. Vining, gets large sized roots, pink skin, creamish flesh. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00 25 for $28.00

Georgia Red- Mid-season. Semi-bush, normal leaf, tan/orange skin, deep orange flesh, above average yield. While this has the name Georgia Red, it has always been the same color as indicated above (and has never been red) I’ve grown it for over 20 years. This may not be the same sweet potato that people in the South call Georgia Red. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $17.50, 25 slips $32.50, 50 slips for $60.00

Georgia Jet- Early. Vining, normal leaf, pink/red skin, orange flesh, above average yield. While this continues to be a popular variety, I find it to be one of the least desirable ones to grow. Yes, it is early. Yes, it gets big, but it cooks up mushy. It doesn’t have the flavor or resistance to cracking that some of the other varieties we carry have. We sincerely hope that you will try some of the more flavorful heirlooms that we offer. While you may not get an 8 to 10 pound “whopper”, you’re going to get something that will tantalize your taste buds with the heirlooms. We have been working with a new clone of this from Duck Creek Farms and it has much better crack resistance. In 2017 we planted our crop July 6 and harvested in early October with over 99% usable sized crack free roots. We hope to continue to select for top quality roots. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $18.00, 25 slips for $32.50, 50 slips$60.

Georgia Yam- (Heirloom Variety) Early. Vining, normal leaf, copper orange colored skin, orange colored flesh, excellent yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $17.50

Ginseng Orange- Early. Large, semi-bush, cut leaf, above average yield. A mutation on Ginseng Red, producing more of an orange skin and orange flesh. Certified Organic Slips 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00; 50 slips for $50.00
Ginseng Red- (Heirloom Variety) Early. Large, semi-bush, cut leaf, pinkish/red skin, light orange flesh, excellent yield. Obtained in 1989 from Benny Michiti in Virginia whose wife’s father had been growing it for over 40 years. Flavor improves if kept for 6 weeks. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00.

Gold Nugget - Early. Vining, cut leaf, light red skin, orange flesh, average yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00.

Golden Jewel - Early/ midseason. Vining, normal leaf, golden- orange skin, orange flesh, average yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00.

Golden Slipper- (Heirloom Variety) Mid-season. Vining, normal leaf, light orange skin, light orange flesh, long slender roots, average yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 2 Golden Sweet - Mid-season. Vigorous vines, normal leaf, golden orange skin, creamy yellow flesh, above average yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 for $17.50, 25 for $30.00.

Goldrush Red - Early. Semi-bush, cut leaf, pale orange skin, pale orange flesh, above average yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00; 50 slips for $50.00.

Goldstar - Early. Vining, cut leaf, pink skin, light orange flesh, excellent yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00; 50 slips for $50.00.

Grand Asia- Early. Vining, regular leaf, bright purple skin with white flesh. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $18.00, 25 slips $32.00.

Hannah - Early. Very vigorous vines, normal leaf, pale cream skin, cream flesh, high yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $17.50, 25 slips $32.00.

Hatterias - Early. Semi-bush, normal leaf, deep copper-red skin, bright orange flesh, excellent yields. This one is never a good sprouter for us. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00, 12 slips $15.00, 25 slips $28.00.

Hawaii- Late. Vining, regular leaf, white skin with an occasional purple blush to the inside. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $15.00.

Hayman - (Heirloom Variety) Mid-season. Vining, normal leaf, cream colored skin, cream flesh, average yield. Plants tend to produce very large numbers of smaller sized roots. This one never seems to get very large, but flavor is good. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00.

Heartogold - Early. Developed in 1947. Vining, normal leaf, huge yields of tan skinned, bright orange flesh potatoes. Young plants appear spindly and frail, but will take off growing rapidly if given proper care. Certified Organic Slips, 6 for $8.00, 12 slips $15.00, 25 slips $28.00.

Hernandez- Mid-season. Vigorous vines, normal leaf, dark orange skin, dark orange flesh. Tends to be very moist when cooked, above average yields. Slow to sprout. Most likely not shipped before June 15. Introduced in 1992 by Louisiana State University. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00.

Hidry- Midseason, Vining, white skin and flesh. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $18.00, 25 slips $32.50.

Hong Hong - Early. Semi-bush, normal leaf, purple skin, white flesh, flowers early, large roots located under plant. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00.

Indiana Gold- (Heirloom Variety) Sent to us by Mark Jennete. Early. Vining, normal leaf, golden skin and orange flesh, vines that set roots early. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00, 12 slips $15.00, 25 slips $28.00, 50 slips $50.00.

Ivis White Cream- (Heirloom Variety) Early. Vining, normal leaf, cream skin, cream flesh, uniform roots, excellent yields. Obtained in 1989 from Dorothy Walters in Tennessee who got it from her husbands uncle. A true Tennessee heirloom. Certified Organic 6 slips for $8.00, 12 slips for $15.00, 25 for $28.00; 50 slips for $50.00.

Ivy Leaf Carver- Early. Semi-bush, Ivy leaf, pinkish-red skin, light orange flesh, above average yield. We are very sorry, the USDA sent us the wrong Carver many years ago. This is a worthy variety, but is not the true Carver. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00, 12 slips $15.00.

Japanese- (Heirloom Variety) Early. Semi-bush, cut leaf, pink-red skin, pale orange flesh, excellent yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00; 50 slips for $50.00.

Jasper - Mid-season. Vining, normal leaf, purple pink streaked skin with cream flesh. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00.

Jersey Orange - Late. Vigorous vines, small leaf, but very viney, cream skin and flesh. Introduced in 1947 by Kansas State. above average yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00.

Jewel- Mid-season. Semi-bush, normal leaf, above average yields, tends to produce medium sized roots regardless of the season length. Has light orange skin with light orange flesh, on the moist side. Developed by North Carolina Department of Agriculture in 1970. 6 slips for $8.00, 12 slips $15.00, 25 slips $28.00, 50 slips $52.50.

Jubilee- Early. Vining, normal leaf, cream colored skin, cream colored flesh, excellent yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00.
Julian - Mid-season. Semi-bush, normal leaf, cream/orange skin, yellow/orange flesh, average yield. Introduced in 1964 by Louisiana State. Certified Organic slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00

Kalona Sunrise- (Heirloom Variety) Early. Vining, normal leaves, reddish orange skin with orange flesh. Curt Burroughs discovered this on a trip to the Amish and Mennonite area of Washington county Iowa. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00, 25 slips $28.00.

Kamala Sundavi - Mid-season. Vining, pinkish purple skin, white flesh, long slender roots. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $18.00, 25 slips $35.00

Korean Purple- (Heirloom Variety) Early. Vining, dark green colored normal leaves, purple skin, white flesh, excellent yield. Very sweet when baked with the skin on. Obtained from Benny Michitti in Virginia in 1989. In the early days of listing this we could not get a soul to request it, now it is the one most sought after. Proof that once people get over their shock of something different, things can change. In 1989 the thought of having a sweet potato that was purple on the outside was just not acceptable. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $17.50

Kote Buki - Mid-season. Vining, normal leaf, purplish red skin, white flesh, above average yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00; 12 slips $18.00

Laceleaf- (Heirloom Variety) Early. Semi-bush, greenish purple cut leaf, pink skin, pale orange flesh, excellent yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $18.00; 25 Slips $35.00

Liberty - Early/midseason. Vigorous vines, normal leaf, deep magenta skin, white flesh, high yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $18.00, 25 slips $34.00

Magoffin- (Heirloom Variety) Mid-season. Sent to us by customer to add to our collection. Old-fashioned white skinned, dry flesh from KY. Does not tend to produce roots under the plant. Certified Organic Slips. 3 slips for $8.00

Margaret Bray - (Heirloom Variety from KY) Mid-season. Vining, cut leaf, pink/red skin, orange flesh, above average yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00

Martin- (Heirloom Variety) Early. Vining, normal leaf, rusty red/orange skin, light orange flesh, excellent yields. Slow to sprout. Most likely not shipped before June 15. Certified Organic Slips, 3 slips for $10.00

Maryland Baker- Early, vining, normal leaf, red/orange skin orange flesh, above average yield. Certified Organic Slips 3 slips for $8.00;

Maryland Supreme - Early. Vining, normal leaf, red skin, deep orange flesh, above average yields. Very moist when baked with the skin left on and wrapped in foil, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $17.50.

Mary Rebecca - (Heirloom Variety) Late. Very vigorous vines, normal leaf, white skin, white flesh. Certified Organic Slips, 3 slips $10.00

Memphis Pride- (Heirloom Variety) Early-Mid-season. Vining, cut leaf, pinkish skin, light orange flesh, above average yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00.

Midnight Purple- Mid-season. Vining, purple skin and flesh. Uniform. Certified Organic Slips, 3 slips for $10.00

Molokai Purple - Early- Mid-season. Vining, normal leaf, deep purple skin and intensely deep purple flesh, wrinkly, long roots, spreads out everywhere. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00; 12 slips for $18.00 25 for $35.00

Morado - Mid-season. Deep purple skin, white flesh. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00, 12 slips $15.00.

Myanmar Purple - Early. Vining, normal leaf, purplish stems and leaves that start out deep purple, magenta purple skin, white flesh with purple streaks. Very poor sprouter. Certified Organic Slips, 3 slips for $10.00

Nam Hai- midseason. vining deep purple skin and flesh, roots are long and skinny. Certified Organic Slips, 3 slips for $10.00

Nancy Hall- (Heirloom Variety) Midseason. Vining, normal leaf, creamy yellow skin and flesh, excellent flavor, but roots never get very large. We have selected only from the highest yielding plants and have a good yielding selection now. Certified Organic Slips, 3 slips $10.00

Navito - Late, pink purple skin, very vigorous vines, thick stem, white flesh. Certified Organic Slips, 3 slips $10.00


New Jersey Red - (Heirloom Variety) Early. Vining, normal leaf, copper/orange skin, orange flesh, high yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00; 12 slips for $18.00, 25 slips $34.00

Norton - Mid-season. Semi-bush, normal leaf, creamy yellow skin and flesh. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $17.50, 25 slips $34.00

Nugget- Mid-season. Introduced from NC Experimental Station in 1961. Vining, cut leaf, pinkish skin, light orange flesh, average yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00

O’Henry- Early. Vining, normal leaf, cream white skin, white flesh, uniform roots, above average yield. Developed by Henry Wayne Bailey. Certified Organic Slips 6, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00 25 for $28.00.
Oakleaf- (Heirloom Variety) Early. Semi-bush, greenish purple cut leaf, pink skin, light orange flesh, excellent yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00.

Okinawan - Late. Vining, tough to get a crop. White skin, varying degrees of purple flesh. We are not pleased with the current selection that we have and the erratic nature with which it yields and how it does not produce a high percentage of purple flesh roots. This variety needs to have just the right minerals in the soil to get nice purple fleshed roots. It appears to only have super flavor when grown in volcanic rich soils. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $7.50.

Oklahoma Nugget - Mid-season. Very vigorous vines, fine cut leaf, rusty orange skin, orange flesh, average yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00.

Oklahoma Red- Mid-season. Semi-bush, normal leaf, tends to be long in shape, red skin, orange flesh, average yield. Likes heavy soil. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00.

Old Brazil- (Heirloom Variety) Mid-season. Vining, normal leaf, white skin, white flesh, above average yield. Very few roots (if any) directly under the center of the plant. Frequently they are up to 3 or 4 feet away from the center of the plant. A great variety to confuse the voles, rats and gophers. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips $14.00, 25 slips $27.00.

Old Fashioned Porto Rico Vining - (Heirloom Variety) Mid-season. Vining, normal leaf, pale salmon skin, pale apricot flesh, above average yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00.

Old Fashioned Southern Queen- (Heirloom Variety) Mid-season. Vigorous vines, normal leaf, white skin, cream flesh, average yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00, 12 slips $14.00, 25 slips $27.00.

Old Kentucky- (Heirloom Variety) Mid-season. Old fashioned, rough looking, but tasty, vigorous vines, normal leaf, white skin, white flesh, average yield. Certified Organic Slips 6 slips $8.00, 12 slips $14.00.

Orange Barberman- Early, An orange skinned version of Barberman. Very large roots form early. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $17.50, 25 slips $32.00.

Orange Oakleaf- (Heirloom Variety) Early. Semi-bush, cut leaf, pale copper colored skin, bright orange flesh, above average yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $17.50.

Papota - Mid-season. Vining, normal leaf, appears to be adapted to a heavy soil. In our sand it was long and skinny. Pinkish tint to cream skin, snow white flesh. Developed by the USDA ARS Tropical Research Station. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $17.50.

Pelican Processor- Mid-season. Developed in Louisiana in 1944. Vigorous vines, normal leaf, white flesh, white skin, average yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00.

Pink O’Henry - Early. Vining a pinkish skinned sport that showed up on O’Henry. Large sized roots, productive plants. Certified Organic Slips , 3 slips for $8.00.

Pioneer White- Early. Vining, off white skin and white flesh. Appears to be very similar to Hannah. Certified Organic Slips, 3 slips for $8.00.


Porto Rico Bunch- Mid-season. Semi-bush, normal leaf, red-orange skin, orange flesh, average yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00.

Pumpkin Yam- (Heirloom Variety) Early. Vining, normal leaf, orange skin, light orange flesh, excellent yields. Slow to sprout. Most likely not shipped before June 15. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $17.50, 25 slips $32.50.

Purple- (Heirloom variety) Early. Vining, normal leaf, deep purple roots with deep purple flesh. Slow to sprout. This one can produce some very large roots in a short period of time. Most likely not shipped before June 15. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips for $18.00.

Purple Knight- Mid-season. Vining, slight cut leaf with purple ribs, deep purple flesh and skin. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $18.00.


Razorback - Early. orangish cream skin, cream flesh, vining. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips $10.00, 12 slips $17.50, 25 slips $32.50.

Red Gold - Early. Vining, normal leaf, pale red-orange skin, yellow-orange flesh, above average yield. Introduced in 1953 by Oklahoma State. Certified Organic Slips , 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00; 50 slips for $50.00.

Red Ivy Leaf- Early. Semi-bush, cut leaf, deep pink skin, light orange flesh, average yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00.

Red Japanese- Mid-season. Vining, normal leaf, deep purple red skin and white flesh. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00.

Red Jewel - Early. Semi-bush, normal leaf, bright red skin, orange flesh, very uniform, high yields. Very slow to sprout and a very poor sprouter. Certified Organic Slips. 6 slips $10.00.

Red Resisto - Early, Semi-bush, normal leaf, readily flowers. Purplish-deep red skin, medium orange flesh, very good yields. Certified Organic Slips 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00.
**Red Wine Velvet** - (Heirloom Variety) Mid-season. Vining, normal leaf, deep red skin, orange flesh, average yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00

**Red Yam** - Early. Large, semi-bush, normal leaf, large root, red skin, orange flesh, above average yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips $10.00, 12 slips $17.50.

**Redcliff** - Mid-season. Developed by University of South Carolina in 1966. Semi-bush, normal leaf, red skin, orange flesh, above average yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips $10.00, 12 slips $17.50, 25 slips $32.50

**Redmar** - Early. Semi-bush, normal leaf, deep red skin with bright orange flesh. Developed by Maryland AES in 1971. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $17.50, 25 slips $32.50

**Regal** - Mid-season. Vining, normal leaf, purplish red skin, orange flesh, average yields. Developed by the USDA in 1984. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $7.50, 12 slips $14.00, 25 slips $27.00, 50 slips $50.00

**Resisto** - Mid-season. Vigorous vines, normal leaf, rusty orange skin, orange flesh, average yield. Developed by USDA in 1982. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00, 12 slips $14.00, 25 slips $27.00, 50 slips $50.00

**Ringley’s Porto Rico** - (Heirloom Variety) Early. Vining, cut leaf, pale, off-cream to tan colored skin, apricot flesh, above average yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00; 50 for $50.00

**Rose Centennial** - Mid-season. Sent to us by E. A. Smith. Vigorous vines, normal leaf, uniform, rosy colored root, with medium orange colored flesh, average yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 slips for $28.00; 50 slips for $50.00

**Ruddy** - Mid-season. Vining, deep carmine red skin, orange flesh, average yields. Developed at the US Vegetable Laboratory in South Carolina. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00

**Scarlet** - Early. Vining, normal leaf, bright red skin, orange flesh, very uniform, high yields. Extremely poor sprouter. Developed by North Carolina in 1982. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $17.50, 25 slips $32.50, 50 slips $60.00

**Shoregold** - Early. Vining, normal leaf, red skin, orange flesh, above average yields. Developed at Virginia Tech from open pollinated seedlings. Certified Organic Slips, 6 for $7.50, 12 slips $14.00, 25 slips $25.00

**Southern Queen** - (Heirloom Variety) Mid-season. Vining, normal leaf, cream-white skin and flesh, average yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00.

**Spanish Red** - (Heirloom Variety) Very late, large, vining, cut leaf, red skin, white flesh, long, skinny roots, below average yield. Originally obtained from Dorothy Walters in Tennessee in 1989. 6 slips $10.00, 12 slips $17.50.

**Spanish Red Improved** - Late. Vining, cut leaf, long roots, red skin, creamy yellow flesh, below average yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $17.50

**Stevenson’s** - (Heirloom Variety) Mid-season. Bush, normal leaf, light orange skin and flesh, above average yields. 3 slips $10.00

**Stoker Red** - Late. Vining, normal leaf, pale red skin, salmon colored flesh, average yields. Certified Organic Slips 6 slips $8.00, 12 slips $15.00, 25 slips $27.50

**Sunmos** - Early. Vining, medium pale green normal leaves, cream white skin, white flesh, plants frequently flower, above average yield. After several months in storage I have found these to be a near suitable substitute for Irish potatoes. Developed at the USDA ARS in South Carolina. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips $10.00

**Sunnyside** - Mid-season. Developed by USDA in 1953. Vining, normal leaf, pale orange-tan skin, pale orange flesh, average yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 for $10.00

**Tainung 65** - Mid-season. Vigorous vines, thin, fine leaves, deep pink-purple skin, cream yellow flesh, excellent yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $17.50

**Taiwan Red** - Early. Vining, bright purple red skin, white flesh. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $17.50, 25 slips $32.00

**Ted’s Red** - (Heirloom Variety) Early. Vining, large red orange roots, orange flesh, heirloom from Missouri. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00.

**Tennessee Top Mark** - (Heirloom Variety) Mid-season. Semi-bush, cut leaf, dark pink skin, pale orange flesh, excellent yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00; 50 for $50.00

**Texas Porto Rico** - Mid-season. Vigorous vines with red stems, deep red/purple skin with orange flesh. Above average yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00;

**Texas White** - Mid-season. Vining, white skin and white flesh. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00.

**Theodore Meece Old Fashioned White** - (Heirloom Variety) Mid-season. Vining, normal leaf, white skin, white flesh, average yields. Roots not all under the main plant. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00.

**Topaz** - Early. Vining, normal leaf, copper orange skin, orange flesh, uniform, high yields. Developed by the USDA in 1986. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $17.50, 25 slips $32.00
Travis- Mid-season. Vigorous vines, normal leaf, red orange skin, orange flesh, average yield. Developed by the USDA in 1980. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $10.00, 12 slips $17.50, 25 slips $32.00, 50 slips $60.00

Vardaman- Mid-season. Bush, purple colored normal leaves, light orange skin, orange flesh, long skinny roots, above average yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $7.50, 12 slips $14.00

Vietnamese - (Heirloom Variety) Early. Vining, cut leaf, red orange skin, orange flesh, above average yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00; 50 slips for $50.00

Viola - Mid-season. Vining, normal leaf, pinkish purple skin, orange flesh, above average yield. Very poor keeper. Certified Organic Slips 6 slips for $8.00;

Violaetta- (Heirloom Variety) Early. Vining, normal leaf, bright purple skin, white flesh, superbly sweet, above average yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 for $10.00 (Supply will be very limited.)

 Wakendra- (Heirloom Variety) Early. Vining, normal leaf, dark pink skin, dark orange flesh, excellent yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $7.50 , 12 slips $14.00, 25 slips $27.00, 50 slips $50.00

Wapsi Red- Early, Vining, smaller normal leaves. This showed up as a sport root on Violetta and has purplish red skin with orange flesh. It has a tendency to produce lots of vines but still set usable roots at a very early stage. Certified Organic slips , 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00. 50 slips $52.50

Wetumpka Red- Midseason, Vining, most likely the true Georgia Red sent to us by a professor (Kenneth Rogers) who was at the college where Georgia Red was developed Mr. Rogers obtained this strain from the breeder in 1971 so this is most likely the true Georgia Red. He cautioned that careful selection has to be made as the roots will go pale which is probably the reason the strain I obtained in 1988 is the paler version. . Reddish skin and orange flesh. Certified Organic slips 6 for $10.0, 12 slips $17.50, 25 Isisp $32.00, 50 slips $60.00

White Bunch- (Heirloom Variety) Mid-season.
Vining, normal leaves, white skin and flesh. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00; 50 slips for $50.00

White Delite- Mid-season. Vining, normal leaf, purple skin, white flesh, average yields. Developed at North Carolina State University in 1979. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00.

White Eclipse- Mid-season. Vining, normal leaves, white skin and flesh. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00 25 for $28.00.

White Hayman- Mid-season. Vining, normal leaf, white skin, white flesh, above average yield, roots can get large. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00;

White Jersey - Mid-season. Vining, normal leaf, cream yellow skin, cream yellow flesh, average yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00;

White Jewell- Mid-season. Vining, normal leaf, cream colored skin, cream colored flesh, average yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00.

White Jewel (USDA) - Mid-season. Vining, normal leaf, pinkish purple skin, white flesh, average yield. Certified Organic Slips. 6 slips for $8.00.

White Queen - (Heirloom Variety) Early. Vining, normal leaf, very uniform, white skin and flesh. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00; 50 slips for $50.00

White Travis - Mid-season. Vining, normal leaf, white skin, white flesh, excellent yield, dryer type flesh. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00; 50 slips for $50.00

White Triumph- Mid-season. Vining, normal leaf, small roots, cream skin, white flesh, average yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00; 25 for $28.00.

White Yam- (Heirloom Variety) Mid-season. Vining, normal leaf, white skin, creamish-white flesh, above average yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips $10.00, 12 slips $17.50, 25 slips $32.00, 50 slips $60.00

Whitestar- Mid-season. Introduced in 1948 by the USDA as a livestock feed cultivar. Vigorous vines, normal leaf, white skin, white flesh, uniform roots, average yield. 6 slips for $8.00

Willowleaf- (Heirloom Variety) Early. Large, semi-bush, cut leaf, light orange skin and flesh, excellent yield. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00.

Wilma’s - Early. Semi-bush, normal leaf, plants appear small and undeveloped but contain high yields of rusty red skin, orange flesh roots. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00;

Xushu 18 - Early. Vining, purple skin, white flesh, very blocky starchy roots. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00;

Yellow Jersey - (Heirloom Variety) Mid-season.Vining, normal leaf, creamy colored skin, white flesh, average yields. Certified Organic Slips, 6 slips for $8.00; 12 slips for $15.00.
SWEET POTATO ASSORTMENTS

NOTE: All sweet potato slips are certified organic. **You will get named varieties in your assortments.** Each bunch (variety) of plants will be labeled with the variety name on a white plastic 4 inch label.

NOTE: There may be other varieties which show up in this year’s assortments (depending upon how they sprout). Descriptions for these varieties will appear in the 2020 catalog. PLEASE NOTE YOU CANNOT CHOOSE THE VARIETIES IN THE ASSORTMENTS, THAT IS OUR CHOICE FROM WHAT IS LEFT AFTER INDIVIDUAL VARIETY ORDERS ARE FILLED.

**General Assortment** - Our choice of any variety we offer in the catalog.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A - 2 varieties</td>
<td>6 slips</td>
<td>$4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B - 2 varieties</td>
<td>12 slips</td>
<td>$7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C - 3 varieties</td>
<td>12 slips</td>
<td>$8.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D - 2 varieties</td>
<td>25 slips</td>
<td>$12.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E - 3 varieties</td>
<td>25 slips</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F - 3 varieties</td>
<td>50 slips</td>
<td>$21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G - 4 varieties</td>
<td>50 slips</td>
<td>$23.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H - 5 varieties</td>
<td>50 slips</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I - 6 varieties</td>
<td>50 slips</td>
<td>$29.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J - 4 varieties</td>
<td>100 slips</td>
<td>$37.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K - 5 varieties</td>
<td>100 slips</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L - 6 varieties</td>
<td>100 slips</td>
<td>$42.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M - 8 varieties</td>
<td>100 slips</td>
<td>$46.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N - 10 varieties</td>
<td>100 slips</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O - 8 varieties</td>
<td>200 slips</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P - 10 varieties</td>
<td>200 slips</td>
<td>$95.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q - 5 varieties</td>
<td>250 slips</td>
<td>$110.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R - 6 varieties</td>
<td>300 slips</td>
<td>$130.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S - 12 varieties</td>
<td>300 slips</td>
<td>$140.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T - 8 varieties</td>
<td>400 slips</td>
<td>$165.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U - 16 varieties</td>
<td>400 slips</td>
<td>$175.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V - 10 varieties</td>
<td>500 slips</td>
<td>$200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W - 20 varieties</td>
<td>500 slips</td>
<td>$225.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Purple Assortment** - A selection of sweet potatoes that will be purple fleshed in some fashion. This assortment no longer has any in it that do not have purple flesh.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A - 2 varieties</td>
<td>6 slips</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B - 2 varieties</td>
<td>12 slips</td>
<td>$17.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C - 3 varieties</td>
<td>12 slips</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D - 2 varieties</td>
<td>25 slips</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E - 3 varieties</td>
<td>25 slips</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F - 3 varieties</td>
<td>50 slips</td>
<td>$67.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rainbow Assortment** - Will include 5 slips of a white skinned variety, 5 slips of a purple skinned or fleshed variety, 5 slips of an orange skinned variety, and 5 slips of any variety that is different than the other three.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rainbow A</td>
<td>20 slips</td>
<td>$19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainbow B</td>
<td>40 slips</td>
<td>$35.00 (10 slips each of 4 varieties)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainbow C</td>
<td>80 slips</td>
<td>$67.50 (20 slips each of 4 varieties)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainbow D</td>
<td>100 slips</td>
<td>$82.50 (25 slips each of 4 varieties)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Orange Assortment** - A selection of orange or yellow fleshed types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A - 2 varieties</td>
<td>6 slips</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B - 2 varieties</td>
<td>12 slips</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C - 3 varieties</td>
<td>12 slips</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D - 2 varieties</td>
<td>25 slips</td>
<td>$17.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E - 3 varieties</td>
<td>25 slips</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F - 3 varieties</td>
<td>50 slips</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G - 4 varieties</td>
<td>50 slips</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J - 4 varieties</td>
<td>100 slips</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O - 8 varieties</td>
<td>200 slips</td>
<td>$140.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P - 10 varieties</td>
<td>200 slips</td>
<td>$150.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Northern Assortment** - A selection of the shortest season types we have offered in the catalog.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A - 2 varieties</td>
<td>6 slips</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B - 2 varieties</td>
<td>12 slips</td>
<td>$9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C - 3 varieties</td>
<td>12 slips</td>
<td>$9.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D - 2 varieties</td>
<td>25 slips</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E - 3 varieties</td>
<td>25 slips</td>
<td>$17.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F - 3 varieties</td>
<td>50 slips</td>
<td>$29.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G - 4 varieties</td>
<td>50 slips</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J - 4 varieties</td>
<td>100 slips</td>
<td>$55.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O - 8 varieties</td>
<td>200 slips</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P - 10 varieties</td>
<td>200 slips</td>
<td>$110.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Heirloom Assortment** - Our choice of any sweet potato variety we have listed in the descriptions as being heirloom.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A - 2 varieties</td>
<td>6 slips</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B - 2 varieties</td>
<td>12 slips</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C - 3 varieties</td>
<td>12 slips</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D - 2 varieties</td>
<td>25 slips</td>
<td>$17.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E - 3 varieties</td>
<td>25 slips</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F - 3 varieties</td>
<td>50 slips</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G - 4 varieties</td>
<td>50 slips</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J - 4 varieties</td>
<td>100 slips</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O - 8 varieties</td>
<td>200 slips</td>
<td>$140.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P - 10 varieties</td>
<td>200 slips</td>
<td>$150.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**White Assortment** - A selection of White fleshed types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A - 2 varieties</td>
<td>6 slips</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B - 2 varieties</td>
<td>12 slips</td>
<td>$7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C - 3 varieties</td>
<td>12 slips</td>
<td>$8.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D - 2 varieties</td>
<td>25 slips</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
E - 3 varieties 25 slips $15.50
F - 3 varieties 50 slips $22.00
G - 4 varieties 50 slips $25.00
J - 4 varieties 100 slips $45.00
O - 8 varieties 200 slips $85.00
P - 10 varieties 200 slips $90.00

NOTE: Each customer may only order a total of 500 slips this year for regular season. You may also order 500 slips for season closeout.

SALES TAX

For Iowa residents only - You must also pay 7% sales tax on your sweet potato order. (See order form for where to add this in.)

POSTAGE CHARGES

1 through 12 slips = $  6.50
13 through 50 slips = $  8.00
51 through 100 slips = $10.00
101 through 200 slips = $12.50
201 through 350 slips = $20.00
351 through 500 slips = $30.00

Please remit separate payments for sweet potatoes and seeds so that if we run out of sweet potato slips we may just return your check to you.

Canadian orders: We can not ship bulblets, plants or roots to a Canadian address.

International orders: We can not ship bulblets, plants or roots to addresses outside the United States.

Sweet Potato Shipping To California: According to the California Department of Agriculture website, we are allowed to ship sweet potato slips from Iowa to California.

SHIPPING DATES

Slips usually are ready at Memorial Day and we start shipping when they are ready. Please remember we fill orders in the order in which they arrive in our office (and depending upon when the variety you have ordered actually sprouts). If you do not send your order to us until March or April or after and your confirmation number is maybe 298, you will not get your slips on May 25. Do not expect them any sooner. We continue to ship regular season slips until the third week of June. Orders are filled on a first come, first served basis. We will make an announcement on the “News and Updates” page of the website around the end of May telling when we will start mailing out the slips. If you need to contact us concerning your sweet potato order, PLEASE include your sweet potato confirmation number. Please be patient! There are no guarantees on shipping dates. We cannot ship them to you any earlier than this because they are not ready here for shipping until those dates. You may NOT specify any individual varieties in your assortments. All assortments will be our choice from what is available.

SEASON CLOSEOUT SWEET POTATO SALE

All sweet potato slip assortments are offered at a 50% discount when shipped from June 25 through July 10, 2019. If you are willing to wait that late for your sweet potatoes and are willing to take “Pot Luck” on the varieties which you receive, you may order them at this discount. Please indicate on the sweet potato order form that you are ordering the “Season Closeout Special”. You may choose which assortment that you would prefer. We will try to honor that choice if at all possible. You may not order specific varieties for the Season Closeout Sale this year. We need to spend that time caring for the growing young plants. You may only order the assortments.

POULTRY

GENERAL POULTRY INFORMATION

Please check the website for information on sold out poultry items. We will update poultry availabilities around the first of each month. ALSO PLEASE NOTE WE NO LONGER LIST BREEDS IN THE PRINTED CATALOG THAT ARE NOT AVAILABLE FOR THE ENTIRE SEASON.

HOW SOON DO WE CASH YOUR CHECK SENT FOR PAYMENT OF YOUR POULTRY ORDER?

Please be sure to send payment that is current (no postdated checks). It might take us a few weeks to get your order processed, depending upon our work load at the time, but your check will be cashed just when your order is placed in the schedule book and a confirmation letter is sent out to you. We do not hold your check until after your birds are shipped out. We do accept only a check or money order as payment for the poultry orders.

PLEASE REMEMBER ALL DAY-OLD POULTRY IS SOLD AS STRAIGHT RUN ONLY. WE DO NOT SEX ANY OF THE DAY OLDS. Since we do not sell sexed chicks, we have no control over what you receive as far as a male-female ratio. Ideally, it is supposed to be a 50-50 split, but anyone who has been in poultry knows it can vary from that.
ALL ORDERS MUST STILL COME IN BY USPS MAIL WITH PAYMENT INCLUDED IN THE FORM OF A CHECK OR MONEY ORDER. WE DO NOT ACCEPT TELEPHONE, INTERNET OR CREDIT CARD ORDERS. YOUR POULTRY ORDER IS NOT BOOKED UNTIL WE RECEIVE IT IN OUR OFFICE BY MAIL.

We appreciate the interest folks have in viewing our operation. However, we must inform you that as part of the NPIP certification we must operate a closed facility to prevent the introduction of disease. For that reason, we are no longer allowing visitors to our poultry operation. We are not trying to hide anything, but just have to be careful to maintain a reasonable level of bio-security.

ABSOLUTELY NO VISITS WILL BE ALLOWED

We are members of the National Poultry Improvement Plan (NPIP # 42-278). Therefore, all of our breeding stock is blood tested annually for pullorum-typhoid. We also test bi-annually for Avian Influenza.

We are a breed preservation facility. We do not drop ship. Poultry is priced according to the difficulty of obtaining the product, not the rarity of the breed. The more expensive it is, the fewer of that item we are able to produce.

We are also a no kill chick facility. We adjust our hatches accordingly to hatch numbers of day-olds within reason. This means we do not have many extras with no homes to go to. It also means we cannot usually meet last minute orders wanting immediate delivery. This does not mean that we do not cull out defective birds. It simply means that we do not “overhatch” to have extras with no home that have to be disposed of. All extras that we hatch are distributed through our various assortments.

SHIPPING DOCUMENTS AND SHIPMENT REPORT FORM

Every poultry order is shipped out with an NPIP sheet and a breed list, indicating what is enclosed in the shipment, in the envelope attached to the outside of the box. There will also be a “Shipment Report Form” enclosed in the envelope taped to the outside of the box.

1. INSTRUCTIONS - POULTRY SHIPMENT LOSS:
If there is a problem with your shipment and you receive dead birds, you MUST send to us within seven (7) days of receipt of shipment our “Shipment Report Form” (filled out and signed) or an official form from the USPS stating how many birds were DEAD ON ARRIVAL or a photo of the box and contents if the Post Office will not verify your losses. This MUST be sent by U.S. Mail. It will not be accepted by e-mail. Please indicate whether you would like a replacement or a refund for the loss.

If you do not mail this back to us within seven (7) days, NO CREDIT WILL BE GIVEN AND NO REPLACEMENTS WILL BE SENT!!!!!! WE ASK THAT YOU CONTACT US WITHIN THREE DAYS OF RECEIPT OF YOUR ORDER IF YOU LOSE BIRDS AFTER ARRIVAL SO THAT WE ARE AWARE OF THE PROBLEM AND CAN HELP YOU IF AT ALL POSSIBLE.

2. CHICK WARRANTY: We cannot guarantee the chicks past their arrival time. Any losses in shipping must be reported and documented upon arrival (verified on our form by a USPS employee). Losses from shipping issues must be reported within 3 days. Losses that occur after arrival and up to 3 days will only be credited or replaced. There will be no cash refunds. We also make no guarantees as to how many years your poultry will live. There are too many factors that can alter a bird’s egg laying length and life in general. If your losses are small and you have another shipment coming, we will try to replace them in your next shipment. If the losses are larger, we will either replace the lost day-olds or refund for your losses.

3. SHIPPING DATE: There is no guarantee on these. We do the best we can to meet your requested date, but we are dependent upon the birds cooperation. We ship on Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday of each hatch week and always contact you (either by phone or e-mail) the evening the shipment is mailed.

CANCELLATION POLICY: We reserve the right to charge a 25% cancellation penalty for any order that is canceled 10 days or more after the date on the confirmation letter or by the promised delivery date. If you decide to cancel the order, the cancellation must be received in our office in writing via U.S. mail with your signature on it. We do not accept cancellations by e-mail or telephone.

THE NUMBER IN THE () AFTER THE PRICE OF THE POULTRY INDICATES THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DAY OLDS AVAILABLE AT ONE HATCH. YOU CAN ORDER AS FEW AS 1 OF A BREED. IF YOU WANT MORE THAN THE MAXIMUM NUMBER, YOU WILL NEED TO PLACE TWO ORDERS FROM TWO DIFFERENT HATCHES (INCLUDING THE EQUIVALENT OF 25 CHICKS FOR EACH ORDER) AND PAY TWO SEPARATE SHIPPING CHARGES.

POULTRY ASSORTMENTS

In assortments it is our choice from what is left over after individual breed orders for that hatch have been filled. We will try to include a nice variety. Each box comes with a named list of the birds that are in the box.
AUTUMN SPECIALS

This is our season end specials of whatever is still laying and hatching. We start shipping as birds become available in September and have hatches through October. The order for these may be placed at any time, but the final cutoff date for orders to be received in our office is September 10, 2019.

Hatch Special - Assortment of chicks, guineas, bantams, (and maybe turkeys or ducks) - 25 for $40.00
Chicken Special - 25 for $27.50; 50 for $50.00.
Duck Special - 15 for $40.00 (This starts in August.)

NOTE: These Autumn Specials will be our choice only! You may not choose your breeds. No cancellations will be allowed once the order is placed for these specials. Each box comes with a named list of the contents. The prices above do not include the cost of postage. Please refer to the postage chart located right before the Poultry Order Form.

SUPER ASSORTMENTS

Super Assorted is for the person who would like as many different breeds as possible. A list of breeds is enclosed in the envelope taped to the outside of the shipping box. You may order these for any of the regular season hatches. However, these are the last boxes filled on each hatch day and are subject to availability of extra day-olds. Please give us as much flexibility as possible with shipping dates for these assortments.

Super Assorted Chicks- 25 for $30.00.
50 for $55.00.

Super Assorted Ducks- 15 for $42.50.
30 for $70.00.

Farmyard Assortment - $30.00 plus shipping
Use shipping rate for 25 chicks (equivalent) for each order and send separate shipping payment for each Farmyard Assortment ordered. If you order more than one of these assortments, we can not guarantee they will be shipped on the same day. If they are shipped together, we will send extra birds. May be our choice of bantams, chicks, ducks, geese, guineas, or turkeys.

The Farmyard Assortment can be all of one particular type of poultry. There are no guarantees that you will get a mixture of all the different types of poultry. It might be all chicks, all ducklings, etc. Or, it might be a combination of many different things. There are no guarantees on hatch dates as these are filled with whatever is left after all orders for specific breeds and assortments have been filled. These are not generally available until the first part of May. You can kind of think of these as a “grab bag” at a carnival. Whatever you get will be a surprise!! You will receive a named list of the contents of the shipment. The number of birds you get will vary depending upon what you get. (Example: Ducks & Geese are much larger than Bantams & Guineas and fill the box up faster.) You will get the “equivalent” of 25 chicks (or more)

Mystery Chicken Assortment - $20.00 plus shipping
Use shipping rate for 25 chicks for each order and send separate shipping payment for each Mystery Assortment ordered. Occasionally we have some extras from genetic crossing experiments. I’ve long had an interest in genetics and, on occasion, I do some experimental crosses between breeds. This assortment can have anything from our projects (including also the occasional mismarked egg or oddity). This is not a purebred collection. We only recommend this to someone who doesn’t care about breeds or breeding, but is either just wanting something for eggs or meat. The availability of this is sporadic and would only be available on the weeks when I don’t have time to keep any extras for further study. We reserve the right to fill in with a few pure breeds (if we have them) to fill this assortment. This assortment is not necessarily available at every hatch. Therefore, if you place an order for these, please be as flexible on shipping dates as possible. This assortment is only available as a unit of 25 chicks. This assortment is all full sized chickens - - - no bantams.

EGGS/ADULT FOWL

We do not ship hatching eggs or adult fowl.

NOTE: Please pay attention to the hatching dates for each type of fowl. When a breed is sold out for the season, it will be indicated beside the breed description for that breed on the web site. (Example: Turkeys do not start hatching until May. Guineas don’t start until June. Geese quit around July 1.)

POULTRY SHIPMENTS TO CANADA

We are no longer shipping poultry for entry into Canada. The changes in USPS border delivery and expense of vet import papers has stopped us from doing this.

POULTRY SHIPMENTS TO HAWAII

All orders for poultry shipments to Hawaii must be received in our office well in advance (a month or more) of the shipping date requested so that the necessary permits and paperwork may be obtained. There is no charge for the paperwork to ship to Hawaii, but it must be obtained in advance. We are not allowed to ship ducklings, turkey poults, or goslings to Hawaii. We can only send chicks. All shipments to Hawaii must be sent by Express Mail.
BANTAMS

Sorry none available in 2019

CHICKENS

2019 Hatch Weeks: March 5, 19 April 2, 16, 30; May 14, 28; June 11, 25; July 9, 23, August 6, 20; September 3, 17; October 1, 15, 29 (No specific breeds in September and October only assortments)

ASSORTED CHICKENS: Chicks $1.35 each. (100 per hatch) This assortment may be made up from any of the breeds of large fowl chicks listed in our catalog.

ASSORTED HEAVY CHICKENS: Chicks $1.75 each. (50 per hatch)

ASSORTED LIGHT CHICKENS: Chicks $1.45 each. (50 per hatch)

SUPER ASSORTED CHICKENS: Can be any of the full size breeds we offer. Will usually contain at least 6 breeds in an order of 25, but can contain more than 10 breeds. Sold in units of 25 or 50.

Chicks 25 for $30.00; 50 for $55.00

AMERICAN BREEDS

AMERUCANAS

Ameraucana (“Easter Eggers”)- A mixture of types and colors. These are not exhibition stock, but are very good sized and make a hardy dual purpose fowl. While we select for all breeders to have beards (muff of feathers under the chin), occasionally, some chicks will not. Egg color will vary between pale green, olive green, occasionally brown, or olive green with brown spots. Chicks $3.25 each (10)

Black Ameraucana- We were fortunate to obtain two different blood lines from show quality stock. These are pure black birds with beards and they lay greenish blue eggs. Chicks $5.50 each (10)

Blue Ameraucana - Typical blue genetics. (See Poultry Glossary on Poultry Page for explanation.) Bearded layers of blue green eggs. Chicks $5.50 each (10)

Lavender Ameraucana- We are excited to obtain these form Dennis Hetzel and all of the Ameraucanas we have raised the egg comes the closest to a blue shade as we have seen. Birds are soft lavender color and clam and relaxed in nature. This strain carries the silkie gene so some can come out like Silkies in feather type. Chicks $6.00 (5)

Barred Holland- A barred medium sized breed, not as big as Barred Rocks, good layers of a white or tinted egg. They have a single comb with six well-defined points. These were developed in 1934 from White Leghorns, Barred Rocks, Australorps and Brown Leghorns. They lay well year around. Chicks $5.00 each (25)

Black Java- Medium sized black fowl, excellent layers of pale brown eggs. Vigorous and thrifty. These came from show stock but appear on the smaller side of standards. Good foragers. Chicks $5.00 (15)

Buckeye- Large sized, dark rich red color, small to medium sized pea comb, gentle temperament. Lay a nice brown egg. These originated in Ohio in the early 1900's. Chicks $5.00 each (10)

Delaware- They are a fast grower, lay huge brown eggs, have moderately large single comb with five well-defined points, white with gray/black cuckoo neck, tail and wing feathers. These were developed in 1940 from off-colored sports between Barred Rock male and New Hampshire female. They are an excellent choice for free-range broilers. Over the years, I’ve attempted to select for large-sized eggs. There appears to be a number of “Delawares” available from other sources that do not anywhere match the traits that we have found to be true for this breed. A “true” Delaware should not be a light weight, flighty bird. We are trying to select for the fastest growing and most productive hens, but with reasonable egg size. Chicks $5.00 each (10) These always sell out fast make sure you check the availability online prior to ordering.

Erminettes - A very old American breed that nearly slipped to extinction but was rescued by the late Ron Nelson, of Wisconsin. We obtained some of Ron’s flock when we passed on and sent out to a number of individuals. The hard work of several people has them back to good status and with the yellow legs they should have. They lay a brown egg are nice sized and area beautiful white color with black specks. Chicks $5.00 each (10)

Golden Erminettes- Ron was working on a golden version of the Erminette. They still need lots of work to get all golden spotted birds, but they are gorgeous. and are for those who want a challenge to work with. Chicks $5.00 each (5)

Iowa Blue- Gray penciled pattern, pale brown eggs, medium to moderately large single comb with six points. Please note that these are not a blue chicken. Developed near Decorah, Iowa in the early 1900’s. The breed was in desperate need of new blood and I have worked for a few years to introduce new blood. There is still a slight possibility of an off-type bird. Chick color will range from a warm cocoa brown to black to an occasional mottled one. This breed is a
somewhat seasonal layer of pale brown eggs. They go in spurts. When not broody, we get lots of chicks and then all of a sudden they go broody and we get nothing. These are not recognized by the APA. They do not have yellow legs. They make a nice breed for someone who wants a good forager which will set on eggs. Chicks $5.00 each (15)

**New Hampshire**-A nice sized pale red orange bird which is a good dual purpose fowl and lays a nice big brown egg. They have a medium sized single comb with five points. We have selected for production first, show type second. Chicks $4.00 each (10)

**Rhode Island Red**- Deep red in color with rich yellow legs. They lay a brown egg and have a single comb. These are not the commercial variety called “Production Reds” but are the “true” Rhode Island Reds. Chicks $4.00 each (10)

**Rose Comb Rhode Island Red**- Deep red in color with rich yellow legs. They lay a brown egg. They have a nice, true rose comb. Admitted to the APA Standard in 1905. Chicks $6.00 each (10)

**Rose Comb Rhode Island White**- Admitted to the APA Standard in 1922. Ours are rose comb true to type as indicated in the APA Standard. They lay a brown egg. Chicks $6.00 each (10)

**White Rock**- On a visit last spring to central Iowa to our friend Larry Hall’s I noticed his two flocks of White Rocks. Both were very impressive with both the size of the bird and the size of the egg. I see many White Rocks at the fairs I judge and none ever seem to have a decent size. These birds were massive and yet thrifty looking and seemed to have lots of vigor. Larry shared some eggs and we now have flock and we are pleased to offer this nice sized version that appears productive and thrifty as well. Chicks $5.00 each (10)

**CHANTECLEER**

The first Canadian breed originating in Quebec in 1918. They are a dual purpose fowl - yellow skin, brown eggs, unique cushion shaped comb that makes them easily adapted to cold climates. These are very popular and book up fast.

**Buff Chantecler**- A buff colored version of Chantecler. Very attractive stocky built birds. They lay a very pale brown egg. These have not yet been admitted to the APA Standard. Chicks $6.00 each (10)

**Partridge Chantecler**- Still working on improvement of comb type. Body type is good. Colorful breed where the hens are an off-shade of brown with penciling. Males are somewhat tri-toned with red, brown and black. Chicks $6.00 each (10)

**Red Chantecler** - A newer creation of this breed. Shades of reddish orange. Good layers and colorful. These have not yet been admitted to the APA Standard. Chicks $6.00 each (10)

**White Chantecler**- They have a massive structure and are a calm breed with a very tight to the head comb and virtually no wattles. They lay a very pale brown egg. Chicks $6.00 each (10)

**JERSEY GIANTS**

**Black Jersey Giant**- A super large chicken that lays a nice large brown egg. Chicks $5.00 each (10)

**WYANDOTTES**

**Columbian Wyandotte** - Stocky built birds, white with black neck & tail feathers. Chicks $5.00 each (10)

**Golden Laced Wyandotte**- Golden laced pattern, orange and black, used to be called Winnebagos. They are one of the oldest of the Wyandotte breeds. Chicks $5.00 each (15)

**ASIATIC BREEDS**

**Blue Langshan**- Blue version of the Black Langshan. Chicks $5.00 each (5)

**ENGLISH BREEDS**

**Black Australorp**- Faster growing than the Black Orpington but slightly smaller in size. We are selecting for rapid growth, good size and heavy egg production. Brown egg layers. They have a medium large single comb with five points. Chicks $4.00 each (20)

**Coronation Sussex**- a gorgeous color variant where the neck feathers are a pale silvery blue. Large bodied birds that are calm and easy to handle. Egg size is typical of all Sussex and not very large. Chicks $7.50 each (5)

**Light Sussex**- A typical Columbian pattern with black neck, tail and wing feathers and white elsewhere. We are very grateful to Ron Dinger for obtaining and sharing with us two diverse lines and for his work to improve this beautiful breed. They lay very pale brown eggs and have a medium sized single comb with five points. Chicks $6.00 each (20)

**Red Sussex**- A still variable color variety that is a medium shade of red with some black in the neck and tail. We have combined several lines to maintain vigor and productivity . Chicks $4.00 each (10)

**Redcaps**- Unique old British breed, spangled red/ brown black color. We are selecting for large size - something that is lost in most commercial strains. Egg color is tinted creamy white. They have a unique, rose comb covered with large, round points. Chicks $5.00 each (10)

**Range Sussex**- please see website for complete explanation. Basically a silver grey color pattern. Chicks $2.00 each (20)
Speckled Sussex- White spots on a chestnut brown background. White skin and legs. Egg color is a very pale tan. They have a medium sized single comb with five points. Adult birds grow to a nice, large size. Chicks $4.00 each (15)

ORPINGTONS

Black Orpington - Large, true Orpington type, solid black in color. Common at one time, now very difficult to find. Chicks $6.00 each (15)

Blue Orpington - Nice, rich, slate blue colored birds. Gentle and calm. (See Glossary on Poultry Page for “Blue Genetics” explanation). Chicks $6.00 each (10)

Buff Orpington - Large, golden buff color, white skin, white legs. We keep birds that are selected from a cross of a large exhibition strain and a high production strain. Chicks $4.00 each (15)

Cuckoo Orpington- Large blocky birds that are cuckoo in color pattern. Variations in the depth and color of the cuckoo will occur. Chicks $6.00 each (10)

Chocolate Orpington - Large blocky birds gentle, deep chocolate color. Lay medium sized eggs. Chicks $7.00 each (5) Chicks $5.00 each (10)

DORKINGS

Black Dorking- A rare color that, in an effort to save it from drastic inbreeding, I crossed with other colors of Dorkings. We are getting both comb types (rose and single) and, while a predominant number are pure black, some off-colors (principally dark grey and birchen) are showing up. Chicks $6.50 (15)

Cuckoo Dorking - Still not perfected but a stocky color version to the breed. Cuckoo color pattern (grey and white barring). Chicks $6.50 each (5)

Dark Grey Dorking - Slightly variable in color, but similar to Dark Brahmans in color. Chicks $6.50 each (10)

Light Grey Dorking- They still need some improvement as to color, but we are continuing to select for the Columbian pattern of white with black neck, tail and wing feathers, off-white eggs. These have not yet been admitted to the APA Standard. Chicks $6.00 each (5)

MEDITERRANEAN BREEDS

Ancona- Nicely spotted white on black. We are selecting for a heavy production bird. White egg layers. Anconas were developed in a city in Italy from which they take their name. They have yellow skin and a single comb with five points. Introduced into the APA Standard in 1898. Chicks $4.00 each (10)

Black Penedescenca- Black Minorca-like chicken with a unique single comb that has almost a crown at the back side. They lay a dark brown egg. Their behavior is very flighty and is similar to a Leghorn. They have an unusual comb - - - single in the front with multiple lobes at the rear. Our strain tends to not have the pure white earlobes. We strive to select for darkest egg first, comb type second. Our males tend to have bright, white earlobes and the proper combs. Hens tend to have less white earlobes and not always the best combs. These have not yet been admitted to the APA Standard. Chicks $7.00 each (10)

Blue Andalusian- Large sized beautiful blue color. Excellent layers of white eggs. They have a single comb with five points. Large combs of male make winter hardiness a challenge. (See Glossary on Poultry Page for “Blue Genetics” explanation) Admitted to the APA Standard in 1874. A graceful, hardy breed from Andalusia, Spain. Chicks $4.00 each (10)

Buff Catalana - Originally from Catalana, Spain. Now much more common in Latin America, but very rare in the USA. We are still trying to work with them to refine color and conformation. The birds are deep, rich buff with black tails. They lay large white eggs and have a single comb with six points. Chicks $4.00 each (25)

Sicilian Buttercup- Originated in Sicily. Male is orange red with some black spangles. Hen is buff with parallel rows of black spangles. They have a unique, buttercup shaped comb, something like moose antlers. White eggs. First came to America in 1835. Not large chickens. Chicks $4.00 each (15)

LEGHORNS

The original breed came from Italy, but most of the color variations were developed in either England, Denmark, or the United States. All of ours are single combed with five points.

Black Leghorn - Solid black leghorn with excellent egg-laying ability, white eggs. Occasional off-color feather shows up. Birds are very thrifty and grow fast. They forage well. Chicks $4.00 each (25)

Exchequer Leghorn- Beautiful mottled pattern distinctive from Ancona in the large amounts of white. Rare in this country. Superb layers of large white eggs. Maintaining yellow legs is the biggest challenge. These have not yet been admitted to the APA Standard. Chicks $5.00 each (15)

SingleComb Brown Leghorn- Red / Black color pattern. Our strain is developed for hardiness and laying not showing. Chicks $4.00 each (10)

White Leghorn - A single comb version that is composite of 2 strains a superb show strain and a regular commercial line to produce a very active foraging birds of good size and layer of nice white eggs. We are breeding for disease tolerance, thriftiness and foraging ability. Chicks $3.50 each (20)
MINORCAS

Largest of the Mediterraneans. Long, strong bodies, large combs and wattles which can make winter hardiness a challenge, excellent layers of large, white eggs. All of ours are single comb with six points.

Buff Minorca - We have combined 3 commercial strains. These are not as large as the blacks. They do grow fast and dress out beautifully clean. They are excellent layers of white eggs and are thrifty and great foragers. Chicks $4.00 each (15)

Black Minorca - Pure black. They were admitted to the APA Standard in 1888. They are excellent layers of large, white eggs. Ours are from a superb show strain noted for heavy production of large eggs. We do have egg eating problems with these. They would do much better in a free-range situation. These are very large birds (do not confuse them with the common, smaller, commercial types). Chicks $5.00 each (15)

White Minorca - When ALBC did a survey of important breeds in our country’s development, I realized I hadn’t seen one since I was a child. In those days there were large flocks, but now I doubt there are 100 in the whole United States. Ron Nelson, shared some nice birds with us. This breed is another example of where we need to wake up before it is too late. Chicks $5.00 each (10)

CONTINENTAL BREEDS

A group of breeds classified together based upon their European origins.

Golden Campine - Deep rich golden neck feathers. Striking appearance, originating in Belgium. They have a single comb with five points. White eggs, vigorous foragers. These were admitted to the APA Standard in 1914. Chicks $5.00 each (10)

Golden Penciled Hamburg - A small sized, very old Dutch breed which was admitted to the APA Standard in 1874. Males and females are golden penciled and attractive. Chicks $5.00 each (5)

Lakenvelder - A white chicken with black neck, tail and wing feathers. They are medium sized, lay a white egg and are excellent foragers. They have a single comb with five points. These are an established German breed from at least 1860. Chicks $5.00 each (10)

Salmon Faverolle - Originated from crosses of Houdans, Dorkings and Asiatics in Faverolle, France. They lay tinted colored eggs. Calm, elegant birds with a medium size single comb. Males are greenish black with silver white neck and hackle feathers. Hens are a soft creamy tan. Both have muffs, five toes and feathered legs. Chicks $5.00 each (15)

Welsummer - Named after the village of Welsum in Holland. Most famous for the deep, dark brown eggs. Medium sized bird with yellow skin and a single comb with five points. Color pattern of chicks and adults is similar to Brown Leghorns. Chicks $5.00 each (15)

MARANS

Black Copper Maran - Basically black with reddish tint on the hens in the neck and breast area. Males have more red. Feather legged. Currently the darkest brown eggs we have. Chicks $7.00 each (10)

Blue Copper Maran - Beautiful, deep blue color with fiery orange-red neck and hackle feathers in the males. Females have fewer orange-red feathers. Lay deep, dark brown egg. Chicks $7.00 each (10)

Cuckoo Maran - Both French (feather-legged) and English (clean-legged) strains are kept together. Selection is for the darkest color in the eggs. During their first year of laying they are superb layers, from the second year on they love to become broody and egg production drops off. Of the dark egg laying breeds, these are the tops for production. They have a single comb with five or more points. Chicks $5.00 each (10)

Wheaten Maran - Typical wheaten color pattern. These are still showing some variability in the color pattern. Lay deep, dark brown eggs. Chicks $7.00 each (10)

CRESTED

Crested fowl are mentioned in historical writings from the 1500’s. The following lay medium to large sized white eggs. They all have a v-shaped comb.

Black Crested Blue Polish - A selection that is solid blue with a darker blue/black crest. Many of the crests will be a deeper shade of blue, but not necessarily black. This breed is not currently in the APA Standard. (See Glossary on Poultry Page for “Blue Genetics” explanation) Chicks $3.50 each (10)

Golden Polish - Bearded, white eggs, golden laced pattern, orange and black. Chicks $4.00 each (5)

White Crested Black Polish - Black body with white crests, thrifty and excellent layers of medium sized white eggs. Chicks $4.00 each (10)

White Crested Blue Polish - A soft, blue color with a white crest, lays white eggs. Chicks will come out in the typical blue genetics pattern. (See Glossary on the Poultry Page for “Blue Genetics” explanation) Chicks $4.00 each (10)
ORIENTAL BREEDS

A broad grouping of birds that tended to have been developed (or selected for) in the Orient. All Orientals lay a very pale brown egg.

**Black Breasted Red Cubalaya** - Developed in Cuba from original stock imported from the Philippines. They have a small pea comb, off-white eggs. Males are typical Black Breasted Red pattern. Hens are cinnamon color. Chicks $5.00 each (10)

**Black Breasted Red Kraienkoppe** - Unique, old, Dutch type game fowl, males are the Brown Leghorn color pattern, the hens are a cinnamon color or the color of Brown Leghorn hens. They have a small walnut comb and are fairly small sized, but lay extremely well an off white egg and for the most part have a nice temperament. Select your breeders to have uniform walnut combs. They are excellent foragers and mothers. This breed is not as yet listed in the APA Standard. Chicks $4.00 each (10)

**Black Frizzle Sumatra** - Same as the Black Sumatra, but with the frizzle gene. (See Glossary on Poultry Page for “Frizzle Gene” explanation) Very attractive version which we obtained from Ed Hart. They have a small pea comb. This breed is not as yet listed in the APA Standard. Chicks $5.00 each (5)

**Black Shamo** - Pure black in color, pale brown eggs. Occasional off-colored feather can be seen. They have a small pea comb. Chicks $6.00 each (5)

**Dark Shamo** - Good Shamo type, but the color of a Dark Cornish, pale brown eggs. They have a small pea comb. Occasional off types can be seen. Chicks $6.00 each (5)

**Red Pyle Cubalaya** - A colorful small sized chicken with a small pea comb. The breed dates back many years. Males are white with red-orange neck and hackle feathers and red patches on the wings. They are very attractive. Females are somewhat variable with light orange-yellow neck and some orange feathers. Females can be basically white except for head and neck. Not all chicks hatch out the Red Pyle pattern. Chicks $5.00 each (10)

**Silver Kraienkoppe** - Color pattern like a Silver Grey Dorking, off-white eggs. They have a small walnut comb. See Black Breasted Red Kraienkoppe for breed history. This breed is not at this time listed in the APA Standard. Chicks $5.00 each (5)

**Egyptian Fayoumi** - Truly a unique breed as they mature very quickly. They are flighty and prefer to range over a large area. They have a moderately large single comb. Color is similar to a Campine only the barring is not as distinct and they are a silver color. Pale brown eggs. This breed is not as yet listed in the APA Standard. Chicks $3.00 each (10)

**American Dumpy** - Not a recognized breed but the result of culling the off types from the Cuckoo Scots Dumpies. When we obtained the Cuckoo Scots Dumpies they threw a few yellow legged birds, which at first we immediately culled and then as we removed the trait from them I kept a few of these and noticed how much more vigorous and thrifty they were than their white legged true to type form. It seemed like the more we perfected the true Dumpy’s the worse they became but these yellow legged types show high degree of vigor and lay well. If you want a nice short legged thrifty little bird and don’t care that they have yellow legs, these are a perfect match. They lay a tinted egg, forage well and have a pleasant disposition. They are cuckoo in color pattern. Chicks $5.00 each (15)

**Flame Jaerhon** - The genetics of the Norwegian Jaerhon produces some off-types. This darker version, considered not proper for Norwegian Jaerhons, is a beautiful and Hardy selection. Females are a cuckoo pattern with gold in neck and hackles. The males are a cuckoo pattern with brilliant flame orange-red hackles, neck and wing patches. Much harder than the regular Norwegian Jaerhons. Not perfected and not in the APA Standard. There are off-types in this breed. Strictly for the person wishing a colorful layer. Chicks $3.00 each (10)

**Muffed Old English Game** - A colorful mix of muffed (bearded) Old English Game Fowl. Their history is very old. They are excellent foragers, good setters and mothers. They have a small single comb with five points and lay a tinted egg. This breed is not as yet listed in the APA Standard. Chicks $4.00 each (25)

**Norwegian Jaerhon** - Colorful, almost a creme bar pattern. Small in size, very active foragers. Lay white eggs. Developed in Norway. They have a small single comb. This breed is not as yet listed in the APA Standard. Norwegian Jaerhons are not very winter hardy and struggle with many common poultry ailments. They are gorgeous and thrifty but are not long-lived. Chicks $4.00 each (10)

OTHER BREEDS

This is a group that doesn’t fit into any other APA category and, unless otherwise noted, are listed in the APA Standard at this time.

**Egyptian Fayoumi** - Truly a unique breed as they mature very quickly. They are flighty and prefer to range over a large area. They have a moderately large single comb. Color is similar to a Campine only the barring is not as distinct and they are a silver color. Pale brown eggs. This breed is not as yet listed in the APA Standard. Chicks $3.00 each (10)

**American Dumpy** - Not a recognized breed but the result of culling the off types from the Cuckoo Scots Dumpies. When we obtained the Cuckoo Scots Dumpies they threw a few yellow legged birds, which at first we immediately culled and then as we removed the trait from them I kept a few of these and noticed how much more vigorous and thrifty they were than their white legged true to type form. It seemed like the more we perfected the true Dumpy’s the worse they became but these yellow legged types show high degree of vigor and lay well. If you want a nice short legged thrifty little bird and don’t care that they have yellow legs, these are a perfect match. They lay a tinted egg, forage well and have a pleasant disposition. They are cuckoo in color pattern. Chicks $5.00 each (15)

**Flame Jaerhon** - The genetics of the Norwegian Jaerhon produces some off-types. This darker version, considered not proper for Norwegian Jaerhons, is a beautiful and Hardy selection. Females are a cuckoo pattern with gold in neck and hackles. The males are a cuckoo pattern with brilliant flame orange-red hackles, neck and wing patches. Much harder than the regular Norwegian Jaerhons. Not perfected and not in the APA Standard. There are off-types in this breed. Strictly for the person wishing a colorful layer. Chicks $3.00 each (10)

**Muffed Old English Game** - A colorful mix of muffed (bearded) Old English Game Fowl. Their history is very old. They are excellent foragers, good setters and mothers. They have a small single comb with five points and lay a tinted egg. This breed is not as yet listed in the APA Standard. Chicks $4.00 each (25)

**Norwegian Jaerhon** - Colorful, almost a creme bar pattern. Small in size, very active foragers. Lay white eggs. Developed in Norway. They have a small single comb. This breed is not as yet listed in the APA Standard. Norwegian Jaerhons are not very winter hardy and struggle with many common poultry ailments. They are gorgeous and thrifty but are not long-lived. Chicks $4.00 each (10)
GUINEAS

2019 Hatch Weeks: June 11, 25; July 9, 23, August 6, 20; September 3, 17: October 1, 15, 29

We are not set up to offer large quantities of any particular color variety of guinea. For those who want large numbers of a particular color variety, please contact: The Guinea Farm, 21357 White Pine Lane, New Vienna, IA 52065-9728 Telephone (563) 853-4195. We can highly recommend their stock.

ASSORTED GUINEA KEETS: Keets $4.00 each or 25 for $85.00.

Buff Dundotte- Darker buff color with dots. (In assortments only)
Brown - Dark cocoa with dots. The brown guineas seem to carry very low fertility despite laying large numbers of eggs. Availability is sporadic. Be prepared to wait for these. (In assortments only)
Chocolate - Dark brown with no dots. (In assortments only)
Lavender- Pale blue with dots. Our hardiest and most productive color pattern
Pearl- This is the color pattern everyone thinks of when speaking of guineas, dark steel grey with white dots. (In assortments only)
Royal Purple- Dark purple, no dots other than a few on the underside. (In assortments only)
Slate- Slate gray with a reddish tint, day olds are a very attractive reddish color. (In assortments only)

QUAIL

We have decided to not sell hatching eggs as the risks are great. Therefore, we are offering them as started (approximately 2 week old birds) that will be shipped via Express Mail (only). The assortment may contain any of the following (but is not guaranteed to contain all of the colors): Wild type, Manchurian Golden, English White, and British Range Black. We are also working with other color patterns and they might be included as well. We have a separate location to keep the young isolated for that time frame while we are starting them (for bio-security reasons).

We will be selling them in units of 12 assorted (this allows for a few extras to be included).

Each unit of 12 counts as a unit of 25 day-old chicks for Express Mail chart purposes. They are available for April through October as hatches are available.

12 Super Assorted Coturnix Quail - $ 35.00 (+shipping)

DUCKS

2019 Hatch Weeks: April 2, 16, 30; May 14, 28; June 11, 25; July 9, 23, August 6, 20; September 3, 17: (No specific breeds in September and October only assortments)

ASSORTED DUCKLINGS: Ducklings $4.00 each (30) This can be any breed from the entire list. We will include several types. It will not be only one kind.

ASSORTED FANCY DUCKLINGS: Ducklings $5.00 each (15) An assortment of rarer colors and types. Can be any breed except no Pekins or Khaki Campbells.

ASSORTED EGG TYPE DUCKLINGS Ducklings $4.50 each (30).

ASSORTED MEAT-TYPE DUCKLINGS: Ducklings $4.50 each (30)

EGG-TYPE DUCKS

Dark Campbell- Drakes have green heads with brownish grey bodies. Hens are dark cocoa brown with thin khaki penciling and are excellent layers starting at an early age. Ducklings $6.00 each (25)

Golden Buff Cascade- Drakes have greenish bronze heads with white neck collars, red chestnut breasts, creamy buff undersides. Hens are a buff color. Live weight is between 6 and 7 pounds. These were introduced in 1984 by Holderread's Waterfowl. Our strain obtained in 1991 is not like what Holderread's is selling today. We have maintained ours as they originally came to us 20+ years ago. They are top notch layers and are deserving of greater world numbers. Over the past several years they have laid almost 100% from early January through August, have taken a couple of weeks off, and then returned to heavy production through the end of the season. Young that are hatched in April will frequently start to lay by Fall. Ducklings $6.00 each (15)

Khaki Campbell- Small size, efficient on feed for the eggs produced. Drakes resemble a mallard drake only dark brown. Hens are a seal brown color. Ducklings $5.00 each (25)

Welsh Harlequin- Males have a greenish head, reddish breast, soft buffy fawn with eyes of darker color on the feathers. Hens lack the green head and red breast. Good layers of white eggs and average 3 to 3.5
pound dressed weight. These were developed in 1949 in Wales from a Khaki Campbell color mutation. They are slightly larger than Khaki Campbells. They do have two color phases (gold and silver). Both are kept together. The chief difference in the colors is in the hens where the gold phase is light brown in color and the silver is a light silver-gray. The carcass of butchered specimens is excellent for lower fat and high flavor. Ducklings $6.00 each (15)

White Campbell- Pure white version of the Khaki. Good layers. Bills can be either pink or yellow in color. Once into heavy production, darkening of the bills can occur. Ducklings $6.00 each (15)

**RUNNERS**

ASSORTED RUNNER DUCKLINGS: Ducklings $6.00 each (10) This assortment can be from any of the Runner-type ducks we offer.  
Black Runner - Pure black, erect standing. Ducklings $7.00 each (5)

Blue Runner - Deep blue, good runner type. (AVAILABLE IN ASSORTMENTS ONLY.)

Fawn and White Runner - Fawn cap and cheek patches, patches of white alternating with patches of fawn and a distinct white belly. Ducklings $7.00 each (5)

Grey Runner (Mallard Runner) - Typical mallard duck color pattern with a runner body. Males have an emerald green head, white neck ring that does not close at reddish brown breast and a steel grey underbody. Ducklings $7.00 each (5)

Khaki Runner- Good type, khaki color pattern. Ducklings $7.00 each (5)

White Runner - Pure white in color, orange bill and feet. (AVAILABLE IN ASSORTMENTS ONLY.)

MEAT-TYPE DUCKS

Ancona- A very colorful, spotted or pied colored duck. This is the breed for the individual that wants just one breed but cannot decide upon a color. They are good layers and a good meat bird. They range in color from blue or black to a pied and chocolate color. Sold as mixed colors only. The ducklings are darling with their unique color patterns. Ducklings $6.00 each (25)

Black Cayuga- Pure black with a greenish purple cast in the sunlight. First eggs of the season are a purple black in color. They are good layers and excellent for meat. Ducklings $6.00 each (15)

Black Magpie- Same color pattern as the Blue Magpie only in black. Ducklings $7.00 each (5)

Blue Magpie- a medium sized breed that has a colored cap on the head. Ducklings $7.00 each (5)

Blue Cayuga- Large size, deep blue color, truly striking in appearance. Remember with all blue fowl some non-blue offspring occur. The 25% that are a silver color from this mating are also rather attractive in appearance. Select away from the ones which occasionally show white in the body. Ducklings $7.00 each (10)

Blue Swedish- A good egg laying and dual purpose breed with blue feathers and a white bib. Remember that you can get a Splash called Silver and a Black from a Blue to Blue mating. Ducklings $6.00 each (20)

Buff- Soft buff color, gentle, a good source of pets for children, also for eggs and meat. They are an easy breed to dress and are nice and plump. Ducklings $6.00 each (15)

Chocolate Cayuga - After years of selection and breeding we have produced a chocolate colored, full sized duck. Mild mannered and Cayuga in type and size. Still have a few quirks, but hopefully, they will be consistent. Ducklings $7.00 (5)

Pekin- Large, white feathered with bright orange bills. We select for large size and rapid growth. Ducklings $5.00 each (20)

Rouen- Large, exhibition type, not the common, commercial strain. Ducklings $7.00 each (20)

Saxony- German breed, 4 to 6 lbs (dressed weight). Drakes are a buffy color with a blue grey head, back and wings and a chestnut burgundy breast. Hens are buff colored with white facial stripes. Ducklings $7.00 each (10)

Silver Appleyard- Drakes are like a Welsh Harlequin in color, but much larger in size. Hens are a mottled tannish color. First imported from Britain to the U.S. in 1982. A great deal of variability exists in the coloring of the hens. Ducklings $7.00 each (5)

White Crested- Pure white, orange bills and feet, large white crests. Very ornamental. Ducklings $7.00 each (10)

Ornamental Ducks

Chocolate East Indies- see website for details. Ducklings $6.00 each (5)

Please remember we process and fill orders on a first come, first served basis. We never know from year to year which will be the hot items that everyone will want, so place your orders early even if you don’t want them until summer. If you don’t get your name on the list early for the date that you prefer, that date may already be booked up for the breeds you want. REMEMBER, ORDER EARLY!!!!!
GEES

2019 Hatch Weeks:  April 2, 16, 30; May 14, 28; June 11, 25;
Geese are rather temperamental layers and will quit once the season turns hot. Our incubators are not the best for goose eggs, so hatches are subject to availability. The goose assortments available are as follows: Super Assorted, and Fancy Assorted.

SUPER ASSORTED: Goslings - 6 for $60.00; 12 for $110.00. This assortment can be anything. It might be one each of six different breeds or two or three each of two or three different breeds. Caution this can run high in numbers of White Chinese when other breeds are booked.

FANCY ASSORTED: Goslings - 6 for $120.00 This assortment will be from one or more of the following breeds: American Buff, Buff Saddleback Pomeranian, Grey Saddleback Pomeranian, Pilgrim, Roman Tufted, or Tufted Buff

American Buff- Large, gentle, rich buff color. Goslings $25.00 each (4)
Buff Saddleback Pomeranian- Large sized, white with buff saddleback patches on the back and head. Goslings $30.00 each (4)
Grey Saddleback Pomeranian- Large sized, white with grey saddleback patches on the back and head. Goslings $30.00 each (4)
Old Fashioned Pomeranian - A colorful group of rare old German geese. They are not all of one color. (AVAILABLE ONLY IN FANCY ASSORTED GEESE.)
Roman Tufted- Small sized, pure white with tufts on their heads. Very elegant looking. AVAILABLE IN FANCY ASSORTMENT ONLY.
White Chinese- Small, very active, noisy, good breed for foraging. Ours have long, slender necks. Goslings $10.00 each (6)

TURKEYS

2019 Hatch Weeks: May 14, 28; June 11, 25; July 9, 23, August 6, 20;

Super Assorted - 15 Turkeys for $120.00; or $9.00 each. These can be 1 or 2 of each of any breeds from the list. This is a good way to find out which best fits your needs. Then order the specific breed you like next season. Remember, you will receive a list of the contents with the shipment. There will be ABSOLUTELY NO CHOICES in the assortment.
Sorry we can only offer assorted only this year with all that was going on in 2018.

TURKEY BREEDS

Auburn - A chocolate color diluted with reddish tint. From a distance they look like a chocolate that is off-color. Close up the feathers are chocolate with faint red dots. The wings are barred white and chocolate. (AVAILABLE IN ASSORTMENTS ONLY)
Black Spanish - Large, pure black turkey. Dates back to one of the earliest selections from the Wild turkey. (AVAILABLE IN ASSORTMENTS ONLY)
Blue Slate - A slate blue-grey, medium sized breed. Like all blue fowl, three types of offspring are produced - the blue slate which is blue with black. (AVAILABLE IN ASSORTMENTS ONLY)
Bronze, Wishard Strain - This is a true-breeding strain, not the common type found in feed mills. They are the large birds people used to picture when they thought of turkeys. (AVAILABLE IN ASSORTMENTS ONLY)
Chocolate - Chocolate brown in color. Day-old pouls are white faced with chocolate bodies. Very old variety, now back in decent numbers after nearly becoming extinct ten years ago. Thanks to Paula Johnson for the work she put into this breed to help bring it back from the brink of extinction. (AVAILABLE IN ASSORTMENTS ONLY)
Narrangansett - Medium to large sized turkey with contrasting black and grey color. Wing feathers are barred. A very old breed. Overall looks to be a rather silver color. (AVAILABLE IN ASSORTMENTS ONLY)
Royal Palm - A striking color pattern of black and white. Very attractive and showy. They are a small breed. (AVAILABLE IN ASSORTMENTS ONLY)
White Holland - This is the true-breeding type, not what is sold as White turkeys in the feed mills. These are a realistic size and capable of breeding without artificial insemination as the modern turkeys of today’s farms require. (AVAILABLE IN ASSORTMENTS ONLY)

POULTRY NUMBER ORDER REQUIREMENTS

1. Chicks, bantams, guinea keets - You must order these in multiples of 25 (25, 50, 75, 100, etc.).
2. Ducklings and turkey poults - You must order these in multiples of 15 (15, 30, 45, 60, etc.).
3. Goslings - You must order these in multiples of 6 (1 duckling = 2 chicks. 1 gosling = 2 ducklings. 1 turkey = 2 guinea keets or 2 chicks.)
SEND ORDERS TO:  FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
SandHill Preservation Center  Order Received_________________
1878 230th Street  Order Number_________________
Calamus, Iowa  52729-9659

2019 Poultry Order Form

Name____________________________________________________________________
Address__________________________________________________________________
City____________________________ State______________ ZIP___________________
Phone(___)____________________(daytime)  Phone(___)____________________(night)
E-mail Address_________________________________

______Check here if this is a change of address.  List old Zip Code_________________

First Preferred Shipping Date_____________________
Please circle ALL shipping dates below that are also acceptable to you for your shipment.
March 19; April 2,16,30; May 14,28; June 11,25; July 9,23; August 6,20; September 3,17; October 1,15,29
(PLEASE be as flexible as possible.  If the dates you circle are not available for what you have ordered, you will
get the order back as not being able to be filled.)
Indicate here

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub/ No sub</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Breed</th>
<th>Cost Each</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SUBTOTAL _________

NOTE: Turkeys shipped to a state outside of Zones 1 and 2 MUST request and pay for Express Mail Service!
Also, all birds of any kind shipped to Zones 7,8 and 9 MUST also request and pay for Express Mail Service! We
also recommend Express Mail Service when shipping Runner Ducks and the more expensive breeds of Geese.

Postage Service Requested - Circle the one you are requesting and add in the postage charge.
Standard Service   Express Service  (See postage chart on pages) ____________

THANK YOU!  TOTAL $ ________________
TOTAL PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH THE ORDER FORM OR THE ORDER IS NOT
CONSIDERED AS BOOKED.
Please list any possible substitutions that you will accept if we are unable to fill your order as you have
requested. By indicating “No Sub” it could delay the shipment of your order several weeks (or months) until
all breeds you have ordered are available from the same hatch.
Acceptable Substitute Breeds


Fact Sheets are available on how to raise Waterfowl, Chickens, Guineas or Turkeys at a cost of $1.00 each (or free with an order --- if you request it). These sheets are designed for the beginner and will give basic information on what to expect and how to proceed upon arrival of your birds. However, we highly recommend you purchase Storey’s Guide To Raising Poultry - Fourth Edition (by Glenn Drowns) for complete information. This book may be found in the book section of our catalog.

Mail order (enclosing payment by check or money order) to the address listed on the other side of the page.

**WE WILL NOT ACCEPT TELEPHONE, INTERNET, OR CREDIT CARD ORDERS. PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER AND MUST BE RECEIVED BY U.S. MAIL OR IT IS NOT CONSIDERED TO BE BOOKED IN THE SCHEDULE FOR 2019.**
SEND ORDERS TO: Sand Hill Preservation Center
FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
1878 230th Street
Calamus, Iowa  52729-9659

Date Received__________________
Date Shipped___________________

2019 Seed, Root and Book Order Form

Name_______________________________________________________
Address_____________________________________________________
City____________________ State________________ Zip____________
_________________Check here if this is a change of address. List old Zip Code____________________

Please indicate if we may SUBSTITUTE:  YES  OR  NO
(Occasionally we run out of seed of a particular variety. We will only substitute with a very similar variety. Failure to circle Yes or No gives us the option to substitute something similar.)

**PLEASE DO NOT ORDER SWEET POTATOES OR POULTRY ON THIS PAGE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of Items</th>
<th>Variety Name</th>
<th>Veg Type</th>
<th>Cost/Each</th>
<th>Total Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subtotal this page__________
Subtotal next page__________

SHIPPING AND HANDLING (Flat charge for all U.S. seed orders) $3.00 (U.S. only)
Foreign Seed Orders (Canada - add $8.00/order; Other Foreign - add $10.00/order) _____________

7% SALES TAX (*Iowa Residents Only for All Seeds, Bulblets and Books*) _____________

THANK YOU! TOTAL OF SEED ORDER $ _____________
[Please remit separate payment (check or money order) for sweet potatoes and seeds.]

Additional full sized sheets of paper or a photocopy of this page and the next page may be used if extra space is needed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of Items</th>
<th>Variety Name</th>
<th>Veg Type</th>
<th>Cost/Each</th>
<th>Total Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subtotal this page__________
2019 Sweet Potato Order Form

Name________________________________________________________
Address______________________________________________________
City_____________________ State________________ Zip____________

____ Check here if this is a change of address. List old Zip Code____________

____ Check here if you need a copy of our Organic Certification for sweet potatoes.

SUBSTITUTIONS (Please check one or the other.) YES__________ NO__________
Failure to check one of these allows us to substitute a similar variety if we run short.

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS
Please list the number of slips you are ordering for each individual variety or each assortment (6, 12, etc.). Please ONLY order slips in the quantities listed in the catalog.

Please submit “Regular Season” and “Season Closeout Special” orders on two separate forms with two separate shipping and handling amounts. (You may still add them together and send just one check.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of Slips</th>
<th>Variety Name (or Assortment Name)</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

____ Check here if you are ordering the “Season Closeout Special”

Total This Page $_______________
Total Page Two $_______________
Subtotal of both pages $_______________
IA Sales Tax (Iowa residents only) $_______________
Shipping & Handling (Total number of slips ordered ____)$_______________
Grand Total $_______________

[Please remit separate payment (check or money order) for sweet potatoes and seeds.]

SHIPPING & HANDLING CHARGE
1 through 12 slips = $ 6.50  51 through 100 slips = $10.00  201 through 350 slips $20.00
13 through 50 slips = $ 8.00  101 through 200 slips = $12.50  351 through 500 slips $30.00
(There is a limit of 200 slips total per customer this year.)

SALES TAX - For Iowa residents only - You must also pay 7% sales tax on your sweet potato order. (See order form above for where to add this in.)

SHIPPING DATES - Regular Season Shipping Dates for Slips are May 25 through June 25.
Season Closeout Special Shipping Dates for Slips are June 26 through July 15.
Additional full sized sheets of paper or a photocopy of this page and the next page may be used if extra space is needed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of Slips</th>
<th>Variety Name (or Assortment Name)</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subtotal this page $__________________
3-digit ZIP Code prefix is **527**. The first 3-digits of your destination ZIP Code determine the zone.

* Indicates ZIP Code range within the same NDC as the origin ZIP Code
+ Indicates ZIP Code range has 5-Digit Exceptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ZIP Code</th>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>ZIP Code</th>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>ZIP Code</th>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>ZIP Code</th>
<th>Zone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>005</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>389-----399</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>590-----593</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>786-----797</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>006-----009</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>400-----418</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>594-----596</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>798-----799</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>010-----038</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>800-----816</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>039-----049</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>421-----422</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>598-----599</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>820-----828</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>050-----098</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>423-----424</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>600-----611</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>829-----838</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100-----149</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>425-----427</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>1*</td>
<td>840-----847</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150-----154</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>430-----459</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>613-----616</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>850-----853</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>460-----469</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>617-----619</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>855-----857</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>470-----471</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>859-----860</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157-----159</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>472-----479</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>622</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>863-----864</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160-----165</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>480-----489</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>623-----627</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>865</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166-----212</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>490-----491</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>628-----631</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>870-----871</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214-----241</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>633-----641</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>873-----879</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>242</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>493-----495</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>644-----658</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>243-----245</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>496-----499</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>660-----662</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>881-----882</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>246-----253</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>500-----509</td>
<td>2*</td>
<td>664-----668</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>883</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>254</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>510-----513</td>
<td>4*</td>
<td>669-----678</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>884</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>255-----266</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>2*</td>
<td>679</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>885</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>267-----268</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>515-----516</td>
<td>3*</td>
<td>680-----681</td>
<td>3*</td>
<td>889-----891</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270-----306</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>1*</td>
<td>683-----689</td>
<td>3*</td>
<td>893</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>307</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>2*</td>
<td>690-----693</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>894-----895</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>308-----329</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>522-----524</td>
<td>1*</td>
<td>700-----701</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>897</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330-----342</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>2*</td>
<td>703-----708</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>898</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>344</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>526-----528</td>
<td>1*</td>
<td>710-----714</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>900-----908</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>346</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>530-----532</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>716-----731</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>910-----928</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>347</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>733</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>930-----966</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>349</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>734-----738</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>967-----968</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350-----352</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>537-----539</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>739</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>969</td>
<td>9+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>354-----359</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>540-----551</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>740-----741</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>970-----978</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360-----361</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>553-----561</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>743-----749</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>979</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>362</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>562-----567</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>750-----754</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>980-----986</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>363-----369</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>570-----575</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>755-----756</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>988-----989</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370-----386</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>576-----577</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>757-----770</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>990-----994</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>387</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>580-----584</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>772-----784</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>995-----999</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>388</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>585-----588</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>785</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[+] 5-Digit Exceptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ZIP Code</th>
<th>Zone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>96900-----96938</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96945-----96959</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96961-----96969</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96971-----96999</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## POSTAGE CHART
### PRIORITY MAIL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ZONE 1, 2</th>
<th>ZONE 3</th>
<th>ZONE 4</th>
<th>ZONE 5</th>
<th>ZONE 6</th>
<th>ZONE 7</th>
<th>ZONE 8</th>
<th>ZONE 9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 (15) {6}</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 (30) {12}</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>26.00</td>
<td>36.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 (45) {18}</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>28.00</td>
<td>32.00</td>
<td>36.00</td>
<td>48.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 (60) {24}</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>31.00</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td>42.00</td>
<td>47.00</td>
<td>63.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## EXPRESS MAIL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ZONE 1, 2</th>
<th>ZONE 3</th>
<th>ZONE 4</th>
<th>ZONE 5</th>
<th>ZONE 6</th>
<th>ZONE 7</th>
<th>ZONE 8</th>
<th>ZONE 9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 (15) {6}</td>
<td>24.00</td>
<td>28.00</td>
<td>37.00</td>
<td>43.00</td>
<td>45.00</td>
<td>48.00</td>
<td>49.00</td>
<td>60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 (30) {12}</td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td>39.00</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>60.00</td>
<td>63.00</td>
<td>64.00</td>
<td>66.00</td>
<td>82.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 (45) {18}</td>
<td>37.00</td>
<td>49.00</td>
<td>63.00</td>
<td>75.00</td>
<td>80.00</td>
<td>81.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
<td>105.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 (60) {24}</td>
<td>43.00</td>
<td>60.00</td>
<td>77.00</td>
<td>86.00</td>
<td>90.00</td>
<td>92.00</td>
<td>95.00</td>
<td>120.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
COMPANY PHILOSOPHY

Many ask why the name for our company. I purchased this farm in 1988 after the worst drought in many years and at the peak of the farm crisis. Most of the locals had ruled this 40 acre piece of ground a sandy, worthless piece of Iowa. Iowa has 25% of the U.S.’s top grade soil, but our farm is 40 acres of the deepest sand you’ll find for miles. A glacial outwash sand hill dissects the property from east to west. There is a remnant locust/mulberry woods on opposite ends of the farm that has held the sand in place for many years. Twenty-three acres are tillable and are devoted to our seed crops, some hay ground and our orchard. Seventeen acres (basically the “sand hill” part) are either into pasture or we have left a remnant chunk untouched for native flora and a remnant box turtle population. Box turtles have few places left to live and reproduce in our continuous Midwestern agricultural land. The farm name comes from its location and its mission. I came here from Idaho where I had no soil and a very poor growing climate. To me, the endless depths of loose soil seemed like “The Promised Land”. When Linda and I married in 1993, I gained a partner to expand the goals and operations of the farm. With Linda’s help, we have expanded into the preservation of the poultry and many types of heirloom seeds. It is important for people to understand the difference between a “true business” and a preservation center. A “true business” markets a product with hopes of great sales and if sales are not good, the product is discontinued. A good business philosophy would dictate that the primary goal of a business is to make money. Our preservation center operates with a slightly different philosophy. While making money is not a bad thing, our first and primary goal here is for genetic preservation of both seeds and poultry. While our catalog is loaded with many things found nowhere else, some of which are very worthy of mass production from larger operations, they may never reach that market because they don’t have a catchy name or are particularly easy to produce. We maintain those seeds and those poultry varieties even if a year goes by with maybe only one or two inquiries about them. If they make it as far as our catalog then we feel there is something unique genetically that makes them worthy to be preserved. We are always grateful to those people who share our vision and support what we are trying to do. While it is not expensive or terribly difficult to maintain a particular seed variety (although it can be time consuming), maintaining many of the poultry lines can become quite expensive as they must be fed year round. We have been encouraged by the turn-around of interest in rare and endangered poultry since the mid-1990’s. In the mid-90’s there were only a few of us out there maintaining some of the breeds that we offer. It is encouraging to note that now many of them are regaining the strength and popularity that they once had.